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WILLIAM VAN O'CONNOR, author of Climates of Tragedy and of numerous articles appearing in such magazines as Sewanee Review, Kenyon Review, American
Scholar, Ppetry, and others, is doing further work in literary criticism under a Rockefeller Foundation scholarship; he lives iIi St. Paul, Minnesota. KENNETH LAsH is· a
teaching ~ssistant !n the Engli~h'dep~tmem of the, University of .New Mexico; ~s
first· published artIcle appears m this Issue, although he has published verse preVIously in a number of-magazines.
.
In this special fiction issue, all but one of the short story contributors are new to
this magazine. BRUCE P. WOODFORD is an undergraduate at the Universi~y-of Denver, and his story, "The Necessary Illusion," appearing in this issue will be printed
in a forthcoming anthology of college writing. W. L. WOODHOUSE, who lives in
Ogden, Utah, where he is employed by die government, has done a great deal of
newspaper: writing, although his story in this issue is his first piece of published
- ficti9n. JAMES L. SUMMERS, a former resident of New Mexico now living in California,' has published in Southwest Review and in a number of commercial magazines;
he appears here for the first time. EDWARD,AMEJKO, who teaches English at Wolcott
Technical Smoolat Torrington, Connecticut, has published in New Masses, American Courier, and other magazines. PEGGY HARDING LoVE'S story, "The Betrayal," bas
been chosen for inclusion in an anthology of college writing to appear soon; she lives
in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. ALLEN PARR01T~ a native of Iowa and a graduate of
the University of California at Berkeley, after serving three years in the Navy, is now
living in Monterey, California, and writinR a novel; his story appearing in this issue
is his first to be published. JESSAMYN WEST, of Napa, California, some of. whose work
was' published in this magazine as early as .1940, is now a well-known writer of short
stories; her book The Friendly Persuasion is reviewed in this issue. RICHARD SUMMERS, author of eight books, mainly of Southwestern setting, and a number of short
stories, is associate professor of English at the University of .Arizona in Tucson.
Of the three college poets featured in this issue, BRUCE P. WOODFORD bas
already been mentioned as a.contributor of fiction; JOAN HOWELL, of New York, and
BILL STAFFORD, of Upland, California, are both recent graduates of the University of
California. LINDLEY WILLIAMS HUBBELL, who teaches at Rand School, Hartford,
Connecticut, will have a fourth book of poems, Long Island Triptych and Other
Poems, appear this fall. BERNICE SLOTE teaches at the University of Nebraska and
was twice awarded the Avery Hopgood poetry award at the University of Michigan.
OLIVER EVANS, who lives in Weehawken, New Jersey, has had work appear in a number of important literary reviews. CHAD WALSH teaches English at Beloit C.allege,
Wisconsin, and ~ religious book by him is on the Harper's list for this sp.ring.
EVERETr W'. BOVARD, JR.: ~f Rye, New York, a po~ice report~r, th,en navigator wi~
the RCAF, IS now studymg psychology at Columbia Umverslty. All other poets In
this issue have contributed formerly to this magazine. ALICE MOSER, whose work
appeared in the volume Three Lyric Poets and who is now preparing a new collection of her poems, lives in Beloit, Wisconsin, where her· husband teaches at Beloit
College. A. M. SAMPLEY is librarian at North Texas State Teachers College at Denton, Texas. BARBARA GIBBS, of Logan, Utah, is translating Beaudelaire, the volume
to be issued by Reynal & Hitchcock, and the poem printed in this issue appears by
courtesy of that publishing firm. PETER JOHN STEPHENS lit.es in New York City and
writes criticism for the new quarterly published by the Ueague to Support Poetry.
MARY POOLE, of Houston, Texas, has published poems in a number of magazines.
Reviewers for this issue are mainly members of the University of New Mexico
teaching staff. THELMA CAMPBELL, ALBERT R. LOPES, JosE ANTONIO PORTUONDO,
C. H. S. KOCH and R. M. DUNCAN are all members of the department of modern
languages; JOHN ADAIR is a member of the department of anthropology and DOROTHY WOODWARD a member of the history department; MIGUEL JOWN teaches in the
department of government; W. P. ALBRECHT, KATHERINE SIMONS, and DUDLEY
• WYNN are all members of the Engli~h teaching staff.. VINCENT GAROFFOLO lives in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, where he operates the Guadalupe Art Gallery and Book
Shop. OLIVER LA FARGE, well known as a writer of novels, lives in Santa Fe. ALAN
S~ALLOW, poetry editor of this magazine, teaches English and p-eative writing at the
University of Denver. EDNA LUE FURNESS is a member of the teaching staff of Casper
Junior College at Casper, Wyoming.
.
Regular features are by LYLE SAUNDERS, research associate, School of InterAmerican Affairs, University of New Mexico, and by JULIA KELEHER, University of
New Mexico English department.
.: ~
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THE AESTHET'IC EMPHASIS BEFORE
THE MODE'RNS
William Van O'Connor
of Van Wyck Brooks and of Lewis Mumford
. that America was hostile to the aesthetic emphasis are easily documented. America was hostile to the artist. .Ye~ despite their- society's
being dedicated singlemindedly to practical affairs, there were a fewHerman Melville, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Emily Dickinson, Stephen
, Crane, .Henry Adams, and George Santayana-who did their part to
keep the integrity of the artist alive as an ideal.. The sudden flourishing ofa mature poetr.y in the generation of Eliot, ~ound, Marianne
Moore, Ransom, et aI.,. and the concern of critics-to relate it to Metaphysical and Symbolist poetry have caused many to lose sight of the
native influences from the late nineteenth and the early twentieth century. These latter influeflees may not be as strong as the former two,:",
but they are signifiCant and should t;l0t be overlooked.
With the perspective we now have on American literature in the
nineteenth century it is not difijcult to understand groupings which
similar Interests and perceptions urged upon individual authors. ,We
can understand the friendship of Hawthorne and Melville, and of
Henry James and Henry Adams. We can understand the similar interests which drew Conrad, James,' and the young Stephen Crane together. Nor is it surprising that. two or three generations later, poets
like Hart Crane and W. H. Auden would be-writing poems in honor of
Melville, James, -and Emily Dickinson. A community of spirit and
craftsman~hip establishes kinship. More specifically, we find that the
problems of artistry have been seen by all of them to relate to the
peculiar problems of modernity. Morton D. Zabel has stated the problem in relation to James. We can accept his statement, to a consider-
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able extent at least, as ~~Iating to the other poets who have strongly influenced modern poetry.
At the beginning of the century J~mes could sense the disintegrating fotf.::es that would afford an easy rationalization for formlessness in
the coming literature. What he wrote in his critical prefaces for aspirants in his own profession was almost immediately focused against
modern poetic theory at four important points: "the .motives of technique, the ~atiIre of artistic intelligence, the duty of self determination,
and the ch~racter of modernity. All of them have been paramount in
literature during the past half century, made so by the decline of the
romantic principles and the resistance of creative integrity to the con,
fusion which those principles inducefl."
Whitman, despite the intensity of 'his democratic visions, was a part
of the gathering strength of the naturalistic over-emphasis on detail for
its own sake. Soon many would believe that the accumulation of facts
and data in itself was explanation. Facts speak for themselves. The
writer,'who should be the central and controlling intelligence, becomes
lost in the flux of detail he amasses. The poets in Whitman's wake are
concerned with the geography, the history, and the myth of the land,
with adding to a story already told. Their failure to interpret America
in its complexities m~y be laid to their initial failure to bring a critical
discernment and a will to profound imagination to their factual material. Constance Rourke, in 1931, found that James, like "other primary writers in the American tradition, stood alone in his achievement.
The prolific energies that create an entire literature were lacking iIi this
long period, though a widely flung pattern had been created which had
freshness and even magnificence." Miss Rourke found the implications
of James' work fulfilled in Proust, Joyce, Dorothy Richardson, and Virginia Woolf, but finding no American novelists who followed him she
assumed
his i~fluence slight. James, as Zabel has shown, was felt in
.
ano~her way-to the poets he became a model of discipline and discrimination. Nor was James alone. There has been a thin line of artists
in his tradition whQ have made the work of their successors possible
and easier. .That a tradition has been main.tained is indicated by the
eagerness with which the modern. poets have turned to Hawthorne,
Melville, Emily Dickinson, Henry Adams, Stephen Crane and, to a
lesser extent, to some few others.
Despite the accusations that James lacks vitality and substance, he
remains for most modernists their artist-Hthe poet of the difficult, dear

.
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addicted artist." Certai~ly the work of no other novelist or critic has
been the subject of such pious concern. The cultist appeal in this instance, moreover, lies deeper than the thin surface of the usual literary
fad. This reverence for James has a longer history than Auden's "At
the Grave of Henry James" ( 1941) and the rece,nt reissues of certain
of his novels and short stories. In the, Little Review. in 1918 Ezra
Pound, with as' much respect as he 'could muster, wrote a long and ~e
tailed study of, in Pound's"own words, "the great man's work." And in
the Cantos he caused James to take his place with other great ones in
the timeless history- .
And the great domed head, con gli occhi onesti e tardi
Moves before me, phantom with weighted motion,
Grave incessu~ drinking the tone of things,
And the old voice lifts itself weaving an endlesss sentence.
In the same issue of the Little Review Eliot established the relationship between James and lJawthorne. "The really 'vital thing, in
finding any personal kinship between Hawthorne and James, is what
J amestolIC~y when he, says that 'the fine thing in Hawthorne
is that he cared for the deeper psychology, and tbat in his way, he tried
to' become familiar with it'.", Eliot's point. is. that t.he ~eight anq
, strength of other nineteenth century novel~sts lies; ill; their ~'visual realism." (Eliot is not unaware of the dangers in, the emphases o~ Hawt
thorne and James, nor does he maintain that the "deeper psychology" .
is essentiaL) Hawthorne~and James allQw the reader to see only a
. .
.
mInImum.
Eliot observes also that both men were able to establish the atmos. phere of their societies, that Hawthorne does "get New England, as
James gets a larger part of America, and as none 'of t~eir respective
contemporaries'get anything abov~ a village or two, or a jungle." Bot~
were able to get the "tone of things." Through the i~dication of
nuance, movement, and manner, through the selection .of detail, the
complex attitudes that give a society its character were evoked~' In his
Instigations Po:und said that the emotional center of James "is in being
sensitive to the feel of the place or to the tonality of the ,person/' Th~
poets, with Pound, know that this ability to transcend a merely natural.istic representation lies-in their grasping the "tone of things." It b~
comes an appropriate detail of history that, another critic, Allen Tate,
writing, in tum, of ~e Cantos of, Pound, said that they should "be rea<;l
t
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every few weeks just for the tone." The Symbolist formula. as far as
the novel goes, is found to some extentin James, and allies him with
the poets who look to, him. His technique included a "minimum" rise',
of "architecture" and a tendency toward dealing with "barely ponderable motives." For James, like the Symbolists, investigating areas of
understanding and expression not available to discursive language,
knew that tone can only be evoked, not described.
That not only Pound and Eliot accept much of the "poetics" of
James is indicated by the continued and scrupulously attentive stuq.y
of him by Auden and other younger poets. Auden presents James as'
the Master to whom all writers should turn:
c

o with what innocence your hand submitted
.To these formal rules that help a child to play,
While your heart, fastidious as
A delicate nun, remained tn.ie to the rare noblesse
Of your lucid gift and, for its own sake, ignored the
Resentful muttering Mass
Whose ruminant hatred of all which cannot
Be simplified or stolen is still at large. . .

The influence of Herman Melville spread more slowly than that
of James~ Broadly speaking, Melville's reputation, ~ther than in England, had to await the, publication of his biography, which followed by
several years his centenary in 1919, and the intensive interest of the
critics and poets of the twenties. An English writer caught the explanation of the recovered reputation. Melville's contemporaries tended
to see the world as a "perfectly' clear-cut and comprehensible affair
.... We feel that Melville's oceans and leviathans are credible symbols.
That man hunts through a great deep who looks into himself." In Melville, the moderns found not only an artist profoundly concerned with
the metaphysics of evil but with its representation in pervasively meaningful symbols.
. The awful heritage of evil, whiCh MelvilIe~caught in his/symbols
of the sea, is carried into modem poetry by Hart Crane. The wretchedness and terror of Crane's life, and his death by drowning, give ironic
overtones to the kinship of the two poets. Crane nev~r recognized, as
Melville did, in a profound or ordered fashion the essentially tragic
theme he wrestled with, but perhaps his own life, which Philip Horton
has r~corded and interpreted so movingly, is sufficient commentary.
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And Melville's poem "Ar( would have been strongly meaningful to
Crane (had he known it), who suffered intensely, against the period
of his relatively quick and complete disintegration, to organize his frequently violent imagery and strangely apprQpriate associations into coherent aesthetic form:
.
In placid hours well-pleased we dream
Of many a brave embodied scheme.
But forms to lend, pulsed life create,
What unlike things must meet and mate; . .
An artist lik~ Melville, who strove to create-when he could gather
his imaginative strength, and in the face of public indifference-was
sure to find his most reverent and respectful audience in readers like
Crane. Th~ last seven poems of White Buildings (1926), among the
.
best Crane wrote: are about Melvi~le and the seaHigh in the azur.e steeps
Monody shall not wake the mariner.
The fabulous shadow only the sea keeps.-z.'-

Throughout ThiJ' Bridge- one senses the presence of Melville, ,and
Crane, we can imagine, was -highly pleased when certain of the best
critics saw in his!irst book poetry of an order to rank him permanently
as an artist with figures like Melville.
Hart Crane may also be taken as a significant example of the eagerness with which the poets of the twenti~s assimilated the aesthetic of
Emily Dickinson's poetry. All of his published lines referring to he~r
ill "Quak~r Hill" and "To Emily Dickinson"-center on her exquisite
. isolation'of spirit in song. And however dissimilar th~y were as persons
and as poets, both were mystics and. both felt the need for expressing
t~emselves through an individually discovered aesthetic. Both persisted in holding to the line of· their own development. In their best
poems they held close to the explot;atory metaphor and to conciseness of imagery and statement.
.
Students of Emily Dickinson have recorded ~e early history of
her literary reputation, the initial warmth a~d flurry, then the years
after the turn of the century when the references to her seem few. William Dean Howells, appropriately, in reviewing P-oems of Emily Dickinson, First Series (1891), placed her as certainly, if not as definitely,
as any later critic of the new poetry. In Ancestors' Brocades there is
popular and critical, which her
ample testimony to the interest,
,
. poems
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and letters caused. Nor did publication, in 1896, of the third series of
poems harm her reputation. "Altogether," a critic in the Chicago Journal wrote, "the fi;'st impression of Emily Dickinson's writing is repeated
and emphasized." So far as the anthologies and m~gaz~nes of the first
fifteen years after 1900 give evidence, howevet; her"reputation and
actual influence were slight. Until publication of The S£ngle Hound
in i914 her name is not mentioned in Poetry: A Magazine of Verse.
At that time, however, Harriet Monroe labeled her a modern because
of her love of economy and epithet.
Some time during the middle of the Victorian period a few poets
initiated an effort to withdraw from the vaguely ideal and the cloyingly
sentimental. The shift, encouraged by Browning, Meredith, and
Hardy, was. eventually to become a landslip. Intellect, analysis, and
- insight were· to be freed and made a vehicle for discgyering tfie legitimate sources and justifications f(jr emotion and sentitrtent. Mind, held
in new respect, would function integrally with feeling. The vision of
The Waste Land, product of a profound analysis of tradition and the
elements that compose a society and culture, was a long way off. But
a beginning, like that of Emily Dickinson's self-analysis, could be made.
Through her the ironic intelligence, the line charged with meaning,
and the insight embodied in metaphor were irrevocably opposed to the
evanescently romantic, the exclusively "poetic" and ~entimental. She
was, for whatever reasons. sufficiently aside from the literary_ culture
of her time to initiate techniques and a manner of express~on 'that generations of poets following her would find not only appropriate but
inevitably right for dieir poetry. When Edward Sapir reviewed her
Collected Poems in 1925, he felt in her work the possible destroyer of
our late romantics and "venders of jeweled bindings." Sapir viewed her
as a kind of "primitive," a forerunner of a spirit 'in American poetry
that had not as yet "quite succeeded in shaping itself."
If we assume for Stephen Crane very much influence on the poetry
of the twenties, we should credit him with advancing the influence of
Emily Dickinson. Her elliptical and sometimes cryptic lines made possible an idiqpt ta~t with implication. Crane, according ,to Ford'Madox'
Ford (Hueffer), never "tired of exasperatingly declaring it was his unattainable ambition to make every one damned word do the worK' of
six." The long elemental lines of Whitman are suited to large, almost
primitive emotions, and the lines of Poe are built upon the careful
balance of an "exclusive diction" with mournful and melancholy
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The followers of both ppets would oppose the "epigrammatism" of Dickinson and C~a~e.
.. Hamlin Garland, who eventually arranged for the publication of
The Black Riders (1896) and to whom it was dedicated, later recalled
his first sight of Crane's poems:

I was astounded by their power.. ". They were.at once quaintly humorousand audacious, unrhymed and almost without rhythm, but the figures
employed with masterly brevity ~ere colossal. ; They s~ggested some of the
French translations of Japanese v~rses, at other times they carried the sting
and compression of 'Em~ly Dic!cinson's verse....
Garland was not a highly perceptive critic and does not seem to
have been troubled by the fairly general disinterest of Crane in the
discipline and techniques of the crC;lft of poetry. He marveled at Crane's
ability to compoSe poems "without'" a moment's' hesitation.". Crane
knew Miss Dickinson's work. He had heard part of it read one evening
when visiting the home of William Dean Howells. He part.icipated in
the first burst, of enthusiasm and wonder that began when Mabel
'Loomis Todd and Thomas Wentworth Higgins issued some of ,her
poems. For some reason or other, the popular interest in her work
diminished after 1900 and almost died-until in 1924, after, that is,
the modernist movements had begun to gain .the ascendancy in the
Unitec:t States, several works placed her again in the for<:ground, and
detailed study -and criticism re-established her position. Her reputation and influence seems to have lagged behind tQat ,of Crane, who was
studied by the Imagists and epigrammatists writing their elliptical free
verse. Her reputation, which should greatly have exceeded his, was
t9 some extent" prepared for by his. Both had striven for an aesthetic
emphasis and both made the dominance of it in the twenties possible.
According to Thomas Beer, the critics of Crane, except for Howells,
failed to see the "ironies chasing themselves" throug~out The Red
Badge. The early response of reviewers and ~eaders generally to Crane's
work indicates that he had to face a straitened singlemindedness in his
audience. Both books of poems bewildered reviewers. "Mr. Crane's
sense of humor," one wrote, "is of a mystifying kind. He deliberately
shows us the horrors of war and then entitles hjs work "War Is Kind.'''
The negligible notice, during these same years, given to Edwin Arlington Robinson"s The Torrent and the Night Before (1896) and The
Children of the Night (1897) implies a part of the reason for the reception_given Crane's poems. With The ,Man Against the Sky, iIi 1916,
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Robinron won his first notable attention. "Richard Cory," which had
appeared in his second volume, found its au~ience twenty years later.
In England tJIe themes of irony which Crane handled so roughlytedium vitae, the revolt against God, and the view of man as a speck in
an indifferent universe-had been treated with more subtlety and artistry by James Thomson, Swinburne, and Fitzgerald. In The Mauve
Decade Beer interpreted the craze for the Rubaiyat as a "symptom of
mental growth, a fleet glance out of so much bawling optimism at things
insoluble." Crane, too, was symptomatic. After the tum of ~e,_century Engla~<;l. and America were to allow Hardy to become i' major
figure and to read Housman with something more than wistful attention. Even so, Crane's audience in the nineties was not prepared for
the bad-tasting "pills" which Crane himself acknowledged to be "pretty
dam dumb, anyhow:' And in 1919, ~hen Harriet Monroe was attempting to relate Crane to the new poetry she found his God-baiting
(she had heard Ingersoll) merely sophomoric and dated. In this
respect, Crane seems more prophetic, indicative of a changing temper,
than influential!
Miss Monroe took 'notice of ,the, "persistent assertion" that Crane
"forestalled and outdid. the vers-librists of these days." She pointed
out that his sententiousness is not so very different from that of the
VictorianS", .but without observing that he was sententious after the
fashion of the modems, using their prejudices and biases. She was
more willing to accord Emily Dickinson a place as a pioneer but did
nOt add that in some'respects Crane was in direct line of descent from
Miss Dickinson and was, through the very success of his techniques
as a modern, instrumental in preparing a later audience for her. Miss
Monroe did, however, admit he was something of an innovator. ' uHis
free verse was different from Whitman's, his use of the short ,line
especially was a presage and it may have influenced some of the poets
-the ImagistS, 'for example-who are now trying out its tunes. Ezra
Pound, indeed, has somewhere spoken of him appreciatiVely." He did
not, she said, become a master of the new instrument and will longest
be remembered for his prose. Both of these statements seem true
enough, provided one adds that Crane's work made the development of
the mQdern idiom and'aesthetic easier. Without examples of the kind
he afforded, the formulations of the poets and critics who followed him
would have been perhaps greatly delayed. Glances through the- book'
news and literary columns of American magazines after 1900 reveal a
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continued irlterest in his work. When HuefEer reviewed Some Imagist
PO,ets (1915) for Outlook, he quoted Crane's "the waves were barbarous
, and abrupt," ca~ling it "the real right thing." Hueffer in successive
and repetitious articles never tired of pr~ising Crane's genius in creating
appropriate analogies through images, and of "placing" him as an innovator.
If Cran~ had been born a generation or so later, or if he had li.ye~
long~r, he might 'well have turned his m:;ljor energies to poetry. His
gift was not reportorial nor even an ability with discursive expression;
it was one of intense perception which expressed itself most readily
and clearly in images. If he had lived only a few more years 4e might
have joined with Pound, who went to England in 1909, where he found
the criticism of James, Remy de Gournlont, T. E. Hulme, and Hueffer
germinal and provocative. Crane had' associated wjth James and Hueffer as a kind of schoolboy genius. Yet Crane anticipated, though without raising his aperfus as a practicing craftsman to a coherent theory of
, criticism, the concern of Hulme with images.' !Ie is~erefore a forerunner of the pqets who under the influence of Hulme attempted to
create an "Imagist" poetry. Hulme, according ~o Het:bert Read,

0

~.

..

, was always haunted by a suspicion of the futility of logic. He despised _
"words/' regarding them as mere counters in a game, "beads on a chain,"
mere physical-,things carrying no reality. ,Against words he opposed the
image as a unit and the analogy as ,n instrument of thought.... Thought,
he argued, was prior to its expression in langUage, being the simultaneous
presentation to the mind of two different images: thought was the recognition of their analogy.
.

.

Valuations put on the poetry of the Imagists should not influence
judgments of the value of Hulme's theories. It remains that much of
the aesthetic we call modern, the concern with concretion, ellipsis, reflexive explo~ion of meaning, and suggestive detail, was first -formulated
by him and his associates. In the light of Pound's theory of the image
functioning as vortex, derivative certainly from Hulme's 'position, it
is possible to characterize not only modern poetry but modern: pr«,lse.
A consideration of Crane in the light of the history of .the image in
modern literature establishes beyond doubt his break with the novelists who preceded him and the debt owed him by both pOets and novelists who followed him.
Joseph Frank, with co~clusive use of detail, has shown that Pound's'
definition of the image as "that which presents~ an intellectual and

a
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emotional complex in an instant of time" may serve as a principle for
more than adequately characterizing a major aspect of modem prose
and poetry. Pound does not define an image as a "pictorial reproduction"-the degree beyond which certain Imagists could not move-but
as a "unification of disp~rate ideas and emotions into a com,plex presente4 spatially in an inst.ant of time." Even a brief examination of
The Red Badge establishes Crane's relationship to this aesthetic.
Crane's novel of a battle is not discUrsive in the usual manner of
fiction. It reveals the realistic details, catching aJways those aspects
that ifeveal the meaning to the participants, and enlarging continuously
through the exploration of images the horror and, "red sickness of
battle." The characters are barely' identified, and their personal histories seem all but irrelevant. They contribute to the artist's pr.esentation of ari "intellectual and 'emotional complex," but are not investigated individually and sequentially. Only what is relevant to the
"complex" is allowed in. Whatever might distract or disconcert from
it is ignored. The technique here is not so complicated as it was to be
in Ulysses, where fragments and allusions must be kept in mind until by
"reflexive reference" they can be. linked to their "complements," but
Crane's technique is nonetheless modern. And as the technique of·
Ulysses is related to the technique of modern poetry, so is that of Crane's
Red Badge.
In this brief history also belongs the name of George Santayana.
No other American of his age was so free to participate in American
life yet remain distant enough to 'focus against it a shrewd and brilliant
philosophical commentary. He restored idealism, Mumford wrote, "as
a mode of thinking creatively:: The Sense Of Beauty was published
in 1896 and thereafter the aspiring artist had a strong philosophical
position from which to view and assess America's literary expressions.
Santayana made basic distinctions.. The pleasure derived from beauty~
he said,
must not be in the consequence of the utility of the object or even~ but in
its immediate perception; in other words, beauty is an ultimate good, someth;ng that gives satisfaction to a natural function, to some fundamental need
or capacity of our minds.... Morality has to do with the avoidance of evil
and the pursuit of good.
The dignity of' this kind of philosophy-it was the beginning of
critical maturity-must.hav~ given h0J;le'. tQ at least a few. It was followed almost yearly by book-length statements evolving his full critical
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and philosophical position. His poetry, because he was not born to
English, did not offer a parallel'influence-but by 19'2-, when the poetic
renaissance was under way, he had helped in the best way he could to
prepare for it. And a. fuller understanding of his "The Poetry of Barbarism" (1906) would have saved the experimenters of the twenties
from exploring certain blind alleys in the Whitman tradition.
The Spanish birth of Santayana and his continued dependence on
an old world Catholic traditionalism separated him from his contem-,
poraries but allowed him to understand them betier. In a letter discussing The Last Puritan he said that

.

an important element in the tragedy of "his hero" is drawn from the 'fate of
a whole s~ing of Harvard poets in the 1880's and '1890's-Sanborn, Philip
Savage; Hugh McCullough, Trumbull Stickney, and Cabot Lodge.... Now,
all those friends of mine.. ~were visibly killed by the lack of air tu breathe.
People individual~y w.ere kind and even appreciative to them, as they were
to me, but the system was deadly, and they hadn't any alternative tradition
(as I had) to fall back upon....
Henry Adams wrote the biogr~phy of one of these poets, The Life of
George Cabot Lodge. In it,. as Edmund Wilson points out, the deadliness of Adams' world is pervasive, expressing itself through a 'doubleedged irony of which Adams seems sometimes hardly to have been
aware. The irony was the sharp doubt which Wilson says "peeled the
gilt from the Gilded Age." Adams expressed, as few contemporaries
could, the effects of the loss of fai~h. The later concern of Eliot with
tradition and the nee4 for a society sustained and given dignity by
spirituality derived in good part from the preoccupation of Adams with
the Virgin at,-Chartres. F. o. Matthiessen quotes a passage from TheEducation which obviously served Eliot in The M'aste Land. A slightly
earlier study by R. P. Blackmur explains Adams' inability to accept a
faith that had made the literature and sculpture of the Virgin possible.
If we grant significance to Eliot's statements of the essential dilemma
of our time, we must observe the part .Adams played in preparing for
them. And we should note that without his persistent awareness of the
need for the aestJ;1etic emphasis Eliot's own expression of the dilemma
would have been more difficult and perhaps less perceptive and moving.
Considerations of Adams as' historian tend to blur our recognition of
his part in .the development ~f ~ater artistic awareness. Adams found
that the most profoundly cultivated reaches of the mind demand the
same treatment that the artist strives to give.
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The pen works for itself, and acts like a hand modelling the . plastic
material over and over again to the form that suits it best. The form is
never arbitrary, but is a sort of growth like crystallization, as any artist knows
too well, for often _the pencil runs into side paths and shapelessness, loses
its relations, stops or is bogged. Then it has to return on its trail, and recover if it can, its line of force.
Adams, like Pater and .James, emphasized the function of mind in
estcJ.blishing the relationships between perceptions and appropriate ex--pression. Without these proper relationships the historian, philosopher, or artist will not properly objectify his perceptions.
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THE NECESSARY ILLUSION
Bruce P. Woodford
the ragged ver~ebrae of ear~,wh~re the white snowember burns the blue from the sky and flings it back into the
further voids of space, where sun coppers the edges of rock and ice whispers in a perpetual wind, three bent figures swayed and lurched forward, listeni.ng to the grind of their cramp-ons against the ice, and felt
the hard, glistening surface beneath pikes and axes.
Only a shoJ;t one thousand feet farther and they would gain the
summit. The center figure slipped to his knees, frantically clutching
the handle of his alpenstock. The span of ropes jerked taut. T~e
others quickly huddled over him talking among themselves. Lifting
him to his feet, they slowly threaded their way upward until they found
a hollow shelf away from constant wind where they could rest.
An houe passed, and two men emerged, leaving the third to recover
from overexertion. Slowly creeping upward through a narrow chimney
of ice, they pressed to the wall, bracing themselv~s, prodding to find a
secure hold with toes and fingers. Sun, dulled with a crystalline mist,
cast monstrous shadows upon the.bleak incline, and cold vapor shot up
from the sharp ice like unearthly flames.
It was man moving toward his own soul, striving into ~he face
'of futility against a black sky, man measuring his strength, pitting his
will against the ruthless indifference of nature, to fix his own figure
in the heroic frieze overwrought upon, the mountain's stony architrave.
Far below men waited, pondering an anxiety- they dared not express
before the iron self-concealment of their companions. There a hearth
was warm, while high on the splintering wall two figures labored against
futility.
It had been a calm, clear night when they began the ascept, but
the~e.._had been delays and rest ,stops until morning found them still
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some ,distance below summit. After leaving their comrade~ the two
men climbed onward~ cleaving their steps into the last white barrier,
reaching toward the ultimate peak. A~ last, struggling for breath, they
flung themselves dewn to rest against an ice-barred cairn marking their
triumph. But noticing a great white paw of cloud in the north sky,
they retreated down the~rtuous cliff, joining their comrade, and again
hastily eased their way to the snow field below where their skis had
been cached.
It had taken two hours to descend, and as they adjusted packs and
thrust heavy boots into bindings, wind sprang white about them, snow
began to fall whirling in the frantic air, and storm murmured in their
ears. The first gale struck as they moved away, and within ten minutes
was ~riously tearing at parkas and ski clothes, blinding them with
shrieking white.
It was a difficult task moving downhill on skis which gained speed
with every instant. Sharp white powder lashed along the glacier like a
sickle, cutting their faces, driving each man deep into himself. It was
impossible to call to one another. Wind whipped the voices fiercely
from their throats, and burned .in their lungs, freezing the breath of
their aching nostri~s. They clampe~ their mouths grimly against the
blast and saw a white fringe already forming about parka hoods.
They stayed close together to prevent being separated, guarding
.
the center figure with their eyes in fear he might collapse or become lost.
Taking notice of wind quartering left, they made a frantic, groping way,
on the steep slant, stemming and weaving across the field in an effort
to slow their pace and to locate certain landmarks.
Once they caught a glimpse of a grey tower of roc.k through the
storm. They stopped but could not recognize it. ,They were still far
above .timberline, but as time passed and wind mounted, they felt a
pang of increasing insecurity.
. They stopped' occasionally to rest, but the numbness of feet and
hands warned them they must keep moving. Once the center figure
fell. He was tired, beginning to give up hope, and begged them to go
Qn without him. Lifting him to his feet, they forced him to bend onward. A matter of minutes there, and the strand of life would be shorn
away in the freezing winds. They knew only one certainty: they must
cOl)tinue downward. Everything else was a dark guess.
A heavy gusfswept up the slope. The man fell again. The leader
plunged instantly out of sight, swallowed in the pale of white fury. The
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third figure halted to assist his companion. As he knelt beside the
prone form, he saw a bewildered smile on the pale countenance. The>
fallen one stirred, raised himself upon his elbow.s, trying to speak against
the roar. The other could not hear the words, but understood the man
wanted him to go on alone. He. shook his head, turning swiftly through
his mind for some expedient.
Qu.ickly he fashioned a makeshift toboggan, binding the man to his
own skis. Then uncoiling a section of rope, fastening one end to the .
litter, slinging the other over his own shoulder, he moved on into the
storm.
The intonations of wind grew louder, dinning into his brain until
it seemed a stark silence, and every lull fell with the stroke-of a knife.
It was a white jungle where beauty and horror were mated. Death
lurked in the thorns of its snarling vine. Each instant sprang forth
armed with a shining dagger beneath its white cloak.
Mter traveling for half an hour he stopped to tend the patient.
He found a black, cracking mummy with crusts of frost over the eyelids
and the lips puffed and raw, drawn back over the !eeth. A shudder ran
through him as he bent over the form: Deep in his breast stirred defiance against the great helplessness to recover an extinguished life.
Slowly he lifted his head. Storm surged about him, wave after
wave of foamy freezing tide lashing nature into a livid frenzy. Everything moved, snow beneath his skis, air about. him a solid mass of
shifting particles, and overhead a dervish of endles~ crystals.
He could not shake free the stern impression ~hich the deatli-head
made upon his mind, nor couldhe suppress life's dark revolt. He cast
about, collecting his scattered thoughts, questioning carefully his course
·:of action, but his own need for life surged up against his breast with a
quickening throb. It was of no value to stay with the corpse, and to
attempt to drag it further would,only limit his 01Yn chance of survival.
Quickly he thrust the dead man's ski pole into the snow, then tearing a piece of cloth from the parka, tied it upon the staff, and moved
away. He did not look back, remembering with irony something about
Lot's wife and ·a pillar of salt. lie was swallowed into the gaping jaws
of the storJ!l, feeling hot blood pounding through distended arteries of
his throat.
If storm can be impartially cruel to three men, it becomes a crushing~ weight of indescribable brutality.to the solitary wanderer. It was
a den of writhing white cobras, coil sliding upon coil in cold vicious
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precision, rising over him witq towering hoods and venomous fangs,
their eyes fixed in a hypnotic glare.
He recognized a certain treacherous glory
the white devastation,
a flush of furious bea,uty impersonal as a keen blade of steel. Had he
been less aware of the cruelty with which nature tolerates the intrusion
of man, he might have felt a dark religious awe in the presence of the
blizzard, and a desire for yielding to an unearthly possessor; bu~ being
one long acquainted with the wilderness, with a long heritage of earthplundering ancestors, he knew pe stood upon the brink of life and
death, and every impulse within him revolted against the plunge.
It was not a question of daring with him now, but one of Jifeearnest necessity. Turning into the wind crosswise to the slope, h~
spaded the snow with his ski poles, deriving a bitter pleasure in feeling
them sink into the flesh of the storm, as though it were a· foe to be
maimed by the sharp daggers. He drove himself onward, crushing his
eyes in an effort to penetrate the opaque, to find some landmark. He
saw nothing but white, endless, futile, ·dependable, eternal white.
He thought of the absurdity of man, and the thin strand of ,life.
He was a spider swinging pendant from some unseen rafter, struggling
to gather in its web and reach for the substantial firmament from which
he swayed.
uSki track like a thread lengthening behind, the only sign of existence. Only a fra~l signature, brief I, never punctuated, never crossed.
Surely this hour is madness and this place is not earth."
He shook his head.
_~
UYou're getting foggy, old boy.· Better watch you;' step now."
He stemmed into a reverse turn, fearing to venture too far in one
direction. He must find some mark, some cliff, some crevasse, only he
tnust be careful not ,to be plunged into it.
Storm reached an insurmountable fury, and broke. All about
him air quivered with shimmering fragments, glowing with cold fire
like the nebula of some embryonic universe. Wind bayed long in his
. e~s, clawing his parka with sharp talons, piling snow in front of hisskis, but the pallor of deathJurked always behind it. It was a jackal
closing in, waiting a fire to die down.
.
At intervals he stopped and beat his mi~tened hands together,
watching for the least break in the weather. ·Then he pressed on with
wild determination, withdrawn into _his mind, leaving only a sharpfired lookout burning from the frost-scarred sockets of his eyes. He
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was beginning to be in a bad way. He· knew it. - His face was host
bitten, and his ears must be trusted with ice. His feet were stones,
and although his jacket broke the wind, it no longer held out the cold.
He dared not stop too frequently, and then only when he believed he
glimpsed something through the storm.
A vague fever ran through liiS temples, and his head ached from the
~ndless shriek. At moments his mind drifted froII\ reality, and he, be-"":
coming aware of it, strove resolutely to maintain himself to the task~
"Now! Now!" he kept saying, "this is now! The mountain and the
storm!"
He paused to consult the wind. It was at his right.
"But it\vas on the left. Must be going wr~ng. Must have gone at
least a mile the wrong way."
He turned, wind to his left, and bent forward again. His mind
began to click in a systematic newsreel of thouglits, brief events of the
past, flashes of the present, montages of dream and absurd reality. His
struggles against the vagaries and tricks of his mind became no less
torturous than his battle with the storm. It subtracted as much energy
to keep his mind alert. He was faced with two demons, himself, an~ the
chaotic white orgy surrounding him. He was unsure which was the
most to be feared.
But persistently his mind slipp.ed from the control of his will. Heremembered the pastures of his boyho~ with clover heads bobbing in
th~ wind like round corks on- ~aves of green. ' He remembered the
warm sun on his face as he had lain with his back against a honeyscented shock of ripening hay, days before harvest, sorting through rusty
heaps of old machinery, hunting for useful parts,. and the feel of sunwarmed iron in his hands. He remembered the swift tingling plunge
from
the barn loft .into yielding straw below....
. Suddenly
he realized he had fallen into ~ drift. He reproached
himself with curse and a sharp scowl which brought him to the further
realization his face was badly frost bitten, perhaps frozen. He rose to
his feet again, bru'shing the white clods from him. He made out the .
dim outlines on a cliff, bending outward above him. He saw ragged outlines of snow cleaving to its raw, irregular shelves and fissures. He did
not recognize the place. He wondered if he haq. .plunged from its brink.
and quickly searched the 'white ground for signs of tracks. He found
none.
"How long have I been lying here?"
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He realized he was in a ravine, for he could feel no wind, but heard
it shrieking across sharp stone high overhead.
"'Vhich is downhill? ... This way."
He shoved onward, relentlessly, betrayed with his own inner
thoughts, talking to wake himself, babbling in the midst of intermittent
dream.
He thought of the dead man in the snow, and thought the face was
hi~ own. It was like looking into the cavern of a tomb, seeinf}; his own
~b-ody there. He felt now that he was hopelessly lost. His eyes were
he~vy" his face cold as flint, but deep in the dungeon of his skull, fire
fiercely illumined his mind, lighting the far corners of thought, and
.flashing fr~m his eyes. He was growing exhausted, and every movement became a frantic gesture for life.
He remembered in the city, a patch of sunlit pavement, the measured squares, and a thin lance of grass thrust up through the stone. He
thought of spring.
"Pastures were green in the spring, and cities turned green to the
sun. Then there are roses. Have you"·seen roses in the city in spring in
the green of the year?"
He saw a white glow descending toward him. It was a woman.
She seemed motioning him to follow....
He felt the sharp sting of the wind agaip. The image vanished,
leaving him shuddering with cold and s h o c k . '
.
"Keep your head, you fool!" he snarled to himself.
But the last shred of certainty was destroyed in that instant. He
was face to the wall, struggling against the fever o_f his brain. He was
a man flinging aside the gross insult of probability and heaping the
white ashes of possibility into a monumental pyramid before himself. It
might have been a funeral pyre he was building..
He stopped. :rhe wind had swung about and was flanking his
right again.
'
I'Must be going in circles."
Again he turned and plunged forward.
Histhoup;ht s'~'irled from the depths of his subconscious. The gate
was open and its waters flooded upward, murmuring. His head ached.
He clenched his hands about each staff, searching for pain to reCall his
numbed senses. fie shouted into the wind, and his voice came back to
him like a sound far off, like a low Curse behind a closed door, down a
long tunnel. He talked aloud, letting his thought swim outward.
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"Who has been lost in the mountains, in the diamond heart of the
~urning storm? Who has burned mit the core of his marrow with hot
wine, shot. through with beads of" the. winking stars? Who has turned
at the corner of shadow, under the tree of his leaf-whispering brain,
and heard the door open, and a soft voice calling, calling into the night
and the storm? --Who has 'crept back nursing his wounded paw into the
caverns of blue :"'winding' light, into the tunneling ravines where the'
rivers of all the veins thunder, and the turning point of fires dwell" in
the ice?
.
. _~~Tllese a,re the lost 9p.es, stF--idi~g~'<:'.lpyon ledges through the sunshot mists. The lost ones shall fincJ, dri~n ones who taste the'bitter
hot pulse in their throats."
He was alone ina tower of alabaster, hearing his name called s~ftly:
He walked on a deep ivory-colored carpet beneath tall Gothic arches.
There wa& a strong kindly face, and he knelt at a throne....
He had fallen into a drift of snow. He rose. A tremor of excitement coursed through him. He was at timberline. Before him !in icecovered tree nodded like a white nun counting her beads. .
"It can't be far now."
. All about him through the white, bowed shapes of trees swayed in
the cold .lonely ritual of the storm.
.
For hours, now, he wandered up ravines, down slopes with wind
first at his back, then at his face.
'"It must be near," he muttered.
But always another slope, another tree-rimmed ravine met- his·
watery eyes.
Snow fell heavily, and more than ever he felt the singleness of hiniself in the infinite white plague; but a soft glow began to fall over him,
and calm thoughts crept into his mind.
"I am not lost here in this solitude. I am not lost in kn~wing not
my way home. I swim the Hellespont in great waves of time. Striking
out, I triumph, over-shout silerice, construct images against solitude. I
am Ulysses calling up all places"peoples, a-ges past remembrance.. I amthe primeval God-man holding earth dissolving in my hand~"
He watched the flake of snow melt in the palm of his mitten. It
was warm by the tree away from wind. He would rest a moment.
Was he lost? No, he was here in this moment, beneath this tree,
on earth. On earth we are not lost.
.
.
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He removed his skis, and tried to start a fire with branches he
tore from the tree. He used up all his matches and it would not bum.
"Sun bums out like a dying match, leaving dark rain falling. Night
.is a window opening, sash upon sash far beyond sills of silence. Listen I
The ~ound of glass breaking or ice falling on crusts of the snow, little
sound, dimpling the snow, bell-like sounds. No! It is the sound of
flaying hooves thundering the star~pebbled road, manes flying, foam
flashing on withers and plunging white thighs! I am not lost! I am
foundl"
.
Babbling wildly he started onward forgetting his skis.
He was found face down in the snow half a mile from the lodge.
Over the body a gnarled tree, encased in its white glaze of ice, nodded
in a constant libation, moaning softly in the afternoon breeze. Now
and then the sound of distant voices drifted upon the' clear air.
, Far above extenqed long ridtes of the mountain in an upward
curve, like a white arm, its fingers touching the violet sable of the sky.
It lay voluptuously smooth beneath a crest of new snow, its ivory brilliance falling into lengthening folds of blue shadows. Only at the high
pillars were the colors interrupted with darker lines sculptured on its
massive frieze of steel-eold crags.
Infinitely remote lay the mountain, like a great white ascetic contemplating the sun. Its lower slopes were freckled with the figures
of skiers. Men stopped to look skyward, filled wi* a perplexed, namel~~ emotion. Their intermittent voices rang out fitfully across the
blue distance, and deep below them in the sapphire tunnels and caverns
beneath the glacier, waters carved away the foundations of ice, and
rivers thundered into birth. The sun was bright and warm.
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THE VISIT WITH JIMMY BAXTER
W. L. Woodhouse'
Jimmy Baxter's funeral was dreary and gray. I remember standing at the front window, watching the rain splash on the
top of the horse-drawn hearse. I remember too that the team was not
matched, one horse' being brown, the other black. The brown horse
was restless-stamping, shaking its mane; the black stood with head
down and bore a jagged scar on the right foreleg. In the colored, dimly
lighted windows of the Methodist Church, there ~ere figures of Christ
with a lamb, the Madonna, and I could hear ~aintly the rolling of the
organ and snatches of hymns.. A:. vacant lot on the east side of the
church was a mass of sodd~n brown 'leaves.' Over b,eyond it stretched
the ugly backs of the business houses on Main Street, with the lowswept sky seeming almost to touch the roofs.
I remember how I stood there motionless, with a queer feeling in
my throat, on that dark afternoon in November, 1919. I was eight years
old and for quite 'some ,time I-had lYatched,the hearse come and go.
During th~ great flu epidemic of the previous winter, there had been
sometimes as many as three funerals a day. Sight of the somber vehicle,
moving often through falling snow, had evoked a mild sense of depression. I had looked and wondered at the coffins and-the weeping mourners-I had asked questions and my mother had replied. But thoughts
of the event called dying never really affected me until the day of my
visit with Jimmy Baxter.
It 'had happened on a spring morning. The day being Saturday,
there was no sehool, and I had set forth from home astride Chris, my
piebald Shetland pony. I rode prQudly upon a new saddle that creaked
and glistened. A lariat of trunk rope dangled from a thong on the pommel, and my straw hat had been creased down the front in the manner
of a cowhand's Stetson. The day was cloudless, with a gusty southwest
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wind. Noone could have felt more in possession of his own little world
than I. I feared nobody and envied only Harry Kidwell-Harry who, at
my own age, rode full-sized horses superbly, thanks to the tutoring of
his rodeo champion father.
'7 ~
I turned the pony into a freshly graveled street leading to Gray's
Creek. I urged him to a canter, and soon his hoofs were clicking neatly
upon the bridge. This negotiated, we had reached the city limits.
Away to the south, beyond irrigated fields of alfalfa, lay a misty-green
range of sandhilIs. When I had started out, I had no particular idea
.of a destination. But upon looking at the hills, I immediately thought
of Jimmy ·Baxter and his sheep ranch and decided to visit him.
In those days I thought of Jimmy Baxter as extremely ancient. I
think now that he was about fifty-eight. He was a little ·man with
squinted blue eyes. His face was sun-browned ·and wrinkled, and there
was a large, expressive Adam's apple un4er the loose skin of his throat.
His hair and mustache were completely gray, the former being sparse
and rimming a bald spot on his crown. He never wore overctlls on the
ranch, but always brown corduroy trousers tucked into a pair of low. shanked cowboy boots. With these went a leather jacket and a black
hat of narrow brim. On his left hand he wore a ring set with a small
green stone.
This morning when_J found him, he was tinkering with the rusted
remains of an automobile. As I had ridden over a stretch of drifted
sandhill soil, he haa not heard me approach and continued probing at
something with a screwdriver. When I spoke, he was unquestionably
startled. But quickly he smiled, and I felt he was genuirlely glad that
I had come.
"You're Jess, aren't you?" he asked me. "The one I call Jess Willard. Been having any ~outs with Jack Johnson lately, Jess?"
I remember that I answered "Awl" because I never ·h~d a ready
answer to his teasing. He had given me the nameof Jess the day some
of the fourth grade boys fastened boxing gloves on me and the little
. colored boy, Charlie Summers. We were out on the curbing by the
schoolyard, flailing each other windmill fashion, when he had come
along in his spring wagon. He had stopped and sat there laughing,
then he had said-"By golly, if it isn't Jess Willard and Jack Johnsonl"
And often after that when I met him, he had waved and called out: "Hi.
Jessl Where's your boy Jack Johnson?"
Having climbed from the saddle, I tied the reins to a fence post.
~

<
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Jimmy Baxter impulsively left his tinkering. Thrusting the screwdriver in his pocket, he came and plucked me ~y the shirt sleeve.
"Come over by the sheds," he invited. "Got the Garcia brothers
giving them a good cleaning-fixing 'em up with ~traw. We brought
two loads up from Baca County last week."
,
The two Mexicans were his only hired help at the time. We stood
outside the fence, watching while they worked silently in front of the
long row of sheep barns. They were scattering the straw over mudholes in the pens. Two or three times he asked them questions, and the
taller, huskier~6he ahswered in broken English. It was at this time that
I noticed something about Jimmy Baxter's voice. It was as though an
object was catching at his throat, as though he felt as I always did when
on the verge of crying. I was alarmed and looked closely at his face.
~ I saw that his lips were tense and quivering. But when he observed me
staring at him strangely, he smiled once again.
.
"I
For half an hour or more we puttered about near the barns. ,There
was a stack of firewood which h~ wanted placed under cover, and I
. helped him push it in a squeaking, high-wheeled cart. I looked about
at the surroundings, and recalled having heard ,at home that he was
letting the place run down since his wife's death. The house was situated in a dense grove of cottonwoods and catalpas. It was an awkward
two-story affair, weirdly painted °a dark red. There was gingerbread
work about the windows, and a cupola topped by a fancy iron crown.
The upstairs had long been unused, .a.-nd the windows there were dirty
•
and curtainless. The back porch had become a catch-all for wash-tubs,
garden tools, the rusty compon~nts of a poultry brooder. The wreck
of an automobile on which he had been working was a terrific eyesore
to have sitting in the yard. Among the trees, small brush had gained
such headway that in many p~aces it would Qe impossible to walJi
through.
As we worked, Jimmy Baxter talked, and without any hint of a disturbance in his mind. He talked volubly, in fact-of some prizes his
sheep had won at the fair in Pueblo, arid of the hard winter which was
just past.
"It ~as the biggest heart-breaker of a winter that people around
here ever knew," he told me. "You could find carcasses of cattle scattered all up and down the prairies no matter how far you rode. And
those carcasses meant that somebody's work had all come t!J nothing,
Jess, and that probably they couldn't buy the things they wanted or do.
1;;
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something they had planned on a long time. That's something everybody ought to learn before they grow up-that there's all kinds ~f disappointments and you better know how to get over them."
.' When we were through, he led ,the way to the kitchen. Though
it was ten o'clock, he had not yet eaten his breakfast. He put on a pot
of coffee, then broke four white-shelled eggs and dropped the~ into a
skillet. While they were frying I invited myself to a to~r of the dining
_ room and parlor. Both of the rooms, were dusty and smelled queer.
The floors were covered with thick rag rugs that were bumpy under my
feet. The,only sounds were the eggs frying in the kitchen and the clockpainted ivory, with cupids carved out in the top corners o(the case.
Hanging on tl;1e wall in the parlor was an old-fashioned picture of a
girl. This, I felt.certain, was Mrs. Baxter as she had been long·ago. I
stood for a moment looking at it, and when I came back I wondered if
he might have known. For when we sat down to eat, Jimmy Baxt:er
began talking of his wife. He had thought how he might sometimes
have dried the dishes for her, and stayed at home evenings, because he
knew now that she was over-worked and lonely. He said that I mustn't
neglect to do little things for my mother,- for I would think about it a .
great deal when she .was gone.
. The huskin~ss I had noticed before had crept back into his voice.
I began to be afraid and lost my appetite for the two eggs he had cooked
for me. Then the ~hing happened. His light blue eyes had a look
that I had never seen in anyo,ne's as he leaned close across the table.
. His hands had grasped the oilcloth covering and I could see them shaking, with the knuckles all white
'"I'm going to tell you something," he said. "I haven't told anybody else and maybe I never will,. because a lot of them wouldn't care.
I'm going to die, Jess. I've been going to Doctor ~isner and yesterday
he told me. I've got a cancer-it's here"-he placed his hand near his
stomach-Hand he says that I'll go away sometime before next winter.
"I've been awful lonesome," he added apologetically. "I feel like
I've got to tell somebody."
He sat silent for a moment. Then he broke down and began to
sob with his head across his arm. I cannot remember clearly all of the
scene. I am certain I said nothing except that it was getting late and
I knew it was time I should go. Dazed terror gripped me, though the
nature of death was of course no clearer than before, though I had
barely heard of the ailment that he nam~d. I know that in a little while
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he lifted his head, and that the sight of his weather-beaten cheeks, all
tear-stained, caused me to scurry through the door after a mumbled attempt at a good-bye.
When I had mounted the pony and found my way to the road, a
dark strangeness seemed to have fallen o~ the landscape-so pleasant
~ before. I wanted above aU
be home. Once I looked back at the
fancy cupola above, the cottonwoods. And the sight, photographing
in the mind, was to reappear often afterward as'a symbol of the dreadful
memory. On the day of JiII!my Baxter's funeral I would be deeply
remorseful that I had offered him <,no words of comfort or. friendsh.ip.
But for the moment, horror and fear were the only tenants of the heart
and my only thought was of haste. I pounded my heels on the pony's
ribs, and the house in the grove was soon lost from view.

to

,
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James L,. Summers
that chasing ~he cu.re for tuberculosis one summer in the heat
IS better than two wInters. Say that at noon of a July day to~the boys
on the west ward at St. Joseph's Sanatorium and they will shake their
heads and shuffle away to the water cooler in the chapel hall. They will
say that the heat sucks the strength from a man's body and the quickness from a man's mind. Takeone aside and he will tell you confidentially that he has begun to wonder if some of the others will ever
make it through.
But in the evening, everyone is merry. All down the line of beds
men sprawl half covered, letting tneir parched skin sponge up the cool
night air. The darkness is but edged by the dim glow of one wall light
above an empty bed. Out of that darkness come low voices-those of
women visitiqg some lucky one. Those who are alone lie quiet, sharing
from b~d to bed the words and laughter. Tomorrow night ~hey will
have visitors. Tomorrow it will be their turn to divide.
That was one reason nobody liked Griston. If people from the
outside came to see him, he took them into the chapel and shut the
door. But that was hardly worth mentioning. Take the way his upper
lip curled when he talked about the commonest things. Can it be
understood how a man can grow to hate a mouth like that, seeing it
every day and every day?
,
Ordinarily, the other men on the ward would have considered
Griston.a champion-a lunger's success story. Some young medic in
Minneapolis had found the bugs early for him. Now after a paltry
year in bed, he was on exercise and ready, in a few months, to call the
business over and done. With tingling lips and a whisper, th~y "would
have risen to cheer a man who could defeat so sly, so remorseless an
. enemy. But this was different. This brought a smoldering resentment

I
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toward the caprices of an unjust fate. Griston, a hog in a 'snow-white
wallow, seemed to devour all the benevolences that'destiny offered the
west ward. He thrived, grew pordne where others wilted, and ~launted
his increasing grip on li~e in the wasted faces of his companions.
He even had the best bed-the one on the east end of the ward.
Here, by lying on the outside edge, he could look into the doorway of
the reception room and see people as they came~ The church people,
faithful relatives, self-appointed apostles of hell fire, somebody's girl.
But to Griston th,is was but a minor advantage. It was cooler there,
and when you had a mind you co.uld turn your face to the wall aJ?-d shut
the whole ward from sight.
.
Weighing time, while in effect a teeter board of success or failure
for every man, became, on the west ward, Grist8n's daily moment of
triumph. How; a man can guard, with peculiar jealousy an o~ce·.
gained; how his heart can quicken with fear fOJ: one lost! Somehow.
Griston's weight became a part of every 'other weight. To those who
gained it was like ugly laughter, mocking an incredibly petty thing. To
those who lost- ,
. '
Mounted on- the platform like a fat-boy orator, it was Griston's
habit to read his weight aloud. There was then a quality in his·voice
that the men' understood.
Old Miss Bardley, the nurse who kept the charts, washed the boys'
backs in the t~b, and brought in the mineral <ilil in the evening, didn't
understand. She rejoiced to see even one succeed. "FineJ Fine, Griston," she would say, making a note 'on his chart. "Another pound. It
won't be much longer for you. The doctor says so:"
From bed to bed it would travel soundlessly.
Another pound.
Lips formed the shape of the words. Faces drew into lines of envy
and disgust. Another pound! Another pound of Griston on the west,
ward. It was as if he were growing too large for the place-spilling out
~~~~

,

"A hundred and seventy .pounds," he would say again.. "I've
gained thirty-eight pounds since I came, then. S~y," and he would
sweep the whole west ward with his pudgy hand, "you guys are a bunch
of runts."
Yes, Griston was hated, all tight. But quietly, mind you. Patiently.
A lunger can't let his emotions past the gates of ,his heart. Loud words,
anger-they can bring the color' up out of your throat.-
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There were other things to do besides hating a person, anyway.
There was sleeping to be done during morning and afternoon rest hours,
and sleeping is hard work in hot weather. There were letters to be
read and read again, puzzles to be solved, jokes to be told, temperatures
to be taken, cups to be folded. So many, many things for a sick man.
And friends? Why, a Delan can get to know a lizard if he tries.
.. Say, on the other hand, that one is a little better. Then he ca~
hear the clock in the reception room ticking off minutes. He dreams,
-perhaps, of the green fields of home, that faithful girl. Time for him has
wooden wheels and there is room inside him for hope and hate. There
was Luther, for instance, a small, soft-spoken man from Ohio. He it
was who had the bed next to Griston, who shared with him the locker
room behind.
They quarreled often, and Kelt, who was Luther's friend, suggested
a time or two that ~omplaint be made to the superintendent. But then,
even a lunger can't say that simply because a man is bigger than he that
a fight is unfair or a mouth can't curl. Lungers' quarrels are forbidden,
and breaking the law is no man's special right.
•
Late one evening, Griston, returning from exercise, brought with
him a horned toad that he had caught in the desert. It was an exceptionally large fellow, decked round with its thorny uglin~ss, and struggling madly to escape Griston's fat hand.
The man held him aloft for the whole west ward to see. "Look
at the little devil," he commanded. "Look at him wiggle."
Suddenly two spurts of red shot from the eyes of the thing and
stained Griston's fingers. He started involuntarily, gazed at his reddened hand in dumb amazemeilt. "What's that?" he demanded. \
Kelt was the man to answer. Ten years Kelt had, been in the
desert. "Blood," said Kelt. "That's the way they protect themselves
when they're trapped."
"But it came from its eyes!"
Kelt nodded, and Griston looked again at the toad, this time with
wonder mixed with scorn. "That's a hell of a way to protect yourself,
isn't it now? Blood. Squirtgun eyes."
He laughed and went into his locker room. There he found a
. deep pasteboard -box, a strong enough prison for a horned toad. He
- watched the frantic little thing claw furiously at the sides in an effort
to scramble out. Oh, but it was a ludicrous thing, of course. The
horny, clawed feet moved with cJownish speed and made a peculiar
-t.
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scraping noise on the pasteboard soundbox. Griston watched for a few
minutes, then grew tired, and locked the box in his drawer.
On the ward, men wer~ already settling for the night. Bed blankets
were pulled up over the feet, within easy reacb for the anticipated early
morning chill that covers the desert like oil on a raw bum. Voices
sank now to a cello murmur and blended 'strangely with the tuneddown music of the radio. Grady's subdued laughter:'rose, a mellow
note of harmony to the monotone.· Everywhere. a kind of solemnity as
men ~ spoke goodnights, took ~ast communion with Qne, yes, one more
day.
.
At length the murmur decreased, became punctuated with coughing, and finally stopped altogether. The radio sang on alone, a crooning
sentimental ~elody that the darkness made poetic. Then it too was
snapped silent. Men fell asleep quickly, tired out from a day in the
heat. Finally, the w~ole ward was quiet.
But hardly had' it fallen asleep when Lu~her stirred uneasily,
opened his eyes, and listened. From somewhere, a tiny muffled sound
came to him, demanding attention. And so strange, so small a sound
was it that Luther;,was able to classify it only because of a vague recollection in some nameless part of himself. It came from the locker room.
It was the desperate scraping of little claws against a pasteboard boxl
Luther lifted his head from the pillow and looked across to where
Gristo,:l lay, making mouth-noise in his sleep. After all, minding your
own business "is best. The sound from the locker room stopped suddenly and Luther let his head drop back. He closed his eyes. He must sleep. Tonight, all night, every night. He must sleep.
.
It came again-the same discordant tune-tiny at first. then with
night's multiplication 'becoming the scraping of a thousand claws on
a hundred boxes, a million shoes on ~iles of concrete. ,
Luther did not even wait to put on his slippers. He flung back
his sheet and stepped into the locker room. He listened for a moment
-first here, then there. At last .his hands found Griston's dra~er,
pulled against. it, against the lock.
"Goddamn that guy, anywayl" Luther told himself.
He stood erect for an instant. Out of the locker room window he
could see the' grey shadows of the desert, the faint line of the mountains, beyond. Abruptly he turned. He reached Griston's bed; shook
the man's arm.
Griston came awake slbwly. "\Vho-whassa matter?" His voice
<}

\
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was fogged, heavily annoyed. He rolled over and peered into the face
of the man bending over him. "Luther I What the hell do you want?"
Luther's voice was a whisper. "Griston, will you get up and let
'out that damned horned toad? It scrapes around in there so much I
can't sleep."
Griston sat up in bed. "What do you mean, can't sleep? You're
nuts!"
"Shl" cautioned Luther. "'Ve'll wake up the whole ward. No
kidding, Griston, let the thing out, will you? Or give me the key to
your drawer. I really can't sleep."
"Say, what's tho matter with you, Luther~ You got a nerve talking
about sleep and waking me up for something like this,,- No, I won't let
it out and I won't give you the key. Get to hell back in bed and leave
me alone."
Aman is born, lays down a pattern, livJs a life. Even a lunger
does this. "Listen," said Luther. His whisper had risen, came through
his teeth. "I asked you. Now I'm telling you. Give me that key."
An astonished excfamation broke from Griston's lips. Unhur--.Ijedly, he stepped out of bed and stood beside the smaller man. The
rest of the ward slept on. "Say,': he whispered harshly, taking hold of
Luther's arm, "who in the hell do you think you're talking to? Get
tough with me? 'VeIl, one more word and I'll smack you down, cure
or no cure."
Luther wrenched himself free, and for an instant his eyes blazed,
searching the dark shadow that was Griston's face. His thin fists.
clenched; his body trembled. Then he relaxed, slowly, like a stiff washcloth that has fallen into a tub of water. Without a word he went back
to bed.
Griston watched him a moment. Then he, too, climbed back into
his bed.
The room had only silence in it, silence and the fretful sound of
troubled breathing.
"No gutsl" said Criston at last. "You're just yellow."
Luther said nothing.
The next morning when he got out of bed he saw Luther lying
exhausted, his face white. Wordlessly, he walked past into the locker
room and unlocked his drawer.
The homed toad was dead.
At breakfast, Luther refused his tray and was quiet while the men
~

>
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talked and joked. . He raised his hand in response to Kelt's greeting
but he did not speak. When the new sun walked down the ward, his
eyes had become moist, glittering things with .astonishing whites. He
had begun to cough violently. At nine he flipped his ·firsCruby, as
scarlet as a hea,rt. It filled his mouth, stained and dried on, his lips.
The urgent ward bell broug~t the freshly starched nurse. Kelt
had already found the orderly who was bringing a bowl of cracked ice.
• Kelt knew. He sat at Luther;s bed while the nurse telephoned ~octor
Wade. Luther lay quietly, accepting the spoonfuls of ice with lips
bar~ly moving.
That afternoon they moved Luther to one of the two private rooms
at the rear of the sanatorium. Everyone knew what that meant. Gris. ton knew,. but his face was as expressionless as a stone as he watched
them wheel Lutller down the hushed ward. it was after he w~s gone
and the bed next to him a deserted, a dead thing, that his eyes reflected
the thought seeded deep within him:
uDo you think he's very sick, Kelt? Sick enough to die?"
"He's plentY sick, if it means anything to yo~:' There was a note
of disgust in Kelt's voice. What a hell of a: question to ask the friend
of a man~ Two rubies in an hour, and a private room and that earnest,
breathless stillness, that grave, wondering stare~ Kelt looked out into
the desert and saw the heat-wave filaments smashing the world's light
back to the enemy sun.' His face creased to $rk squint lines, and lines
of trouble.
Griston didn't say another word. He turned his face to the wall to
shut the ward from his mind. But this time, the wall was not enough.
No. It mirrored the west ward and a hundred accusing eyes. It reflected
a dead man with a bloody mouth, and a homed toad scraping his claws
off in a box all night long.
He had taken hold of Luther's arm. Was that enough?
But no one had been awake. -No one knew, unless. That was-it,
Luther had blabbed his mouth. Snitching on him. Saying that he,
Griston, had hit him. Once,~twice, three times. Well, it was a lie. A
da~ned, dirty lie. He hadn't even touched him-took his arm, that was
all. Griston hunched savagely in his bed and wrestled with a tireless,
hostile sleep.
That night the ward was a cave. No lights burned and the radio
was a mute, foolish box. Griston lay with ears str~ning for a name.
Griston, Griston. The men were talking in low whispers and few words
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reached him. It was maddening. It made him restless and hot. Then
:--he heard Kelt talking.
"The nurse says he needs' a special, but I know Luther doesn't
have the dough."
Griston shut his eyes. Tonight there was no slec.p in the room.
Tonight there was a tightness in his arms and his legs and CUQund his
eyes and scalp. Yes, there was a band across his chest, as if he were
plastered and saus~ged the way they do when you have pleurisy. He
turned on his right side and his elbows rubbed against the stucco wall
there. It shut him in. He turned on his left side, and there was
Luther's bed, grey and ghostly in the shadows, like a tomb.
At nine-thirty, Doctor Wade walked softly down the ward to the
-little office adjoinin~4,the reception room. He shut the door and sat
down on one of the' metal stools. He opened the chart cabinet and
checked Luther's record, making new lines and notations on a blank
chest graph. Then he made a telephone call. He had just hung the
receiver on the hook when there was a knock on the door. C~ome in,"
he Said, glancing up.
It was Griston. But it wasn't the Griston of the west ward. This
man's face was a pallid thing, marked with fear's stylus.. This m~n's
eyes were wide with a red blear in the corners. "Say, doc," he'said, "the
boys are talking about Luther needing a special nurse and that he didn't
have any money. I thought that, well, 1-" Hesitant words.
Doctor Wade smiled. "You thought what, Griston?"
"Well, I thought that I've got some money in the bank downtown,
and if it would help any, I want~to, well, hire one for him-a few day.s-"
Doctor Wade was a sensitive man and he knew Griston. Moreover,
he had chased the cure himself at Saranac. Four years. H.e was not
surprised. Once in ~_ waterless canyon, he had found a small, clear
spring. This was like 'that. He stood up and took Griston's arm in a
friendly grip. _"Thank you, Griston. I've already arranged for a nurse
for Luther through the Women's Club. But that doesn't mean that
Luther and I don't appreciate what you are offering. Don't worry.
'Ve'll pull him through."
Griston's head bowed a little. "I ~ope so. I certainly hope so,"
he said, and his voice shook with fear.
Luther did get better. In two weeks the men from the ward were
allowed to visit him for a few minutes each day. He was still flat in
bed and thinner, much thinner. .But he was able to talk. It was Kelt
-'tl
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who told him about Griston. The nurse had learned of his visit to the
doctor's office. The story got around.
. It was an unreasonable thing, all right. There was "Griston as he
had been and still was, and there was this decent thing he had done. It
.was as if a man looked into a garbage pail and saw the face of Jesus.
"We can't figure it out." Kelt shook his head. "Why, he even
lost.a pound this ~eek. What the hell did you ever do to him to mow
him down like that?"
,
.
Luther smiled faintly. "He even lost a poUnd. Well, what do you
knowl"
,.
A month later, when Luther was at last allowed to sit up in bed
and hold his tray, and read, the day came for Griston to go home, an
arrested case. He spent the morning getting his things together, and
when the taxi came he walked down the ward, saying goodbye. ,
The men took his hand cordially, grinning, remembering what he
had done for Lu:ther, and that he had licked the bugs. "Goodbye.
Take care of yourselfl Good luck!"
"So long, you shrimps," he hollered, and went out.
Some of the boys stood up to watch as the. taxi's wheels skidded in
the gravel drive. Griston, the hog in the snow-white wallow, was·gone.
Thoughtfully, Kelt walked back to Luther's room. A queer fellow, Griston, a hard one to understand. Unpleasant, overbearing, a
stinker-and yet- He stepped in. ~'Well," he said to Luther with
"'"'
studied boredom, "he's gone:'
"Yeah? When did he go?"
Kelt's eyes widened. "What the hell!~', The boredom vanished.
uDo you mean to say that Gr~ston .didn't come to say goodbye to you?
But- Why, what in the devil was wrong with him? I though:t-"
ul guess he just didn't want to see me, Kelt," said Luther aloud.
But in the core of himself he shouted: "No gutsl Griston was
yellow!" And there was in his eyes a "look half of triumph, half scorn.
A look such as David, the shepherd boy, must have worn long, long ago.
"
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Kenneth Lash
of historical fact that passes for the
story of the conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards, beyond this
recording of the dust for the dust-risers, lies the radium-rare ore of
myth.
And myth is... ? For me, it is a story, a story of epic proportions in
~hich natural and preternatural forces join to symbolize the essential
realities of man in his world. In such a story, man's world of sight
merges with his world of insight; the impalpable of his world of imag- .
ination becdmes as real as the feel of the sword in his hand. Here, then,
is narrative partaking of philosophy; and therefore containing within
it the seeming mutually-exclusive elements of the magical and the mundane, the sense of immediate reality and the apocryphal, the social discord and the harmony, destruction and-the phoenix.
.
Such a story lies in and between the lines of Bernal Diaz' Cortez
and the Conquest of Mexicoll
Here is no new discovery. Tentative claims have been staked out,
but for reasons of their own the claimants saw fit finally to scratch about
some on the surface, pan a while in the streams, and then retire with
their profits. Gained, so to speak, in passing, these literary profits are
yet so rich that one must wonder what untold wealth awaits the man
who remains.
. Archibald MacLeish has been there; he brought back Conquistador (1932). When it was published, Louis Untermeyer called it "the
most eloquent·saga-poem of this generation." He spoke of it in language
close to that descriptive of myth: "fantastic-realistic legend"; "tri-

U

NDERNEATH THE WASTE LAND

, • With special reference to pertinent works of Archibald MacLeish and Saniel Long.
1 Cortez and the Conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards in I52I, "Being the eye-witness
Narrative of Bernal Diaz del Castillo. Soldier of Fortune and Conquistador with Cortez
in Mexico, abridged and edited by B. G. HeFwg. and illustrated with Sixteenth Century
Indian Drawin~ of the Conquest," William R. Scott, 1942. See also Bernal Diaz del Castillo, True History of the Conquest of New Spain, first published in Madrid, 1632.
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umph in the art of heroic poetry." Just how much of the atmosphere
of myth does the poem contain?
It has high dignity, a feeling for the greatness of man, and insistence upon the essential personality of' history that History does not

!,

I

I

co~vey:

but I
Fought in those battle~r These were my own deeds!
These names he writes of mouthing them out as a man would
Names in Herodotus-dead and their wars to read-

These things were real: these suns had heat in them:
This was brine in the mouth: bitterest foam:
Earth: water to drink: bread to be eatenNot the sound of a word like ·the writing of Gomora:
Not a past time: a year: the name of a
Battle lost. . •
It recognizes the heroic quality in man that makes him an explorer:
None had sailed to the west and returned till Cordova:
I went in that ship: Alvarez handled 'her:
Trusting to luck: keeping the evening before him:
Sighting after the third week land
And no report of a land there in that ocean:
Not merely a physical explorer:
The west is dangerous for thoughtful men.
Eastward is all sure: all as it ought to be:
A man may know the Will of God by the fences:
Ah but the mark of a man's heel is alone in the
Dust under the whistling of 4awks!
Companion of
Constellations the trace of his track lies:
Endless is unknown earth before a man...
Here the supernatural origin of earthly beauty:
(0 living-kindness of God's love that permitted our
Sinful eyes to behold these'sights and wonders I
How have we thanked thee with words even! how little!)

A figure of magnificent dignity, piety, and wisdom in Montezuma:
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He stood there: answering. . . gladly if to go ,
Now were our ordinance: for we were men
Sent from before-time: and the thing was known
Long sincejn his land and his doors were ready: ...
How should it serve our fortune to make war
Or to bind his limbs with our steel? Though our metal
held him
"ow should we hold death? There were many doors:
And a man spills from the cup of his bones as speltFrom the shape of stone on his wrist as running water:
There is all this, plus suggestions of the supernatural on both sides,
the clashing of mighty arms, the panorama of magnificent Mexico City;
yet the last four lines give the true intent and meaning of the poem:
Old....an old man sickened and near death:
And the west is gone now: the west is the ocean sky....

o day that brings the earth back bring again
That well-swept town those towers and that island....
It is, then, the story of one man ..• the mem~ries of an old, broken
soldier, whose taste for conquest has given way to the insipidity of
futility and impoteticel, It cannot have the scope of myth, for it is a
story told from the inside out. It is not heroic, as Mr. Untermeyer believed;. it is rather a memory of defeated romance. As Horace Gregery. observes, it isn't a narrative poem, for the 'story is used only as a
backdrop for reflection on things past by the old soldier. .
This partial analysis is not to be taken ~ a ciiticism of Conquista-'
dor per se; such is not my purpose. I wish only to point out the quantity of myth-feeling that clung to Mr. MacLeish when he walked
through ,the land of the Conquest. He felt the aura keenly, yet chose
to draw upon it rather than add to it. And his example was followed
by a more constant traveler in that land-Haniel Long.
Mr. Long, even within the confines of Pittsburgh, was envisioning
American myth and determining to play a part in it with t4e publication of Notes for a New Mythology (1926). The title is accurate in
that this is a book of notes rather than an outline. The notes are in the
form of poems and short stories which make use of mythical personages
set in motion upon a landscape metamorphosed from the actual to the
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ideal. Aside from its urgent insistence upon the wisdom of beauty and
imagination, this collection has none of the homogeneity of myth, either
in setting or cast of characters. Furthermore, clashing addenda have
been superimposed in the form of the emphatic jottings of preachment; Mr. Long ha-s created gods and demi-gods only to pull them
sharply back to earth for his purposes. Yet he is sincere in his love for
them; one believes him when he says: "I want all the deities that ever
were, Quetzalcoatl and th~ beautiful ones, Priapus and the ugly ones,
Norwan and the strange ones.... "
.
.
Mr. Long possesses, then, a high sensitivity to myth, and when he
leaves Pittsburgh for the Southwest one has high hopes; for here is a
prospector who carries with him much of his prospects.
Some of the promise is realized en route in the Interlinear to Cabeza
de Vaca (1936). This is the story of three Spaniards and a negro slave
sh,ipwrecked on the coast of Florida, and of the strange miracle-adventure that befalls them as they make their way by foot across the continent to join their army in Mexico. Held to be gods by the Indians, they
are commanded to perform miracles of healing. Driven in despair beyond the limits of mind and memory, they pray· in full innocence; their
. prayers are answered, .the Indians healed. This happens again and
again as they cross the land. De Vaca, to whom the story belongs,
gradually sheds his Europeanism, then his individualism, until finally,
absorbed beyond himself. in the powers of healing granted him, he,
according to his author, "ceases to be an historical personage and be.
comes asymbol."
In exact proportion as he becomes a· symbol he approaches the
, . province of myth. Therefore, although this again is one man's story
along the way to Mexico City, it nevertheless indicates the vein of myth
that lies even in the byroads of the Conquest. Yet the emphasis .of the
. story falls upon the ending, in which de Vaca, having reached Cortez and
Mexico City, finds himself unable to sustain his selflessness in the atmosphere of self-seeking Europeans. Is, ~en, Mr. Long to center his atten:
tion upon the individual and psychological rather than the symbolic
and philosophic? A later book, Malinche (lmm), says yes.
c~
Dona Marina, called "Malinche" (according to Mr. LOng, the
Spanish corruption of the Nahuatl "Malintzin"), is at the same time
the most fascinating and the greatest personage of the Conquest. Myth
already exists around her. Mr. Long, in his book, chooses to analyze
her. MQlinche~ like Conquistador~ is the study of an individual, with
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aspects of myth used rather than created. Mr. Long is aw.are of this,
and it is his epilogue that most interests me.
In this epilogue Mr. Long, after some rather anachronistic sighings
over the lack of available detail concerning Helen of Troy, and after
a side-expedition with Malinche herself into the world of Jung (where
she sits for a "supra-individual image") , gets down to the basic fact: we
are dealing here with the proper matter of myth. He states:
We are left free to consider how, four centuries ago, the winds of destiny
.associated an Indian girl and a European adventurer, and bore- them
through a few months as fantastic as anything of which history tells us .....
fitted closely together in their reciprocal abilities,. they changed the history
of half a world
As for Malinche herself:

As her significance grows to those who would create myth and symbol,
Malintzin may well become a greater gift than we can now imagine in the
form of a great life-idea, from the as yet unexplored pantheon of the new
world to that old world pantheon among the images of which we too have
grown up, namely the life-idea (less clear in any of the old world heroines)
that men and women as comrades and..friends are to carry on the work of
generation, which is nothing less than the entire business of transformation
and evolution. . . .

And so Mr. Long comes back from the land, carrying with him
a piece of it, yet more enriched by the mere sight and feeling or' that
which he left behind-the true spirit of myth in the story of the
Conquest.
Consider this story.
By the very nature of man's indomitable will, two civilizations that
have existed for centuries without knowledge of each other are brought
precipitately face -.to face: white man and Indian; Christianity and animism-the Virgin and the mighty Huichilobos; guns and arrows, sword
:tnd stone; the- bearded and the beardless.
The Indian sees his first horse as a centaur; cannon as lightningflingers. The white men come out from the path of the sun, as the
great god Quetzalcoatl had prophesied. Demi-gods, Teules, yet they
come to kill~...to deprive the gods of their rightful sacrifices, even to crash
down the mtghty gods from their thrones and supplant them with sacrilegious crossed sticks. Such cannot be, .and the gods will help destroy
them. Strike the drums of war!
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And th~ Spaniard: half Christian, half superstitious inquisitor;
welcomed with such a compound of innocent friendliness and subtle
- treachery that he knows not what minute he may sleep; 800 of hi~
among untold thousands of Indians; tired, hungry, wounded, sick, he
comes to the beauty of Mexico'City, seeing magnificence never known
to him; after deserts, a cool city flu~hed each evening with clear wa~er;
a city shiinmeringwith gold~ a plaza as clean as his church; a city with
a market-place such as in Seville had never been seen for variety and
luxuriance of foods, cloths, metal-work, jewels; a city that smelled sweet
and tasted good, where women smiled; and yet overlooking the city,
from a temple at the top of one hundred and fourteen steps, were' the
huge, fearful idols, breathing the breath of burning flesh, dripping_
blood. The Spaniards shivered, fingered their crosses. Then 'comes
the sound of the drums! Notliing now can be 'as it was. Gods and men
and battle are joined.
And who are our heroes, our symbols, our personifications of the
forces here engaged? More may be invented, but we, have given to us
already a triumvirate: Cortez, Montezuma, Malinche.
Little need be' said of Cortez. Let him be that which he is-the
man of daring who makes good his ventures by means of a cunning,
brain and a s~ong arm. - Let him be ~llant and straightforward. Let
him even be brutal, as is the way with force. Would you go to Achilles
for sympathy? tor understanding?
Go instead to Montezuma. In him you will find these traits as
highly developed as Cortez' right arm. This is the other cup of the
scale, with the weight compounded of dignity, spiritual beauty, sensitivity, wisdom. Here is the noble, tragic figure whose gods were riot
strong enough t6 protect him. But should you say that his weight was
not sufficient and so the field is given over to force, you forget the
fulcrum-Malinche.
She is the focal point and decisive factor of the entire epic. An
Indian princess given to Cortez by' one of the first-conquered tribes, she
soon shows her wisdom, her knowledge of languages, her c;:ontrol over
her people, and her loyalty to the Spaniards, whom she believes to be
direct emanations {)f QuetzalcoatI."" Aside from the priest, she is the one
who most understands the true significance of the symbol of Mother
and Child. She believes-in it, and Jeels it to be-the message of QuetzalcoatI urging her people to. cease human sacrifice and inhuman cruelty.
She believes that in helping the Spanish, she is helping Quetzalcoatl,

~-
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and, directly) her people. She must, in a sense, betray them, but she is
rather betraying the cruel gods that they worship, believing both
rationally and spirit~ally that in so -doing she is helping to create a
better world.
In relation to Cortez, she progresses from interpreter to lover, from
lov~r to advisor. She it is who swings the balance at every turn. Left
to themselves, the little _Spanish band would have been annihilated ten
times over in the course-of the march. Cortez knows it, and leans on
her more and more. Then a startling thing happens. The Indians
begin to call Cortez (IMalinche"l
Think of it for a moment. An Indian girl given into slavery, asOp to soldiers, comes so to dominate the soldiery that their leader, a
man of Spanish background, loses his identity so far as to accept for
himself her namel
And so it comes about that the one name-l\falinche-dominates
the s~ory of as fabulous a conquest as the world has known.
Let -the psychologists give us their reasons. It was because she
nursed the soldiers. It was because she saved them in battle. It was
because she was warmth and wisdom. It was because she was pretty.
It was because of association of ideas.
Ours is the age of reason, the age of analysis. Nothing is wisdom
that is not logic. There is no end to what we will not induce and
deduce in order to produce. Perhaps this is the twentieth-century
substitute for the male ideal of direct action. Analyze and conquer.
Perhaps synthesis is feminine in its partial reliance upon intuition.
And yet Eliot must invent Mme. Sosostris; Yeats must bring into
being the great tomb-haunter.
Indian poets have no such need; there is -no necessity -to invent
what is already extant in such richness. And so the dances and folk·
tales of Indians at Chapultepec tell of Malinche. To many Mexicans
she is, though not canonized, a sai~t. There are festivals for her.
These simple people, with a greater sense of "effective reality," have
made part of the Conquest their own. They walk in the land and feel
the myth through ~eir feet.
Emissaries from among us have gone there; they too have felt it and
brought back traces, glimmerings. For those of us who are sufficiently
deaf, there are deep sounds to be heard in that land. For the one of us
who is not afraid of staggering riches, there is a mountain to be mined.
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It was at the time before redeployment really began
rolling. Not so long ago, at that.

ECOLLECT.

"This is your post,. number .three. You beat the pavement from
here to that corner there where the light is."
The sergeant of the guard was impatient to leave.
"Post number four is on the other side of the building," he continued. "There's another guard over there~ if anything should happen."
The sergeant moved away, then remembered something.
"And anQther thing. Take a pot-shot at anybody hanging around.
That's the only special order the captain gave. Don't question anybody; shoot. There are signs all over town telling the Krauts this area
is off limits. Anyway, it's after curfew; So nothing will happen. But
just in case, follow the order because sure as hell you won't have a
chance to answer any questions," he added. "You'll be relieved in four
hours." .
Pfc. Jennings' eyes followed the sergeant as he walked away in the
early darkness.
These sergeants, they get excited about everything, Jennings told
himself. He studied the building which he was guarding, and was
amused. It was a long one-story structure. Even in the darkness, it .
showed'signs of time and war. All along the length of it were windows,
most of them with the glass completely broken out.
A worthless building in tile land of Cermany, ridiculously the
subject of guard duty in the early hours of the night-Jennings felt satisfaction in being aole to be amused by the situation. It was amusing
but not completely idiotic, for this was the Army-the Army of a Pfc.
He had gone through the w~ntry nightmare of the Ardennes. He
45
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was among the first who had followed on foot when the armored units
broke through into the Rhineland. Now, alongside .a dilapidated
building, becauseh~ was ordered to do so, he was waiking guard" as he
had walked it long ago during basic training.
He and his buddies had never foreseen this, the period of waiting
which was sandwiched in between the end of the shooting and the time
when they would go home.
He right-shouldered his M-l rifle and slowly walked tQward the
comer where the light was shining. Four hours to go, back ,~nd forth,
back and forth. But it was not dull, for his mind was active. His
thoughts had become good companions during these days when guard
duty· had become a regular assignment.
,
His thoughts were nothing but musings and reveri~. They were
not deep, nor were they penetrating. 'He sought no underlying reasons
or causes for being where he was or doing what he was doing. And for
this too he was thankful, for those in his outfit who were th~nkers were
also the chronic gripers. He waited calmly and patiently for the day
which no one could hurry along-the day when the men of his organization would be officially notified that they were on alert for shipment
to the United States. It would come, and no amount of fretting would
bring it even an hour sooner.
He reached the comer, shifted the rifle to his left shoulder, and
retraced his footsteps.
.
The others, like·DiCorsa, Williams, Jonesy, and Oblensky, fOIgot
many things and lost them in the maze of their gripes.
He was lucky to have gotten through it all, unscathed and alive.
Luck, and nothing else. A mortar shell could have fallen on the s]J?t
where he clutched the earth as well as two hundf~d yards off to the side *
where some other private, corporal, sergeant, lieutenant, or captain lay ..
hugging the earth.'
No, it was~ot too much for his pride to walk guard and to wait,
even though he~guarded a building which most likely was worthless.
Every man must put his own thoughts in order.
He had no argument with DiCorsa, Williams, Jonesy, and Oblensky.. What they said was true, he told himself; there was no doubt
abo~t that. Men who are waiting for shipment home are doing nothing
Qut busy-work. But it was forgotten that they couldn't all be sent
home at once; thati was true also. Here again it was a matter of luck,
like pulling numbers out of a hat. A few, perhaps one or two from each
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division, were lucky enough to attend school. Others would see something of Europe, ripped and unripped. But for most it was guard: duty
and more guard duty. And it could be worse, as it was rumored about
other outfits. T~ere could be KP in addition . to guard. And there
could be hours of close order drill and manual of arms in addition to
}{p. And the C. 0., the adjutant, the S-3 officer, and many others
.
could think of much more too.
Airports, billeting areas, buildings-they had to be guarded or
they didn't. It all depended on your way of thinking. As far as he
was concerned, even the puddles in the road, needed guarding.
In putting everything in its place ~n his mind, to give meaning to
his own scheme of things, he could find no pla~e for only one small
item. Never before, outside of combat guard patrol, had he been
ordered to shoot any and all intruders.
He discarded the thought by reassuring himself that sergeants
get excited over any little thing. ~ For that matter, captains did too.
He was becoming tired of walking his short tour, but inwardly he
felt an emotional coziness in ..the still unique sense of'security. The
comparative safety of walking guard!, And it was really not so long ago
that each day, each hour, 'each moment was an uncertain one.
War and combat sofdiering were now only matters of recollection
in conversations and yarns.
.
He paused for a moment at the comer, looked about, then waiked
again. His M-I rifle of ten poundseseemed to become heavier. He carelessly balanced it at the stock in his palm, as if sauntering through his
favorite spot in the woods.
It was amusing to think what an erroneous idea most people had
of war, especially of the warfare of the individual foot-soldier.
They knew that war is shooting. But being fainil!ar only with the
shooting of a hunter, they a;llowed the analogy to falsify the picture.
Thinking about it, he smiled to himself.
They think you shoot at the enemy like you shoot at an animal, a
deer, for example, he mused,-that you lie in wait until you "see". your
target and opponent. Further, they imagine that your patience is rewarded ~nd that you fire to hit that one particular enemy.
He had never gone to Officers Candidate School or studied military
strategy, but he knew that it wasn't the hunter and the hunted. It was
the pounder and the pounded.
Walking"guard was tiresome.
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He went into the shadows and squatted, resting his back against
the building which, for some nonsensical reason, he was guaTding.
The fact that he was doing what he shouldn't be doing didn't
bother him. The Army required many unreasonable things of its
men. . Just that afternoon, Mac, his buddy, told him how he had
guarded a heap of refuse from the officers' mess hall.
Even a rookie' of four months in the Army knew that a little
malingering was due him.
Jennings placed'his rifle between his buttocks and held it in place
with his knees, using it for an improvised seat. The cool night air
aroused in him a sudden desire to smoke. He cupped the flame from
his lighter and held the lit cigarette the same way.
Despite his effort his eyelids slowly closed. Almost immediately,
he became conscious of a shadow flitting across him. It was as though
he had seen it through his·eyelids. His first fear was that his negligence
would be discovered. He quickly crushed his cigarette between his
thumb and finger and got up on one knee.
For a moment he pr~sumed he had falJen asleep and had imagined
the sensation. But then he saw a figure dart across the roadway to the
side of the building.
The figure was not noiseless or elusive as a genuine prowler should
be. His heels struck the pavement loudly in the otherwise silent night
and he had not avoided the light at the corner.
He was in civilian clothes and, therefore, not a '~friend:'
As if realizing his previous mistakes, ~e intruder now hunched up
against the wall of the building, striving to conceal himself, it seemed.
Don't question anybody; shoot!
. Jennings recalled the special order as though the sergeant were
there saying it at that very moment.
~
.Instinctively, Jennings raised his rifle and had the figure within
-4:: his sights. He hesitated before unlocking the rifle. Just a few minutes
ago he had been thinking . . . yet here he was taking careful aim· at
a man.
Don't question anybody; shoot!
The figure remained motionless. Jennings lowered his rifle
slightly. The man could only be a native of the town, innocently....
But why was he sneaking about? And why was he violating curfew?
The sergeant said the townspeople had been warned that the area was
off limits.
~.

~~.
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The building might, be a storing place for ammunition. The
prowler might be one of the diehards and might have come to blow up
the building and everything around it, including Jennings. The
building might be loaded with any number of things. Otherwise why
•
would the sergeant have given such an order?
Yet....
..
He couldn't shoot a man downlike ... a deer. It would·remain
with him forever.
The war was ended. He had to give the man a chance to explain
himself.
"Who's there? Haltl"
The words rang out before he himself realized he had made the
decision to shout them.
.
With hands outstretched, the figure spun around and stood eiect
at the wall briefly, as if facing a firing squad. Then, like a mechanical
toy. that ,is released after being wound up, he darted headlong across
the road away from Jennings and the building.
The action was all that was needed to bring to Jennings' mind the
. realization that he was a soldier on guard duty with an order to funill.
Quickly he aimed at the fleeing ma~'s right shol;dder, pushed forward
~
the safety with his trigger finger, and fired.
The prowler twirled, almost fell, regained his balance, aQd unsteadily ran on with no inten~ion"of halting.
Jennings knew what he must do. He took careful aim a second
time at the man's back, just as the figure rushed toward the shadows,
and fired again.
'
J enni,ngs, with his rifle at ready for use again, rushed to where the
man had fallen. He pulled the man over on his back. T~e prowler
was not young. His face was lean, with protruding cheek bones, and
he was :habbily ~ressed.
. Jennings heard the guard on the other side of the building shout,
"Sergeant of the guard, post number threel"
.
The words were picked up and repeated by another guard, farther
away, at a post Jennings didn't know existed.
The ,sergeant an~ two others were not long in arriving. The sergeant bent over to examine the man and asked, "What happened, J ennings?"
"This guy, he was sneaking around," like he shouldn't. He couldn't
have been up to any good. I....
It

t

'li>L
.. ..l.M~
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"Righi through the back and out the chest," the sergeant said.
"Deader than a stiff."
"He was sneaking around and I had to shoot," Jennings said as if
trying to explain a wrong.
"Good," the sergeant broke in. "That's what you were supposed
do."
The sergeant turned to his two companions.
"Hobson. go down to ~Iedics and tell 'em to pick up this Kraut.
Ollie, you take over this post till next relief. And you come down to
"
headquarters with me, Jennings. 'Ve'll report."
Jennings followed the sergeant along the wall of the building. He
puzzled over the events which had occurred from the time he had sat
down to rest and to smoke.
They walked on in silence and rounded a comer of the long
building!
"'Vhy do 10U suppose he was sneaking around?" Jennings asked,
perplexed.
~
"Most likely trying to steal some stuff," the sergeant answered.
"From this building? You mean there was something valu~le
in thete?"
.iNaw, just a shipment of rations. Mostly canned stuff." The
sergeant added, "The Krauts get the news around fast."
Neither said_any more. With one stroke, it seemed, Jennings'
thoughts, which previously were so well arranged, now were disorderly
and confusing. All at once, there was a batch of new meanings.· And
yet there was no meaning.

to
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at Bemidji there was only one place
empty, on the long seat at the back of the bus. A young Indian
boy sat next to the window, then the empty place, then two GI's in
wrinkled suntans, and an old lady with a basket in the other corner.
_Mary climbed over the soldiers' feet and knees, smiling apologetically,
and squeezed into the empty seat. The Indian boy moved over as far
as he could; he looked ~bout seventeen, small and thin, and he held
himself rigidly in his corner. It was a hot day in late July but he wore
dark wool trousers, spot~ed C¥ld frayed at the cuffs, and a red and black
checked wool shirt over a dirty white cotton shih. He looked steadily
out of the window, his profile dark and somber.
The soldier next to Mary tU1JJed to her and said, "You almost
didn't get a seat. It's a good thing Gus and me were here to save one for
yOl,l." He was blond and tanned, with dark eye~ that were child-like
in spite of their red rims and bloodshot margins. His whole face looked
half-asleep and very young. He and the other soldier were pleasantly
drunk. Mary laughed and said, "Thanks," and looked away. -She was
still hot and flustered from her run for the bus and making sure her
"suitcase got on, and now this soldier talking to her made her fe~l both
friendly and confused. She didn't mind particuiarly that he was drunk,
but she had to·be quiet for a while to collect herself and prepare for this
transition-the bus ride that would take her back from the silent lake
country into the City and her job and the long waiting ahead.
The bus rumbled beneath them and they moved out of the dusty
northern resort town onto the empty highway. With an almost mystical feeling of love and renunciat~~n Mary watched the countryside
that she was leaving. She had, come to it and l~ft it summer after summer ever since she was a little girl, and now the sight and smell of it

W
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was woven inextricably into all her memories of the joyous and innocent periods of her childhood. They passed through the sandy wilderness, grown over with scrub pine and sumac, past pine forests impenetrably dark even in the noontime heat and light, and always beyond,
somewhere, lay the still lakes, sometimes only glimpsed secretly below
a bluff and sometimes lying candid and open under the sky. The
cabins of the summer people and the garish little resort towns that
shriveled and faded with the first cold weather had made no real mark
on this country. It was tOQ big, too full of its own secret life to be
defiled by men.. Even the cutover land where monolithic pines had
once grown in a thick gigantic turf seemed not 'so much despoiled as
reborn, beginning again its steady implacable growth under the sun
and wind and snow.
. Looking through the windows, Mary saw outl!ned against the brilliant light outside the dark profile of ,the Indian boy beside her. He
was watching the land pass, too, and in his face and body there was
something of its own vital and fierce .dignity. Once they passed a group
of three Indian huts, pressed back far under the trees, hoyds of bark
and tin surrounded by blankets and old rags on a sagging clothesline
and birchbark baskets hung out for sale. The boy looked at them as he
looked at the trees and sand, as impassively as he might look at his own
face in a mirror. This country i& his, not mine, Mary thought with a
pang of envy. Why is he leaving it? From somewhere hidden a cool
lake Qreeze full of the smell of fresh water blew through the window on
her face. I would live in any hovel, I could stand the bitter cold and
the loneliness, if only I could wait here for David to come home, she
thought fiercely. I could wait here, I could be strong here. But the
bus went on, southward; they were due in lVIinneapolis at eight o'clock.
The young blond soldier said to her, UYou going far?"
Mary turned from the win40w and looked at him. His eyes were
bland but his voice was friendly and persistent. He knew that it was
his right to talk to her and to make her talk to him, and Mary knew it
too. She did not mind now; there was no point any longer in cataloging the landmarks of this inevitable, irreversible journey. She smiled
at him and said, urm going to Minneapolis."
uYou hear that, Gus?" the blond boy saig to the soldier beside
him. "She says she's going to Minneapolis."
Gus leaned forward and stared at her with bright, filmy eyes. He
was alder than the other, tall and lanky, with a long beaky nose and
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dusty brown hair that fell limply over his forehead. "Well, is that
right, going to Minneapolis?" He continued to stare at her owlishly.
"We've got some mighty fine company now, haven't we, Bennett? A
nice pretty girl to talk to for three hundred miles."
"Two hundr~d," Bennett said. "Closer to two hundred."
"All' right, fQr Chrissakes, two hundred," Gus said amiably.
"Let's not get piggish about this. Maybe if this goddamn bus gets any more crowded she'll ha~e to sit op our laps."
Mary looked away from them to hide the tenderness and pity
in her eyes. Evtr since the war had st~rted she had never been 'able
to look at soldiers, on the street, on busses or streetcars, alone or in noisy
groups, drunk or sober, without feeling this terrible pity and sorrow
and under it a pervasive, irrational sense of guilt. There was no soldier
who was not too young to die, tqo innocent to be for.ced to kill. She
could never bring herself to stand' on feminine dignity to warC!l off the
advances and attempted pick-ups that ariy girl alone was bound to run
into from time to time.. She could only smile and say, "I'm sorry," and
go on her way alone, wrapping the thought of David about her loneliness and sad compassion. In her fee1i~g for David there could be no
pity. Even r though he had been in the army for three years and in
Europe for tou~teen months she never thought of David as a soldier.
He was David and she loved him, and when you loved someone the w,ay
she did there was no room for pity.
Bennett wa.~ saying, "I was drinking sherry the past three days and
I don't remember one damn thing about it. I always said when I got .
back in the Stat~ I wasn't going to drink nothing but real Scotch and
I get up in Grand Forks and get blind on sherry."
"That's all right, you save a lot of mqney that way," Gus said.
"Sherry now, that's a nice refined way to drink, isn't it, miss? Say,
what's your name if you don't mind my asking? We got two hundred
~. miles yet; we don't want to be formal."
"Mary," Mary said, smiling at him. "Are you boys going out to
Fqrt Snelling?"
"Yeah," Bennett said, "we both gotta report back tomorrow.. I
landed back here the day before Fourth of July. I been in the country
twenty-two days and I gotta report Eack tomorrow. Drinking sherry the
. last three days, too. Hell, I get the lousy deal every time," and his facelooked like a petulant liitle boy's.
"That's tough," Mary said. "Were you in Germany?"
<
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"I was there two months, all ovel the place. Signal corps. Gus
here, he never got any -farther than Cologne."
"Oh," Mary said. "My husband's ,in Germany. He was in Paris
before, but now he's stationed at Nuernberg. He's in the medical
corps." She was giad for the chance to say it, just to get everything
straight. She hoped that saying it would make everything clear, would
confirm from the beginning the pattern of just a friendly meeting on a
bus trip; and she felt reassured and happy when she saw it made no
difference to them and when Bennett, grinning, only said, "Wouldn't
you know it? All the good-looking girls turn out to be married these
days."
At Walker three more passengers got on the bus. They stood 9r
sat on suitcases in the aisle, and now as the bus went on arid the afternoon air grew hotter and heavier the bus began to fill with casual talk
and a relaxed feeling of the community of their journey. Bennett and
Gus lolled on the hard plush seats with their legs stretched into the
aisle, while Mary, cramped behind the seat ahead of' he~, listened to
their stories, asked the required questions, and !aughed at their wisecracks. She found herself watching. Bennett's face, so boyish ,and open,
trying to find there some sign of the things he had been through, some
revelation of what war and the eternal presence of death had meant
.to him. But it seemed a mask of complete innocence, untouched and
untouchable, reflecting nothing either from without or within.
The two soldiers seemed utterly at ease with each other and with
her, and once, wondering about it idly, she asked how long they had
been in the same outfit. Bennett looked at her in surprise. "Who?
Him and me? We weren't ever in the same outfit. I never saw this
guy before we got on that bus'at Grand Forks this morning," and he
and Gus. look~d at each other and laughed. Mary felt unreasonably
taken aback, as if she had been somehow cheated, and she realized that
she had unconsciously been fitting Bennett and Gus into a stereotyped
picture-the inseparable buddies, sharing pleasure and sorrow, facing
death together an~ loyal to each other beyond any possibility of betrayal. She saw now that there was really no way to know their relationship; it was even conceivable that tonight in some dark downtGwn alley,
after the last, roaring drunk that they were planning, Gus, with his
bright, owlish eyes, might roll this naIve boy and leave him lying there,
unconscious, for the police or the MP's.
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Immediately she knew that this suspicion was unreasonable and
idiotic a~d she was astonished that it had occurred to her; -but for a
few moments she did not want to join again in their friendly banter.
She fumbled in her purse for her ,cigarettes-the No Smoking sign had
long ago been disregarded-and as she drew· out the pack she became
aware again of the Indian boy beside her. She felt him watching her
and on an impulse she turned to him and, offered him a cigarette. His
eyes flicked away immediately,. but as she held the pack out to him he
hesitantly took one and nodded gravely. She lit his for him, then her
own, and silently they both looked out the window. It was a different
landscape now-farmland and,occasional hardwood woodlots with fewer
pines, and although this land too looked bleak it had an appearance
of being under control, domesticated in its meagerness. Soon even the .
bleakness and poverty would be past and they would come to the rich,
treeless fields of corn and the lush pastureland that never had been
forest. With a spasm of nostalgia and almost physical longing she
turned back to 'the soldiers beside her, and when Bennett put a casual
arm across her shoulder~ she wa~ almost glad.
At Brainerd they stopped for half ai\ hour and Mary, avoiding the .~
crowded station cafe, went down the street to a diner to eat. .She finished quickly and walking back through the hot, late-afternoon sunlight
climbed into the stuffy, silent bus -several minutes early. The Indian
boy sat alone on the back seat, 'still and watchful in the green-plush
gloom, eating a~ egg sandl\,Tich. . Mary took her place beside him, smiling at him shyly as she stretched her cramped legs into the aisle for a
brief respite. With a sudden gesture the boy held out half his sandwich. UYou want some?" he asked her in a hoarse soft voice, and his
eyes looked into her face, dark and candid like lakes at twilight. But
the bread was grimy from his c~rled, brown hand, and Mary wasn't
hungry. She smiled apologetically and shook her head. ~'Thanks, but
I ate in the diner," she said, and she couldn't understand why she felt
so wounded when he turned away and went on eating, looking out the
window and not speaking again.
\Vhen the;r other passenge:vs got on, talking confidentially and
settling like clucking chickens on their roosts, she saw them in.a dream.
She had not realized how tired she was, and when she saw Bennett and
Gus stumbling tall and ~oisy down the aisle, waving a pint bottle of
rye, she smiled at them as from the bottom of a well.
I
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"Hey, you going to sleep on tis?" Gus protested, climbinJover her.
.~
"You can't do that, we got some liquor for you."
She shook her head sleepily and started to move over to make
room for Bennett,. but he pushed her back. "You sit there and stretch
your legs. I'll sit behind the seat a while." He took her place beside
the Indian boy and when the bus moved off again Mary sat between the
two soldiers, relaxed and weary and unthinking. They talked across
her, leaning heavily against her shoulders as they passed the bottle pack
and forth, and she found it comforting. She wouldn't share their liquor
with them, refusing with a sleepy smile, but when they leaned their faces
down to hers, saying insistently, "Isn't that right, Mary? Huh? Isn't
'"" that right?" she would open her eyes with an effort and smiling peace
fully murmur, "That's right," although she haq. not heard a word they~
said.
She must have dozed off finally, for when' she opened her eyes a
little later, it was not a little later but already early evening, and the
green-gold light outside was shining palely on the farms that lay outside
the city. She turned her head and saw that in her sleep she had curled
against Bennett's shoulder and that her crumpled cotton dress was
twisted up above her knees. She felt as if she had not really woken but.
were still deep in so~e amorphous dream, and even when she stretched
and sat up straight the. buzzing and the ringing in her head went on.
Gus and Bennett had not moved or changed. The bottle was empty but
they still leaned across her, talking only a little more thickly and looking
at her with eyes as bright as ever.
"I'm glad you woke up, Mary," Gus said, fumbling in his pocket.
HI want to show you a picture of my wife. You didn't know I was married, did you? Got three kids, too." He brought a picture out of his
wallet and, smoothing it tenderly, passed it to Mary, peering intently
and breathing whiskey into her face. "Some shape, huh, Mary?"
_ -~ It was a picture of a pretty blonde bursting out of a two-piece bathing suit, and it looked as if it had been cut from a magaziq.e. Mary
looked at it, smiling automatically as she said-dully, "She's veny pretty."
Bennett. leaned heavily on her other side, looking at the picture
in her hands. "That's BettyGrable," he said matter-of-factly... "A very
nice dish," and he pulled out his own wallet. "I got something ~etter
than that, Mary. You want to read a poem?" he asked her, turning his
wide young eyes on her ~nd looking deep into her own.
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Mary felt drugged with strangeness and confusion. Then' the
pretty blonde wasn't really Gus's- wife? and he hadn't really three children as he had, said? She didn't know what it. meant, but she felt a
frightened ang~r against Gus~ . She watched Bennett's dumsy, boyish
hands unfolding a lined sheet of notepaper, and moved by the care with
which he straightened the creases and by the painstaking, childish handwriting that covered the paper, she thought righteously, a poem means
as much to this boy as a pin-up girl to Gus. Bennett gave the paper
to her and turning to face her, watched her with a wide-eyed little smile
as she began to' read. .
With the fit:st words a shock of cold sickness went through Mary's
body and for what seemed eternity she sat holding the poem in her
hands, unable to mo~e, her eyes stiff and her heart twisted in furious
.recoil. It was the first piece of real pornography that she had ever seen.
Stanza after stanza covered the worn piece of paper, and the wor~ explicit and lovingly put together, were like red hot needles in her flesh.
Her eyes had taken in the first two stanzas at a glance, before she knew
what she was reading, and she knew that that was only the beginning,
that even that was nothing to what was yet to come. She sat frozen,
with unseeing eyes, unable to look at the childishly-writ.ten words and
yet unable to move to get the filthy paper out of her hands, while a
torrent of fury and terror such as she had never known raged within her.
Finally with an effort of will that shook her whole being, she folded the
paper with trembling hands and keeping her set, furious face straight
ahead she thrust the poem at Bennett.
She saw nothing though her eyes were wide open, but she heard
the paper being carefully returned to the wallet and Bennett's soft
young voice saying sadly, "Guess she don't like my poem, huh, Gus?"
and Gus's sharp, hoarse voice replying, "Why, that's a mighty fine poem,
Bennett; maybe she just isn't the literary type."
For the last half-hour before they reached the city depot she sat
rigidly betweeJ? them, imprisoned between their h~avy shoulders, staring with blind eyes straight before her. Bennett and Gus leaned and
talked acro.ss her as if she were not there, unconcerned, untouched, with fP
no change in their voices or in their bright, blank eyes. Wh~i1 they
got to Minneapolis they pushed their way off the bus before the others,
cursing cheerfully at the driver till' he found their duffel bags; and by
the time Mary descended, weak-kneed, to the platform, they had been-:-'
swallowed up in the station crowd. As she waited to claim her bag she
I
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saw the India~ boy, carrying' a cardboard suitcase, go out through the
depot doors and stand hesitating, on the crowded sidewalk. But 'when
she followed him out, her own suitcase in her hand, he was gone.
Walking along the downtown street in the early evening she felt
as if she were in a strange city, a place she'd never been. The city noises
were all around her in the hot twilight air, but they seemed to come to
her across a great distance. In the half-empty yellow trolley the strangeness persisted; the hard straw seats, the indifferent conductor, the tired·
looking p~ople in their wrinkled summer clothes· were all unreal. She
looked at them but they did not look at her. It was as if either she or
they were a dream and not really there, and she couldn't tell which was
which. It was incredible to her that she had lived in this city all her
life. She kept thinking, seven hours ago I was in Bemidji, and she
could see again the flat sandy iand stretching all about her and the blue
lakes lying beyond. Was that land real or unreal now? In panic she
opened her eyes wide, staring desperately at each blank face in the trolley, at each street, the same as every other, that passed outside. With a
slow steady sense of horror she saw that time and space, moving with
their implacable, terrible power, had somehow left her behind and she
was lost.
When she got off the trolley' at her ·corner her legs trembled beneath her. She. saw no one as she climbed the stairs to her apartment,
the suitcase hanging from her arm like a dead appendage. In the apart·,
ment she stood for a long time before she thought to put the suitcase
down. Everything looked small, unfamiliar, impersonal. It was impossible that she had ever lived there with David. It was growing dark as
she went about op~ning the windows, but she didn't turn on the lights.
Black soot lay on the window sills and even when the windows were
open the air was still and death-like.
In the bedroom she pulled back the bedclothes and took off her
clothes. She lay in the middle of the hot, dry bed with the sheet kicked
down and her ,nightgown pulled up over her knees, watching the sky
darken into blackness. She tried to picture David's face, she willed it
to come to her, but she saw instead only the dark, innocent eyes of
Bennett, and his blank, expectant smile. She fought him furiously,
digging her fingers into the mattress and turning her head sharply on
the pillow, b!1t he remained, and a wave of physical desire she could
not stem swept 'over her. She lay still, seething with a helpless need,
and the first few lines of the poe~ came into her head., She heard
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them repeated over and over by a grinning, boyish voice, and with
despairing hatred and horror she found her~elf wis4.,ing, wishing desperately, to know the words of the rest of the poem. ,..
.
Suddenly she knew, with certainty, something that had never occurred to her before. She knew that David had not been faithful to her
during this year away, and she felt no protest. Ju~t as she was betraying
him tonight, so David had betrayed her, once or twice or oftener. She
saw then that the circle of betrayll1 was endless-:-Bennett had betrayed
her simple friendliness, she had betrayed the Indian boy's brave gesture of dignity and brotherhood, and he in turn had betrayed. others,
if only in the act of leaving his people and th~t 'secret, wasted country
to come, self-seeking, to the city. She saw that Bennett himself, with'
all the millions like him, had been ,betrayed, helplessly and utt~rly, into
war, into death, into the corruption of all that was young and simple
in him. In wartime there could be nothing but betrayal. At every
moment, all over the world~ love and humanity were being betrayed
,.
by all mankind.
As she lay there hopelessly, her heart sick unto death, she felt again
the presence of the vast north lake country, still lying there behind her
as it bad lain through centuries of war al1d exploitation. There only
did betrayal end, and with the first transport of religious faith that she
had ever felt she knew that some day, soon, both she and the Indian boy
would go back.
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Allen Parrott
a tree and he wanted it out of his yard. The
wInd had blown It crooked, and some one, who owned the house
,before he did, had cut off the branches to the west, making it lopsided.
It spoiled the looks of the whole' place, it was no earthly good, and all
winter he had been planning to get rid of it.
He told his wife he was ,going to have it chopped down.and hauled
away, and she said it made the only decent shade and what wasshe going
to do next summer, because if a cool breeze was blowing anywhere on
the face of the earth it would be under that tree, and she liked to pull
a chair under it and sit there, and why didn't he let it be; it was better
than nothing. "But don't listen to me. If you've got it on your mind
I'll have no peace in this world until it's gone."
He reminded her the leaves fell from it all year round, and there
were bean pods in the fall to be raked uE' and their grandchildren were
always climbing it, just narrowly escaping death. H~ let his voice
dwindle o~, for he knew she was right; he had it on his mind, and he
connected':winter and being cold, with the tree and its twisted branches,
and th~ black bean pods and brown leaves shaking in it, and the circle
of snow frozen at the foot of it.
He. was in the grain elevator one afternoon, loafing, talking to the
other retired farmers who sat around the stove. Jim Miller came in
to get a bushel of oats.
.
"Say, Jim," he said, "I got a tree over at my place I'd like to have
cut down."
"All right, Fred," Jim said. He made a little extra money in the
winter time, doing odd jobs in town. "'Vhen you want it done?"
"No hurry at all. I'll give you fifteen dollars to take it out of my
sight."
"How big is it?"

I
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"It never scratched heaven. A sorry tree."
"I'll cut it down," jim said. He stood with one hand on the door
knob, waiting to~leave.
"It's the worst-looking tree you ever saw. I want it out of my front
yard.""I'll do it," jim said, and he left.
The next morning before Fred had finished breakfast, Jim and his
son were sawing the tree. They had slipped up on him-he didn't hear
their truck-and he had a notion to run out bareheaded and stop them.
They had taken him at his word too suddenly.
"Well, there goes our tree," he told his wife. He felt as though
he was in a dentist's chair, waiting for a bad tooth to be pulled.
"Serves you right," his wife said.
"Now that's a silly thing to say. I'm going to feel a lot better:'
"You'll feel a lot better next summer with the sun scorching your
head,': she told him.
He bundled up and went ~ut to help them.
"Well, you picked the coldest day of the year," he growled at jim.
"Let me give you a rest:'
jim straightened up, and stepped back to let him work one end of
the saw. He had barely started when his wife stuck her head out the
front door.
"What are you trying to do, old man, kill yourself?"
He stopped sawing for a moment and with quiet dignity told. her
he was a long ways from the grave, and he'd appreciate it very much if
she'd tend to the kitchen and leave him be.
"If you're laid up, don't expect any sympathy from me," ~he told
him. She waited to see if he was going to say anything else, then closed
the door.
jim offered to take another turn at it, but he said he was good for
a long while yet. He sawed until his wind gave out and when he
straightened up, he had to put his hand on his back.
"I'll get my axe, ]im," he said, and he started to walk to the tool
shed. Before he got to. the comer of the house he heard a crackinK
sound-he supposed a branch had fallen off-but when he 'turned
'-:ttround he saw the tree was down. He had expected to feel the ground
shake under him, and hear a crash, and he would have liked to be the
one who pushed it over. "Well, that's ~at," he said.
He looked at the base of the tree afd noticed there was a stump. In
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all the time he had considered cutting the tree down, he had forgotten
there would be a stump. "Can't we get rid of that too?" he asked Jim.
·"Better let it rot for awhile. Your wife can set a flower pot on it."
"Now that's going to look simple. A stump with a flower pot on
it." He'd have to spend the rest of his life waiting for the stump to rot.
His wife came out of the house to look. She had thrown his sheep·
lined coat over her shoulders, and she walked around· the tree with her
arms folded, shaking her head and clicking her tongue.
"\Vhat are you going to do with the stump?" she asked. Somehow
she always guessed what was puzzling him most, and then asked him.
He didn't answer her.
"I was going to say we could put a board over it and make a bench
out of it and I could sit on it on hot afternoons, but I forgot the tree
was gone."
"You talk like the world is· going to end," he said.
"Well, that's the way I feel," she answered. She walked over to
~. Jim and told him if she ever had some peas to shell, or a free minute,
she came out on hot afternoons and sat under the tree, and on Sundays
her sons' wives brought out blankets and spread them on the grass, and
sat in the shad~ and watched the cars drive past.
After Jim left, they stood by the fente for a moment, looking at the
hole in the air the tree had filled. There was nothing between their
heads and the grey sky, and in front of them the yard was filled with
chips of bark and broken branches.
Everything about it was a disappointment to Fred. What he had
expected was, when the tree was gone, winter would go too, and the
grass would be green, arid the sun would be warm on his back. Instead
there was a gap in the yard, and his wife was saying they'd have to
remember to puil down the curtains at night, and he was cold.
~
"But 'you can plant another, Fred," she went on; "they've got trees
now that grow fast."
He was going to go in the house with her, but it came to him that
that was a good idea. "rn be back," he said, and he walked across the
highway into town and bought a cherry tree no bigger round than his
thumb. With a pickaxe he broke the sod, and planted the tree the best
he could near the stump, propping it up with frozen clods.
The rest of the winter he stayed indoors, sitting in a chair pulled
up to the window, watching the tree, waiting for spring to come, waiting for it to bloom.
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"l X T HEN THE DOOR~AN ~t t~e St. Mark saw that particular car he
VV wondered whIch· gIrl' It was, but both were pale and both
looked -to have been crying. Both were young, but he had seen them
younger; and both looked like college girls, but then they often did
and often were. This was the first time; otherwise they would have
known better than to come with that chauffeur and in that car. He
didn't suppose t~ey had had sufficient foresight to arrange for a room
reservation, and he said automatically to the chauffeur, whom he knew
by sight, "There aren't any vacancies."
One of the girls, the larger, the one 'withthe big-diamond and the
broad wedding ring.said, "Kurt Leitner reserved a room for us here."
That was different, of course; so he nodded to the chauffeur in a
way he could see the girls didn't like, opened the door of the big black
car, beckoned to a boy, and himself helped the girls out. The small
fair one, the one with the worn kolinsky and the crushed hat on .the
back of her head, came out of the car without putting any of her weight
on his arm, but the large dark one accepted his help naturally.
After the girls had gone inside he said to the chauffeur, "How's
business these days?" but the chauffeur didn't feel jovial. "It's not a
business, it's a racket," he said.
"How's the racket?" the doorman persisted, but the chauffeur still
didn't want to talk about it. "Roll down that wide window, will you?"
~
he asked.
.
The doorman rolled it down. "Fine spring weather we're having,"
he said, but the chauffeur didn't want to talk about that either. He
meshed gears with the oily smoothn~ss of a man who hasn't been driving
a good car long and is proud both of his car and his skill, and moved out
into the east-bound traffic without futther talk.
II
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After the chauffeur left, the doorman, with a kind of morbid
curiosity, stepped inside to see how the girls were getting on. The small,
fair one was sitting, her head against the chair's tapestry back, her eyes
closed. Her companion was at the desk filling in a registration card.
When they had finished and a bell boy had taken them to the elevators
he went up to the desk and asked the room clerk if he knew how the
girls had arrived. He didn't, of course; so the doorman had the ple~sure
of telling him. Then he said what he was saying to everyone that morning. "Wonderful weather we're having," and went' back to his post
where the warm sun, which made the weather what it was, was shining
even more. pleasantly than it had before he went inside.
The wond,erful weather had had its patt in their unde~taking;
though influencing, of course, only the way they felt about it. They
were far beyond weather as an agent which could alter' or postpone
their arrangements for that day. But free as their acts w~re of weather,
their feelings were not so emancipated, and it was impossible for them
swinging wide their casement windows into the serene Ma~ch morning,
not to feel in spite of everything that this was a time of beginning again
... not ending.
Margaret, who easily blamed herself, stood gazing across the bay at
San Francisco, as if its sharpness of outline were a rebuke, not to the
fogs which so often obscured the city, but to her own eyes for failing
to see well and clearly what was always there and always clear. The
morning was still and bright with so little moi~ture in the air that the
sea as water seemed to have vanished, to have been replaced by the sea
as metal: a vast, somewhat dented sheet of shining ste~l from whose
surface great shafts of reflected light were thrown upward onto the
already shining .city.
~
Margaret, still in her night gown, thrust a bare arm out into the
light and warmth, and said, "The bay looks like metal. It would be a
good time to try walking on water;" then she could have bitten out her
tongue because Cathy had mourned as much about notbeing.able (she
said) to set foot in church again, as anything else, and this might remind
her of it. But if it did, she gave no sign. When Margaret turned away
from the window,
Cathy was packing as methodically as if no word had
.
been spoken. Her dressing gown, pajamas, and toilet articles were
already in her bag and she was sorting through her books.
"Le,t's not duplicate stuff," Cathy said. "I've got Legouis and

.
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Cazamian, Restoration Drama, Swift, Milton, the 18th Century. You
take what eJse we need."
"0. K.," said Margaret, getting out of her night gown and going
toward t!te sho~\Ter. "I'll take Saintsbury, the romantic poets.•.• ., .
"Oh, God," Cathy said, "no romantiC' poetsl"
Margaret stopped, surprised, then went on into the shower. .She
turned on the water quickly as if its sounds might keep Cathy from
overhearing her thoughts. She was determined to exist for the ne~t
day or two only for Cathy; still Cathy had, as much as she, to prepare
for this exa~; they had both'postponed and pOstponed, and now no
matter how great the excuse they could postpone no longer. The
romantic poets would have to go' with them .. '. Lake Leman ••. the
Wedding-Guest ..• the magi~ casements ... even the dome of manycolored glass. • ..
When she came out of the shower Cathy held out to Margaret her
fine, broad, new-fashioned wedding ring, her big emerald,cut diamond.
"Take the~e," she said.
Margaret took the rings in her damp hand. "Take them and do
what with them?"
,
"Take them and wear theml" Cathy snapped.
Then as Margaret still held the rings in her hand, making no move
to put them on, Cathy said humbly, "I think it would look better if one
of us were married."
"Well, one of us is," Margaret answered, bewildered.
"Oh, no," said Cathy, beginning commandingly, then breaking
down. "Oh, no, I can't bear that. I can't bear to have them think that.
You wear them, Margaret, please."
"I've already told them YQu were married," Margaret said doubtfully.
. ~
"You know that doesn't matter," Cathy told her scornfully. "Wear
them," she urged. "I want them with me, but not on me. You can
understand that, can't you?"
Margaret wasn~t sure.
"And it will look so .much more.•• " Cathy floundered, hunting
for a word ... "responsible," she said, and repeated, "responsible ••• for
one of us to be married.'"
Respqnsible, Margaret thought pityingly, as she shoved Cathy's
rings down on her finger.. For a minute, as they settled in place, it
seemed that Cathy might snatch them away, cry distractedly, "~at
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are you doing with my rings?" But she watched silently, then turned
away to finish her dressing. When Margaret came out of the bathroom,
Cathy, except'for putting on her coat and hat, was ready to leave.
"Cathy," Margaret asked, "why are you wearing that?"
.... ' Cathy had on a suit, once good, but now half out at the elbows,
in need of pressing and stained with the red day which she had picked
up on her rambles about Grizzly Peak.
. "That's so aw£ul," Margaret said; "dirty, falJing to pie,ces."
, ,iII don't want them to think I'm rich," Cathy' said stubbornly.
. "The price is all arranged," Margaret said, misunderstanding. "It's
a set fee. It doesn't matter what they think."
Cathy was really angry then. "Price, price," she said. "What do
I care about price?"
Nothing at all. Margaret knew on second thought, not a thing.
Then 'she wondered what does she mean, and Cathy repeated, as if answering her, "I just don't want them to think I've got money."
Margaret considered this as she finished her aressing: she doesn't
want to look rich, she doesn't want to look married, she doesn't want to
look pretty; she doesn't want, really, to look like herself for a day or
two, she decided. Afterwards she would like it to be as if this had hap'
pened to someone else.
~
Once inside their taxi which had come exactly on time, at ten,
Cathy had begun to worry about their hotel reservation.
"Did you check on 'it?" she asked. "Did you call them?"
"You know I did," Margaret said patiently.
"What did they say?"
Cathy knew very well what they had said, but Margaret told her
again. "They said, yes, a'double room had been reserved for Mrs.'
Bernard Stratton Warring, by her father, Kurt Leitner."
"Why did, he have to choose the St. Mark?" Cathy complained.
"Always bragging about having once had stage coaches in their dining
.room. I really hate the St. Mark."
Margaret said nothing. Cathy knew as well as she did that they
were lucky with the room shortage what it was to have a place anywhere,
and that Kurt Leitner was only able to get a room for them at all be-'
cause he had through Paramount some sort of pull at the St. Mark.
Listening to Cathy talk with her father in Beverly Hills, Margaret had
expected at any minute to see Cathy replace the receiver, accept one
of her father's no's as final; but Cathy had persisted, arguing that it
B
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was impossible to- get any studying done where they lived; that if she
were to pass the examination at all, and her lather knew how much that
meant to her, she must get away from interruptions, and the best place
for that was a hotel. It wasn't only best; it was necessary, she had said.
"Absolutely necessary, Father," she insisted; "otherwise I wouldn't be
bothering y.ou about it at all.'~ And Cathy's father had been convinced
finally that this was so.
And in a sense, it was so.. They did have, absolutely, to get away .
from the House for two or three days, and this being true," where, except
to a hotel, could they go?
When the bell boy, hisdemonstrations that keys turn, doors open,
windows move, had finished, Margaret helped Cathy out of her clothes
and into bed; 'she herself sat in the mulberry wing chair in the corner
opposite the bed and across from the window. She put her books on
her lap and determined to study, not jus~-:rat once, but presently.
For a time she watched Cathy, who seemed to be sleeping, but per- ,
haps wasn't; for across her -eyes Margaret saw those tremors pass which
result when will, Dot sleep, has closed the lids. Then she looked away
from Cathy to the brick wall of the building opposite their window,
where a painter, very precariously balanced, it seemed to her, upon a
narrow plank held in place by ropes, was methodically working;' Her
own muscles tautened with fear as the man bent to dip his brush in
paint, or reached high to make a sweeping stroke. An inch or two of
miscalculation would send him plunging downward fifteen stories to
the street below.
Then she relaxed. He is ahsolutely 'safe, she thought, so long as
I keep an eye on him. I have seen so much today, that not another
... untoward ... thing can happen in my sight. For a second she felt
as if she could by her look alone, stop any kind of disaster; that should
the painter make a misstep she MTould only have to regard him steadily
to cause his falling body to move upward and back onto the safety of
the p l a n k . '
,
Then she was ashamed of herself ... so self-regarding, she thought,
you, who only waited while Cathy-but Cathy herself interrupted this
thinking. Suddenly, she sat bolt upright, said, "Hand me the pillow
off your bed, will you, please, Margaret?"
Margaret got the pillow, quickly. "Don't you ~eel all right,
Cathy?" she asked.
"
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"I feel fine," Cathy said, but Margaret saw that her eyes were
sunken and the skin about her mouth and nose was white.
"Thanks," said Cathy, "npw'give me my note book. I'm going
to get to work."
"Do you think you ought?" Margaret asked. "Do you think ... "
but Cathy interrupted her. "Yes," she said, "I do. I think I ought:'
So Margaret handed her her notebook, the two sulpha tablets she was to
take every thre~ :hours, and a glass of water.
"Now," said Cathy, miscalculating the distance and setting the
glass on the telephone stand so that it rocked uncertainly for a minute,
"let's begin."
They began with the questions they had been collecting all year:
first, the traditional questions, the ones that were said to be always
asked; they went on to the trick questions, the trivial ones; they passed
from these to the great fundamental interrogations of whose answers
they were certain, but whose bulk they liked to touch now and then for
the assurance the solidity of these possessions gave them; finally they
reached the questions they had themselves devised to patch up the
chinks, and make fool-proof the edifice of their knowledge~
And though they were now turned toward the safe past, the remote
past of the literature of textbooks, sounds of the world they still inhabited continued to come to them,~rough their locked door and in
spite of the hall's thick carpeting: the rise and fall of elevators, the
decisive click of a key, voices protesting, hesitating, declaring, the shiver
of cutlery on a table moving with a mid-afternoon breakfast toward
some sluggard, late a-bed.
,
Outside, the sunlight 'flowed across the brick buildings, across the
painter who was safe so long as Margaret watched him, washed down
into the canyon of the street, and there in a stream full, but ebbing, immersed the. afternoon shoppers.
. Cathy dfank glass after glass of water; she was a little feverish now;
besides, the sulpha tablets lay like particles of fire in the pit of her
stomach; but she would not put down her notebook nor stop the questions and answers.
And all the questions moved in one direction and all the answers
said the same thing. It's as if the whole of literature, Margaret thought,
'" had been written simply to punctuate this day, this afternoon, this hour.
As if no poet had ever spoken of anything but birth-or death; of
Ii>

2-:.......,
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fidelity or infiaelity, of love given or love betrayed, of absence or reunion. Where are the safe ones, the bucolic, the sweet, the simple,_ the
melodious? The empty singers of an empty day?
She could not find them. Cathy could not find them. Surely there
were other and better examples of the refrain than, "She said, 'I am
aweary, aweary, I would that I were dead' "-. • .. ULov.e is not love
which alters when it alteration finds" is not Shakespeare's only sonnet
nor his best, nor do all b;l1lads begin, UI can not call her true that's
false to me, nor make of women more than women be."
It was as if some kind o(spellhad been put upon them; as if they
were condemned to say whatever word would speak most painfully to
Cathy. Perhaps, Margaret~thought, there is now no word in the world
which is not in some way spoilc;d for Cathy; pernaps the very best words,
morning, sunlight, child, are ·now forever ruined for her.
.

~

And 'it was not, finally, until they seemed to Margaret to have
worked their way, by some lucky chance, out of those thickets of tormenting words and wounding images, that Cathy suddenly pushed all
the papers, all the books that during the long afternoon had been collecting ti pon. her bed, to the floor.
UI can't stand it," she ~id and slid doWn so that her head rested
below the pillows and was partially hidden by them.
Margaret, remembering what ~IiHtad heard of . : •. was it' embolism '"
.. :- dropped her own books to the floor and ran to Cathy's side.
"Cathy," she asked, "are you ... is there something wrong. Are
you sick .•. do you feel worse?"
UI feel just the same;" said Cathy, and she put her hand where,
f'arlier in the afternoon she had felt some pain, "but here,',' and she sat
up and pressed her hands agai~st ~er cllest, "here, it is killing me."
What was there to say? Margaret heard, from the street below,
the brisk and cheerful sounds of traffic quickening as the work day
closed; she saw that at some moment, when she had not been watching
him, the painter had left his platform; in the hall outside, a man's
voice said, "If I'm not back by seven don't wait for me." She took
Cathy's dry, hot hand in her own. (;
.
,
.
"I'ni goi!1g to write Bernard," Cathy said. "I'm going to tell
h1m••••
UNo," said Margaret, unbelieving, uno .... " This whOle thing,
danger ... pain ... wrongness ... it had,·all been Sf) that Bernard need
o

"

•

/
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never know, so that he need never know at all ... so that when, finally
... he was free to come home, he would be without knowleclge ... forever ignorant, even of that other name, unless someone, maliciously
... or so Margaret had believed ... and now, suddenly, this change.
Cathy pulled her dry and burning hand from Margaret's, sat up,
covered her face with both her hands. "Why did he ever have to come
here?" she asked.
Then she took her hands from her face. "That's all over," she
said. "Past. I'm going to write Bernard. Everything from now on,
Margaret," she said, "is going to be absolutely perfect. I'm going to
see to that ... there's not going to be a single flaw anywhere. I'll give
Bernard nothing but perfection from now on ... I'll see to that ... I'll
watch everything:'
•
She spoke so rapidly and .breathlessly, so almost incoherently, that
Margaret wondered if her fever were high enough to make her uncertain about what she was saying. She began to cry, but paid no attention to her tears except to wipe them away when they collected at the
corners of her mouth. "I'm going to write him," she declared and
asked Margaret to hand her·the notebook and pen which she had pushed
onto the floor.
"Everything perfect," she said, crying. . . . "My dear darling . . .
I am going to tell you everything ... what happened and how it 'Was
and then it will be as if it had never happened at all and for the rest of
our lives I'll see that everything is perfect . . . nothing will ever go
wrong again ... you can count on me ... you can trust me '. .. I'll see
to that.... "
She had begun to write, quite quickly, talking to Margaret as she
did so. "I'm going to copy this," she said... ~ "It has to be perfect.
"'I'll need some other paper. Hand me some, please."
Margaret went to the desk and took from the drawer some of the
good St. Mark's stationery, but Cathy wouldn't have it. She tossed it
to the floor without apology. "O,h, no," she said. "Certainly not. Not
hotel paper. Public paper. Something anybody can use. I want good
paper. Haven't you any good paper with you? Not lined; nothing
printed on it?"
Margaret hadn't, she hadn't expected to be writing letters that
week end, but by the time she said no, Cathy had forgotten paper in
her hurried writing and speaking: speech directed sometimes toward
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the absent Bernard, saying, my darling, my darling; sometimes toward
Margaret saying, JIow do you spell this or that~
Once Margaret answered, urm not sure. This way I think."
~cThink," Cathy flashed, looking up from her writing. "Don't
you know? You don't, do you? Admit it. Oh, we're a couple of educated fools;" she cried bitterly and snatch"ed the phone from the table.
URoom service," she said. uRoom service. I want a' box of the
best white writing paper, and a dictionary. No. No. Not a small
one. A large one. Send out for it. Buy it. It's not six yet. Warring/'.,she said. CORoom 865."
.
She, was crying again when she put the phone back on the table.
uCan't they understand," she. said, Uthat' from now on, everything has
to be perfect?"
The bell boy holding the slip, UWarring, Room 865, White writing
paper. Large Dictionary," stood beside the doorman.
"Where's·the nearest book store?" he asked. There was one near,
he knew, but he wasn't sure in just what direction.
The doorman told him and remembefing that name and numl1er,
added, laughing a little, coThose girls aren't going to find the word
they're looking for in any dictionary." But he was quite wrong. The
word was there and it was another word entirely.
G
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Richard Summers
the sunlight was frolicsome in Molly Jeffer. son's room. It fell in irregular patterns across the patchwork quilt
which many years ago she had sewed for her hope chest. The patches of
light and shadow seemed to shiver as the wind rippled the leaves of the
trees outside her window. With a bony, thick-knuckled finger Molly
traced the outlines of the patterns, not moving any other part of her

I

N THE EARLY MORNINGS

body.
From where she lay she could see the line of trees planted by her
father along the irrigation ditch. They were very old now, wrinkled
and gnarled and calloused, the .old branches meeting across the road
"in a sheltering canopy. Here and there were empty spaces, showing
die rugged shoulders of the hills and mountains piled up beyond. There
'was something sad in these empty spaces, in' the death of old trees,
Molly thought, for it implied the death of the spirit that had planted
them, a barrier against the wild desert. Molly looked at the beauty
of the trees and not at the empty spaces.
She was almost glad for the weakness that kept her lying helpless, .
if she could just forget those peaches and the extra burden on h'er
• granddaughter Patricia. It was good to be waited on, to have Patricia
or her husband Jacob Tub her back with alcohol in return for the hundreds· of backs that she had rubbed in her time as a midwife and nurse
when the dosest doctor was sixty miles away. She almost liked her
feeling of indolent weakness when they brought a steaming bowl of
. soup to her, though usually she was unable to eat it.
She lay and waited to grow better, and let her thoughts drift. The
only thing she really disliked was having no control of herself. Often
Jacob must be ilustled out of the room without knowing the reason,
while Patricia pulled off the soiled sheets and put on fresh, clean ones.

72
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That nasty worm or bug or animal, whatever it was, gnawing at her insides, had n? consideration for ,a lady's modesty.
Sometimes in morphine stupor, without knowing whether she was
asleep or awake, shehad waking dreams, memories of her youth, of the
life she had lived as far back. as her memory would take her. Her fancy
skipped about everywhere, leaping twenty years in a moment. If only
it weren't for the peaches, she could thoroughly enjoy the stories her
mind recalled. They took per along the path of the West, from doughgo~ to radios, from red-hellies to Japs.
~

Wagons ~ut of Utah~ slow, crackling wagons ,unwinding into the
far ,territory of Arizona that eXists only in the family talk. Molly's
father in the lead wagon-tall, strapping, bearded six-foat-one James
Mallory, with a strong face under a hard hat.
Molly rides in the second 'wagon with her mother. Lustrous-eyed,
excited, eleven years old. She sees her mother plain in memory: a
dainty, frail woman always tired. Always tired. Pretty and frail and
always tired. Molly gets her strength from her father. Mother there
in the second wagon leaning over so the baby can suckle at the same
time she holds the reins. Molly hears the baby champing and sucking
on mother's nipple and wonders if it hurts as bad as it sounds. She sees
the tiny white breast, too small to hold enough milk for baby. There
W~ the baby that died during the first long winter..
Behind the wagon, sheep and cat~e stringing out, with a dull-witted
Mexican boy herding them along, swearing "at them in Spanish. Or
sometimes he rides close and.tries to flirt wiat Molly, who sUp"es back
owlishly, refqsing a reply to his banter.
Wagons creeping slow into the gulf of the sky that opens out forever. Wagons moving up hill, slipping and floundering and sometimes
bogging down in the deep sand of the arroyos. The world is painted
in gaudy, unnatural colors-reds and grays and yellows. The empty
sky is like a big blue cap.
.
This is dangerous Indian territory in' 1880. Utes and Paiutes,
Navahos and Apaches roaming the desert for a kill. Grown-ups talk
. in whispers of the danger, voices low so the children won't hear, but the
children understand the tone of the voices and know what is being
talked about. Fear makes them feel sick.
Wild awesome country that moves on forever, unwinding under
the wagons. Down from Utah. God has sent his Latter,Day Saints to'
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make a new home. The leaders of the church have listened to God and
called this family and tha~ from their homes, called upon them to go
south and settle- in Arizona. There is no choice but to pack up and
leave, loading their wagons too heavy with all the paraphernalia:
clothing and bedding and the cook stove that is still in Molly's kitcl}en
after all !heseyears. Horsehair trunks, packing boxes and crates, empty
bottles and preserves put down in clay jars. Gunny sacks of dried corn
and jerky and dried frijoles. Live chickens and rabbits in crates with
slats nailed across the top. Many crawling children that upset things
in the wagons.
Wagons down from Utah into a fantastic upheaval of rainbowhued canyons and odd mountains of cream and rose and orange and
blue, cliffs and buttes swimming about in the hot air, seeming to jerk
as though nervous in the heat.
From St. George and Provo and Escalante, from Cedat: City, Mt.
Pleasant, and Price, the people emigrate in small bunches to extend
the faith of their fathers into the unknown wastes of Arizona. They
will build Sunset City, Brigham, St. Joseph; they will build Snowflake
and Thatcher and Safford and St. Johns and St. David. They will
build towns with no other resource than the strength in their hands
and the faith in their hearts. God commands.
At night the wild dogs and coyotes patter about the camp snuffing
for food, or they gather at a distance and complain in a chorus of their
hunger.
A band of Indians rides up on scrawny ponies, glossy with sweat.
The Indians ask for handouts of tebacco. The children peek out from
the wagon and 'notice how dirty and greasy the' Indians look, or they
hide their faces in the blankets and tremble with fear. Father speaks.
to the Lamanites a few words about God and his goodness and his au-,
thority; they shake their heads, not understanding. They grin at
Father's earnestness. He loses none of his tranquillity. He raises his. ._hands and in a loud voice prays over them. Thc:y watch starry-eyed like
children and decide he must be a medicine man. Though they are
painted for war, they hold to peace. When he gives them each a hand~
ful of tobacco they ride away contented.
.
Father e~plains that the Lamanites are simple folk, with brotherly
love in their hearts.
Into the nighttime the wagons roll, under the moon. The campfires are scarlet eyes that wink and wink, and the moon winks back.
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.through pungent smoke. The children's whimpering dies out into the
mystery of sle~p. A great sile,nce shouts. loud of God.
Big James Mallory is not satisfied with their lot in Brigham City,
not willing to lend all his toil to the commonweal, then watch his own
family starve on half rations. The United Order, in practice here, is
a social experiment that has failed.
Three families on the move again-south. Wagons on the move,
seeking a place less sterile. Wagons rolling into the Apache country,
which it is death to settle in, hut big .lim Mallory u)lafraid. Bottoms
sore from days on the springless board seats. Horses laboring sweatily
upgrade into the timber country against weight of wagons too heavily
loaded. It's Mother's fault. She wanted to brin$ along everything;
she couldn't bear to leave this'lOor that behind, finding a mite of security
in surrounding herself with familiar possessions~.
Here is a' new place. Here the river "bends and flows steady, and
the pine trees fringe the valley almost to the edge of the river. Here
a dam can be built; the flat banks cultivated. Wagons stop moving,
their wheels pinioned with rocks. The three families begin to settle.
They have no thought of being pioneers. They only want a place to
shelter their heads and land ,to grow their crops.
Winter swirls in blizzards against the thin canvas of the wagons.
The wind bellies out the canvas and snaps it back with loud reports..
In the voices of the wind the children hear the bloodthirsty ye~ls of
Apache. warriors.
Log houses sprout from the earth. But the work is slow and
tedious and the winter settling down in earnest. It is too cold herer much colder than they had expected. In the morning their joints are
solidified with cold. Molly is convinced that she can never move
again. Rut work must be done. Joints must be" made to move. It is
like the peaches that will rot unless you tend to them.
No more good wheat bread for the children. Just barley bread
raised with soda and sour milk. The women grind the barley into
barley flour in hand coffee-grinders and bake tb:e bread· in their $toves
out-of-doors. It is soggy and heavy and brown, hard to eat. You have
to pull the beards out of it first or they will stick in your throat and
tickle all day.
A winter too long, dragging the hours into tedious days, with new
work to be done when the old is ended. 'J'helibaby dies. Baby bu~ied
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under the tall pine tree that points straight upward toward heaven like
a finger. James Mallory says at the end of the prayer, after the frozen
ground is packed over the baby, "That tree is a pretty marker for him."
The cattle huddle together in the shelter of the trees, nuzzling
away the snow to get at the frozen grass. Some of the cattle freeze.
Then the men cut the carcasses into meat and all have meat a
,while. The meat that's left is hung on catch Topes slung over high
branches of the pine trees, thirty feet above the ground, out of reach
of animals and flies.
In the spring, wagons on the move again southward to an easier
and warmer place. The Mallory family stops· at Obed, and here they
live the rest of thei~ lives. Here Father plants the trees that grow big
and reach across the road and die.
Clearing fields, building a dam, planting crops. Molly learning
- to plow when she is twelve, learning to make a straight furrow with
the big sulky plow. No boy in the Mallory family, so she must learn
to do the plowing. Father, grinning, says, "Vou make a fine boy,
Molty. You're my boy. You make a better hand than mQst men I
know."
Memories of nighttime terror to stay always with those that were
children then. At dusk the eerie sounds beginning-yapping of coyotes and howls of the lobos, nearer at hand the sputtering and squeaking
of small animals. Turkeys gobbling under the shoulders of the hills.
Every sight, every sound in the darkness, is to the children an Apache
Indian.
'
Children going to sleep' only because they can no longer stay awake,
expecting to be roused by whooping death.
tf
Plowing, hoeing, heavy won for Molly all her life long. In the
saddle handling cattle-wild longhorned cattle in those days, hard to
handle. Then into the kitchen for more work. Work always, work
that must be done today, for tomorrow may be too late, the cream too
sour, the fruit too ripe, the vegetables rotted, the rain too early or
too late. Like those peaches. But the work is pleasant because you
know you have done your duty ~~ a,. satisfying way, and God loves
you for it.
"Yes, sir," .says James Mallory. "Too bad you wasn't born a boy,
Molly, you the oldest."
Mother sick, and father up to .Tucson to see about some calves.
.~
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Mother got a headache awful bad. Frail Mother that looks more like
a helpless little girl than Molly, who is glad she takes after her father
and is strong as a horse. It is night, the wild dogs stir up a rumpus off
somewhere up toward the mountains and start the baby to crying.
Mother sick and telling Molly what to do. Vinegar, boil it till
it's hot, and sprinkle a little pepper into it and put 'it on my head. And
make me some poultices out of com meal and put them on the soles
of my feet and<the back of my neck. Plenty of mustard. Mustard to
draw out the poisons and the pain. Plenty of mustard. She always
remembers all her life when making poultices. I'll sleep now, child.
I'd sleep now too, little mother, only the peaches....
And then it's one of the·younger children gagging with the croup
like it would die. Tincture'of lobelia does it, the seeds cut with whiskey
and stirred into olive oil.
'
.
I'll sleep now too, little mother. Frail and pretty mother, like
a child. '
C0I!l must be planted !oday because the moon's right. Work in
the warm wet fields barefooted and squish the soft mud through your
toes. The cold mud feels good on your feet with ,the sun so hot, Work
like a man in the fields. You're supposed to be a man anyhow.
~

Mormon dance. Girls in white shirt-waists stiffly starched, and
the girls look starchy and prim too, but behind their demure eyes they
have strong feelings that bloom. like red flowers in their cheeks so th~t
they don't I\eed rouge. Their feelings the same as the girls' nowadays.
No different. But they don't paint themselves up fit to kill and ruin
their soft complexions. What girls have always needed for theit skins
is good soap and water and plenty of it.
The girls dress neat Clnd plain without make-up, but their cheeks
are red and their lips ~itten red, and their hai~ twisted up in'teapot
style, bunched on the top of the head in a roll. Hair so long when it's,
let out it falls like a river down their backs. Molly's hair down below
her waist when it's undone. Hard to believe now because it's so thin.
It is fun to brush out the loitg hair and let it trickle over your hands,
and the brushing makes it crackle with electricity.
Mother at the dance~ sitting with the other mothers on the benches.·
Folks come in rIgs and wagons and buggies and sleds from miles around.
It doesn't seem too much bother to drive a buggy ten miles to a dance
at the schoolhouse and then dance on rough pine boards. From the
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looks of the sky at sunset they may have to drive home through the snow.
Mothers watch the boys with hawk-eyes. Floor manager watches
too. No hugging the girls. No grabbing them by the belt instead of
by the hands. .No close-in dancing. It's difficult to sneak anything
over on the £loor manager and the,mothers.
Fiddler hollers, "Swing your partners. All men right. All menright." Stamps his foot in time to the music. Everybody stamping.
The pine £loor jigging with all the stamping and the good time.
Jacob dances with Molly..She doesn't know him very well. Only
seen him twice before. He's eager when he talks to her, and he looks
handsome and he looks older. He's been all over. Down to old
Mexico he has a gold mine. Jacob dancing with her and making her
voiceless. She can't help it even though he isn't a Mormon and stodgy
Ralph Goodman is. Jacob has her by the belt, and the stt:ings lead up to
her heart.
.
Floor manager spc:>ts him, so he quits. But it's too late. Floor
manager coming over and ruling him off the £loor for the evening.
Dancing goes on, lively music and the stamping, lively music and
the whirling..~ Jacob standing near the doorway and trying to catch
her eye, and when she sees him Molly coloring up and tossing her head
saucily to show him she doesn't like what he did and never wants to
see him again. But she does, really, and she knows it.
Jacob holds the baby like a vase that might break. It's the' first
baby, Daniel, the boy that died when he was sixteen. Jacob· holding
Daniell away from him for fear he'll squeeze him too tight and
squash ~im.
Daniel dead. Daniel looks beautiful dead. Death is sweet som.etimes when it comes like sleep to quiet the trembling and the agony.
Daniel looks beautiful dead. .
I want to sleep now too, little mother. Oldest inhabitant. Seventyseven is old enough. Last pioneer of Obeda But the peaches will rot.
I'll be up and around tomorrow, sure as the sun rises.
Jacob lulled himself with motion, half asleep in the rocker on
the front porch. The day eased itself off westward, and the thick
purple twilight moved in, creeping down beneath the big trees. InseCts hummed in a racket along the ditch. The neighbor's dog across
the road yapped at a passing car.
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Jacob felt €ontented sitting here, even with Molly sick, because
she was so peaceful, almost happy, and did- not seem in much pain.
Nice, sitting on the porch, resting th~ ache and sag of old muscles after
hoeing all day. N!ce just to sit on one's seat and take the load off one's
muscles. Jacob',maintained that he'd be working a full shift each day
up to the moment of his death. He'd -always been strong and healthy.
But tonight he wasn't so sure. He felt weary and old. He'd be glad,
maybe, when Patricia married that big blond Hunter boy and brought
him here to live and help with the work. It was planned so as soon as
Molly was better. But she wa's very sick. The. doctor said she could
'not live.
Jacob dozed. He roused to see Molly sitting beside him, rocking
gently back and forth. It must be Molly. .That"'red gingham dress she
often put on at· supper time; same figure, same face. The light was
dim, but Jacob could not be mistaken. Molly sitt~pg there, when she,
was too weak to get out of bed..
Now he knew~r~Ihis---W.as~b,~stot:J:Pirit.s itting here to comfort him, to speak a last.word to him before she went away. Molly must
have died quietly in the room yonder, and this was her spirit. It was
true, after all-heaven anq angels and spirits and things. Here sitting
beside him was Molly's spirit. Jacob swallowed heavily on too-dry
saliva.
.
"Molly~" he spoke in a low voice.
"Oh, I'm sorry, Grandfather. Did I wake y.ou?" Patricia asked~
"You give me a start. That you, Pat?"
"Of course. Who else could it be?"
"You look a lot like your grandmother in some ways," Jac6b said,
blinking at h~r. "And that dress now-" .
"Molly gav.e it to me yesterday:'
"Oh," Jacob said. "I thought for a minute you was Molly. It's
growing dark is all."
Patricia said, "I'm pretty'tired. I thought I'd come out and rest
a minute while supper finished cooking. I been canning peaches all
day. Got every last one of them put up. But don't you tell grandmother. She has her heart set on putting them up herself:'
"I won't tell her," Jacob promised.
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Thighbone

Around you once, fle~h wove a vine of fire,
And passion pressed its dark arterial wine
To wake in you the Saturnalia, Desire,
And yield possession to the libertine. ,

..;,..

But now undone and fathomed once, here, both
The fruitless bones and vineyard ~mes recline
In tired disuse, where only winds unclothe
And a morning glory curves its flowered vine.

Escapade
I saw the;,)columnades of Babylon,
And vineyards filled with grape;
Last night I saw them trampled down
At the scene of Pluto's rape.
I saw a face without a face
Laughing in an empty street
Where the Victory of Samothrace
Perused her stony feet.
-:~.

I drank from waters of a bloody sea,
Fell drunk on red Sahara sand;
Woke to find Gethsemane
Covered by my broken hand . . .

80
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I dreamed 'I walked the ends of earth
Then came ~tampeding back;
I set me down in chil<\. mirth
To pluck star-petals from the zodiac.

Egypt
This is not Byzantium, but Egypt singing,
Distant as a hollow wind which hums on stone.
She is the moth of silence, papyrus of the dawn. '

.'

Beside her spawning Nile, the locust creeping
Among reeds, _beats out the metal music of the dead.
.
Beneath a heat-black sun is Egypt sle~ping
With pyres o~ bumed-out ages smouldering in her head.
About her wrists and feet the shackles rust;
Yet no voice speaks above the grey mouth-clogging dust
Of namele-ss slaves, whose still throats' dirge against the sky
Once raised, in honoring each named and kingly bone,
Man's single music prisoned in her fugue of stone.
.
Where lizards hug the shade of Pharaoh tombs
She-dreamed. Then in ten thousan~ sealed rooms,
With adder feeding at her breast, lay down to die.
Now'only a riddled Sphinx keeps. her aliveDestroys herself in her 0':VD power to survive.
She is the
., moth of silence, papyrus of the dawn•
This is not Byzantium, but Egypt singing, .
Distant as a hollow wind which hums on stone.

Poem

When dawn fire-framed the tree, he tumeq his head,
To find her still beside him on the bed;
And gazed upon her dreams' reflecting deep:
Her body's sun-limned pool, unshamed in sleep.
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Where fallen petals ripening the tree
Leh taste of apples sweet as memory,
There, leaf-cast shadow, still and primitive,
EncloSed the limbs of unrepentant Eve.

Poem
Where love, with probing tongue, once sunned on rock
And coiled their loins in its unbinding lock,
She- bid her lover,crush the reptile's brain
To take its legendary jewel instead.
Soon Winter froze the stain where serpents bled;
And now she watches cold and glittering eyes
That jewel-crust the snow and hypnotize.
Unseen coils constrict each throat and brain:
She, crazed with flesh which rots away,
And he, waiting with nothing left to say.
BRUCE

P.

WOODFORD
~

,-

THREE

POEMS

Return Mail
And even afterwards his letters came
And she would watch the postman up the street
. Crissdoss between the houses in the rain
Bearing a ghost in a white paper sheet.
And after he had turned the curve and gone
She went out on the porch and took the creased
Letters out of the box, sometimes his own,
And sometimes hers, bearing the word deceased.
And she would close the door hearing the sound
Echo behind her in the empty hall
Beyond the doorknobs of the quiet rooms
First strong, and then returned, and strangely small.
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For My Nineteenth Birthday, Fe~ruary I946
Delivered to myself, one valentine
Of an organic heart demanding life,
- Devoid of lace and ribbons, functional,
A tissue study to a surgeon's knife.
Delivered in an envelope of flesh,
A box of bones, and forwarded to death,
But certified by life-long guarantee
To last th~ moment of my final -breath.
Delivered as a present from a love
I did not know and yet received as mine,
The charge forever, and the payment life,
Accepted as myself, one valentine.

'Divide

~

Beyond the sharp discernment of this hour
Now I am much more lonely than alone,
The ageless and the commonplace exist
Like alien faces tooled upon th~ bone.
Your absence death, but to be gone forever,
And we are parallel and yet apart
Under the curving lid of life in silence
Dead like a dry tree strangled in its bark;
<

Borne down beneath this superficial dream,
This 'plaster of a- world, dissolved of stone,"
Returning is a distance out of time
And I would be less lonely all alone.
JOAN

HOWELL

~

--6
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Isaiah, '46
The people who tried to walk.
on the watered stock
have drovmed in the world.
They have gone down in some cave
under the lava.
They sank past the newsstands
and the lecturers;
and past the friends who
wondered a little now and then;
and they let the straw clerks in the stores go by
without clutching them.
The people who turned electric fans
on the salt of their brow"
have fallen down.
They. suffered the little children
.to work for them.
They built a big needle's eye
made out of churches;
and th~re die acrobatic camels knelt down.
(They can go six days without milk,
but on the seventh, they drown.)
They. walked past the big red sign,
and the last comer where the singing was.
They got in the big cars and said "Home:·
And were drowned.

o bscrvation
Bending over, watching them quietly:-They walk seriously and try to ao things right.
They fit keys into locks on the second or third try.
~
They drive carefully., backing, and killing the engine, and trying again.
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They hold napkins beneath their glasses.
They speak often and then go back saying "I mean.
They go feeling, fumbling forward into the days.

. . ."

But they never go back and start over on the big things.
They never know they have fumbled" life.
The whole ship and tenement of their lives
moves on like the sun.

Buzzards Over Arkansas
~

Three sombre wheeling chips tan.talize a vortex
invisible above, a continent of pine cliffs
" and brush canyons.
Casual denim-tiger, the man walks a far lane
toward casual supper.
Hog liver? Squirrel? The body of a soft rabbit?
Far down in a gulf pf thought spins Arkansas.
The sun goes down. The fur soulld of winter
stifles the .hurt mind.
BILL STAFFORD

WE WHO HAVE HATED
We who have hated for this murdered while
Can breathe the same air now, and meet and -smile.
•

Like sick men, each assisting each to stand,
Feebleness offers feebleness its hand.
And if our words are frailer than our touch
We speak with tongues that spoke too soon and much.

.

Now in the fewness of our words are said
The tidings of the risen from the dead.
CHAD WALSH
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TWO POEMS
MOYEN

AGE

She is a woman, in an ancient plot
is prescient. It is enough to know
how to obey when she is asked to go
in but a veil or two to Camelot
with jesting knights who swear they have forgot
the way, but this is not the place for woe
where oaks are dark with sacred mistletoe
Did Galatea revert to ivory? Not
after th~ flesh grew unafraid and warm.
Amnesia overcomes unwary pride. The ,woman stands in meditative charm~
and leads along earth's circle, and so follows,
almost out of sight of satin side
belated pursuers into baited hollows.

THE SIGH

There is sometimes this to hear,
when wind hovers at the ear
like sea sound pressed into a shell
and life into a cell.
Perhaps it is within:
the skull inside the skin
its wary jailer would distract
with choice of dream or act.
Impatiently the bone
waits to lie alone
"
without the burden of the brain
too seldom sane.
MAR. Y

POOLE

>.
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}

THE BLUE SPRUCE

In the still evening after the hurricane
The blue spruce i~ down.
Three times it bowed and three times stood erect,
Then lay across the lawn.
Though other spruces will usurp its place
This tree has grown
In death no less mysterious than a man,
Its whereabouts unknown.

SNOW

Twenty-one years have passed since in another city,
When the first snow was falling as it is falling now,
I walked the evening streets. What was I feeling then?
It is hard to remember in such a different snow.
Twenty-one years and now I am forty-two
And that's just half my life. What has made you stay
When those that I loved later and longer and with greater pain
Are all rejected and put away?
.
It can't be just that I never had you. Others that I never had
God knows I. got over wanting a long while back.
It can't be beauty, though you had that too.
What tangle were you the solution of? what lack?
It must have been the precise hour, the precise minute
Of some infinitely intricate adjustment of the heart,
As a_ delicate bud that is dipped into liquid -gold
Will never open, will never fall apart.
LINDLEY
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N A V-A

Joe H

A R LIE

(Bus Ride, New Mexico)

Whatever was tight and sparely crouched as the juniper tree,
Lay in the Indian eyes and gingerly stance
On the white man's bus:
-Navajo Charlie, draped
With beads like the mesa rock, with the oily pants;
Hair sucked-in to a woman's knot, and gaped
Old grin hung vacandywide as a clapperless bell~
Hear them, Charlie. They know your name. Mark
The clattering woman with crows in her throat tell
What idiot buzzards fly in the Navajo dark...
~

Whatever he heard was caught in the clouds and "told
By wind and the crickets.
-Anonymous Charlie who reeks
Of ieather and goat, see the tinkle of cold
White laughter jumbled with sun and dust that leaks
On your eyes (shut in the skull, watchful as trees
In the desert, alive to rain falling deep in the core).
Tellthem your words are gravel, your heart a frieze
On the stone, your flesh a dark spear held before
The .pecking of crows. Or say you are old, and blank,
And a masquer knowing his play.
"
_ -Then go. Grin
Patiently, man. Climb off at the low hill-flank
Squatted with green and slashed with a road as thin
As a coyote. Is there a brown name under' the rock?
Our ladie~ will doze-Oh, quite forge~ti~g your face.

Wherever the Indian walked, the sun would unlock
High song from the beads . .. eyes dark-shading a race.
Whateyer he knew was hid by the dust and the juniper tree.
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THE

ROM ANT I C,

HIS

W 0 RLD

The fortunate romantic moves adagio
Through a muted world, a humming haze
Th(lt suffers nothing crystal-sharp, or too _
Precisely his.
He looks about hiin~ Loves
Huge and vague things only (clouds, or God).
Sees earth in wide, sun-mottled swaths curled
Never near (not birch, not maple-trees
To him are· only windy streams, green·
Running over roofs or rainy hill) .
He loves spindrift blurring on the moon.
Jiggles old coinage. Blows all
Flags madder than poppies for a won cause.
Weeps for graves, but never owns the cold,
Stripped, single dead of single warsOh, never one.
Then, coming hard upon
The feat of dying, chills to find the world
Contracted to a single hand-his ownTo one cold hand he cannot move, or own.
'-

FIGURE

OF

A

TREE

IN··SUN

The poets in the wordless mind will hum ,
The canticle of Light, and be
The lucent boughs of noon. Come
Below this tree:
•

Look up. The music in the branch is lyre
Of Sun and momently glows. Learn
How a tree may light with a green fire,
Yet no leaf bum.
BERNICE SLOTE
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FIVE POEMS
CITY

CARNIVAL

The Midway's bright balloons and blandishments
Draw swarms of black and white
That, mingling, stay distinct.
Up wooden hill, by sawdust vale
The motorcYcles race. The trigger-happy
Vent their rage, on target walls.
A colored countess in a velvet cape
Flaunts tinsel flowers, leaves her coach
To regiments, abandoned here.
The lion has a mangy ear.
But over patched tents and the dusty ways
The calliope drops warm, nostalgic lays,
And giggling love falls over Ferris-wheels.
Here, in this magic square
Sharp-etched beneath the ogres of a city,
The changelings' dream of earlier homes.
At night broad beams are funneled to the sky,
But from what stale directions
Masses come, their hunger knows.
The Midway offers stars by day and night
For them, flaring toward their primeval light.

A

CITY

IS A

STATE OF

MIND

The eastern queen, articulate' and bright,
Now holds the West in fee.
Her sea is upside down,
Her gondoliers speed without sorig
Past maidens in those granite towers
Where conflict is not love.
Couriers of commerce with clipped words
Know all the ports.
No wonder or surprise
For caravans of sleek, exotic goods
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Or perfumed lands
Startle the steadfast eyes.
\Vhen back from tedium
Of strangers' town,
Their comfort of annihilation
Covers with light
And slippers them with stone.
,Meanwhile the populaceStreams to its answers
And the marvel is
N Q longer terror
But an attitude.

QUESTIONS

AND

ANSWERS

Who sowed the seed of tortuous weeds
And throttled the ga!den,
Threatened the total land?
The peasant at the plow had other crops.
Lovers in dreaming time had different hopes.
The woman in the mirror wound her hair,
.Wondering, "Am I my brother?" .
"Am I?" answered the poet,
...,-Who never owned a towe.r.
"Free," declared statistics...
Each different from the other.
But the eyeless growth, being poison-bred,
Never knew· one from the other.

THE

L

ALIEN

'\Then lost to friends in some new city's maze,
The hero-mind is tranced in wonderland .
To trace- a steeple on another sky
To feel the glances from a foreign face
And know intensity in every casual move.
o lyric beauty of a suminer vinel
o subtle singing of a stranger's street! ·
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The friends that call the wandering heart.
Find no one home. Their ghosts are quickly gone,
But when this sudden world has been ~xplored,
A kind of night comes on.
In rooms of darkness all the old scenes live
In which those ghosts move quicker than the flesh.
AUTUMN

WALK

The smoke curls toward a moon that languishes.
The houses, once of neat designs,
Abstract against the flowing green,
Are stories on a pensive sky. _
And ~ur bold thought
On whispering streets,
Turns leaves of doors.
A chemistry of ritual-day
Makes colors for the evening eye;
The drama lost on time's dry wind
Arrested for the savoring.
Ourselves, at last, in all these rooms!
Sheltered from the flood of night
With fingers ~oving on the keys
Like living pictures in the light.
ALICE

MOSER

TO AN INCOMPL.ETE SUICIDE
.I learn you tried the other door,
Which quickly gives on no room, where
The knob turns never.
Could you not abide the smart
Of Autumn smoke from leaves
Falling at last in the long street?
Then would tears
Grieve only tears?
EVE RET T
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THREE POEMS

C HAM Ii L A I NAN D, 0 THE R S:

LA. 'M ALB A I E

Champlain complained about the tides and such
And gave the place an. evil name to wear
And huffed him to Quebec. The startled savage
Was much relieved, and when his scare was over
Resumed his humble rhythms by the river.
In pla~e of Champlain now the tou~ist comes;
The tides do not concern him overmuch,
Bouncing by motor car from Montreal:
The spot is photogenic, and the French
Authentic, if not quite grammatical.
Still swiftly, deeply comes the Malbaie tide
And still her shores are perilous and sharp.
Another native :substitutes the savage,
But he too stares, and also speculates
Seeing the stranger's Pontiac; his pride.

-.

.

II

GE 0 RGE

J0

H N S 0 N-:-H A N G ED

BY

MIS T A K E "

(Epitaph in Boot Hilt Cemetery, Tombst~ne, Arizona) '}
Whatever the particulars, poor Georg~
Was not, it seems, to blame, and we unmartyred
Pausing before his plot, know present guilt
For his historic hurt. He might at least
H'ave lived to put his century to bed,
But George was forced to dangle from a limb
His body's question mark, which hangs us all..
.

.

And now• the limb of all our consciences
Supports his weight, and each of us declines
The verb of George's vengeance. On. his grave
The cactus and the rattlesnake affinn
The constant menace of an ancient wrong.
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T H R 0 UGH

0 L D

NEW SPA PER

F I L E S

Yellow is color of fear, and fear may shock
The tender fingers turning amber pa&.es,
Polishing the dusty keys of feeling, scratching
The satin of old surfaces. The I
Of now recalls the he of yesterday
And speculates upon tomorrow's who.

.

A man might think that he could enzyme time,
Catch it in rennin, shelve it for tomorrow,
But time's a subtle substance, and has power
Even thus to cause him deep and devious sorrow.
OLIVER

EVANS

THE MANIKINS
The formal tie adjusts a vacant smile;
The black coat solemnly puts on the mario;
The cane escorts the legs a mincing mile.
How long, how long, my soul, since this began?
The coats with mannerly insistence press,
Jostling each other's sleeve lengths as they go,
To where the lipstick smiles above the dress.
Must it be so, must it be always so?
The broadcloth and the satin fold by fold
Measure themselves a moment, twist and turn,
Then stiffen back into the clothier's mold.
Was there not more than this and more to learn?
The coat has worn the man till he grows bare,
. The dress at last is showing through the skin,
~ And it is getting late, to be'"aware
That nothing was beneath, nothing Within.
ART H U R
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THE INCREASE

""

Five ducks striking south
Make sheer edge of evening,
Herd a drift of silence through,
High as the moon,
Only the slant of sun
Tirelessly troubling their wings.
"

Low in the hills, warm in the' womb,
Night increases.
Dwellers clap their doors a-done.
Wrapped in holy flutes of voices, .
Chancing dark against the light,
Are children running without end.
Shadows walk the small winds
On leaves and waters
And walk the bay. .
On the mouth is weight of'love,
Heavy as the moon's mouth~
While turns the world, turns slowly round.
PETER

POSTHyMOUS

JOHN

STEPHENS

REMORSE

When you shall sleep, my faithless one, under
A monument built all of gloomy marble, .
And..when for roo~ and ~ mansion you shall have
Only a false hollow, a rainy cave;
.
When the stone your timid. chest oppressing,
, And your flanks that nonchalance makes supple,
Shall keep your heart from beating and'wishirtg,
Your feet from running their adventurous course,
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The tomb, confidant of my infinite dr~am
(The tomb that always understands the poet),
Through the long nights when sleep is banished,

.

Will say to you: "Of what use, courtesan,
Not to have known what" the dead were weeping?U
-And the worm will gnaw your flesh like a remorse.
-CHARLES

BAUDELAIRE

(Translated by Barbara Gibbs)

NOT~

Lee Gilbert. translator of the Cernuda poem in our Summer. 1946.
issue. informs us of an error in the note about the Spanish poet.
Cernuda was secretary to the Spanish ambassador in P;uis at the out- •
break of the recent war. At that time he went to the British Isles. Fo"r-:.....
a time he lectured in Spanish at the University of Glasgow and is at
present teaching at Cambridge. where he has published a new book
of poems and several articles in English journals.
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- Mexico South: The Isthmus of .Tehuantepec~ by Miguel Cov~bias;
paintings and drawings by the author; photographs by Rose Covarrubias, the author, and others. New York: Aifred A. ~opf, 1946.
$7.50 •

Since that day in 1923 when an -unknown Mexican named Miguel
Covarrubias lan4ed in New York with a' portfolio of caricatures under his
arm and a small government scholarship as his only means of support, he
has continuously amazed and delighte4 an ever-growing audience. Indeed,
amazing is the only word for this man. Blithely lJiiconsciOiiS'Of'their existence, he has broken all die rules. Not for him any long, Horatio.Alger
struggle for recognition in the world's most imp~rson;l1 metropolis. On the
contrary, an exhibition at the Whitn~y Club established him immediately
as an outstanding caricaturist, prominent people sought him out, Vanity
Fair invited him to become a contributor, and_the l-lew Yorker began to run
a weekly sketch signed in rough printing, "Covarrubias." ,
During his first f{)ur years in New York, he did an amazing-that word
againl-amount of work, including, the publication of two books, the designing .of three ballets, contributions to many magazines, and the planning of
the scenery and costumes for Shaw's Androcles and the Lion. The'publication of The Prince of Wales and Other Famous Americans in 1925 '"opened
the doors of fame to him," according to pne biographer. That statement,
however, is lacking in accuracy. The door was· already open. The Prince
of Wales merely kicked it offits hinges.
.
In 1937, with the publication of The Island of Bali,- he smashed more
rules, completely destroying the time-honored ideas that no foreigner can
ever write acceptably in our language. and that no artiSt, foreign or native,
can write anyway.' In The Island of Bali~ he combined' his art with a-strong,
readable prose that established the book, according to, the Nation, as '"a real
contribution to literature:' Now COlJl,es Mexico South to strengthen and
reaffirm the.place he has made for himSelf among the literati.
.
Mexico South is a handsome book in the Borzoi tradition, 'wherein
beauty of format is well matched with richness of content. Within its
bright pink covers are 429 pages of material covering every phase of the life
of the Indians of. the isthmus of TehuantePec. Covarrubias displays a
remarkable archaeological and ethnological knowledge of- these Indians,
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as well as a deep and sympathetic understanding of their present-day problems. He traces their history, in text ,and chart, from Pre-Olmec days to
the present time. He describes their work, their play, their- speech, their
family life, their beliefs and superstitions-in short, their innermost soul.
He even includes.a glossary of one hundred and twenty Indian words in
seven different languages spoken on the Isthmus.
'
The text is immeasurably enriched'by the many illustrations the author
has lavished upon it. Besides the eight full-page color plates of Isthmus
Indians, there are almost one hundred line drawings and chapter heads that
illustrate everything from the finds in various archaeological sites to the
designs of embroidery made by the women. Another valuable addition is
a double album of photographs, made by the author and his wife, one on the
art and archaeology of Mexico and another of present-day scenes and people
throughout Tehuantepec.
The quality of the writing is exceptionally high for a person composing
in a secondary tongue. It must be admitted that it is at times joumalisti~,
even slangy, but always the reader has a sense of a powerful, driving personality behind the pen. There are other times, too, when the author
achieves unusual strength of expression. A good example is a description,
early in the book, of a regional dance of Vera Cruz, in which the word
picture is intensified and dramatized by his artistic reaction to the rhythm
of music and movement. The artist speaks, too, in the accurate depiction of
detail and in the use of color words, as when he describes "magenta sugar
cane" or houses of "unusual shades of pale salmon, ocher, or cerulean blue:'
An art critic of the London Times~ discussing the art of Covarrubias,
once observed that ..the color is rich and haunting, the work is full of vitality." Exactly the same statement may be applied to his writing. It is no
wonder, then, that Me~ico South is one of the most bea~tiful and outstanding of the books of 1946.
THE L MAC AMP; ELL

Life in Mexico' during a Residence of Tw-o Years in that· Country~ by
Madame Calderon de'la Barca; with an introduction by Henry Baerlein. New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1946. $5.00.
In the spate of books on Mexico that has flooded our presses,' one of
the earliest of them all still rides the ~est. It was in 1843 that Madame.
Calderon de la Barca, wife of the first Spanish envoy to the Mexican Republic, published Life in Mexico. "It consists of letters," said William H.
Prescott in a preface to the book, "written to the members of her own family,
and, really ~ not intended originally-however incredible the assertion-for
publication. Feeling a regret that such rich stores of instruction and alnuse- to'
ment . . . should be reserved for the eyes of a few friends only, I strongly
recommended that they should be given to the world.... "
We may be grateful to Prescott for his insistence, for without it
should have been deprived of one of the liveliest and most enduring ac-

we
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countS of Mexico ~ver written. Madame Calder6n was in the country from
1839 to 1842, yet many of her opservations are as accurate today as they
were then. Life has become more ordered, modern improvements have
changed the faces of the cities, airplanes swoop to the landing fields, but,one
needs only to read the descriptions of the Indians thronging the plazas to be
transported in memory to the Mexico of today. .Keen observation, acCurate
recording, and a critical sense of values were' contributing factors to. the
lasting quality of this book. It was not by accident that General Scott used
Madame Calder6n's book as a guide when he entered that land in 1847."Life in Mexico" has been reprinted many times, the first ~erican
edition of Dutton and Company coming out in 1931. This last reprint in
1946 was sponsored by the Junior League of Mexico City. The League has
done us _a real service in placi~g this old favorite again upon our library
shelves..
~HELMA

CAMPBELL

:

Latin-American Civilization: Colonial Period, by Bailey W. Di£(ie, with
the assistance of Justine Whitfield Diffie. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:
Stackpole Sons, 1945· $4.50 •
Much-needed books on special phases of Latin-American life, history,
and civilization are now appearing with some regularity-books by experts
in a particular field. How different are these books from those that flooded
the markets a few years back-books written by overnight "specialists" who,
after spending a few hours or days in each of the capitals of the LatinAmerican countries, returned to the United States to write a book.
Latin-American Civilization by Bailey W. Diffie is, fortunately, a book
written by a specialist. The book, limited t<? the colonial period,. is divided
into three parts-Part One: Foundation of J.atin-America (the Indian
civilization, the European conquests, land: labor, mining, religion and the
Church, manufactur!ng, trade, culture, government); Part Two: The Evolution of Colonial Latin America to 1810 (ex~nsion and agricultural development, development of eduCation, development of the-Church, government in evolution); and, Part Three: Colonial Brazil (Brazil information,
Portuguese .expansion,. t:nining, manufacturing, society and culture, the
Church in Brazil, l:olonial Brazilian gQ.vernment).
Latin-American Civilization' gives a thorough; accurate, and comprehensive picture, of Latin-American civilization during the colonial period.
It is an easy source for information on any of the above-mentioned phases of
colonial life in Latin America. A LBERT R • L OPES

The Argentine Republic, by Ysabel F. Rennie. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1945. $4.00•
Since the initiation of' the "Good Neighbor Policy" and particularly
since the 1'942 Rio Conferen~entinahas been to the American people
,
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Latin-American country of greatest interest. The reaso~ is well k~own.
During the War, the Republic of La Plata not only refused to join the Allies
but "flirted" with the Axis and lent aid to Fascis~. Coercive measures were
necessary before that nation finally jumped on the band wagon and par~ici
pated-formally, at least-in the war effort. All this explains why there have
been publishe<tin the United States in the last few years more books, pamphlets, and articles about Argentina than on any other Iberoamerican
country. Of all this abundant literature, Miss Rennie's work is among the
most interesting and complete.
.
The author, well versed in the language and history of Argentina, has
observed for herself. Her conclusions are based on facts and are not forced '
on the reader without his being required to think for himself. The first
part of The Argentine Republic is an historic and geographic introduction
which provides,· for the average r~ader, the background neces~ary to approach the present· problems. The author has used Argentine sources, principally sociological and historic. One notes the influence~of Sarmiento, Mitre,
Bunge, and Ingenieros. The last part covers Argentina's domestic and inter.national policies during the past war.
.
A chapter of real sociological 'merit concerns the conditions of the working classes. The'study of political changes is of great interest for one desiring to understand the internal factors which have influenced Argentina's
International policy. However, the author does not devote sufficient attention to. the role of the army as a group or class in the coups d'e~at of 1930
and 1943. There is only the description of the events, not a study of the
social forces involved. We believe that such a study should have been given
with the other social factors in the chapter, "Argenti!le on the Eve." The
book does not take into account the influence of the cultural centers on the'
politico-social development. The social panorama ought to be completed
with the study of Argentine thought, and above all with that great source of
expression of Iberoamerican social problems, the contemporary novel.
In spite of everything, the book is most interesting and ought to be read
by all who would like to understand the actual internal conditions and the
psychology of the government of the only Latin-American country that has
defi~d United Nations policy by accrediting a new ambassador to Spain
afte~ the United Nations agreement $at the members close their Madrid·
embassies.
.
.

MIGUEL

JORRIN

The Last Trek of the Indians, by Grant Foreman. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1946. $4.00.
~

In this volume Grant Foreman concludes his history of those Indian
tribes now residing in Oklahoma. In Indian Removal: the Emigr~tion of
the Five' Civilized Tribes, he recorded the history of the displacement of
five tribes who lived south of the Ohio River and of their settlement in the
Indian Territory. In the present volume he has written of the: removal of
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those tribes originally" inhabiting 'lands to the north of the Oh~o. "They
had not preserved their tribal integrity as the southern Indians did, arid
there was little homogeneity among them. Their removal was -haphazard,
not co-ordinated, and wholly unsystematized." The removal of certain
tribes west of the Mississippi to $e Indian Territory is also described.
The point of view is that of the/historian trained: i~ the use of docum~nts, rather thall that of the ethnographer trained in describing the ways
ollife of primitive peoples and in transcribing their oral traditions. With
great skill the author has drawn together from many sources the fabric of
his narrative: from correspondep.ce in state historical societies, from Congressional documents, from teports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
as well as from other sources. Mr. Foreman's legal training and his work
on the Dawes Commission in the:earlydays of the ~entury have eminently
qualified him for his present task: Hundreds of treaties from the veU firs~
one made with the .Delaware in 1778 up through those made over a hundred
. years later with th~ Quapaw are reviewed.
,
The story of broken treaties, bribery, the sale of liquor to Indians as a
technique of exploitation, and mismanagement on the part of the Indian
Bureau is known to many laymen, social scientists, and government administrators of.this day. Mr. Foreman's dispassionate aCC9unt makes this book
all the stronger. '
The romantic title of the volume is almost the only sentimental note
in the entire book, and no doubt has snagged many an unwary book buyer.
Another concession to the reading public is the grouping of the footnotes
at the end of the chapter, necessitating the flipping of pages back and forth
which this reviewer finds distracting.
It is regrettable that Mr. Foreman depends so completely on the Handbook of American Indians, published in 1912, for his ethnographic 'data.
A selective use of the papers of Dorsey, Fletcher, Bushnell, and Swanton, to
name but a few, would have provided the author with a cross-cultur~ point
o{ view which would make the book a richer history. An account ot broken
treaties is only the first lesson to be le,arned from a-history of white-Indian
. relationS......The fact that human values in -their cultural context were ignored by those dealing with the Indians is the important lesson for the
..
. J
A
social scientist.
--r..

OHN

DAIR

i'

Not With the Fist, by Ruth D. Tuck.
Company, 1946. $3.00.

Ne~

York:

Harcourt, Brace and

This work, a study of persons of Mexican descent and extraction in a
California city, called "Descanso" by the author, is a splendid clinical specimen of the virtues and inadequacies of "the study": sympathetic and syn'thetic, factual and fatuous, mildly critical and excessively careful. The
horns of the dilemma of those who write about minority peoples are getting
longer, sharper, more coiled.
=
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The demands of fairness, objectivity, and detachment are more selfdefeating than ever before.) Social scientists have developed more airs than
the clinical psychologists: the cool eye, the steady intelligence, the formidable devices for never antagonizi~g. The result is always the same: absolute
innocuousness.
Ruth Tuck, however, has given her work. more solidity and more
warmth than is common in such studies. for one thing; she says "Mexican"
and "Mexican-American" instead of the pseudo-genteel "Latin-;,\merican."
She reproduces comments from the dominant groups which evoke anything
but, the revolting inanities of the professional pan-americanists. Occasionally, also, the juice of her material .breaks through her own judicious
chronicling, and you get a glimpse of the predicament of the sons and
daughters of Mexicans without benefit of social theory or social work
cordiality.
,
The author, took the title for this work from all observation of the
sociologist, Charles' Horton Cooley:
In the same way wrongs that ~~flict society are seldom willed by anyone or any
group, but are by-products of acts of will having other objects; they Me done, as
someone has said, with the elbows rather than the fists.

There are, presumably, many ways of looking at human relations and
human communities. In our time, though~ to' be preoccupied with the unwilled, unconscious forces which afflict human societie'S is hardly instructive.
Elbows can hurt too, as well as the boot and the heel and the dexterous
:::
police.
VINCENT

GAROFFOLO

The Winged Serpent: an Anthology of American IndianProsf! and Poetry,
edited, with an introductory essay, by Margot Astrov. New York: The·
John Day Company, 1945. $3'5 0 •
",
Anthropologists and a few laymen of perception have long knoWn that
American Indian folklore included a large body of material which can be
simply and correctly referred to as "art," without any qualifying "folk" o:r: ~
"primitive" before th~ noun. Until now, however, this prose and verse h~
been buried in expensive, scarce volumes, now and then fragmentarily pre", sented in more general works, and. lost in: the welter of quaint folk-stuff of
no interest.
The Winged Serpent is long overdue. It is a sensitive, and more important, a restrained anthology of selections from the Arctic Circle to Peru.
A nice-looking book at a reasonable price issued by a commercial pu~
lisher, it should have the distribution it deserves on -its literary merits-'
minus the effects of the reading pUblic's prejudice against anything Indian.
Mrs. Astrov's introduction is excellent. It should prove interesting in
its own right to all readers of poetry, and make easy the understanding of
Indian poetic forms and content. It errs in underrating the strength of
...
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Christianity among our Pueblo Indians and the tribes of Mexico and Central
America. A serious omission is a failure to discuss the Peyote Religion, that
curious product of Christianity a~d despair, OI to include any Peyote songs.
Incidentally, Mrs. Astrov has (:oined a term for the Pueblo Indians,
Pueblefios, which should be discarded immediately. That term in Spanish
means "boor" or "rube." The use of Pueblo as both adjective and noun
.is established in Spanish as in English.
.
In view of the great mass of. material from which it was made, the
selection must have been extremely difficult. Mrs. Astrov is to be admired
for the general quality,of;her choices, and for having had the strength not
to include more. 'The"anthology is snb.ject to one major criticism, however.
Too much space is given to 'the areas of lesser literarY achievement, at the
expense of the great civilizations and of slich more primitive groups, like
the Navajo, of outstanding literary ability. There are, for insta.nce, only
four selections from the Navajo, including only one short prose passage.
Seventee,n pages are given to ~e California tribes, whose material rtlis nice
folk stuff but hardly art; eight. pages to the great civilizations and modem
tribes of Central America. The latter selections are entirely from the
Yucatecan-speaking Maya; there is nothing front the magnificent writings
of the Quiches and Cakchiqueles, or from the nations outside the Mayan
area.
This error may have stemmed from a desire to'represent as ma1]Y tribes
as possible-a remnant of the anthropological approach, which on the whole
Mrs. Astrov has controlled well. Even so, it is far more important to represent the Quiches, for instance, than the Yokuts or Wishok of California.
Representation, tribally speak,ing, should be a very minor consideration. If
the American Eublic is to be convinced that the Indians created "literature
worthy of~erious 'consideration, they must have an anthology filled with
such litet:ature. The Winged 'Serpent cannot tie considered merely' as an
anthology; it is also an argument against opposition. Judged even by this
harder standard, it is a noteworthy success.
O·
L
F
>

~

LIVER

A

ARGE

,The White Roots of Peace, by Paul A. W. Wallace. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1946. $2.00.
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The Seven Citit!s of Gold, by Virginia Hersch. New York: Duell, Sloan and
Pearce, 1946. $2.50.
~

In this novel Miss Hersch has done what someone was bound to do
sooner or later: ~ she has fictionized the disillusionment and endless hazards
Coronado and his men suffered in their quest of the Jabulous kingdoms
of Quivira, Tontonteac, Marata, and others in which great ridies were said
to exist. It was a flamboyant adventure, this enterprise which originated
in the audacious brain of Antonio de Mendoza. And Coronado /was a flamboyant man. Also proud and ambitious conquistadors, his m~n followed
him in the same. spirit.
, The. reading of fictionized history make.s one question the validity of
the ordinary education which makes of history a dull task composed of
memorizing names and dates instead of the exciting world that an historical
romance may open. As the title suggests, The Seven Cities of· Gold is an
adventure with the conquistadors; however, it will be valued as a factual
record of the unfulfilled- hopes of Coronado, Antonio- de Mendoza, and
o~ers whose names have a familiar ring to every literate persQn. In thiS
.. story about these adventurers we acquire much information cOl}cerning the
aspect of the country which they traversed; we learn the facts abeut those
who set out from Mexico amidst pomp and ceremony and who returned a
tattered army to taste the bitter cup of failure and disillusionment. The plot is ~imple and certainly artificial. Carlos Enrique Gomez y
Miruelo tells the story. He joins the expedition of 1540-1542 to gain honor
and glory and thus win the lovely Cristabella Dolores Isabella de Ahumada
y Dominguez de Salamanca. Con~ict enters his mind when he finds himself attracted to Anita; she is his helpmate in the anxieties, man:hes, battles,
and victories of the arduous expedition as was Marina to Cortes. In the
background are the things that made the pattern of life for the Spaniards
seeking to verify the stories of Cabeza de Vaca and the Franciscan Friar
Marcos de Niza: thirst, eJIaustion, disease, suffering, crossing mountains
~d deserts, and perishing in winter storms.
This novel lacks not only a skillfully wrought story or an intricate
p~tterD- but also a penetrating study of individual characters. The milieu
is vague and indifferent; the people are unconvincing and curiously uningratiating; they seem more like silhouettes than three-dimensional swashbucklers and natives of the Southwest.
No comment on this book would be adequate without mention of the
liberal use of Spanish expressions. -They are used wisely and casually so
that their presence enriches the novel.·
.
Before concluding my review, I may point ~)Ut several ~rrors which
should be corrected in future editions: Tuysan should read Tusayan;
haciendado- (p. 159) should be hacendado.
,
The plan of the book is a good one. Despite occasional brilliant writing, keen perceptions, and what might have been a colorful story, the novel
dwindJes away and does not make a very definite impression. At times the

.
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whole story moves haltingly, lingering too long over g~ographical and historical information and scanting or skipping more colorful scenes and
powerful characterization. There cu:e many intelligently rendered pictures,
but as a wl;1ole The Seven Cities of Gold is not a completely satisfactory
novel.
E DNA L U E FUR N E S S
Our SOTI Pab-lo, by Alvin and Darley Gordon.

New York:
House, McGraw-HilI Book Company, 1946. $2.75.

Whittlesey

Alvin 'and Darley Gordon went to Mexicp and to Michoacan, where
they did some, documentary films. One in particular was the re-enactment
'of the Mexican government's scheme to teach the' rural, largely Indian
people to read and write Spanish, the native tongue. Associated with them
in their work was Nacho, representing ~e Department of Indian Affairs,
,and Pablo, a Tarascan Indian, an assistant-and interpreter. After the filming
was over in the little town of Arantepakua, the Gordons prepared to leave
Mexico. .They soon found themselves attached to and adopted by Pablo
'whose c0Il!pelIing ambition to study in the "free" U. S. A., that he might
'return to help his people, they made possible. They arranged for his coming
to California, his entrance into the University at Berkeley; and afte! many
difficulties he arrived.
His English _was but a few lVords, his background a rural, somewhat
primitive village in another c9untry. 'Yet this lad PablO lived with the
Gordons, learned a foreign language and the routine of a foreign university,
made friends among the students and professors, came to know claSSical
music, posed for an artist-whose' portrait of him hung in a public showand learned something of the social customs and mechanized gadgets of an
American home.
'
With the draft difficulties of the war, he went back to Mexico to.' continue his education at the National University in Mexico City. The Cordons, concerned for Pablo and his readjustment, vjsited him and went with
him, ..their son," to the native village in the mountains of Michoacan. Here
Pablo's family and village gave them a fiesta. Here they saw the devastation and desolation wrought. by the volcano,. Paracutin, and here they
realized the position of Pablo, soon to be a maestro and a leader of his
people. Perhaps he would be the one whC?' might someday be forced to
bring this folk into a new hqme; for the land$, held for 400 years, were being
covered by gray volcanic ash, and the com struggled to grow.
Told'in delightful style the book is an absorbing tale of the play and
contrast of one culture upon another. Pablo's letters are the key; and we
see in him the personification of changes that come through education and
, again the ~ge-old, bitterly Poignant conflict of the minority when Pablo
rea1.izesthat in his home land he is an Indian. Yet with his training, experience, and understanding, he is to be a maestro and work with anthropologists for better conditions for his own people.
.
<

_

DQROTHY WOODWARD
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Selected Poems by Pablo Neruda, translated by Angf'l Flores. Ppvately
printed, 1944. No price indicated.
"Residence on Earth and Other Poems, by Pablo 'Neruda, translate~ by Angel
Flores. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1946. $3.50.

-=r..'

'.

After having given us a group of excellent translations of the outstanding poems of Pablo Neruda contained in the two volumes, Reside71cia en la
Tierra and Espana en el Corazon, Angel Flores completes his, task in this
volume issued by New Directions. In it he collects the poems he had previously translate,d and published in a limited private edition, and adds
others from Residencia en la Tierra and Espana en el Corazon as well as
some of the last ones produced by the great Chilean poet. Among them
are several important fragments of his Canto General de Chile..
The importance of this translation of Angel Flores rests, in the first
place, in the fidelity with which the poems have been done into a language
so different from the original. A difficult matter this, for the rich symbolism of Neruda's poetry, the substantive value that metaphor takes on in it,
resist all effort at translation for one unaccustomed to siIpilar tasks. It is
.possible tha~ Angel Flores would not have been able to overco~e these
difficulties so happily if he had not neen prepared for it by his knowledge
"of T. S. Eliot and his translations of Eliot's poems into Spanish. In the
poetry of Neruda, and in that of Eliot, is expressed a sense of destruction,
of the breakup of things, manifested,by a proliferation of images apparently
C'ontradictory and even incoherent, capable of causing the average reader
-or the unaccustomed translator-to despair. At times Flores has had to
sacrifice literabiess in order to preserve the sense of the verses-a laudable
practice.
Another reason for the importance of this translation, for the person
who reads English, is that it shows up clearly the parallel between the poetry
of Pablo Neruda and that of T. S. Eliot, the most representative poets of
their time in their respective languages. Both express the anguish of contemporary man confronted by the chaos of his environment in crisis. In the
works of these poets that anguish before the' critical situation is manifested
by what Leo Spitzer calls ..the chaotic enumeration," a train 0;£ symb()lic
images, of ob,iects which indicate a deeper reality, all linked toge!her, as
when Neruda writes:
~t is feet and cl~cks and fingers
and a locomotive of moribunq soap,
and a sour sky of damp metal,
and a yellow river of smiles, ..
Spitzer, who has studied, or at least pointed out this chaotic enumeration in Neruda and in, Claude!, has not done so, however, in Eliot. And
this is nevertheless one of the most significant formal aspects of the work
of the poet in English which brings him closest to the Chilean poet.
But whoever strives to trace the parallel between Eliot and Neruda
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will have to show the 'difference in direction to which they have been
brought by their diverging poetic evolution. Eliot has ~nded in a religiosity
bristling with suggestions of scholasticism; Neruda is the outstanding: voice'
of Spanish poetry based ,upon the Marxist conception of the world.
Beginning with the poems of Espana en el Corazon, the enumeration,
which is chaotic whenever' he wishes to express the bankruptcy of
society, becomes organic, coherent, when hope is -the theme. Now in
Canto General de Chile,' he discards the melancholy of his first verses and
the chaos of J.lesidence on Earth and sings:
Together in the face of the sob!
At the high hour
of earth and perfume, look at this face
just emerged from the terrible salt,
look into this bitter mouth that smiles,
look at this new heC\rt that greets you
with its 'Overflowing fl.ower, determined and golden,
(J

•
.....

and it is n~w that the poet has really established his "residence on earth."
.

_

-

JOSE

ANTONIO

PORTUONDO

(Review translated by R. M. Duncan)

Ensayos de Poesia Lirica, by J. R. Wilcock.
Lopez, '1945. No price :indicated.
?

Buenos Aires:

Imprenta

This book of Juan Rodolfo 'Vilcock fi;-'an excellent example of that
group of poets called by Cesar FernandeicMoreno, the "Group of 1940."
The modest title of Ensayos de Boesia Lirica well expresses the attempt to
seek and try out new methods which has characterized the -young poets of
Argentina. The use of the sonnet, the lira, the couplet, the serventesio, of
the classical metres and strophes in short wl!ich we find here~' reveals that
this search, this tryout, includes a revision and criticism of the traditional
methods which to a great extent involves' a return to them.
This return also appears in the themes. In this, book of Wilcock's the
poetry seems to de~l essentially with one: love. \Ve he~e have to do with
poetry in a minor ~ey, mildly sentimental and romantic. The poet sings of
his love in classical metres with scarcely a single bold image, of the many
that remain"as a heritage -9f pte ~uITealist moment" tq disturb the limpidity
of verses which recognize the evocative power of everyday~things. Life in
constant change, death, solitude, absence, twilight, memory, landscapes, _ ~_
gardens, the memories of provincial life, all themes dear to romanticism, are
rebornJn these verses-but without untidy gassion, without emphasis-gently. •
Per-haps the poet wished to take refuge' in this sentimental pool as' an escape
from the hard struggle of his times. Or perhaps ,he seeks here only a
moment of repos~ that he may return with renewed spirit to the battle
which gives no quarter.
'
A'"
P
JOSE
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RID E R'_ S SON G
C6rdoba.
Distant and 10l\ely.
Black my pony, full the moon
and olives stowed in my saddle-bags.
Though well I may know the way
I'll never aI'jjve at C6rdoba.
Across the....p lain, through" the wind,
black my pony, red the moon,
stark death is staring at me
from the tall towers of C6rdoba.
Alas, how long is the wayl
Alas, for my brave black ponyl
Alas, stark death awaits me
before I arrive at C6rdobal
,.

C6rdoba.
Distant and lonely.

Another of Garda Lorca's famous poems, "Romance de la Guardia
.Civil Espanola," will give an idea of the problems that a translator has to
contend with.
-,. .
.
Los caballos negros son.
Las herraduras son negras:
Sabre las capas lelucen
manchas de tinta y de cera.
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In English this be.comes
Black, all black are their horses
and black also their horseshoes.
Over their dark coats glisten
spOts of ink and of wax.
The rhythm, balance, and contrast of ·'negros son" and "son negras" suffers
. by the substitution of "horses,""horseshoes," and th~ extra "black" thrown
in as a kind. of refrain. (fhe gutturals of lidark coats' glisten" may be intentional but are certainly difficult to proDrounce.)
.
Admirers of Garda Lorea will be grateful for the inclusion of "Sorpresa," but surely "No one could look down into his eyes" is a mistransla.
tion of "Nadie pudo asomarse a sus .ojos.".
One wishes that Miss Turnbull would tum to rhyme more ·often. It
helps to carry-' the translation often if a figure has to be sacrificed and in part
compensates for the loss of assonance which is use4 by all of these poets
most <?f the time. She proves her competence in several translations. The
one of Moreno Villa's "El Fuego" is an example (though perhaps "purifier"
and "mystifier" do not here work o~t as well as one could wish).
FIRE
A heavenly thing is fire,
.and when it departs, the· earth
is naught, disappears entire.
The earth gives us good.fruits, rye,
water and shelter; but fire
is not a mere plant that grows
in arable land at desire.
~

-

It is something lent to us.
A heavenly thing is fire.
To-morrow' will be triumphant,
joyful, when the purifier
COUles to your soul. With a thousand
salaams and caresses aspire
so detain it-lest it flee. . .
for a heavenly thing is fire,
fleeting as the air and light, .
and an unknown mystifier...
None of these poets is _more like G6ngora than Jorge Guillen. "El
ruiseiior" belongs .to the G6ngora tradition. (fhe book mistakenly has
"~or Don Luis de G6ngora" instead of "A Don Luis de G6ngora.")
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EL RUISENOR
DON LUIS DE GONGORA

El ruisenor, pavo real
Facilisimo del pio,
Envia su memorial
Sobre la curva del rio,
Lejos, muy lejos, a un dia
Parado en su mediodia,
Donde un ave' carmesi,
Cenit de una primavera
Redonda, perfecta esfera;'
No responde nunea: s1.
T~E

NIGHTINGALE

The nightingale, fluent songster,
A very peacock of trilling,
Is sending forth. his petition
Over the" bend of the river,
Far, far away, to a day
Held suspended at noontide,
Where a bird 9f glowing crimson,
Zenith of a perfect spring,
The completely rounded sphere,
Never, never answers: yes.
."La Nieve" is also well translated.
SNOW

Over the green lies the white
And, sings•
.Snow that is fine would like
To drift high.
January is alight with snow: or green,
Or white.
May it shed light by day and by night,
The snow most bright.
Delicate snowflakes, feathery snow?
What fire the drifts hold I
The ~now, the snow in the .hands,
In the soul.
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So pure is the fire in the white,
So pure without £lame.
The snow, the snow up to song
Would attain.
January is alight with the syivan sno~.
What fire! And it sings. '
The snow reaches up to song-the snow, the snowFor £light it is winged!
Only seven of, th~ Salinas poems duplicate translations that Miss Turnbull had alrea2,y p~esented in Lost Angel and Other Poems which appeared
a few years 'aKo. I should like to see more ofthem1:tere but l suppose a
person interested can go to the other book. A good example is "Suelo":
Soil. Nothing more
Soil. Nothing less. ,
A1l.d let that suffice you.
Because on the soil the feet are planted,
on the feet the body erect,
on the body. the head firm,
and there, in the lee of the forehead,
pure idea and in the pure idea
the tomorrow,' the key
-to-morrow-of the eternal.
Soil. No more no less.
And let that suffice yOu.
Excellent selections appear also from the worbof Jose Moreno Villa,
Gerardo DieKo,' Rafael Alberti, Emili() Prados, Vicente Aleixandre, Luis
Cernuda, and Manuel Altolagui~.
A number of typographiCal errors have crept in;. among them are
"manuel" for "manual" on page 8, "par" for "para" on page 61, "Cunado"
for "Cuando" twice on page 218.
,
"And finally it would be, an in.justice to the reader to omit mention
of the fine presentation of biographical data supplied by Pedro ·Salinas.
He does not write specifically about himself, to be sure,' but he betrays himself in every paragraph with the result that we have a fairly intimate picture
of what all ten poets are like as persons to supplement Miss Turnbull's
presentation' of their poetry.
R M D
.
..
.
UNCAN
""",
6-J

•

The Sea and the Hills: the lJan Journey and the North Sea, by Heinrich
Heine; translated by Frederic T. Wood. Boston: Chapman and
Grimes, Inc., 1946. $2.50.
During the Nazi regime the writings of Heinrich Heine were unceremoniously thrown into the fire; but his famous song, "Die Lorelei," was so
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'deeply imbedded in the German .imagination that it could not be left out
of tHe song book of the 'Hitler Jugend, 'in which it was labelled "Author
Unknown." But in these days, when the works of great men are scattered
in all the libraries of the world, it is no more possible to for~t Heine's
delightful prose, written on a walking tour through the Harz Mountains,
and his striking poems of the North Sea coast, than it is to forget the imagery
o~ the Psalms, which Heine heard !n the synagogue of his childhood, or the
. b eat of the surf which had thundered in Xenophon's Anabasis, which the lad
had studied in his "gymnasium" days.
Professor Frederic T'!. Wood, now professor of ~Germanic languages at
the University of Virginia, has r~produced the charm of Heine's work in a
careful translation that actually makes Heine a contemporary. No one who
has not struggled with translating a foreign language into his mother tongue
has much realization of the difficulties encountered in such a task. Luther,
in seeking to vindicate his translation of the Bible into a living German for
the times, says of these difficulties: "In translating, I have busied myself
with this: to be able to present pure and clear German. And it often happened that we sought for and asked about a single word, for fourteen days,
three or four weeks, and still sometimes did not filld it." How long Professor Wood toiled to present pure and clear English, one cannot say, but So
in comparing the German and the English, one cannot escape the impression
that the matter has been pOQgered wi.th great care.
.
Heine, disgusted with the academic aridity of GOttingen and rusticated
because of an attempted duel that was forced on h~m, turns his back upon
the university, and "takes to the hills" upon a hiking tour through the
.
neighboring Harz Mountains.
I have always wondered how' one would translate Heine's sarcastic expression, "mit dem Riicken.'" "Die stadt selbst ist schon und gefaellt einem
ambesten, werm man sie mit dem Riicken anseiht." Here Professor Wood
__ translates very closely: "The town itself is pr~tty, being most pleasin~ when
one looks at it with the back." Did Heiniliere-intend to be really vulgar?
He can be rough, but for my students I translate, "The town, itself beautiful, pleases one best when one views it over his shoulders"; th1u is,' "it's a
good place to be from." By the way, the translation of this passage by E. B.
Ashton reads: "The town itself is beautiful, and very pleasing to look at, if
ypu have turned your back." These are difficult phrases for any translator.
Heine's disgust with the pedantry at Gottingen is elaborated in his re- marks (p. 4) about an imaginary.omission in the guide book of one K. F. H.
Marx, regarding the suggestion that the women of <?Qttingen have "too big
feet:'
-J have, indeed, occupied myself for many a day with an earnest refutation of
this opinion; for this purpose I have heard lectures on comparative anatomy, excerpted the rarest works in the library, studied for hours on \Veende Street the feet
of the passing ladies, and in the very leai-ped treatise, which will contain the results
of these studies, I shall speak 1. of feet in general, 2. of the feet of the ancients, .8,
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of the feet of elephants, 4.' of the feet of the women of Cattingen; 5. I shall collect
everything that has been said about these feet in Ullrich's Garden; 6. I shall consider these feet in their relations to ,one another and shall expatiate at this point
on calves, knees, etc., and finally, 7. if I em only get hold of paper long enough,
I shall add some copper plates with facsimiles of the> feet of GOttingen ladies.
(pp. 21, 22)

The translation here catches ·Heine's

s~casm

perfectly.

,-

As H eine penetra~es further into the hills and is overcome by the beauty
and the spirit of forest and mountain, he forgets the sorrow and the bitterness of the weary days when he was wrestling with the stpdy of jurisprudence,
which he loathed, instead of having a fre~ nand~to study lit~rat1,l1'e and
philosophy and to write ~s his heart dictated; 'hence he often writes with
great sincerity of feeling.
His Harz Mountains journey gives rise to one of the most charmi~g
travel .diaries of all time, in which ~e beauty of nature, interestingly
humorous and keen observations on ,his fellow travellers, and. satiric asides
are mingled in startling and sur.prising fashion.
It a)so remained for this Hebrew-Hellenic-Christian poet to become.
-Germany's greatest poet of the sea. Going to the sandy beaches of the coast
of the NortJ:1 Sea, fringed by the Frisian Islands, in ~earch of health and rest,
he felt the many moods of 'the mighty deep possess his sensitive spirit, and
he gives us sea poems that have few eqmds. England, surr-ounded on all
sides by the ev~r-changing ocean, .,gives us much sea-poetry; Germany, with
so little sea line, and that so monotonous, gives us very little.'
In translating the sea-poems, Professor Wood has a more difficUlt task
than in the Harz.-Reise, for he translates poetry into poetry, a real test.
The work is excellently done. Heine coins new words and epithets, very
suggestive. but not easy,to handle in Eiigii'sh. In "Sunset" (p. 101), Ulicht.fuenkchen" becomes Ulight-sparklets"; ..tiny sparks of light" might sound
more English, but that would be difficult to put into a line of poetry.
, . Ie is not always possi9le to be literal enough to give the expressive word,
~_ and still at the same time make clear English plus good poetty. On page
. 102, at the end of the German stanza are the words
]'':'--.!..
I

Und unerbitterlich eilt er hinab
In seiti Outenkaltes Witwerbett.

.... ......-:.... -

From this Professor Wood makes
And not to be moved he hastens down
To his wat'ry-cold and lon~ly bed.

It is these German compounds that make hard ,work-for the translator.
Here it is literally:
And not to be moved (or. pitilessly) he hastens below

40 his watery-cold '(cold as the ftood)widoweT's-bed•
.....

At the end of th'e s~me poem the transl~tor meets thi~ problem. He renders
..
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But I, then, the man
The lowly-planted, by death well-/avoredl
I'll grumble no longer.
"

The German for the words in my italics is one compound: "tod-begliichkte."
The poet, unlike the sun god Sol,'who must go on unceasingly, has the good ~
fortune -"glueck"-to be subject to death-"tod:' 'His p~~n~ his suffering;
his Weltschmerz can have an end. Does the translator's' expression make
the meaning dear? These samples show the extreme diffIculty of translation. At times one would really have to paraphrase at length i~ prose to
secure absolute d a r i t y . "
Professor WQod has given us indeed a "fresh," yes, a refreshing' translation, which the reade.r who knows no German can read with genuine .
pleasure, with the added assurance that he has ·really understood the COIl1;-~
plex spirit of Heine ever "wandering beEween two worlds."
C. H. S. K 0 C H

. is.

.

There Were Two Pirates by James Branch Cabell. New York:
Straus and Company, Inc., 1946. $2.50.
l

Farrar,

In this "comedy of division" Mr. Cabell again has written of man's
dreams, their ironical fulfillment, and the eventual acceptance of comfortable reality. The action is full of realized possibilities for ironical contrast
and productive of several themes already familiar in Poictesme. So that he
may marry Isabel de -Castro, Lieutenant Jose Gasparilla of the Spanish Navy
leads a mutiny, shoots his commanding officer, and embarks on a career of
piracy. As conscienceless as Jurgen or Manuel, Jose plunders the merchantmen of the Caribbean, murdering all who resist and, althOugh his "heart"
remains faithful to Isabel, maintaining a succession of mistresses in order to
.
'establish the reputation necessary to successful piraCy.
But from his>~uccesses and from his pirate kingdom on the west coast
of Florida, .lose tales leave for !lis boyhood in Spain. Just as in The Cream
of the Jest the shining lid of a cold cream jar opened the land of dreams to
Felix Kennaston, so does a "carvetlgreen stone" on a watch fob return Jose
to ..the land without shadows." ~b9ard one of his prizes, Jose has cap- .
tured Don DieF;o de Arredondo and with him his wife, who turns out to be
the long-adored Isabel. Once lovely" and gentle, Isabel has become "ir_
rational and uncomely and ... continually fault-finding," but Don Diego
loves her devotedly; in face of "the great magic;of marriage," he gladly surrenders the m~gic of the fob to Jose.
"
After disposing of his current mistress with a pistol bullet ana burying
his latest hau. of treasure, .lose returns to his childhood: to his dreams of
becoming either a saint or a Proven¥ll poet, and to his first rapturous love
for Isabel. But even with the first kiss, the dream and the reality divide.
Jose reverts to manhood and Florida. Florian de Puysange, we remember,
were Manuel and Jurgen, and even
was also disenchanted with reality,
Perion when 'he finally found his Melicent. But while a "new and finer·

as
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love" smote Perion, Jose, like Jurgen, succumbs to the "magic" of marriage
. and relaxes in comfortable retirep1~nt. From Don Diego, conveniently a
ghost the past t:wo years, Jose learnslthat his shadow, left ,behind, in Florida
nine years before, is still a practicing pirate. With his own, shadowless
character thus left "far above reproach" and with an adequate income of
buried treasure, Jose marries the middle-aged, fat, garrulous, complacent,
but solicitous Isabel; and when the shadow, finally cornered by the United
States Navy, drowns himselfi Jose is completely free to enjoy,p,n old age of
"unassailable respectability:' The green stone remains' untouched in a
bureau drawer. ,
Often men's dreams do come to nothing, "enduring" love is cqmpromised, wrongs-are rationalized away, prudence becomes a substitute for
achievement; and the artist properly may treat this universal failure as either
tragic or comic. Mr. Cabell maintains the detachment necessary to comedy:
the point of view-tolerant and even kindly though it may be-from which
aspiration, defeat, and above all compromise may be more laughed at than
pitied or hated.. Jose the pIrate is ridicu.Jous in, the moral glozing he gives
his ruthlessness; and the old, no-longer-tempted Jose ~is still more absurd in
expecting eternal reward for his "piety", and "sober conduct." Yet even
in comedy there is a point beyond which sympathies and' antipathie'S can be
sacrificed only at the expense of interest. And in There Were Two Pirates,
I believe, the reader's feeling for Jose-Jose the pirate perhaps more than
Jose the child or· the old man-must suffer this diminution, so that jose's
failure and his hypocrisy see~ too little the failure and hypocrisy of mankind, and until tl\ere are arid- stretches where characte:r; becomes only manner
'and-despite the ,graces of style and structure-humanity and art take second
place to ingenuity.
'
'W• P • "A L BRE C H,T

The American: a Middle Western Legend, by Howard Fast. New
Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1946'. $3.00.
@

,

.

Yo~k:

.

Already ·well established as a 'writer of good historical novels, Mr. Fast
makes another contribution in The American. This book tells the story
of John Peter Altgeld, born of immigrant parents, and. of the family's life
upon a frontier fann in the M~ddle'West. ~he lad broke from this clodlike existence to participate in the Civil War, and with vision and determination he returned to the struggle and to secure an education in'law. .
Inspired by and grounded in democratic principles, he, emerged as a
leader of the common man::' lawyer, judge, and finally governor of Illinois.
Here he pardoned the convicted Haymarket anarchists and iritensified the
conflict between powerful business interests and democratit forces. He
took the leadership of the Democratic paj"ty from Grover Cleveland, defied
the press from the Chicago Tribune to the coasts, but was ultimately defeated. Even so this Lincoln-like character stands as a hero, his greatness
.marked by respe~t and love in the hearts of his counp-ymen-the American.
Written in excellent style, the fast moving story carries the reader along
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from the very first. Warm and sympathetic in his delineation of the main
character, Mr. Fast surrounds the American with historic personages, and
they play their parts in an historic background of the emergence of this
country from the immigrant farms of virgin prairie soil in the Midwest to
the powerful mechanized epoch of the twentieth century.
.';"
.
DOROTHY" WOODWARD

The Friendly Persuasion, by Jessamyn West. New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1945. $2.50.
.....

, It is a source of satisfaction to this journal that some of the first of
Jessamyn West's stories appeared in its pages. Since this department had no
part in that achievement, it is perbaps pardonable for it to indulge in congratulation-in something of a sense of. family pride in The Friendly Persuasion. Here in this book is a concentration of the qualitie.s which delighted
us in "A Child's Day" or "Pictures from a Clapboard House," the latter
forming one of the final chap.,ters in the present book. He~e is the gentleness, the kindly and crisp integrity of Miss West's Quakers; here is are-living
of the ways of one's forebears without the nostalgic sentimentality of so
many of the' "recollective" writers. These Quakers are pious without selfrighteousness and with humor, which strikes us as a refreshing and all-toorare piety in the'sf latter days.
The book is a collection of short stories, really, about the family of
the Quaker nurseryman, Jess Birdwell, living near the banks of the Muscatatuc~ ~n Indiana~ . Jess' wife, Eliza, was a Quaker preacher and a thoroughly
human person, with the wisdom to know that "when Jess, was set he was a
problem for the Lord," that Quaker tenets were no match, afterc~ll, for the
deep-seated love of music which set Jess' mind on the purchase of a Payson'
and Clarke organ. Like several others, "Music on the ~uscatatuck" is Jess-'
story. "The Battle of Finney's Ford" is a sensitive reading of the problem
of his sons, Josh and Labe, when Morgan's raiders threaten the country.
Both battle their Quaker principles:
"I purely hate fighting," Josh. said. "Don't thee, ·Labe?"
"Not so much," Labe answered.
"I hate it," Josh said. "That's why I got to."
"And I got not to," Labe said, "because I like it:'

There are few better horse races in literature than the First Day race to
<Meeting between the Reverend Marcus Augustus Godley's Bla~ Prince and
Jess' unprepossessing Lady, "who wouldn't be passed." For that matter,
.there are few more novel or entertaining tales of horse trading than that
which tells how Jess acquired Lady. Perhaps the most appealing blend of
humor, understanding of a child's nature, and of the simple.. strength of
these peopfe who built their way of life into the land is the story, "The
Buried Leaf:' Here the young daughter Mattie finds romance and adventure in the account of her p~oneer family; and at the same time we find, as
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.. the ~irdwells unearth the buried leaf from the Bible, the living memory
of other Birdwells' courage and faith as Jess says to Mattie, "I ain't so far
from those days ~not to know a man plowed the earth then with his. heart
as well as his hands. It ain't always been ingr:~in carpets and celery vases, _
Mattie, and thees not to forget it."
When a finely original, sensitive talent turns to the probing of these
people of our land. and stirs their roots, there is somehow always richer
sustenance for the reader. In it confused present, this past looks clear, its
values are .more shining, its way of life is winnowed down to essentials whose
meaning nourishes us. We are captured not orily by the charm with which
J~samyn West writes, although that is an undeniable part of the appeal of
the book. The flavor of QPaker' speech, the Quaker humor and balance
and tolerance are in its every sentence; seldom do~ a novelist achieve such
harmony of expression and subject matter. But here is more than charm:
it is respect for ,her people; it is lov~ for them; it is the sense of their being
worth the record. One wonders, laying down this .book, if the craving of the
'for.ties is not principally a persistent hunger for Jess Birdwell and his kind,
for people who are not ultimately concerned with ingrain carpets and
celery vases.
KAT HER I N E 'S I M 0 N S
The Humors and Shakespeare's Characters~ by Jolin W. Draper. Durham,
North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1945. $2.00.
As a su:mmary of. the "medical" literature current in Shakespeare's

time and as~ a picture ,of certain ideas. of that day about charact~r -types> and
about the relationship between character or temperament or ruling obsessiQn (humor) and the stars, Professor Draper's book is highly valuable. For
the humors did ,contribute to Shakespear.e's store of allusion and imagery,
as did, apparently, all aspects of Elizabethan life; :and it is always well to
know all the elements of that Elizabethan life as completely and in as much
detail as possible. When the author, however, begins to intrude the implication that the humoral psychology is the key to .a profound reading of
Shakespe~e's characters, this read~r, for one, grows greatly uneasy and ultimately incredulo~s. I do not believe that it is proved that Shakespeare
wrote with the literal humors theory always in the back of his mind, or diat
Shakespeare's audience foun~ tJ:.1e dramatic characters clarified and simplified by its informal knowlecfge of the humors. As far as the reader or student of today is concerned, there is hardly a character analysis in the entire
book that could not be more satisfactorily and revealingly made in the.ageold, plainly moralistic te~s of everyday appraisal: 'hypocrite, dissembler,
over-ambitious man, woman divided against perself, villain, melaJ.lcholy
young intellectual, etc., etc.
_
Grateful as one may be for a certaiJi increase in. one's information, one
is profoundly glad that Shakespeare did not tie hiS' characterization to
confused body of pseudo-scienc~ that went out of fashion in a few years.
DUDLEY WYNN
. ,

a
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A GUIDE TO THE LIT E R ~ T U RE
OF THE SOUTHWEST
Lyle Saunders
20

a service~of the University of New Mexico's
Research Bureau on Latin America and Cultural Relations in the
Southwest, attempts to list, with such thoroughness as time and re-,
sources permit, current materials dealing with the. Southwest. The
Southwest, as here defined, includes all of New Mexico and Arizona,
and parts "of Texas, Utah, Oklahoma, Colorado, Nevada, and California.
The symbol (F) designates fiction; (J) is used to indicate materials on the juvenile level. "
Included in this issue -are mainly those titles which were published or ca~e to our attention between Ja~uary 1 and February 28,
1947. Changes in the publication dates of the Quarte,rly Rev.iew make
"it necessary that this and the two succeeding-issues cover only a twomonths period.. However, beginning with issue 23, we shall again
'return to a three-months interval.
-

T

"' -..~

HIS BIBLIOGRAPHY,

~

BOOKS
Adams, Evelyn C. American Indian education; government schools and economic progress.
New York, King's Crown Press, 1946. $2.25.
,
Aller, Paul and Doris. Build your own adobe. Stanford University, Stanford University
Press, 1947. $3.00•
Arnold, Elliott. Blood brother. New York, Duell, Sloan, ~nd Pearce, 1947. $3.00~ (F)
Arizona during time of Apache wars.
Baird, G. H. A brief history of Upshur County (Texas). Gilmer, Texas, Gilmer Mirror, 1946. $1.00.
Caughey, John W. Hubert Howe Bancroft, historian of the West. Berkeley, University
, of California Press, 1946. . $5.00.
Cunningham, Eugene. Pistol passport, a novel of the Texas border. New York, Bantam
Books, 1947, 25¢ (F)
~-Chandler, Alfred N. Land title origins; a tale of force and fraud.
New York, Robert
Schalkenbach Foundation, 1945. $3.00. Includes Southwestern titles.
Evans. Evan~ The border bandit. New York. Harper &: Brothers. 1947. $2.00. (F)
Hendron, J W. Frijoles-a hidden valley in the new world. Santa Fe, Rydal Press•. 1946.
$2·75·
>
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House, Boyce. --C.owtown columnist. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1946. $3.00.
Kibbe, Pauline R. Latin Americans in Texas. Inter-American Studies III. Albuquerque.
University of New Mexico Press, 1946. $3.50.
Lomax, Bliss. Trail dust. New York. podd. Mead. 1947. $2.00. '(F) Arizona setting.
Montgomery. Rutherford G. The mystery of the turquoise frog. - New York. Messner.
1946. "'-$2.00. UF) Navajo country setting.
.
Pierce, N. H. and Nugent E. Brown. The free state of Menard: a history of ,the county.
Menard, Texas. Menard News Press,. 1946. $5.00.
Rittenhouse. Jack D. A guide book to Highway 66. Los Angeles. the Author. 1946. $1.00.
Schwartz, Harry. Seasonal farm labor in the United States. New York, Columbia University Press. 1945. $2.25. Includes Southwestern labor.
Setzer, Charles A. A. SOrt of Arizona. World Pub. Co., 1946• 49¢ (F)
Smith, Hobart M. Handbook of lizards• .Ithaca, N. Y., Comstock Pub. Co., 1946•. $5.75.
Watson, Don. Cliff palace; the story of an ancient city. Mesa Verde National Park. the
Author. 1947.. $1.00.
,
Wheelwright, Mary C. Hail chant and water .shant. Santa Fe. Museum· of Navajo Cere'
monial Art, 1947.

- PERIODICALS
AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
-Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Raifway Company. Statem.ent Of agricultural conditions
in Santa Fe states. Regular publication of the Railway, with crop prospects .for Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas.'
• In order to conserve space and to avoid needless repetition. general. recurring references
such as this will pereafter be included ~only once a year in the Spring numbers of the
QUARTERLY REVIEW.
.
Barr~ George W. Arizona

agriculture, r947; production, income, and costs. Arizon~
Agricultural Experiment S~tion, Bulletin 206. Tucson. Feb. 1947.
Brett, Charles H. The cotton fletPti;lJ.ofJper in Oklahoma. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin B-gpg. Stillwater, Oct. 1946.
Brett, Charles H., R. R. Walton, and E. E. Ivy. The cotton flea hopper, Psallus seriatus,
in Oklahoma. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical BulletinT-14.
Stillwater, Oct. 1946.
.
~
.
Crops and Markets. Quarterly publication of U. S. Department of Agriculture, giving
statistics by states.
. _tr
.
Current Farm Economics in Oklahoma. Regular publication of Oklahoma Agricu,ltural
, Experiment Station.
The Dude Rancher. Official pUblica~ion of the Dude Ranchers' Assn.
Economic News for New Mexico Farmers. Regular publicati.Qn of New Mexico State
College Extension Service, 'with price and market information.
~
Farm and Ranch. Monthly publication devoted to Southwestern farming.
Hood, Margaret Page. "Cattle, corn, and cotton." New Mexico Magazine, 24: 14-15, 52-54,
Nov. 1946. In New Mexico.
Klemme. R. T., L. A. Pascher, and Erwin C. Ford. Farm real estate activity in Oklahoma,
r915. Oklahoma~· Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin B-301. Stillwater,
....... _ Sept. 1946.
.'~
McGeorge, W. T. "Fertilizers for semi-arid soils." CaUfomia Cultivator, 93: 761, Dec.
21, 1946.
Murphy, H. F. Fertilizer in relation to Oklahoma agriculture. Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment Station. Circular C-124. Stillwater, Oct. 1946.
New Mexico Stockman. Monthly publication of New Mexico Cattle Growers' Assn.•
New Mexico Wool Growers' Assn., and Southeastern New Mexico GraZing Assn. .
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station. r947 farm production prospects in Oklahoma.
Mimeographed circular M-163.1l Stillwater, Nov. 1946.
Ray, W. Winfield. Cotton boll rots in' Oklahoma. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin B-300. Stillwater, July 1946.
Schoffelmayer, Victor H. "Nature's balance and man." Texas Geographic Magazine,
10: 1-5, Autumn 1946.
Q

ANTHROPOLOGY, ARC~AEOLOGY, AND SOCIOLOGY
,&1tman" George J. "The Yaqui Easter play of GuadaluPe, Arizona:' The Masterkey,
." ao:.. 81-8~ Nov. 1946.
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Berry, S. S. "Shell necklace hom the Havasupai Indians." Plateau; 19:29-84, Oct. 1946.
Brady, L. F. "Coal mine canyon." Plateau, 19:17-20, Oct. 1946. Arizona.
Brew, John Otis. Archaeology of Alkali Ridge, Southeastern Utah. Papers of the Peabody
Museum of American Archaeology and 'Ethnology, V.21. Cambridge, 1946.
'
Colton, Harold S. "What is a katchina?" Plateau, 19:40-47, Jan. 1947. Includes check
list of katchinas.
Farmer. Malcolm. "Upper Largo Navaho-17°O-1775." The Kiva, 12:15-24. Jan. 1947.
Halpern. A. M. "Yuma IV: verb themes." International Journal of American Linguistics,
13:18-30• Jan. 1947.
Hendron, J. W. "We found America's oldest tobacco." New Mexico Magazine, 24:11-13.
33,35,37, Nov. 1946. In Frijoles Can)'on.
Hurt, Wesley R. "Ceremonials at Santa Ana." New Mexico Magazine, 24:2248-49.
N~I~
.
.
Kewanwytewa, J. and K. Bartlett. "Hopi moccasin makingt Plateau, 19:21-28, Oct. 1946.
Klauber, Laurence M. "How the Hopi handle rattlesnakes." Plateau, 19 :37-39. Jan. 1947.
Luhrs. Dorothy L. An anthropological study of the sources of maladjustments among
eastern Pueblo adolescents. Unpublished Doctor's thesis. University of Southern
California, 1945.
Milligan, Charles. "Navaho religion-values sought and values received." The Iliff
Review, 3: 114-26, Fall 1946.
,
Moke. Irene Alma. Santa Fe, New Mexico, a study in urban geography. Unpublished
Doctor's thesis, University of Nebraska. 1945.
Reed, Erik K. "The distinctive features and distribution of the San Juan AnilSazi cul~
ture." Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, 2:295-305. Autumn 1946.
Shetrone,_H. C. "Unique prehistoric irrigation project." Annual Repof't of the Board
of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 1945. Pp.379-86. Arizona.
Sinclair, John L. "Coronado's headquarters." New Mexico Magazine, 25:11-1349, March
1947. Kuaua Pueblo.
Social Security Bulletin. Monthly publication of Social Security Board, Washington. containing statistics on social security programs in Southwestern states. ~
Stewart. Kenneth M. "An account of the Mohave mourning ceremony." American
.
Anthf'opologist, 49:146-48. Jan.-March 1947.
Tanner. Bill. "Cave man of the .Sandias."· New Mexico Magazine, 25:14-15,33. Jan. 1947.
ARTS
",

..

Andreeva, Tamara. "The art of the Navajo blanket weaver." Travel, 88:16-18,31. Dec.
1946.
Cassidy. Ina Sizer. "Albuquerque artists." New Mexico Magazine, 25:2445. Jan. 1947.
- - - . "Art students exhibit."
New Mexico Magazine, 25:26,55. March 1947. At
University of New Mexico.
MCSparron, C. H. "Navajo silver buttons." Hobbies, 51 :35, Nov. 1946.
Southwestern Musician. Regular publication containing news of Southwestern music
and musicians.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
American Geographical Society. Current geographical publications. Monthly list,. including titles on Southwestern geography.
Evans. Luther H. "Texana in the nation's capital." Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
50:220-35, Oct. 1946.
Library of Congress. Monthly check list of state publications. Includes Southwestern
s~tes. .
.
U. S.f!Department of Agriculture Library. Bibliography of agriculture. Monthly publication including items on Southwestern agriculture.
1- ....

BIOGRAPHICAL

Anonymous. "Happy hunting ground." Time, 48:30, Nov. 4, 1946. Ernest Thompson
Seton.
.
Charles, Mrs. Tom. "Indian fighter." New Mexico Magazine, 25:22,37. Jan. 1947. W.
H. Eckihorst of Alamogordo.
'"
Trumbo, Theron Marcos. "Bronco girl of old Fort Craig." New Mexico Magazine, 25,
17>49, Jan. 1947. Eva Crawford Reckhart.
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Beal, Mary. "Heliotrope wildlings." The Desert Magazine, 10:19, Jan. 1947.
Carpenter, Stanley J., Woodrow W. Middlekauff, and Roy W. Chamberlain. "The mosquitoes of the southern United States and Texas." American Midland Naturalist
"
Monograph 3, '1-946.
Clark, Addison. "My friend Bill, the kingsnake." The Desert Magazine, 10:8, Jan. 1947.
Compton, L. V. "The great-tailed grackle in the Upper Rio Grande Valley." The
Condor, 49:35-36, Jan. 1947.
. .
Freeman, Catherine and Dick. "Fantastic lily of the Southwest." Natural History,
56:56-63, Feb. 1947. The Joshua tree..
Maslowski, Karl H. "Red tails." Arizona Highways, 23:34"35, Jan. 1947. Photographing hawks.
..
Miller, Robert R. The fishes of ,the Pleistocene -Death Valley stream system. Unpub.
lished Doctor's thesis, University of Michigan, 1945.
Monson, Gale. "Botteri's sparrow in Arizona." The Auk, 64:139-40, Jan. 1947.
ProctOJ;, Claire Meyer. "Cacti." Arizona .Righways, 23:4-9,' Jan. 1947.
Smith, Lloyd Mason. "Joshua tree:' Arizona Highways, 23:36 -40 , Jan. 1947.
Stevenson, James O. and Logan H. Meitzen. , "Behavior and food habi~ of Sennett's wpitetailed hawk in Texas:' Wilson Bulletin, 58: 198-205, Dec. 1946J·
Warnock, Barton H. The vt:getation of the Glass Mountains, Texas. Unpublished Master's tqesis, University of Texas, 1946.
..
Waterfall, U. T. "Observations on the desert gypsum flora of Southwestern Texas and
adjacent New Mexico." American Midland Naturalist, 36:456-66, Sept. 1946..
. Williams, Oliver H. "Adventures in garden magic." New Mexico Magaune, 25:20,85,
March 1947. Botanical experiments of Dr. Louis B. Boellner, Roswell, N. M.
EDUCATION
Anonymous. "Dobie and the eyes of Tex~s." Newsweek, 28:89, Nov. 4, 1946.
-:"'--. "New Mexico extends library service to rural areas and small communities,"
School Life, 29:25, Nov. 1946.
- - - . "Teacher situation in New Mexico." New Mexico School Review, 26: 13-15,
Jan. 1947.
.
Arizona Teacher-Parent. Regular publication of Arizona Education Assn.
Blose, David T. "Statistics of state school systems, 1943-44. Chapter II:' Biennial Survey
of Education in t!!e United States, 1942-44. Washington, 1946. Includes <Southwestern states.
.
. ~~
Bonney, M. E. "Study of the sociometric prQcess among sixth grade children." Journal
of Educational Psychology, 37 :359-72, Sept. 19'46. Denton, Texas.
Carpenter, Willis. "Babies at the University." New Mexico School Review, 26:7, Feb.
1947. University of New Mexico home management l!ouse.
,
Crichton, Kyle. "Eager aggies." .collier's, 118:18-19, Oct.~ 1946. Oklahoma A. &: M.
Dallman, William P. "Highlands University summer school in Mexico City:' New Mexico School ReView, 26:13, Feb. 1947.
.
Donnelly, Thomas C. "Edu~tional progress in New Mexico and some present problexg..s."
New Mexico Quarterly-Review, 16:305-17, Autumn; 1946.
~
Geach, ~wen. "New Mexico's children should be in school." New Mexico School Review,
26:5,26, Feb. 1947.
.
Griggs, J. F. "Problem of delayed reading; how it was solved in our school." Grade
Teacher, 64, 28, Dec. 1946. Spanish-speaking children. .
.
Hamilton, D. L.· "Experimental program in romance languages· at the University of
_ .
Texas." Modern Language Journal, 30:398-4°3, Nov. 1946.
Herr, Selma E. The effect of Pre-first grade training upon reading readiness and reading
achievement among Spanzsh-American children in _the first grade. Unpublished
..
Doctor's tliesis, University. of Texas, 1945.
Hunt, M. G. "Texas history for junior historians:' Social Education, 10:359-60, Dec. 1946.
Indian Education. Fortnightly field letter of ·the Education Division, U. S. Office of Indian Affairs, with news of Southwestern Indians.
Journal of the Albuquerque Public Schools. Regular publication since November 1945.
Kent, Arthur. "Education in a showcase:' Arizona Highways, 23:10-15, Jan. 1947. Ari.
zona State Museum.
Kerr, W. E. "Unfinished business." New Mexico School Review, 26:8-9, Jan. 1947. Of
New Mexico schools.
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Leonard, Eugenie A. "Counseling in the Catholic high schools of the southern and western states." Catholic Educational Review, 44:585-90. Dec. 1946.
National Assn. of Secondary School Principals. Directory of the National Association of
Secondary School Princ.pals, 1947. Bulletin of the National Assn. of Secon~ary School
,!'
Principals, Jan. 1947. Includes Southwestern principals. \
,Nevada Educational Bulletin. Regular publication of Nevada State Department of Education, Carson City.
New Mexico Library Bulletin. Regular publication of New Mexico State Library Assn.,
State Library Assn., and State Law Library.
New Mexico Progress. Regular publication of the New Mexico School for the Deaf.
Oklahoma State Department of Education. The improvement of instruction in Oklahoma
_
schools. Oklahoma Cit}', the Department, 1945.
---"~ Oklahoma resources, a source book for teachers. Bulletin 1946, no. 6. Oklahoma '
City, 1946.
Otto, H. J. "Experimentation in elementary education." Educational Leadership, 4:130,
Nov. f"946. At the University of Texas.
,
Pannell, H. C. "A program of action." New Mexico School Review, 26:5-6,26, Jan. 1947.
For New Mexico education.
Ridings, J. W. "Good little neighbors; in:r'exas the muchachos and muchachas learn
Spanish." New York Times Magazine, Dec. 1, 1946. P.53.
Rojas, Pauline. "Reading materials for bilingual children." Elementary ,School Journa/;
47:2°4-11, Dec. 1946. Deals mainly with Spanish-speaking children. '
. ~,.
Skrivanek, John M. The education 0/ the Czechs in Texas. Unpublished Master's thesis,
University of Texas, 1946.
Texas Outlook. Regular publication of Texas State Teachers' Assn.
U. S. Office of Education. Educational directory. County and city school officers. Washington, 1946. Includes Southwestern states.
- - - . Educational directory, 1945-1946. Part 11'. Educational associations and directories. Washington, 194~. Includes addresses from Southwestern states.
Walters, Raymond. "Statistics of attendance in American universities and colleges, 1946.
School and Society', 64:428-38, Dec. 21, 1946. Includes Soq~western states.
FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Monthly publication of Albuquerque National Trust Be Savings

_

Albuquerque 'Progress.
Bank.
Benjovsky, T. D. Contributions of New Mexico's mineral industry to World War II. '
New Mexico Burea,u of Mines and Mineral Resources, Bulletin 27. Spcorro, 1947.
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas ,City. Monthly review of agricultural and! b~ifless conditions, tenth Federal Reserve District. Includes Southwestern states. ,
Kutnewsky, Fremont. "Behind the lights in Madrid." New Mexico Magazine, 25:33-34,37,
March 1947. Coal production.
New Mexico State Tax Commission. Sixteenth biennial report of the State Tax Commission 01 New Mexico, July 1, 1944 to June JO, 1946. Santa Fe, 1947.
New Mexico'Tax Bulletin. Regular publication of New Mexico Taxpayers' Assn.
Oklahoma Business Bulletin. Monthly summary of business conditions in, Oklahoma and
adjoining states, published by the University of Oklahoma.
Sayer, C. N. "Commercial ~yiation in Texas." Texas Geographic Magazine, 10:6-15,
Autumn 1946.
Social Security Board. Comparison of state unemployment compensation laws as of December J1, 1945. Employment Security Memorandum 8. Washington, 1946. In~
eludes Southwestern states.
Woolrich. Willis R., Jr. Economic analysis of the Texas fishing industry. Unpublished
Master's thesis, University of Texas, 1946.
FOLKLORE
DeHuff. E. W. "Sunshine and adobe Christmas; sacred p~ays of New Mexico." Horn
Book, 22:«6-53. Nov. 1946.
Hambriento, Miguel. "The old foods of Mesilla." New Mexico Magazine, 25:1647,
Jan. 1947.
Wetherill, Louisa Wade. "The woman whose nose was cut off twelve times." T,*e Kiva,
12:25-26, Jan. 1947. Navajo legend. "
"
---"~ "Creation of burro." The KivU;, 12 :26-28, Jan. 1947. Navajo legend.
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,
GEO~ICAL SCIENCES "
. ,
Anderson, Helen A. "Rock hunter m Sawatch range." The Desert Maga%inel 10:13-15,
Jan. 1947. Southwestern Colorado.
'
Bates, Robert L. and others. Geology of the Gran Quivira quadranglel New Mexico. NewMexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, Bulletin 26. Socorro, 1947.
Bridge, Josiah, V. E. Barnes, and P. E. Cloud, Jr. "Stratigraphy of the Upper Cambrian,
Llano- Uplift, Texas." Bulletin of· the Geological Society' of Americal 58:'109-24,
, Jan. 1947.
.
Cunningham, William A. "Mineral resources of Texas:' Texas Geographic Maga#nel
10:32-38, Autumn 1946.
.
Denton, Thomas a~d P. S. Haury. Exploration of the Reward (Vekol) %inc deposit, Pinal
Countyl Arizona. U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigation 3975- Washington, Nov•. 1946.
Dunkle, David H. ••A new palaeoniscoid fish from the lower Permian of Texas:' Journal
....of the Washington Academy of Sciencel 36:402-08, Dec. 15, 1946.
Gilluly, James. The Ajo mining districtl Arizona. U. S. Department of the Interior,
Geological Survey, Professional Paper 209. Washington, 1946.
Harley, G. T. and G. C. Weaver. "Prospecting for potash in the Permian basin area near
Carlsbad, New Mexico:'. Mining Technolog'Y1 10. September 1946.
The Hopper. Monthly publication of Oklahoma Geological Survey.
International Boundary Commission. ' Flow of the Rio Grande and tributarv contribution51 ftom San Marciall New Mexiiol to the Gulf of Mexico l '945. Water Bulletin
15. Undated.
McCarver, Holland and Lloyd G. West. "The geology and geophysics of the Oden oll
field, San Patricio County, Texas." Geophysicsl 12:13-29, Jan. 1947.
McKee, Edwin D. "Paleozoic seaway in western Arizona:' Bulletin of the American
Association of Petroleum Geologistsl 81:282-92, Feb. 1947.-Miller, Robert R. "Gila cyphal a remarkable new species of cyprinid fish from the
Colorado River in Grand Canyon, ,Arizona:' Journal of the Washington Academy 01
ScieJlcesl 36:409-15, Dec. 15, 1946.
The Mining Journal. Regular publication, containing notes on Southwest~ mining.
New Mexico Miner and Prospector. Monthly publication of New Mexico Miners' and
Prospectors' Assn~
.
- Peterson, Nels P. "Hydrothermal alteration in .the Castle Dome copper deposit. Arizona."
Economic Geolog'yl .V:820-40, Dec. 1946.
Rothrock, Howard E., C. H. Johnson, -and A. D. Hahn. Fluorspar resources Of New Mexico. New Mexico Bureau of Mines arid Mineral Resources, Bulletin 21. 'Socorro, 1946.
.. .Sidwell, RaYIJ?ond. "Sediments from Alaskite, Capitan Mountain, New Mexico:' Journal
of Sedimentary Petr910g'y1 16:121-23, D~c. 1946.
Stark, J. T. and Dapples, E. C. "Geology of the Los Pinos Mountains, New Mexico:'
Bulletin of the Geographical Society of America, 57:-1121-72, Dec. 1946.
Van Gundy, C. E. "FaUlting in the east part of Grand Canyon of Arizona." Bulletin 01
the American Association of Petroleum Geologistsl -30:1899-1909, Nov. 1946.
Welles, S. P.- "Vertebrates from the upper Moenkopi formation of northern -Arizona."
University of Californial Bulletin Of the Department of Geological Sdencesl 27:241-94,

?

1947·

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
Arizona State Land Commissioner. Thirty-fourth annual report of. the State Land Commissioner . •• July 11 1945 to June JOI 1946. Phoenix, 1946.
Beckett, Paul and Walter L. McNutt. The d~rect primary in New Mexico. Albuquerque,
University of New Mexico, Department of Government, 1947.
Glaeser,..,Martin G.. "The ~exican water treaty: Part 11." Journal- of Land and Public
Utility Economicsl ~2:352-62. Nov. 1946.
HEALTH
Anonymous. "Establishment -of New Mexico Health Foundation:' American Journal
of Public Health l 36: 1238, Oct. 1946.
Arizona Public Health News. Regular publication of the ~zona~Departmentof Public
lIealth.
•
New Mexico Health Council News-Letter. l\egular publication of New Mexico Health
Council, Albuquerque.
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New Mexico Health Officer. Regular publication of the New Mexico ~te Department
of Public Health.
.
New Mexico Sunshine. Regular publiqation of New Mexico Society for CItippled Children.
U. S. Public Health Service. "Prevalence of disease:' Weekly report of· states and cities
in Public Health Reports.
HISTORICAL
Anderson, Arthur J. O. "Taos uprising legends." El Palado, 53:331-37, Dec. 1946. "
Brooks, Clinton E. and Frank D. Reeve. "James A. Beimett: a dragoon in New Mexico, .
185°-1856." New Mexico Historical Review, 22:51-97. Jan. 1947.
Carroll, H. Bailey. "Texas collection." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 50: 26g-803,
Oct. 1946. News ang, notes of Texas history and historians.
Davis, Stanley G. "Ghost city of the White Hills:' The Desert Magazine, 10: 16-18, Jan.
1947. White Hills, Arizona.
Ewing, Russell C. "The first historieS and historians of the Southwest:' Arizona Quarterly, 2:66-76. Winter 1946.
Ewing. Thomas E. "Kelly and our lady of Magdalena." New Mexico Magazine, 25:31-32,
Jan. 1947·;'
Hendron, J. W. "The haunted house of Lincoln town." New Mexico Magazine, 25:222341, March 1947. Hangout Qf Billy the Rid.
Hollon. Gene. "The Kerrville cedar axe:' Southwestern Historical Quaf.'terly, 5°:241-5°,
'
.
/
Oct. 1946.
Huff, J. Wesley. "When the west was wild:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:23414345,
Nov. 1946.
Keleher, William. "The year bf decision:' New Mexico Historical Review, 22:8-17.
.
Jan. 1946.
't
Lewis. Sarah E. "Digest dt Congressional action on the Am~ican anne~tion of Texas,
December 1844 to March 1945." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, (5°:251-68, Oct.

1946•
~
Maresh, Henry R. "The Czechs in Texas:' Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 5°:236-4°,.,
Oct. 1946.
Muir. A. F. "Patents and copyrights in the Republic of Texas:' Journal Of Southem
History, 12:2°4-22. May 1946.
'
Poldervaart, Arie. "Black robed justice in New Mexico, .1846-1912." New Mexico Historical Review, 22:18-50, Jan. 1947.
, Ransom, Jay Ellis. "Aurora. a Nevada ghost town." The Mineralogist, 15:59-62. Feb. 1947.
Reeve. Frank D. "The Apache Indians in Texas." Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
5°:189-219. Oct. 1946.
'
Scott. Zelma May. The history Of Coryell County, Texas, to 1920. Unpublished Master'.
thesis, University of Texas, 1946.
r

~-,

MISCELLANEOUS
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce Topics. Regular monthly publication.
J\ponymous. "Tips to take you places." Better Homes and Gardens, 25:79, Jan. 1947.
, Tombstone, Arizona.
'
Arnold, Oren. "Christmas in the desert:' Collier's, 118 :7°, Dec. 28, 1946..
Beaty. Orren. "Proving ground for rockets." New Mexico Magazine, 25:24-25.52, March
1947. White Sands, New Mexico.
Comstock,L. M. "Tips to take you Southwest:' Better Homes and Gardens, 25:81,
Nov. 1946.
Fitzpatrick, George. "Vacation boom lown." New Mexico Magazine, 25:11-18,85, Jan.
1947. Ruidoso. New Mexico.
Gervasi, F. "Housing: the homeless SQuthwest:' Collier's, 118:22-23. Dec. 14. 1946.
Henderson, Randall. "Waterhole on the old Bradshaw Trail:' The Desert Magazine,
10:4-7, Jan. 1947. Dos Palmas oasis.
Henry, H. T. "Texarkana, U. S. A." Recreation, 4°:368, Oct. 1946.
Indians at Work. Monthly publication of the Office of Indian Affairs. including news
of Southwestern Indians.
Kercheville, F. M. "Dialogues of Don Placido." Regular feature in New Mexico Magazine.
Kinzel, M. "Town of beginning again:' Suroey Graphic, 35:854-57. Oct. 1946. Los
. Alamos, New Mexico.
.
Kipp, Mary Dee. "Play town in the clouds:' New Mexico Magazine, 25:14-1545, March
1947., Cloudcrofl, New Mexico. .
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~ngley. Dama. "Trail to Acoma:' Th/! Dl!Sert Magazine, 10:9-12. Jan. 1947.
Library of CQngress. Texas Centennial exhibition: held at the Library of Congress, Washington, D. C., December I;, 1945-April I;, 1946. ~ashington, 1946.
•
Murbarger. Nell. "Proud city of the PeCos:' New Mexico Magazine, 25:2341. Jan. 1947.
Pecos ruin.
.
.
New Mexico Alumnus. Regular publication of University of New Mexico Alumni Assn.
Oklahoma Public W/!lfaf'e Review. Monthly mimeograpb:~ publication of the Oklahoma
.'
.',
.
Department of Public Welfare.
The Padres' Trail. Regu'ar publication'of the Franciscan Fathers. St. Michael's. Arizona.
Parker. Howard. Oklahoma criminal repof'ts. v.79. Cases detef'minedln Oklahoma Jul'1
1944-FebTUary 1.94;, ,,~uthrie. 1946.
'.
Pillsbury. D. L. "Ditches; America's oldest cooperatives: in northern New Mexico:'
Christian Science Monitor Magazine, Oct. 12. 1946.
- - - . "Dollars from dwarf foresrs; tiny pinon nuts in New Mexico." Christian Scienc/!
Monitof' Magazine. Nov. 16, 1946.
- - - . "Night of peace: Christmas in three languages." Christian Science Monito,.
Magazine. Dec. 21. 1946.
.
'
The Southwest Wind. Regular publication of New Mexico Highlands University.
The Southwestern Bakef'. Monthly trade journal.
.
Straley. W. "Indianlore. ancien,t and otherwise," Hobbies. 51:144, Jan. 1947.
Sunset. Monthly publication devoted to western houses, gardens. home hints. etc.
Texas: a monthly magazine devoted to the welfare of the people of Texas. Regular pub. lication of Texas Social Welfare Assn•• Austin.
Texas Bar Journal. Monthly publication of Texas State Bar Assn.
,
The Thunderbird. Regular literary publication of students. at the University of New
,
Mexico.
The Turquoise. Quarterly pUblication of the New Mexico Federation of Business and
Professional Women's -Clubs.
u. S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau. Monthly weather review. Includes
.
statistics for Southwestern states.
U. S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service. Petrified Forest National Monument, Arizona. Washington, 1947.
Walker, 'Louis Wayne. "He took his own piC!ure:' The Desert Magazine, 10:20-:U. Jan.
1947. Photographing desert foxes.
Wall. H. and B. "Recipes for 'Yinter sun," Better Homes and Gardens. 25:38'39. Nov.
1946. Travel tips..
.
Weyler. George Lester. "The battle flag of the u.s.s. New Mexico:' New Mexico Historical Review. 22:1-7. Jan•. 1947. Presentation speech. Kearny centenary Program,
Santa Fe. Oct. 16. 1946.
. .
Woods. Betty. "'rrip of the month:· Regular feature in New Mexico Maga%ine.
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a Todos Los Paisanos:
The spring season of 1947 was marked by three very exciting events.
Clyde Kluckhohn,a former faculty member of the University of New
Mexico, was awarded the $10,000 McGraw-HilI Priie for his book, tentatively titled A nthropology and the Modern World. The movie version
of The Sea of Grass by Conrad Richter was presented for the first time at
Radio City, and Accidentally Yours, an original play written by Pauline
Snapp, graduate of the University of New Mexico, was professionally
produced on the West Coast. . . . More than 500 manuscripts were
submitted for the McGraw-Hill contest, and' at a testimonial dinner
given in honor of Dr. Kluckhohn in New York City, tribute was paid
him by President Conant of Harvard, and other distinguished scholars.
. . . Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Richter were here for a short· holiday
~ecently, and old friends had a delightful visit with them. They are
both as charming as ever. Mr. Richter said that app~rently people, liked
A lways Young and Fair, because he has received more letters in appreciation of it-than he has of any other book. ,No publication date has been
set for The Town, the third of his Americana series. They both promised upon leaving that they would return for the summer, if possible,
and although the distinguished novelist made no commitmen.t in regard
to the invitation extended td him to lecture in the Creative Writing
Course at the University here, we are hoping that he will do so some
time in the not too distant f~ture.... Pauline Snapp's play was first pro. duced at Rodey Hall in 1942 under the direction of her husband, Edwin
Snapp, atwhich time its professional possibilities were recognized. The
commercial stage production is under the direction of Harry Ellerby.
Billie Burke and Grant Mitchell have been cast in the leading' roles.
The play, now being shown in key cities on the West Coast, is scheduled
for Chicago and New York productions in the late summer.
We always enjoy the New Mexico visits of Burgess Johnson, and
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his'two lectures here early in the season were attended by townspeople,
faculty members, and students. The titles o~ his speeches, "Campus
and Classroom," and "The Gentle' Art of Vituperation," frame Mr.
;
Johnson for what he is-a scholar and a gentle satirist and wit.
Whenever anyone comments on the phenomenal growth of Albuquerque, some individual is certain to ask, "Where 'ar~ all these people
coming from?" The stock reply, "from Texas," is rapidly assuming
the proportions ofa folk cliche. I imagine that Dr. Thomas Donnelly,
Director of the Division of Research of the Department of Government
at the University of New -Mexico, could ;?mpile some ~nteresting statistics on the growth of this city and' state..tI!l10ugh the individuals"requesting the publications of the Division of Research. Some of these recent
publications ~nclude the following: The State Educational System, by
. Thomas C. Donnelly; The New Me~ico Budget System, by~William J.
Parish; The Soil Conservation Problem in New Mexico, by Thomas C.
Donnelly and Paul Beckett with the co-operation of the U. S. Soil Conservation Service; New Mexico: Yesterday and Today, by Frank D.
Reeve; The Problems of Assessment in New Mexico, by Delight
Dixon and Ellsworth Plank; The People of New Mexico, by Ross
Calvin.'
Southwesterners Write, an anthology selected and edited by T. M.
Pearce and A. P. ThoIQason, rfecently published by the University
. Press, is a book you will certainly want to add to your Southwestern
collection. It contains thirty-two stories and articles representing culture' patterns of Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico. Contributors include J. Frank Dobie, John A. Lomax, Paul Horgan, Conrad
Richter, Fray Angelico Chavez, Curtis Martin, Dudley WYnn, 'George
Sessions Perry, and Stanley Vestal. The charming jacket and endpapers, as well as the.. illustrations, were done by Helen Pearce. . . .
Forthco~ing publications by the Univers~tyPr~ss include Sun ~~ Your
Eyes, by Orin Arnold, and Latin-Americans in Texas, by Pauline R.
Kibbe. The Ancient Maya, by Sylvanus G,; Morley, which was published by the, Stanford Press last fall, has gone into a second edition.
, The first printing of 5,000 copies was sold out as quickly as it could be
delivered from the bindery, a si~ificant fact when you recall that the
volume sold for ten dollars.... Rocky Mountain Tales, by Levette °1.
Davidson and Forrester Blake, 'a collection. of tall tales, is attracting
attention, and it is interesting to note that more than 11,000 copies
of Maverick ~ownJ by John'L. McCarty, hav~'-!>een sold to date•...
I..,
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John Gould Fletcher's informal history of Arkan_~as, a spring publica- .;1
tion of Chapel Rill Press, is the first prose work by this Pulitzer Prize '.~
poet since the publication of his autobiography, Life is My. Song, in .~
1937..' .. Best Stories are reprinting "$tevedores," by O'Kane Foster, ..~
and "'ViI!ter Garment," by E. W. TedlQ,ck, Jr., both of which appeared .;
in the New Mexico Quarterly Review, Summer, 1946. . . . Recent
publications of Dr. George Arms iRclude the following: UA Bibliography of William Dean Howells," 'a bulletin of the New York Public
Library, and "Cliches, Extended and Otherwise," published in the Saturday Review of Literature. . . . Dr. Wi~lis Jacobs has an article in.
Explicator on "The Fly," by Katherine Mansfield. . . . Martha Foley
selected "Love Charm," by Oliver La Farge, as American Scene Story
Number Three in the series of stories of regional America appearing in
Harper's Bazaar. ... Look at America: The Southwest, by the editors
of Look in collaboration with Paul Horgan, is a very interesting volume. The pictures are stunning, and the material offered regarding
background should certainly be worthwhile for the tourist.
The publication of A nchor in the Sea, an anthology of psycho- ~
logical fiction, introduced the _first title to appear under the new joint
imprint of The Swallow Press and William Morrow Company. Alan
Swallow is the editorial supervisor of the new series, which will spe- .
ciaHze-it! experimental fiction, poetry, and criticism. Production and
distribution will be handled by Morrow. Six titles are already s~hed
uled for 1947. In Defense of Reason, a book of criticism by Yvor
'Winters, is the second in the series.
'
1-j

j--

Hasta la pr6xima vez.
JULIA

..
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WILLIAM VAN O'CONNOR, author of Climates of Tragedy and of numerous articles appearing in such magazines as Sewanee Review, Kenyon Review, American
Scholar, Ppetry, and others, is doing further work in literary criticism under a Rockefeller Foundation scholarship; he lives iIi St. Paul, Minnesota. KENNETH LAsH is· a
teaching ~ssistant !n the Engli~h'dep~tmem of the, University of .New Mexico; ~s
first· published artIcle appears m this Issue, although he has published verse preVIously in a number of-magazines.
.
In this special fiction issue, all but one of the short story contributors are new to
this magazine. BRUCE P. WOODFORD is an undergraduate at the Universi~y-of Denver, and his story, "The Necessary Illusion," appearing in this issue will be printed
in a forthcoming anthology of college writing. W. L. WOODHOUSE, who lives in
Ogden, Utah, where he is employed by die government, has done a great deal of
newspaper: writing, although his story in this issue is his first piece of published
- ficti9n. JAMES L. SUMMERS, a former resident of New Mexico now living in California,' has published in Southwest Review and in a number of commercial magazines;
he appears here for the first time. EDWARD,AMEJKO, who teaches English at Wolcott
Technical Smoolat Torrington, Connecticut, has published in New Masses, American Courier, and other magazines. PEGGY HARDING LoVE'S story, "The Betrayal," bas
been chosen for inclusion in an anthology of college writing to appear soon; she lives
in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. ALLEN PARR01T~ a native of Iowa and a graduate of
the University of California at Berkeley, after serving three years in the Navy, is now
living in Monterey, California, and writinR a novel; his story appearing in this issue
is his first to be published. JESSAMYN WEST, of Napa, California, some of. whose work
was' published in this magazine as early as .1940, is now a well-known writer of short
stories; her book The Friendly Persuasion is reviewed in this issue. RICHARD SUMMERS, author of eight books, mainly of Southwestern setting, and a number of short
stories, is associate professor of English at the University of .Arizona in Tucson.
Of the three college poets featured in this issue, BRUCE P. WOODFORD bas
already been mentioned as a.contributor of fiction; JOAN HOWELL, of New York, and
BILL STAFFORD, of Upland, California, are both recent graduates of the University of
California. LINDLEY WILLIAMS HUBBELL, who teaches at Rand School, Hartford,
Connecticut, will have a fourth book of poems, Long Island Triptych and Other
Poems, appear this fall. BERNICE SLOTE teaches at the University of Nebraska and
was twice awarded the Avery Hopgood poetry award at the University of Michigan.
OLIVER EVANS, who lives in Weehawken, New Jersey, has had work appear in a number of important literary reviews. CHAD WALSH teaches English at Beloit C.allege,
Wisconsin, and ~ religious book by him is on the Harper's list for this sp.ring.
EVERETr W'. BOVARD, JR.: ~f Rye, New York, a po~ice report~r, th,en navigator wi~
the RCAF, IS now studymg psychology at Columbia Umverslty. All other poets In
this issue have contributed formerly to this magazine. ALICE MOSER, whose work
appeared in the volume Three Lyric Poets and who is now preparing a new collection of her poems, lives in Beloit, Wisconsin, where her· husband teaches at Beloit
College. A. M. SAMPLEY is librarian at North Texas State Teachers College at Denton, Texas. BARBARA GIBBS, of Logan, Utah, is translating Beaudelaire, the volume
to be issued by Reynal & Hitchcock, and the poem printed in this issue appears by
courtesy of that publishing firm. PETER JOHN STEPHENS lit.es in New York City and
writes criticism for the new quarterly published by the Ueague to Support Poetry.
MARY POOLE, of Houston, Texas, has published poems in a number of magazines.
Reviewers for this issue are mainly members of the University of New Mexico
teaching staff. THELMA CAMPBELL, ALBERT R. LOPES, JosE ANTONIO PORTUONDO,
C. H. S. KOCH and R. M. DUNCAN are all members of the department of modern
languages; JOHN ADAIR is a member of the department of anthropology and DOROTHY WOODWARD a member of the history department; MIGUEL JOWN teaches in the
department of government; W. P. ALBRECHT, KATHERINE SIMONS, and DUDLEY
• WYNN are all members of the Engli~h teaching staff.. VINCENT GAROFFOLO lives in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, where he operates the Guadalupe Art Gallery and Book
Shop. OLIVER LA FARGE, well known as a writer of novels, lives in Santa Fe. ALAN
S~ALLOW, poetry editor of this magazine, teaches English and p-eative writing at the
University of Denver. EDNA LUE FURNESS is a member of the teaching staff of Casper
Junior College at Casper, Wyoming.
.
Regular features are by LYLE SAUNDERS, research associate, School of InterAmerican Affairs, University of New Mexico, and by JULIA KELEHER, University of
New Mexico English department.
.: ~
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THE AESTHET'IC EMPHASIS BEFORE
THE MODE'RNS
William Van O'Connor
of Van Wyck Brooks and of Lewis Mumford
. that America was hostile to the aesthetic emphasis are easily documented. America was hostile to the artist. .Ye~ despite their- society's
being dedicated singlemindedly to practical affairs, there were a fewHerman Melville, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Emily Dickinson, Stephen
, Crane, .Henry Adams, and George Santayana-who did their part to
keep the integrity of the artist alive as an ideal.. The sudden flourishing ofa mature poetr.y in the generation of Eliot, ~ound, Marianne
Moore, Ransom, et aI.,. and the concern of critics-to relate it to Metaphysical and Symbolist poetry have caused many to lose sight of the
native influences from the late nineteenth and the early twentieth century. These latter influeflees may not be as strong as the former two,:",
but they are signifiCant and should t;l0t be overlooked.
With the perspective we now have on American literature in the
nineteenth century it is not difijcult to understand groupings which
similar Interests and perceptions urged upon individual authors. ,We
can understand the friendship of Hawthorne and Melville, and of
Henry James and Henry Adams. We can understand the similar interests which drew Conrad, James,' and the young Stephen Crane together. Nor is it surprising that. two or three generations later, poets
like Hart Crane and W. H. Auden would be-writing poems in honor of
Melville, James, -and Emily Dickinson. A community of spirit and
craftsman~hip establishes kinship. More specifically, we find that the
problems of artistry have been seen by all of them to relate to the
peculiar problems of modernity. Morton D. Zabel has stated the problem in relation to James. We can accept his statement, to a consider-

T
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able extent at least, as ~~Iating to the other poets who have strongly influenced modern poetry.
At the beginning of the century J~mes could sense the disintegrating fotf.::es that would afford an easy rationalization for formlessness in
the coming literature. What he wrote in his critical prefaces for aspirants in his own profession was almost immediately focused against
modern poetic theory at four important points: "the .motives of technique, the ~atiIre of artistic intelligence, the duty of self determination,
and the ch~racter of modernity. All of them have been paramount in
literature during the past half century, made so by the decline of the
romantic principles and the resistance of creative integrity to the con,
fusion which those principles inducefl."
Whitman, despite the intensity of 'his democratic visions, was a part
of the gathering strength of the naturalistic over-emphasis on detail for
its own sake. Soon many would believe that the accumulation of facts
and data in itself was explanation. Facts speak for themselves. The
writer,'who should be the central and controlling intelligence, becomes
lost in the flux of detail he amasses. The poets in Whitman's wake are
concerned with the geography, the history, and the myth of the land,
with adding to a story already told. Their failure to interpret America
in its complexities m~y be laid to their initial failure to bring a critical
discernment and a will to profound imagination to their factual material. Constance Rourke, in 1931, found that James, like "other primary writers in the American tradition, stood alone in his achievement.
The prolific energies that create an entire literature were lacking iIi this
long period, though a widely flung pattern had been created which had
freshness and even magnificence." Miss Rourke found the implications
of James' work fulfilled in Proust, Joyce, Dorothy Richardson, and Virginia Woolf, but finding no American novelists who followed him she
assumed
his i~fluence slight. James, as Zabel has shown, was felt in
.
ano~her way-to the poets he became a model of discipline and discrimination. Nor was James alone. There has been a thin line of artists
in his tradition whQ have made the work of their successors possible
and easier. .That a tradition has been main.tained is indicated by the
eagerness with which the modern. poets have turned to Hawthorne,
Melville, Emily Dickinson, Henry Adams, Stephen Crane and, to a
lesser extent, to some few others.
Despite the accusations that James lacks vitality and substance, he
remains for most modernists their artist-Hthe poet of the difficult, dear

.
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addicted artist." Certai~ly the work of no other novelist or critic has
been the subject of such pious concern. The cultist appeal in this instance, moreover, lies deeper than the thin surface of the usual literary
fad. This reverence for James has a longer history than Auden's "At
the Grave of Henry James" ( 1941) and the rece,nt reissues of certain
of his novels and short stories. In the, Little Review. in 1918 Ezra
Pound, with as' much respect as he 'could muster, wrote a long and ~e
tailed study of, in Pound's"own words, "the great man's work." And in
the Cantos he caused James to take his place with other great ones in
the timeless history- .
And the great domed head, con gli occhi onesti e tardi
Moves before me, phantom with weighted motion,
Grave incessu~ drinking the tone of things,
And the old voice lifts itself weaving an endlesss sentence.
In the same issue of the Little Review Eliot established the relationship between James and lJawthorne. "The really 'vital thing, in
finding any personal kinship between Hawthorne and James, is what
J amestolIC~y when he, says that 'the fine thing in Hawthorne
is that he cared for the deeper psychology, and tbat in his way, he tried
to' become familiar with it'.", Eliot's point. is. that t.he ~eight anq
, strength of other nineteenth century novel~sts lies; ill; their ~'visual realism." (Eliot is not unaware of the dangers in, the emphases o~ Hawt
thorne and James, nor does he maintain that the "deeper psychology" .
is essentiaL) Hawthorne~and James allQw the reader to see only a
. .
.
mInImum.
Eliot observes also that both men were able to establish the atmos. phere of their societies, that Hawthorne does "get New England, as
James gets a larger part of America, and as none 'of t~eir respective
contemporaries'get anything abov~ a village or two, or a jungle." Bot~
were able to get the "tone of things." Through the i~dication of
nuance, movement, and manner, through the selection .of detail, the
complex attitudes that give a society its character were evoked~' In his
Instigations Po:und said that the emotional center of James "is in being
sensitive to the feel of the place or to the tonality of the ,person/' Th~
poets, with Pound, know that this ability to transcend a merely natural.istic representation lies-in their grasping the "tone of things." It b~
comes an appropriate detail of history that, another critic, Allen Tate,
writing, in tum, of ~e Cantos of, Pound, said that they should "be rea<;l
t
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every few weeks just for the tone." The Symbolist formula. as far as
the novel goes, is found to some extentin James, and allies him with
the poets who look to, him. His technique included a "minimum" rise',
of "architecture" and a tendency toward dealing with "barely ponderable motives." For James, like the Symbolists, investigating areas of
understanding and expression not available to discursive language,
knew that tone can only be evoked, not described.
That not only Pound and Eliot accept much of the "poetics" of
James is indicated by the continued and scrupulously attentive stuq.y
of him by Auden and other younger poets. Auden presents James as'
the Master to whom all writers should turn:
c

o with what innocence your hand submitted
.To these formal rules that help a child to play,
While your heart, fastidious as
A delicate nun, remained tn.ie to the rare noblesse
Of your lucid gift and, for its own sake, ignored the
Resentful muttering Mass
Whose ruminant hatred of all which cannot
Be simplified or stolen is still at large. . .

The influence of Herman Melville spread more slowly than that
of James~ Broadly speaking, Melville's reputation, ~ther than in England, had to await the, publication of his biography, which followed by
several years his centenary in 1919, and the intensive interest of the
critics and poets of the twenties. An English writer caught the explanation of the recovered reputation. Melville's contemporaries tended
to see the world as a "perfectly' clear-cut and comprehensible affair
.... We feel that Melville's oceans and leviathans are credible symbols.
That man hunts through a great deep who looks into himself." In Melville, the moderns found not only an artist profoundly concerned with
the metaphysics of evil but with its representation in pervasively meaningful symbols.
. The awful heritage of evil, whiCh MelvilIe~caught in his/symbols
of the sea, is carried into modem poetry by Hart Crane. The wretchedness and terror of Crane's life, and his death by drowning, give ironic
overtones to the kinship of the two poets. Crane nev~r recognized, as
Melville did, in a profound or ordered fashion the essentially tragic
theme he wrestled with, but perhaps his own life, which Philip Horton
has r~corded and interpreted so movingly, is sufficient commentary.
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And Melville's poem "Ar( would have been strongly meaningful to
Crane (had he known it), who suffered intensely, against the period
of his relatively quick and complete disintegration, to organize his frequently violent imagery and strangely apprQpriate associations into coherent aesthetic form:
.
In placid hours well-pleased we dream
Of many a brave embodied scheme.
But forms to lend, pulsed life create,
What unlike things must meet and mate; . .
An artist lik~ Melville, who strove to create-when he could gather
his imaginative strength, and in the face of public indifference-was
sure to find his most reverent and respectful audience in readers like
Crane. Th~ last seven poems of White Buildings (1926), among the
.
best Crane wrote: are about Melvi~le and the seaHigh in the azur.e steeps
Monody shall not wake the mariner.
The fabulous shadow only the sea keeps.-z.'-

Throughout ThiJ' Bridge- one senses the presence of Melville, ,and
Crane, we can imagine, was -highly pleased when certain of the best
critics saw in his!irst book poetry of an order to rank him permanently
as an artist with figures like Melville.
Hart Crane may also be taken as a significant example of the eagerness with which the poets of the twenti~s assimilated the aesthetic of
Emily Dickinson's poetry. All of his published lines referring to he~r
ill "Quak~r Hill" and "To Emily Dickinson"-center on her exquisite
. isolation'of spirit in song. And however dissimilar th~y were as persons
and as poets, both were mystics and. both felt the need for expressing
t~emselves through an individually discovered aesthetic. Both persisted in holding to the line of· their own development. In their best
poems they held close to the explot;atory metaphor and to conciseness of imagery and statement.
.
Students of Emily Dickinson have recorded ~e early history of
her literary reputation, the initial warmth a~d flurry, then the years
after the turn of the century when the references to her seem few. William Dean Howells, appropriately, in reviewing P-oems of Emily Dickinson, First Series (1891), placed her as certainly, if not as definitely,
as any later critic of the new poetry. In Ancestors' Brocades there is
popular and critical, which her
ample testimony to the interest,
,
. poems
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and letters caused. Nor did publication, in 1896, of the third series of
poems harm her reputation. "Altogether," a critic in the Chicago Journal wrote, "the fi;'st impression of Emily Dickinson's writing is repeated
and emphasized." So far as the anthologies and m~gaz~nes of the first
fifteen years after 1900 give evidence, howevet; her"reputation and
actual influence were slight. Until publication of The S£ngle Hound
in i914 her name is not mentioned in Poetry: A Magazine of Verse.
At that time, however, Harriet Monroe labeled her a modern because
of her love of economy and epithet.
Some time during the middle of the Victorian period a few poets
initiated an effort to withdraw from the vaguely ideal and the cloyingly
sentimental. The shift, encouraged by Browning, Meredith, and
Hardy, was. eventually to become a landslip. Intellect, analysis, and
- insight were· to be freed and made a vehicle for discgyering tfie legitimate sources and justifications f(jr emotion and sentitrtent. Mind, held
in new respect, would function integrally with feeling. The vision of
The Waste Land, product of a profound analysis of tradition and the
elements that compose a society and culture, was a long way off. But
a beginning, like that of Emily Dickinson's self-analysis, could be made.
Through her the ironic intelligence, the line charged with meaning,
and the insight embodied in metaphor were irrevocably opposed to the
evanescently romantic, the exclusively "poetic" and ~entimental. She
was, for whatever reasons. sufficiently aside from the literary_ culture
of her time to initiate techniques and a manner of express~on 'that generations of poets following her would find not only appropriate but
inevitably right for dieir poetry. When Edward Sapir reviewed her
Collected Poems in 1925, he felt in her work the possible destroyer of
our late romantics and "venders of jeweled bindings." Sapir viewed her
as a kind of "primitive," a forerunner of a spirit 'in American poetry
that had not as yet "quite succeeded in shaping itself."
If we assume for Stephen Crane very much influence on the poetry
of the twenties, we should credit him with advancing the influence of
Emily Dickinson. Her elliptical and sometimes cryptic lines made possible an idiqpt ta~t with implication. Crane, according ,to Ford'Madox'
Ford (Hueffer), never "tired of exasperatingly declaring it was his unattainable ambition to make every one damned word do the worK' of
six." The long elemental lines of Whitman are suited to large, almost
primitive emotions, and the lines of Poe are built upon the careful
balance of an "exclusive diction" with mournful and melancholy
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The followers of both ppets would oppose the "epigrammatism" of Dickinson and C~a~e.
.. Hamlin Garland, who eventually arranged for the publication of
The Black Riders (1896) and to whom it was dedicated, later recalled
his first sight of Crane's poems:

I was astounded by their power.. ". They were.at once quaintly humorousand audacious, unrhymed and almost without rhythm, but the figures
employed with masterly brevity ~ere colossal. ; They s~ggested some of the
French translations of Japanese v~rses, at other times they carried the sting
and compression of 'Em~ly Dic!cinson's verse....
Garland was not a highly perceptive critic and does not seem to
have been troubled by the fairly general disinterest of Crane in the
discipline and techniques of the crC;lft of poetry. He marveled at Crane's
ability to compoSe poems "without'" a moment's' hesitation.". Crane
knew Miss Dickinson's work. He had heard part of it read one evening
when visiting the home of William Dean Howells. He part.icipated in
the first burst, of enthusiasm and wonder that began when Mabel
'Loomis Todd and Thomas Wentworth Higgins issued some of ,her
poems. For some reason or other, the popular interest in her work
diminished after 1900 and almost died-until in 1924, after, that is,
the modernist movements had begun to gain .the ascendancy in the
Unitec:t States, several works placed her again in the for<:ground, and
detailed study -and criticism re-established her position. Her reputation and influence seems to have lagged behind tQat ,of Crane, who was
studied by the Imagists and epigrammatists writing their elliptical free
verse. Her reputation, which should greatly have exceeded his, was
t9 some extent" prepared for by his. Both had striven for an aesthetic
emphasis and both made the dominance of it in the twenties possible.
According to Thomas Beer, the critics of Crane, except for Howells,
failed to see the "ironies chasing themselves" throug~out The Red
Badge. The early response of reviewers and ~eaders generally to Crane's
work indicates that he had to face a straitened singlemindedness in his
audience. Both books of poems bewildered reviewers. "Mr. Crane's
sense of humor," one wrote, "is of a mystifying kind. He deliberately
shows us the horrors of war and then entitles hjs work "War Is Kind.'''
The negligible notice, during these same years, given to Edwin Arlington Robinson"s The Torrent and the Night Before (1896) and The
Children of the Night (1897) implies a part of the reason for the reception_given Crane's poems. With The ,Man Against the Sky, iIi 1916,
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Robinron won his first notable attention. "Richard Cory," which had
appeared in his second volume, found its au~ience twenty years later.
In England tJIe themes of irony which Crane handled so roughlytedium vitae, the revolt against God, and the view of man as a speck in
an indifferent universe-had been treated with more subtlety and artistry by James Thomson, Swinburne, and Fitzgerald. In The Mauve
Decade Beer interpreted the craze for the Rubaiyat as a "symptom of
mental growth, a fleet glance out of so much bawling optimism at things
insoluble." Crane, too, was symptomatic. After the tum of ~e,_century Engla~<;l. and America were to allow Hardy to become i' major
figure and to read Housman with something more than wistful attention. Even so, Crane's audience in the nineties was not prepared for
the bad-tasting "pills" which Crane himself acknowledged to be "pretty
dam dumb, anyhow:' And in 1919, ~hen Harriet Monroe was attempting to relate Crane to the new poetry she found his God-baiting
(she had heard Ingersoll) merely sophomoric and dated. In this
respect, Crane seems more prophetic, indicative of a changing temper,
than influential!
Miss Monroe took 'notice of ,the, "persistent assertion" that Crane
"forestalled and outdid. the vers-librists of these days." She pointed
out that his sententiousness is not so very different from that of the
VictorianS", .but without observing that he was sententious after the
fashion of the modems, using their prejudices and biases. She was
more willing to accord Emily Dickinson a place as a pioneer but did
nOt add that in some'respects Crane was in direct line of descent from
Miss Dickinson and was, through the very success of his techniques
as a modern, instrumental in preparing a later audience for her. Miss
Monroe did, however, admit he was something of an innovator. ' uHis
free verse was different from Whitman's, his use of the short ,line
especially was a presage and it may have influenced some of the poets
-the ImagistS, 'for example-who are now trying out its tunes. Ezra
Pound, indeed, has somewhere spoken of him appreciatively." He did
not, she said, become a master of the new instrument and will longest
be remembered for his prose. Both of these statements seem true
enough, provided one adds that Crane's work made the development of
the mQdern idiom and'aesthetic easier. Without examples of the kind
he afforded, the formulations of the poets and critics who followed him
would have been perhaps greatly delayed. Glances through the- book,
news and literary columns of American magazines after 1900 reveal a
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continued irlterest in his work. When HuefEer reviewed Some Imagist
PO,ets (1915) for Outlook, he quoted Crane's "the waves were barbarous
, and abrupt," ca~ling it "the real right thing." Hueffer in successive
and repetitious articles never tired of pr~ising Crane's genius in creating
appropriate analogies through images, and of "placing" him as an innovator.
If Cran~ had been born a generation or so later, or if he had li.ye~
long~r, he might 'well have turned his m:;ljor energies to poetry. His
gift was not reportorial nor even an ability with discursive expression;
it was one of intense perception which expressed itself most readily
and clearly in images. If he had lived only a few more years 4e might
have joined with Pound, who went to England in 1909, where he found
the criticism of James, Remy de Gournlont, T. E. Hulme, and Hueffer
germinal and provocative. Crane had' associated wjth James and Hueffer as a kind of schoolboy genius. Yet Crane anticipated, though without raising his aperfus as a practicing craftsman to a coherent theory of
, criticism, the concern of Hulme with images.' !Ie is~erefore a forerunner of the pqets who under the influence of Hulme attempted to
create an "Imagist" poetry. Hulme, according ~o Het:bert Read,

0

~.

..

, was always haunted by a suspicion of the futility of logic. He despised _
"words/' regarding them as mere counters in a game, "beads on a chain,"
mere physical-,things carrying no reality. ,Against words he opposed the
image as a unit and the analogy as ,n instrument of thought.... Thought,
he argued, was prior to its expression in langUage, being the simultaneous
presentation to the mind of two different images: thought was the recognition of their analogy.
.

.

Valuations put on the poetry of the Imagists should not influence
judgments of the value of Hulme's theories. It remains that much of
the aesthetic we call modern, the concern with concretion, ellipsis, reflexive explo~ion of meaning, and suggestive detail, was first -formulated
by him and his associates. In the light of Pound's theory of the image
functioning as vortex, derivative certainly from Hulme's 'position, it
is possible to characterize not only modern poetry but modern: pr«,lse.
A consideration of Crane in the light of the history of .the image in
modern literature establishes beyond doubt his break with the novelists who preceded him and the debt owed him by both pOets and novelists who followed him.
Joseph Frank, with co~clusive use of detail, has shown that Pound's'
definition of the image as "that which presents~ an intellectual and

a
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emotional complex in an instant of time" may serve as a principle for
more than adequately characterizing a major aspect of modem prose
and poetry. Pound does not define an image as a "pictorial reproduction"-the degree beyond which certain Imagists could not move-but
as a "unification of disp~rate ideas and emotions into a com,plex presente4 spatially in an inst.ant of time." Even a brief examination of
The Red Badge establishes Crane's relationship to this aesthetic.
Crane's novel of a battle is not discUrsive in the usual manner of
fiction. It reveals the realistic details, catching aJways those aspects
that i'eveal the meaning to the participants, and enlarging continuously
through the exploration of images the horror and, "red sickness of
battle." The characters are barely' identified, and their personal histories seem all but irrelevant. They contribute to the artist's pr.esentation of ari "intellectual and 'emotional complex," but are not investigated individually and sequentially. Only what is relevant to the
"complex" is allowed in. Whatever might distract or disconcert from
it is ignored. The technique here is not so complicated as it was to be
in Ulysses, where fragments and allusions must be kept in mind until by
"reflexive reference" they can be. linked to their "complements," but
Crane's technique is nonetheless modern. And as the technique of·
Ulysses is related to the technique of modern poetry, so is that of Crane's
Red Badge.
In this brief history also belongs the name of George Santayana.
No other American of his age was so free to participate in American
life yet remain distant enough to 'focus against it a shrewd and brilliant
philosophical commentary. He restored idealism, Mumford wrote, "as
a mode of thinking creatively:: The Sense Of Beauty was published
in 1896 and thereafter the aspiring artist had a strong philosophical
position from which to view and assess America's literary expressions.
Santayana made basic distinctions.. The pleasure derived from beauty~
he said,
must not be in the consequence of the utility of the object or even~ but in
its immediate perception; in other words, beauty is an ultimate good, someth;ng that gives satisfaction to a natural function, to some fundamental need
or capacity of our minds.... Morality has to do with the avoidance of evil
and the pursuit of good.
The dignity of' this kind of philosophy-it was the beginning of
critical maturity-must.hav~ given h0J;le'. tQ at least a few. It was followed almost yearly by book-length statements evolving his full critical
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and philosophical position. His poetry, because he was not born to
English, did not offer a parallel'influence-but by 19'2-, when the poetic
renaissance was under way, he had helped in the best way he could to
prepare for it. And a. fuller understanding of his "The Poetry of Barbarism" (1906) would have saved the experimenters of the twenties
from exploring certain blind alleys in the Whitman tradition.
The Spanish birth of Santayana and his continued dependence on
an old world Catholic traditionalism separated him from his contem-,
poraries but allowed him to understand them betier. In a letter discussing The Last Puritan he said that

.

an important element in the tragedy of "his hero" is drawn from the 'fate of
a whole s~ing of Harvard poets in the 1880's and '1890's-Sanborn, Philip
Savage; Hugh McCullough, Trumbull Stickney, and Cabot Lodge.... Now,
all those friends of mine.. ~were visibly killed by the lack of air tu breathe.
People individual~y w.ere kind and even appreciative to them, as they were
to me, but the system was deadly, and they hadn't any alternative tradition
(as I had) to fall back upon....
Henry Adams wrote the biogr~phy of one of these poets, The Life of
George Cabot Lodge. In it,. as Edmund Wilson points out, the deadliness of Adams' world is pervasive, expressing itself through a 'doubleedged irony of which Adams seems sometimes hardly to have been
aware. The irony was the sharp doubt which Wilson says "peeled the
gilt from the Gilded Age." Adams expressed, as few contemporaries
could, the effects of the loss of fai~h. The later concern of Eliot with
tradition and the nee4 for a society sustained and given dignity by
spirituality derived in good part from the preoccupation of Adams with
the Virgin at,-Chartres. F. o. Matthiessen quotes a passage from TheEducation which obviously served Eliot in The M'aste Land. A slightly
earlier study by R. P. Blackmur explains Adams' inability to accept a
faith that had made the literature and sculpture of the Virgin possible.
If we grant significance to Eliot's statements of the essential dilemma
of our time, we must observe the part .Adams played in preparing for
them. And we should note that without his persistent awareness of the
need for the aest);1etic emphasis Eliot's own expression of the dilemma
would have been more difficult and perhaps less perceptive and moving.
Considerations of Adams as' historian tend to blur our recognition of
his part in .the development ~f ~ater artistic awareness. Adams found
that the most profoundly cultivated reaches of the mind demand the
same treatment that the artist strives to give.
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The pen works for itself, and acts like a hand modelling the . plastic
material over and over again to the form that suits it best. The form is
never arbitrary, but is a sort of growth like crystallization, as any artist knows
too well, for often _the pencil runs into side paths and shapelessness, loses
its relations, stops or is bogged. Then it has to return on its trail, and recover if it can, its line of force.
Adams, like Pater and .James, emphasized the function of mind in
estcJ.blishing the relationships between perceptions and appropriate ex--pression. Without these proper relationships the historian, philosopher, or artist will not properly objectify his perceptions.
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the ragged ver~ebrae of ear~,wh~re the white snowember burns the blue from the sky and flings it back into the
further voids of space, where sun coppers the edges of rock and ice whispers in a perpetual wind, three bent figures swayed and lurched forward, listeni.ng to the grind of their cramp-ons against the ice, and felt
the hard, glistening surface beneath pikes and axes.
Only a shoJ;t one thousand feet farther and they would gain the
summit. The center figure slipped to his knees, frantically clutching
the handle of his alpenstock. The span of ropes jerked taut. T~e
others quickly huddled over him talking among themselves. Lifting
him to his feet, they slowly threaded their way upward until they found
a hollow shelf away from constant wind where they could rest.
An houe passed, and two men emerged, leaving the third to recover
from overexertion. Slowly creeping upward through a narrow chimney
of ice, they pressed to the wall, bracing themselv~s, prodding to find a
secure hold with toes and fingers. Sun, dulled with a crystalline mist,
cast monstrous shadows upon the.bleak incline, and cold vapor shot up
from the sharp ice like unearthly flames.
It was man moving toward his own soul, striving into ~he face
'of futility against a black sky, man measuring his strength, pitting his
will against the ruthless indifference of nature, to fix his own figure
in the heroic frieze overwrought upon, the mountain's stony architrave.
Far below men waited, pondering an anxiety- they dared not express
before the iron self-concealment of their companions. There a hearth
was warm, while high on the splintering wall two figures labored against
futility.
It had been a calm, clear night when they began the ascept, but
the~e.._had been delays and rest ,stops until morning found them still
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some ,distance below summit. After leaving their comrade~ the two
men climbed onward~ cleaving their steps into the last white barrier,
reaching toward the ultimate peak. A~ last, struggling for breath, they
flung themselves dewn to rest against an ice-barred cairn marking their
triumph. But noticing a great white paw of cloud in the north sky,
they retreated down the~rtuous cliff, joining their comrade, and again
hastily eased their way to the snow field below where their skis had
been cached.
It had taken two hours to descend, and as they adjusted packs and
thrust heavy boots into bindings, wind sprang white about them, snow
began to fall whirling in the frantic air, and storm murmured in their
ears. The first gale struck as they moved away, and within ten minutes
was ~riously tearing at parkas and ski clothes, blinding them with
shrieking white.
It was a difficult task moving downhill on skis which gained speed
with every instant. Sharp white powder lashed along the glacier like a
sickle, cutting their faces, driving each man deep into himself. It was
impossible to call to one another. Wind whipped the voices fiercely
from their throats, and burned .in their lungs, freezing the breath of
their aching nostri~s. They clampe~ their mouths grimly against the
blast and saw a white fringe already forming about parka hoods.
They stayed close together to prevent being separated, guarding
.
the center figure with their eyes in fear he might collapse or become lost.
Taking notice of wind quartering left, they made a frantic, groping way,
on the steep slant, stemming and weaving across the field in an effort
to slow their pace and to locate certain landmarks.
Once they caught a glimpse of a grey tower of roc.k through the
storm. They stopped but could not recognize it. ,They were still far
above .timberline, but as time passed and wind mounted, they felt a
pang of increasing insecurity.
. They stopped' occasionally to rest, but the numbness of feet and
hands warned them they must keep moving. Once the center figure
fell. He was tired, beginning to give up hope, and begged them to go
Qn without him. Lifting him to his feet, they forced him to bend onward. A matter of minutes there, and the strand of life would be shorn
away in the freezing winds. They knew only one certainty: they must
cOl)tinue downward. Everything else was a dark guess.
A heavy gusfswept up the slope. The man fell again. The leader
plunged instantly out of sight, swallowed in the pale of white fury. The
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third figure halted to assist his companion. As he knelt beside the
prone form, he saw a bewildered smile on the pale countenance. The>
fallen one stirred, raised himself upon his elbow.s, trying to speak against
the roar. The other could not hear the words, but understood the man
wanted him to go on alone. He. shook his head, turning swiftly through
his mind for some expedient.
Qu.ickly he fashioned a makeshift toboggan, binding the man to his
own skis. Then uncoiling a section of rope, fastening one end to the .
litter, slinging the other over his own shoulder, he moved on into the
storm.
The intonations of wind grew louder, dinning into his brain until
it seemed a stark silence, and every lull fell with the stroke-of a knife.
It was a white jungle where beauty and horror were mated. Death
lurked in the thorns of its snarling vine. Each instant sprang forth
armed with a shining dagger beneath its white cloak.
Mter traveling for half an hour he stopped to tend the patient.
He found a black, cracking mummy with crusts of frost over the eyelids
and the lips puffed and raw, drawn back over the !eeth. A shudder ran
through him as he bent over the form: Deep in his breast stirred defiance against the great helplessness to recover an extinguished life.
Slowly he lifted his head. Storm surged about him, wave after
wave of foamy freezing tide lashing nature into a livid frenzy. Everything moved, snow beneath his skis, air about. him a solid mass of
shifting particles, and overhead a dervish of endles~ crystals.
He could not shake free the stern impression ~hich the deatli-head
made upon his mind, nor couldhe suppress life's dark revolt. He cast
about, collecting his scattered thoughts, questioning carefully his course
·:of action, but his own need for life surged up against his breast with a
quickening throb. It was of no value to stay with the corpse, and to
attempt to drag it further would,only limit his 01Yn chance of survival.
Quickly he thrust the dead man's ski pole into the snow, then tearing a piece of cloth from the parka, tied it upon the staff, and moved
away. He did not look back, remembering with irony something about
Lot's wife and ·a pillar of salt. lie was swallowed into the gaping jaws
of the storJ!l, feeling hot blood pounding through distended arteries of
his throat.
If storm can be impartially cruel to three men, it becomes a crushing~ weight of indescribable brutality.to the solitary wanderer. It was
a den of writhing white cobras, coil sliding upon coil in cold vicious
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precision, rising over him witq towering hoods and venomous fangs,
their eyes fixed in a hypnotic glare.
He recognized a certain treacherous glory
the white devastation,
a flush of furious bea,uty impersonal as a keen blade of steel. Had he
been less aware of the cruelty with which nature tolerates the intrusion
of man, he might have felt a dark religious awe in the presence of the
blizzard, and a desire for yielding to an unearthly possessor; bu~ being
one long acquainted with the wilderness, with a long heritage of earthplundering ancestors, he knew pe stood upon the brink of life and
death, and every impulse within him revolted against the plunge.
It was not a question of daring with him now, but one of Jifeearnest necessity. Turning into the wind crosswise to the slope, h~
spaded the snow with his ski poles, deriving a bitter pleasure in feeling
them sink into the flesh of the storm, as though it were a· foe to be
maimed by the sharp daggers. He drove himself onward, crushing his
eyes in an effort to penetrate the opaque, to find some landmark. He
saw nothing but white, endless, futile, ·dependable, eternal white.
He thought of the absurdity of man, and the thin strand of ,life.
He was a spider swinging pendant from some unseen rafter, struggling
to gather in its web and reach for the substantial firmament from which
he swayed.
uSki track like a thread lengthening behind, the only sign of existence. Only a fra~l signature, brief I, never punctuated, never crossed.
Surely this hour is madness and this place is not earth."
He shook his head.
_~
UYou're getting foggy, old boy.· Better watch you;' step now."
He stemmed into a reverse turn, fearing to venture too far in one
direction. He must find some mark, some cliff, some crevasse, only he
tnust be careful not ,to be plunged into it.
Storm reached an insurmountable fury, and broke. All about
him air quivered with shimmering fragments, glowing with cold fire
like the nebula of some embryonic universe. Wind bayed long in his
. e~s, clawing his parka with sharp talons, piling snow in front of hisskis, but the pallor of death.lurked always behind it. It was a jackal
closing in, waiting a fire to die down.
.
At intervals he stopped and beat his mi~tened hands together,
watching for the least break in the weather. ·Then he pressed on with
wild determination, withdrawn into _his mind, leaving only a sharpfired lookout burning from the frost-scarred sockets of his eyes. He
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was beginning to be in a bad way. He· knew it. - His face was host
bitten, and his ears must be trusted with ice. His feet were stones,
and although his jacket broke the wind, it no longer held out the cold.
He dared not stop too frequently, and then only when he believed he
glimpsed something through the storm.
A vague fever ran through liiS temples, and his head ached from the
~ndless shriek. At moments his mind drifted froII\ reality, and he, be-"":
coming aware of it, strove resolutely to maintain himself to the task~
"Now! Now!" he kept saying, "this is now! The mountain and the
storm!"
He paused to consult the wind. It was at his right.
"But it\vas on the left. Must be going wr~ng. Must have gone at
least a mile the wrong way."
He turned, wind to his left, and bent forward again. His mind
began to click in a systematic newsreel of thouglits, brief events of the
past, flashes of the present, montages of dream and absurd reality. His
struggles against the vagaries and tricks of his mind became no less
torturous than his battle with the storm. It subtracted as much energy
to keep his mind alert. He was faced with two demons, himself, an~ the
chaotic white orgy surrounding him. He was unsure which was the
most to be feared.
But persistently his mind slipp.ed from the control of his will. Heremembered the pastures of his boyho~ with clover heads bobbing in
th~ wind like round corks on- ~aves of green. ' He remembered the
warm sun on his face as he had lain with his back against a honeyscented shock of ripening hay, days before harvest, sorting through rusty
heaps of old machinery, hunting for useful parts,. and the feel of sunwarmed iron in his hands. He remembered the swift tingling plunge
from
the barn loft .into yielding straw below....
. Suddenly
he realized he had fallen into ~ drift. He reproached
himself with curse and a sharp scowl which brought him to the further
realization his face was badly frost bitten, perhaps frozen. He rose to
his feet again, bru'shing the white clods from him. He made out the .
dim outlines on a cliff, bending outward above him. He saw ragged outlines of snow cleaving to its raw, irregular shelves and fissures. He did
not recognize the place. He wondered if he haq. .plunged from its brink.
and quickly searched the 'white ground for signs of tracks. He found
none.
"How long have I been lying here?"
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He realized he was in a ravine, for he could feel no wind, but heard
it shrieking across sharp stone high overhead.
"'Vhich is downhill? ... This way."
He shoved onward, relentlessly, betrayed with his own inner
thoughts, talking to wake himself, babbling in the midst of intermittent
dream.
He thought of the dead man in the snow, and thought the face was
hi~ own. It was like looking into the cavern of a tomb, seeinf}; his own
~b-ody there. He felt now that he was hopelessly lost. His eyes were
he~vy" his face cold as flint, but deep in the dungeon of his skull, fire
fiercely illumined his mind, lighting the far corners of thought, and
.flashing fr~m his eyes. He was growing exhausted, and every movement became a frantic gesture for life.
He remembered in the city, a patch of sunlit pavement, the measured squares, and a thin lance of grass thrust up through the stone. He
thought of spring.
"Pastures were green in the spring, and cities turned green to the
sun. Then there are roses. Have you"·seen roses in the city in spring in
the green of the year?"
He saw a white glow descending toward him. It was a woman.
She seemed motioning him to follow....
He felt the sharp sting of the wind agaip. The image vanished,
leaving him shuddering with cold and s h o c k . '
.
"Keep your head, you fool!" he snarled to himself.
But the last shred of certainty was destroyed in that instant. He
was face to the wall, struggling against the fever o_f his brain. He was
a man flinging aside the gross insult of probability and heaping the
white ashes of possibility into a monumental pyramid before himself. It
might have been a funeral pyre he was building..
He stopped. :rhe wind had swung about and was flanking his
right again.
'
I'Must be going in circles."
Again he turned and plunged forward.
Histhoup;ht s'~'irled from the depths of his subconscious. The gate
was open and its waters flooded upward, murmuring. His head ached.
He clenched his hands about each staff, searching for pain to reCall his
numbed senses. fie shouted into the wind, and his voice came back to
him like a sound far off, like a low Curse behind a closed door, down a
long tunnel. He talked aloud, letting his thought swim outward.
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"Who has been lost in the mountains, in the diamond heart of the
~urning storm? Who has burned mit the core of his marrow with hot
wine, shot. through with beads of" the. winking stars? Who has turned
at the corner of shadow, under the tree of his leaf-whispering brain,
and heard the door open, and a soft voice calling, calling into the night
and the storm? --Who has 'crept back nursing his wounded paw into the
caverns of blue :"'winding' light, into the tunneling ravines where the'
rivers of all the veins thunder, and the turning point of fires dwell" in
the ice?
.
. _~~Tllese a,re the lost 9p.es, stF--idi~g~'<:'.lpyon ledges through the sunshot mists. The lost ones shall fincJ, dri~n ones who taste the'bitter
hot pulse in their throats."
He was alone ina tower of alabaster, hearing his name called s~ftly:
He walked on a deep ivory-colored carpet beneath tall Gothic arches.
There wa& a strong kindly face, and he knelt at a throne....
He had fallen into a drift of snow. He rose. A tremor of excitement coursed through him. He was at timberline. Before him !in icecovered tree nodded like a white nun counting her beads. .
"It can't be far now."
. All about him through the white, bowed shapes of trees swayed in
the cold .lonely ritual of the storm.
.
For hours, now, he wandered up ravines, down slopes with wind
first at his back, then at his face.
'"It must be near," he muttered.
But always another slope, another tree-rimmed ravine met- his·
watery eyes.
Snow fell heavily, and more than ever he felt the singleness of hiniself in the infinite white plague; but a soft glow began to fall over him,
and calm thoughts crept into his mind.
"I am not lost here in this solitude. I am not lost in kn~wing not
my way home. I swim the Hellespont in great waves of time. Striking
out, I triumph, over-shout silerice, construct images against solitude. I
am Ulysses calling up all places"peoples, a-ges past remembrance.. I amthe primeval God-man holding earth dissolving in my hand~"
He watched the flake of snow melt in the palm of his mitten. It
was warm by the tree away from wind. He would rest a moment.
Was he lost? No, he was here in this moment, beneath this tree,
on earth. On earth we are not lost.
.
.
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He removed his skis, and tried to start a fire with branches he
tore from the tree. He used up all his matches and it would not bum.
"Sun bums out like a dying match, leaving dark rain falling. Night
.is a window opening, sash upon sash far beyond sills of silence. Listen I
The ~ound of glass breaking or ice falling on crusts of the snow, little
sound, dimpling the snow, bell-like sounds. No! It is the sound of
flaying hooves thundering the star~pebbled road, manes flying, foam
flashing on withers and plunging white thighs! I am not lost! I am
foundl"
.
Babbling wildly he started onward forgetting his skis.
He was found face down in the snow half a mile from the lodge.
Over the body a gnarled tree, encased in its white glaze of ice, nodded
in a constant libation, moaning softly in the afternoon breeze. Now
and then the sound of distant voices drifted upon the' clear air.
, Far above extenqed long ridtes of the mountain in an upward
curve, like a white arm, its fingers touching the violet sable of the sky.
It lay voluptuously smooth beneath a crest of new snow, its ivory brilliance falling into lengthening folds of blue shadows. Only at the high
pillars were the colors interrupted with darker lines sculptured on its
massive frieze of steel-eold crags.
Infinitely remote lay the mountain, like a great white ascetic contemplating the sun. Its lower slopes were freckled with the figures
of skiers. Men stopped to look skyward, filled wi* a perplexed, namel~~ emotion. Their intermittent voices rang out fitfully across the
blue distance, and deep below them in the sapphire tunnels and caverns
beneath the glacier, waters carved away the foundations of ice, and
rivers thundered into birth. The sun was bright and warm.
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THE VISIT WITH JIMMY BAXTER
W. L. Woodhouse'
Jimmy Baxter's funeral was dreary and gray. I remember standing at the front window, watching the rain splash on the
top of the horse-drawn hearse. I remember too that the team was not
matched, one horse' being brown, the other black. The brown horse
was restless-stamping, shaking its mane; the black stood with head
down and bore a jagged scar on the right foreleg. In the colored, dimly
lighted windows of the Methodist Church, there ~ere figures of Christ
with a lamb, the Madonna, and I could hear ~aintly the rolling of the
organ and snatches of hymns.. A:. vacant lot on the east side of the
church was a mass of sodd~n brown 'leaves.' Over b,eyond it stretched
the ugly backs of the business houses on Main Street, with the lowswept sky seeming almost to touch the roofs.
I remember how I stood there motionless, with a queer feeling in
my throat, on that dark afternoon in November, 1919. I was eight years
old and for quite 'some ,time I-had lYatched,the hearse come and go.
During th~ great flu epidemic of the previous winter, there had been
sometimes as many as three funerals a day. Sight of the somber vehicle,
moving often through falling snow, had evoked a mild sense of depression. I had looked and wondered at the coffins and-the weeping mourners-I had asked questions and my mother had replied. But thoughts
of the event called dying never really affected me until the day of my
visit with Jimmy Baxter.
It 'had happened on a spring morning. The day being Saturday,
there was no sehool, and I had set forth from home astride Chris, my
piebald Shetland pony. I rode prQudly upon a new saddle that creaked
and glistened. A lariat of trunk rope dangled from a thong on the pommel, and my straw hat had been creased down the front in the manner
of a cowhand's Stetson. The day was cloudless, with a gusty southwest
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wind. Noone could have felt more in possession of his own little world
than I. I feared nobody and envied only Harry Kidwell-Harry who, at
my own age, rode full-sized horses superbly, thanks to the tutoring of
his rodeo champion father.
'7 ~
I turned the pony into a freshly graveled street leading to Gray's
Creek. I urged him to a canter, and soon his hoofs were clicking neatly
upon the bridge. This negotiated, we had reached the city limits.
Away to the south, beyond irrigated fields of alfalfa, lay a misty-green
range of sandhilIs. When I had started out, I had no particular idea
.of a destination. But upon looking at the hills, I immediately thought
of Jimmy ·Baxter and his sheep ranch and decided to visit him.
In those days I thought of Jimmy Baxter as extremely ancient. I
think now that he was about fifty-eight. He was a little ·man with
squinted blue eyes. His face was sun-browned ·and wrinkled, and there
was a large, expressive Adam's apple un4er the loose skin of his throat.
His hair and mustache were completely gray, the former being sparse
and rimming a bald spot on his crown. He never wore overctlls on the
ranch, but always brown corduroy trousers tucked into a pair of low. shanked cowboy boots. With these went a leather jacket and a black
hat of narrow brim. On his left hand he wore a ring set with a small
green stone.
This morning when_J found him, he was tinkering with the rusted
remains of an automobile. As I had ridden over a stretch of drifted
sandhill soil, he haa not heard me approach and continued probing at
something with a screwdriver. When I spoke, he was unquestionably
startled. But quickly he smiled, and I felt he was genuirlely glad that
I had come.
"You're Jess, aren't you?" he asked me. "The one I call Jess Willard. Been having any ~outs with Jack Johnson lately, Jess?"
I remember that I answered "Awl" because I never ·h~d a ready
answer to his teasing. He had given me the nameof Jess the day some
of the fourth grade boys fastened boxing gloves on me and the little
. colored boy, Charlie Summers. We were out on the curbing by the
schoolyard, flailing each other windmill fashion, when he had come
along in his spring wagon. He had stopped and sat there laughing,
then he had said-"By golly, if it isn't Jess Willard and Jack Johnsonl"
And often after that when I met him, he had waved and called out: "Hi.
Jessl Where's your boy Jack Johnson?"
Having climbed from the saddle, I tied the reins to a fence post.
~

<
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Jimmy Baxter impulsively left his tinkering. Thrusting the screwdriver in his pocket, he came and plucked me ~y the shirt sleeve.
"Come over by the sheds," he invited. "Got the Garcia brothers
giving them a good cleaning-fixing 'em up with ~traw. We brought
two loads up from Baca County last week."
,
The two Mexicans were his only hired help at the time. We stood
outside the fence, watching while they worked silently in front of the
long row of sheep barns. They were scattering the straw over mudholes in the pens. Two or three times he asked them questions, and the
taller, huskier~6he ahswered in broken English. It was at this time that
I noticed something about Jimmy Baxter's voice. It was as though an
object was catching at his throat, as though he felt as I always did when
on the verge of crying. I was alarmed and looked closely at his face.
~ I saw that his lips were tense and quivering. But when he observed me
staring at him strangely, he smiled once again.
.
"I
For half an hour or more we puttered about near the barns. ,There
was a stack of firewood which h~ wanted placed under cover, and I
. helped him push it in a squeaking, high-wheeled cart. I looked about
at the surroundings, and recalled having heard ,at home that he was
letting the place run down since his wife's death. The house was situated in a dense grove of cottonwoods and catalpas. It was an awkward
two-story affair, weirdly painted °a dark red. There was gingerbread
work about the windows, and a cupola topped by a fancy iron crown.
The upstairs had long been unused, .a.-nd the windows there were dirty
•
and curtainless. The back porch had become a catch-all for wash-tubs,
garden tools, the rusty compon~nts of a poultry brooder. The wreck
of an automobile on which he had been working was a terrific eyesore
to have sitting in the yard. Among the trees, small brush had gained
such headway that in many p~aces it would Qe impossible to walJi
through.
As we worked, Jimmy Baxter talked, and without any hint of a disturbance in his mind. He talked volubly, in fact-of some prizes his
sheep had won at the fair in Pueblo, arid of the hard winter which was
just past.
"It ~as the biggest heart-breaker of a winter that people around
here ever knew," he told me. "You could find carcasses of cattle scattered all up and down the prairies no matter how far you rode. And
those carcasses meant that somebody's work had all come t!J nothing,
Jess, and that probably they couldn't buy the things they wanted or do.
1;;
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something they had planned on a long time. That's something everybody ought to learn before they grow up-that there's all kinds ~f disappointments and you better know how to get over them."
.' When we were through, he led ,the way to the kitchen. Though
it was ten o'clock, he had not yet eaten his breakfast. He put on a pot
of coffee, then broke four white-shelled eggs and dropped the~ into a
skillet. While they were frying I invited myself to a to~r of the dining
_ room and parlor. Both of the rooms, were dusty and smelled queer.
The floors were covered with thick rag rugs that were bumpy under my
feet. The,only sounds were the eggs frying in the kitchen and the clockpainted ivory, with cupids carved out in the top corners o(the case.
Hanging on tl;1e wall in the parlor was an old-fashioned picture of a
girl. This, I felt.certain, was Mrs. Baxter as she had been long·ago. I
stood for a moment looking at it, and when I came back I wondered if
he might have known. For when we sat down to eat, Jimmy Baxt:er
began talking of his wife. He had thought how he might sometimes
have dried the dishes for her, and stayed at home evenings, because he
knew now that she was over-worked and lonely. He said that I mustn't
neglect to do little things for my mother,- for I would think about it a .
great deal when she .was gone.
. The huskin~ss I had noticed before had crept back into his voice.
I began to be afraid and lost my appetite for the two eggs he had cooked
for me. Then the ~hing happened. His light blue eyes had a look
that I had never seen in anyo,ne's as he leaned close across the table.
. His hands had grasped the oilcloth covering and I could see them shaking, with the knuckles all white
'"I'm going to tell you something," he said. "I haven't told anybody else and maybe I never will,. because a lot of them wouldn't care.
I'm going to die, Jess. I've been going to Doctor ~isner and yesterday
he told me. I've got a cancer-it's here"-he placed his hand near his
stomach-Hand he says that I'll go away sometime before next winter.
"I've been awful lonesome," he added apologetically. "I feel like
I've got to tell somebody."
He sat silent for a moment. Then he broke down and began to
sob with his head across his arm. I cannot remember clearly all of the
scene. I am certain I said nothing except that it was getting late and
I knew it was time I should go. Dazed terror gripped me, though the
nature of death was of course no clearer than before, though I had
barely heard of the ailment that he nam~d. I know that in a little while
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he lifted his head, and that the sight of his weather-beaten cheeks, all
tear-stained, caused me to scurry through the door after a mumbled attempt at a good-bye.
When I had mounted the pony and found my way to the road, a
dark strangeness seemed to have fallen o~ the landscape-so pleasant
~ before. I wanted above aU
be home. Once I looked back at the
fancy cupola above, the cottonwoods. And the sight, photographing
in the mind, was to reappear often afterward as'a symbol of the dreadful
memory. On the day of JiII!my Baxter's funeral I would be deeply
remorseful that I had offered him <,no words of comfort or. friendsh.ip.
But for the moment, horror and fear were the only tenants of the heart
and my only thought was of haste. I pounded my heels on the pony's
ribs, and the house in the grove was soon lost from view.

to
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James L,. Summers
that chasing ~he cu.re for tuberculosis one summer in the heat
IS better than two wInters. Say that at noon of a July day to~the boys
on the west ward at St. Joseph's Sanatorium and they will shake their
heads and shuffle away to the water cooler in the chapel hall. They will
say that the heat sucks the strength from a man's body and the quickness from a man's mind. Takeone aside and he will tell you confidentially that he has begun to wonder if some of the others will ever
make it through.
But in the evening, everyone is merry. All down the line of beds
men sprawl half covered, letting tneir parched skin sponge up the cool
night air. The darkness is but edged by the dim glow of one wall light
above an empty bed. Out of that darkness come low voices-those of
women visitiqg some lucky one. Those who are alone lie quiet, sharing
from b~d to bed the words and laughter. Tomorrow night ~hey will
have visitors. Tomorrow it will be their turn to divide.
That was one reason nobody liked Griston. If people from the
outside came to see him, he took them into the chapel and shut the
door. But that was hardly worth mentioning. Take the way his upper
lip curled when he talked about the commonest things. Can it be
understood how a man can grow to hate a mouth like that, seeing it
every day and every day?
,
Ordinarily, the other men on the ward would have considered
Griston.a champion-a lunger's success story. Some young medic in
Minneapolis had found the bugs early for him. Now after a paltry
year in bed, he was on exercise and ready, in a few months, to call the
business over and done. With tingling lips and a whisper, th~y "would
have risen to cheer a man who could defeat so sly, so remorseless an
. enemy. But this was different. This brought a smoldering resentment
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toward the caprices of an unjust fate. Griston, a hog in a 'snow-white
wallow, seemed to devour all the benevolences that'destiny offered the
west ward. He thrived, grew pordne where others wilted, and ~launted
his increasing grip on li~e in the wasted faces of his companions.
He even had the best bed-the one on the east end of the ward.
Here, by lying on the outside edge, he could look into the doorway of
the reception room and see people as they came~ The church people,
faithful relatives, self-appointed apostles of hell fire, somebody's girl.
But to Griston th,is was but a minor advantage. It was cooler there,
and when you had a mind you co.uld turn your face to the wall aJ?-d shut
the whole ward from sight.
.
Weighing time, while in effect a teeter board of success or failure
for every man, became, on the west ward, Grist8n's daily moment of
triumph. How; a man can guard, with peculiar jealousy an o~ce·.
gained; how his heart can quicken with fear fOJ: one lost! Somehow.
Griston's weight became a part of every 'other weight. To those who
gained it was like ugly laughter, mocking an incredibly petty thing. To
those who lost- ,
. '
Mounted on- the platform like a fat-boy orator, it was Griston's
habit to read his weight aloud. There was then a quality in his·voice
that the men' understood.
Old Miss Bardley, the nurse who kept the charts, washed the boys'
backs in the t~b, and brought in the mineral <ilil in the evening, didn't
understand. She rejoiced to see even one succeed. "FineJ Fine, Griston," she would say, making a note 'on his chart. "Another pound. It
won't be much longer for you. The doctor says so:"
From bed to bed it would travel soundlessly.
Another pound.
Lips formed the shape of the words. Faces drew into lines of envy
and disgust. Another pound! Another pound of Griston on the west,
ward. It was as if he were growing too large for the place-spilling out
~~~~

,

"A hundred and seventy .pounds," he would say again.. "I've
gained thirty-eight pounds since I came, then. S~y," and he would
sweep the whole west ward with his pudgy hand, "you guys are a bunch
of runts."
Yes, Griston was hated, all tight. But quietly, mind you. Patiently.
A lunger can't let his emotions past the gates of ,his heart. Loud words,
anger-they can bring the color' up out of your throat.-
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There were other things to do besides hating a person, anyway.
There was sleeping to be done during morning and afternoon rest hours,
and sleeping is hard work in hot weather. There were letters to be
read and read again, puzzles to be solved, jokes to be told, temperatures
to be taken, cups to be folded. So many, many things for a sick man.
And friends? Why, a Delan can get to know a lizard if he tries.
.. Say, on the other hand, that one is a little better. Then he ca~
hear the clock in the reception room ticking off minutes. He dreams,
-perhaps, of the green fields of home, that faithful girl. Time for him has
wooden wheels and there is room inside him for hope and hate. There
was Luther, for instance, a small, soft-spoken man from Ohio. He it
was who had the bed next to Griston, who shared with him the locker
room behind.
They quarreled often, and Kelt, who was Luther's friend, suggested
a time or two that ~omplaint be made to the superintendent. But then,
even a lunger can't say that simply because a man is bigger than he that
a fight is unfair or a mouth can't curl. Lungers' quarrels are forbidden,
and breaking the law is no man's special right.
•
Late one evening, Griston, returning from exercise, brought with
him a horned toad that he had caught in the desert. It was an exceptionally large fellow, decked round with its thorny uglin~ss, and struggling madly to escape Griston's fat hand.
The man held him aloft for the whole west ward to see. "Look
at the little devil," he commanded. "Look at him wiggle."
Suddenly two spurts of red shot from the eyes of the thing and
stained Griston's fingers. He started involuntarily, gazed at his reddened hand in dumb amazemeilt. "What's that?" he demanded. \
Kelt was the man to answer. Ten years Kelt had, been in the
desert. "Blood," said Kelt. "That's the way they protect themselves
when they're trapped."
"But it came from its eyes!"
Kelt nodded, and Griston looked again at the toad, this time with
wonder mixed with scorn. "That's a hell of a way to protect yourself,
isn't it now? Blood. Squirtgun eyes."
He laughed and went into his locker room. There he found a
. deep pasteboard -box, a strong enough prison for a horned toad. He
- watched the frantic little thing claw furiously at the sides in an effort
to scramble out. Oh, but it was a ludicrous thing, of course. The
horny, clawed feet moved with c}ownish speed and made a peculiar
-t.
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scraping noise on the pasteboard soundbox. Griston watched for a few
minutes, then grew tired, and locked the box in his drawer.
On the ward, men wer~ already settling for the night. Bed blankets
were pulled up over the feet, within easy reacb for the anticipated early
morning chill that covers the desert like oil on a raw bum. Voices
sank now to a cello murmur and blended 'strangely with the tuneddown music of the radio. Grady's subdued laughter:'rose, a mellow
note of harmony to the monotone.· Everywhere. a kind of solemnity as
men ~ spoke goodnights, took ~ast communion with Qne, yes, one more
day.
.
At length the murmur decreased, became punctuated with coughing, and finally stopped altogether. The radio sang on alone, a crooning
sentimental ~elody that the darkness made poetic. Then it too was
snapped silent. Men fell asleep quickly, tired out from a day in the
heat. Finally, the w~ole ward was quiet.
But hardly had' it fallen asleep when Lu~her stirred uneasily,
opened his eyes, and listened. From somewhere, a tiny muffled sound
came to him, demanding attention. And so strange, so small a sound
was it that Luther;,was able to classify it only because of a vague recollection in some nameless part of himself. It came from the locker room.
It was the desperate scraping of little claws against a pasteboard boxl
Luther lifted his head from the pillow and looked across to where
Gristo,:l lay, making mouth-noise in his sleep. After all, minding your
own business "is best. The sound from the locker room stopped suddenly and Luther let his head drop back. He closed his eyes. He must sleep. Tonight, all night, every night. He must sleep.
.
It came again-the same discordant tune-tiny at first. then with
night's multiplication 'becoming the scraping of a thousand claws on
a hundred boxes, a million shoes on ~iles of concrete. ,
Luther did not even wait to put on his slippers. He flung back
his sheet and stepped into the locker room. He listened for a moment
-first here, then there. At last .his hands found Griston's dra~er,
pulled against. it, against the lock.
"Goddamn that guy, anywayl" Luther told himself.
He stood erect for an instant. Out of the locker room window he
could see the' grey shadows of the desert, the faint line of the mountains, beyond. Abruptly he turned. He reached Griston's bed; shook
the man's arm.
Griston came awake slbwly. "\Vho-whassa matter?" His voice
<}
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was fogged, heavily annoyed. He rolled over and peered into the face
of the man bending over him. "Luther I What the hell do you want?"
Luther's voice was a whisper. "Griston, will you get up and let
'out that damned horned toad? It scrapes around in there so much I
can't sleep."
Griston sat up in bed. "What do you mean, can't sleep? You're
nuts!"
"Shl" cautioned Luther. "'Ve'll wake up the whole ward. No
kidding, Griston, let the thing out, will you? Or give me the key to
your drawer. I really can't sleep."
"Say, what's tho matter with you, Luther~ You got a nerve talking
about sleep and waking me up for something like this,,- No, I won't let
it out and I won't give you the key. Get to hell back in bed and leave
me alone."
Aman is born, lays down a pattern, livJs a life. Even a lunger
does this. "Listen," said Luther. His whisper had risen, came through
his teeth. "I asked you. Now I'm telling you. Give me that key."
An astonished excfamation broke from Griston's lips. Unhur--.Ijedly, he stepped out of bed and stood beside the smaller man. The
rest of the ward slept on. "Say:: he whispered harshly, taking hold of
Luther's arm, "who in the hell do you think you're talking to? Get
tough with me? 'VeIl, one more word and I'll smack you down, cure
or no cure."
Luther wrenched himself free, and for an instant his eyes blazed,
searching the dark shadow that was Griston's face. His thin fists.
clenched; his body trembled. Then he relaxed, slowly, like a stiff washcloth that has fallen into a tub of water. Without a word he went back
to bed.
Griston watched him a moment. Then he, too, climbed back into
his bed.
The room had only silence in it, silence and the fretful sound of
troubled breathing.
"No gutsl" said Criston at last. "You're just yellow."
Luther said nothing.
The next morning when he got out of bed he saw Luther lying
exhausted, his face white. Wordlessly, he walked past into the locker
room and unlocked his drawer.
The homed toad was dead.
At breakfast, Luther refused his tray and was quiet while the men
~
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talked and joked. . He raised his hand in response to Kelt's greeting
but he did not speak. When the new sun walked down the ward, his
eyes had become moist, glittering things with .astonishing whites. He
had begun to cough violently. At nine he flipped his ·firsCruby, as
scarlet as a hea,rt. It filled his mouth, stained and dried on, his lips.
The urgent ward bell broug~t the freshly starched nurse. Kelt
had already found the orderly who was bringing a bowl of cracked ice.
• Kelt knew. He sat at Luther;s bed while the nurse telephoned ~octor
Wade. Luther lay quietly, accepting the spoonfuls of ice with lips
bar~ly moving.
That afternoon they moved Luther to one of the two private rooms
at the rear of the sanatorium. Everyone knew what that meant. Gris. ton knew,. but his face was as expressionless as a stone as he watched
them wheel Lutller down the hushed ward. it was after he w~s gone
and the bed next to him a deserted, a dead thing, that his eyes reflected
the thought seeded deep within him:
uDo you think he's very sick, Kelt? Sick enough to die?"
"He's plentY sick, if it means anything to yo~:' There was a note
of disgust in Kelt's voice. What a hell of a: question to ask the friend
of a man~ Two rubies in an hour, and a private room and that earnest,
breathless stillness, that grave, wondering stare~ Kelt looked out into
the desert and saw the heat-wave filaments smashing the world's light
back to the enemy sun.' His face creased to $rk squint lines, and lines
of trouble.
Griston didn't say another word. He turned his face to the wall to
shut the ward from his mind. But this time, the wall was not enough.
No. It mirrored the west ward and a hundred accusing eyes. It reflected
a dead man with a bloody mouth, and a homed toad scraping his claws
off in a box all night long.
He had taken hold of Luther's arm. Was that enough?
But no one had been awake. -No one knew, unless. That was-it,
Luther had blabbed his mouth. Snitching on him. Saying that he,
Griston, had hit him. Once,~twice, three times. Well, it was a lie. A
da~ned, dirty lie. He hadn't even touched him-took his arm, that was
all. Griston hunched savagely in his bed and wrestled with a tireless,
hostile sleep.
That night the ward was a cave. No lights burned and the radio
was a mute, foolish box. Griston lay with ears str~ning for a name.
Griston, Griston. The men were talking in low whispers and few words
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reached him. It was maddening. It made him restless and hot. Then
:--he heard Kelt talking.
"The nurse says he needs' a special, but I know Luther doesn't
have the dough."
Griston shut his eyes. Tonight there was no slec.p in the room.
Tonight there was a tightness in his arms and his legs and CUQund his
eyes and scalp. Yes, there was a band across his chest, as if he were
plastered and saus~ged the way they do when you have pleurisy. He
turned on his right side and his elbows rubbed against the stucco wall
there. It shut him in. He turned on his left side, and there was
Luther's bed, grey and ghostly in the shadows, like a tomb.
At nine-thirty, Doctor Wade walked softly down the ward to the
-little office adjoinin~4,the reception room. He shut the door and sat
down on one of the' metal stools. He opened the chart cabinet and
checked Luther's record, making new lines and notations on a blank
chest graph. Then he made a telephone call. He had just hung the
receiver on the hook when there was a knock on the door. C~ome in,"
he Said, glancing up.
It was Griston. But it wasn't the Griston of the west ward. This
man's face was a pallid thing, marked with fear's stylus.. This m~n's
eyes were wide with a red blear in the corners. "Say, doc," he'said, "the
boys are talking about Luther needing a special nurse and that he didn't
have any money. I thought that, well, 1-" Hesitant words.
Doctor Wade smiled. "You thought what, Griston?"
"Well, I thought that I've got some money in the bank downtown,
and if it would help any, I want~to, well, hire one for him-a few day.s-"
Doctor Wade was a sensitive man and he knew Griston. Moreover,
he had chased the cure himself at Saranac. Four years. H.e was not
surprised. Once in ~_ waterless canyon, he had found a small, clear
spring. This was like 'that. He stood up and took Griston's arm in a
friendly grip. _"Thank you, Griston. I've already arranged for a nurse
for Luther through the Women's Club. But that doesn't mean that
Luther and I don't appreciate what you are offering. Don't worry.
'Ve'll pull him through."
Griston's head bowed a little. "I ~ope so. I certainly hope so,"
he said, and his voice shook with fear.
Luther did get better. In two weeks the men from the ward were
allowed to visit him for a few minutes each day. He was still flat in
bed and thinner, much thinner. .But he was able to talk. It was Kelt
-'tl
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who told him about Griston. The nurse had learned of his visit to the
doctor's office. The story got around.
. It was an unreasonable thing, all right. There was "Griston as he
had been and still was, and there was this decent thing he had done. It
.was as if a man looked into a garbage pail and saw the face of Jesus.
"We can't figure it out." Kelt shook his head. "Why, he even
lost.a pound this ~eek. What the hell did you ever do to him to mow
him down like that?"
,
.
Luther smiled faintly. "He even lost a poUnd. Well, what do you
knowl"
,.
A month later, when Luther was at last allowed to sit up in bed
and hold his tray, and read, the day came for Griston to go home, an
arrested case. He spent the morning getting his things together, and
when the taxi came he walked down the ward, saying goodbye. ,
The men took his hand cordially, grinning, remembering what he
had done for Lu:ther, and that he had licked the bugs. "Goodbye.
Take care of yourselfl Good luck!"
"So long, you shrimps," he hollered, and went out.
Some of the boys stood up to watch as the. taxi's wheels skidded in
the gravel drive. Griston, the hog in the snow-white wallow, was·gone.
Thoughtfully, Kelt walked back to Luther's room. A queer fellow, Griston, a hard one to understand. Unpleasant, overbearing, a
stinker-and yet- He stepped in. ~'Well," he said to Luther with
"'"'
studied boredom, "he's gone:'
"Yeah? When did he go?"
Kelt's eyes widened. "What the hell!~', The boredom vanished.
uDo you mean to say that Gr~ston .didn't come to say goodbye to you?
But- Why, what in the devil was wrong with him? I though:t-"
ul guess he just didn't want to see me, Kelt," said Luther aloud.
But in the core of himself he shouted: "No gutsl Griston was
yellow!" And there was in his eyes a "look half of triumph, half scorn.
A look such as David, the shepherd boy, must have worn long, long ago.
"
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lVlYTH AND THE CONQUEST
OF MEXICO*
Kenneth Lash
of historical fact that passes for the
story of the conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards, beyond this
recording of the dust for the dust-risers, lies the radium-rare ore of
myth.
And myth is... ? For me, it is a story, a story of epic proportions in
~hich natural and preternatural forces join to symbolize the essential
realities of man in his world. In such a story, man's world of sight
merges with his world of insight; the impalpable of his world of imag- .
ination becdmes as real as the feel of the sword in his hand. Here, then,
is narrative partaking of philosophy; and therefore containing within
it the seeming mutually-exclusive elements of the magical and the mundane, the sense of immediate reality and the apocryphal, the social discord and the harmony, destruction and-the phoenix.
.
Such a story lies in and between the lines of Bernal Diaz' Cortez
and the Conquest of Mexicoll
Here is no new discovery. Tentative claims have been staked out,
but for reasons of their own the claimants saw fit finally to scratch about
some on the surface, pan a while in the streams, and then retire with
their profits. Gained, so to speak, in passing, these literary profits are
yet so rich that one must wonder what untold wealth awaits the man
who remains.
. Archibald MacLeish has been there; he brought back Conquistador (1932). When it was published, Louis Untermeyer called it "the
most eloquent·saga-poem of this generation." He spoke of it in language
close to that descriptive of myth: "fantastic-realistic legend"; "tri-

U

NDERNEATH THE WASTE LAND

, • With special reference to pertinent works of Archibald MacLeish and Saniel Long.
1 Cortez and the Conquest of Mexico by the Spaniards in I52I, "Being the eye-witness
Narrative of Bernal Diaz del Castillo. Soldier of Fortune and Conquistador with Cortez
in Mexico, abridged and edited by B. G. HeFwg. and illustrated with Sixteenth Century
Indian Drawin~ of the Conquest," William R. Scott, 1942. See also Bernal Diaz del Castillo, True History of the Conquest of New Spain, first published in Madrid, 1632.
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umph in the art of heroic poetry." Just how much of the atmosphere
of myth does the poem contain?
It has high dignity, a feeling for the greatness of man, and insistence upon the essential personality of' history that History does not

"

I

I

co~vey:

but I
Fought in those battle~r These were my own deeds!
These names he writes of mouthing them out as a man would
Names in Herodotus-dead and their wars to read-

These things were real: these suns had heat in them:
This was brine in the mouth: bitterest foam:
Earth: water to drink: bread to be eatenNot the sound of a word like ·the writing of Gomora:
Not a past time: a year: the name of a
Battle lost. . •
It recognizes the heroic quality in man that makes him an explorer:
None had sailed to the west and returned till Cordova:
I went in that ship: Alvarez handled 'her:
Trusting to luck: keeping the evening before him:
Sighting after the third week land
And no report of a land there in that ocean:
Not merely a physical explorer:
The west is dangerous for thoughtful men.
Eastward is all sure: all as it ought to be:
A man may know the Will of God by the fences:
Ah but the mark of a man's heel is alone in the
Dust under the whistling of 4awks!
Companion of
Constellations the trace of his track lies:
Endless is unknown earth before a man...
Here the supernatural origin of earthly beauty:
(0 living-kindness of God's love that permitted our
Sinful eyes to behold these'sights and wonders I
How have we thanked thee with words even! how little!)

A figure of magnificent dignity, piety, and wisdom in Montezuma:
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He stood there: answering. . . gladly if to go ,
Now were our ordinance: for we were men
Sent from before-time: and the thing was known
Long since.in his land and his doors were ready: ...
How should it serve our fortune to make war
Or to bind his limbs with our steel? Though our metal
held him
"ow should we hold death? There were many doors:
And a man spills from the cup of his bones as speltFrom the shape of stone on his wrist as running water:
There is all this, plus suggestions of the supernatural on both sides,
the clashing of mighty arms, the panorama of magnificent Mexico City;
yet the last four lines give the true intent and meaning of the poem:
Old....an old man sickened and near death:
And the west is gone now: the west is the ocean sky....

o day that brings the earth back bring again
That well-swept town those towers and that island....
It is, then, the story of one man ..• the mem~ries of an old, broken
soldier, whose taste for conquest has given way to the insipidity of
futility and impoteticel, It cannot have the scope of myth, for it is a
story told from the inside out. It is not heroic, as Mr. Untermeyer believed;. it is rather a memory of defeated romance. As Horace Gregery. observes, it isn't a narrative poem, for the 'story is used only as a
backdrop for reflection on things past by the old soldier. .
This partial analysis is not to be taken ~ a ciiticism of Conquista-'
dor per se; such is not my purpose. I wish only to point out the quantity of myth-feeling that clung to Mr. MacLeish when he walked
through ,the land of the Conquest. He felt the aura keenly, yet chose
to draw upon it rather than add to it. And his example was followed
by a more constant traveler in that land-Haniel Long.
Mr. Long, even within the confines of Pittsburgh, was envisioning
American myth and determining to play a part in it with t4e publication of Notes for a New Mythology (1926). The title is accurate in
that this is a book of notes rather than an outline. The notes are in the
form of poems and short stories which make use of mythical personages
set in motion upon a landscape metamorphosed from the actual to the
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ideal. Aside from its urgent insistence upon the wisdom of beauty and
imagination, this collection has none of the homogeneity of myth, either
in setting or cast of characters. Furthermore, clashing addenda have
been superimposed in the form of the emphatic jottings of preachment; Mr. Long ha-s created gods and demi-gods only to pull them
sharply back to earth for his purposes. Yet he is sincere in his love for
them; one believes him when he says: "I want all the deities that ever
were, Quetzalcoatl and th~ beautiful ones, Priapus and the ugly ones,
Norwan and the strange ones.... "
.
.
Mr. Long possesses, then, a high sensitivity to myth, and when he
leaves Pittsburgh for the Southwest one has high hopes; for here is a
prospector who carries with him much of his prospects.
Some of the promise is realized en route in the Interlinear to Cabeza
de Vaca (1936). This is the story of three Spaniards and a negro slave
sh,ipwrecked on the coast of Florida, and of the strange miracle-adventure that befalls them as they make their way by foot across the continent to join their army in Mexico. Held to be gods by the Indians, they
are commanded to perform miracles of healing. Driven in despair beyond the limits of mind and memory, they pray· in full innocence; their
. prayers are answered, .the Indians healed. This happens again and
again as they cross the land. De Vaca, to whom the story belongs,
gradually sheds his Europeanism, then his individualism, until finally,
absorbed beyond himself. in the powers of healing granted him, he,
according to his author, "ceases to be an historical personage and be.
comes asymbol."
In exact proportion as he becomes a· symbol he approaches the
, . province of myth. Therefore, although this again is one man's story
along the way to Mexico City, it nevertheless indicates the vein of myth
that lies even in the byroads of the Conquest. Yet the emphasis .of the
. story falls upon the ending, in which de Vaca, having reached Cortez and
Mexico City, finds himself unable to sustain his selflessness in the atmosphere of self-seeking Europeans. Is, ~en, Mr. Long to center his atten:
tion upon the individual and psychological rather than the symbolic
and philosophic? A later book, Malinche (lmm), says yes.
c~
Dona Marina, called "Malinche" (according to Mr. LOng, the
Spanish corruption of the Nahuatl "Malintzin"), is at the same time
the most fascinating and the greatest personage of the Conquest. Myth
already exists around her. Mr. Long, in his book, chooses to analyze
her. MQlinche~ like Conquistador~ is the study of an individual, with
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aspects of myth used rather than created. Mr. Long is aw.are of this,
and it is his epilogue that most interests me.
In this epilogue Mr. Long, after some rather anachronistic sighings
over the lack of available detail concerning Helen of Troy, and after
a side-expedition with Malinche herself into the world of Jung (where
she sits for a "supra-individual image") , gets down to the basic fact: we
are dealing here with the proper matter of myth. He states:
We are left free to consider how, four centuries ago, the winds of destiny
.associated an Indian girl and a European adventurer, and bore- them
through a few months as fantastic as anything of which history tells us .....
fitted closely together in their reciprocal abilities,. they changed the history
of half a world
As for Malinche herself:

As her significance grows to those who would create myth and symbol,
Malintzin may well become a greater gift than we can now imagine in the
form of a great life-idea, from the as yet unexplored pantheon of the new
world to that old world pantheon among the images of which we too have
grown up, namely the life-idea (less clear in any of the old world heroines)
that men and women as comrades and..friends are to carry on the work of
generation, which is nothing less than the entire business of transformation
and evolution. . . .

And so Mr. Long comes back from the land, carrying with him
a piece of it, yet more enriched by the mere sight and feeling or' that
which he left behind-the true spirit of myth in the story of the
Conquest.
Consider this story.
By the very nature of man's indomitable will, two civilizations that
have existed for centuries without knowledge of each other are brought
precipitately face -.to face: white man and Indian; Christianity and animism-the Virgin and the mighty Huichilobos; guns and arrows, sword
:tnd stone; the- bearded and the beardless.
The Indian sees his first horse as a centaur; cannon as lightningflingers. The white men come out from the path of the sun, as the
great god Quetzalcoatl had prophesied. Demi-gods, Teules, yet they
come to kill~...to deprive the gods of their rightful sacrifices, even to crash
down the mtghty gods from their thrones and supplant them with sacrilegious crossed sticks. Such cannot be, .and the gods will help destroy
them. Strike the drums of war!
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And th~ Spaniard: half Christian, half superstitious inquisitor;
welcomed with such a compound of innocent friendliness and subtle
- treachery that he knows not what minute he may sleep; 800 of hi~
among untold thousands of Indians; tired, hungry, wounded, sick, he
comes to the beauty of Mexico'City, seeing magnificence never known
to him; after deserts, a cool city flu~hed each evening with clear wa~er;
a city shiinmeringwith gold~ a plaza as clean as his church; a city with
a market-place such as in Seville had never been seen for variety and
luxuriance of foods, cloths, metal-work, jewels; a city that smelled sweet
and tasted good, where women smiled; and yet overlooking the city,
from a temple at the top of one hundred and fourteen steps, were' the
huge, fearful idols, breathing the breath of burning flesh, dripping_
blood. The Spaniards shivered, fingered their crosses. Then 'comes
the sound of the drums! Notliing now can be 'as it was. Gods and men
and battle are joined.
And who are our heroes, our symbols, our personifications of the
forces here engaged? More may be invented, but we, have given to us
already a triumvirate: Cortez, Montezuma, Malinche.
Little need be' said of Cortez. Let him be that which he is-the
man of daring who makes good his ventures by means of a cunning,
brain and a s~ong arm. - Let him be ~llant and straightforward. Let
him even be brutal, as is the way with force. Would you go to Achilles
for sympathy? tor understanding?
Go instead to Montezuma. In him you will find these traits as
highly developed as Cortez' right arm. This is the other cup of the
scale, with the weight compounded of dignity, spiritual beauty, sensitivity, wisdom. Here is the noble, tragic figure whose gods were riot
strong enough t6 protect him. But should you say that his weight was
not sufficient and so the field is given over to force, you forget the
fulcrum-Malinche.
She is the focal point and decisive factor of the entire epic. An
Indian princess given to Cortez by' one of the first-conquered tribes, she
soon shows her wisdom, her knowledge of languages, her c;:ontrol over
her people, and her loyalty to the Spaniards, whom she believes to be
direct emanations {)f QuetzalcoatI."" Aside from the priest, she is the one
who most understands the true significance of the symbol of Mother
and Child. She believes-in it, and Jeels it to be-the message of QuetzalcoatI urging her people to. cease human sacrifice and inhuman cruelty.
She believes that in helping the Spanish, she is helping Quetzalcoatl,

~-
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and, directly) her people. She must, in a sense, betray them, but she is
rather betraying the cruel gods that they worship, believing both
rationally and spirit~ally that in so -doing she is helping to create a
better world.
In relation to Cortez, she progresses from interpreter to lover, from
lov~r to advisor. She it is who swings the balance at every turn. Left
to themselves, the little _Spanish band would have been annihilated ten
times over in the course-of the march. Cortez knows it, and leans on
her more and more. Then a startling thing happens. The Indians
begin to call Cortez (IMalinche"l
Think of it for a moment. An Indian girl given into slavery, asap to soldiers, comes so to dominate the soldiery that their leader, a
man of Spanish background, loses his identity so far as to accept for
himself her namel
And so it comes about that the one name-l\falinche-dominates
the s~ory of as fabulous a conquest as the world has known.
Let -the psychologists give us their reasons. It was because she
nursed the soldiers. It was because she saved them in battle. It was
because she was warmth and wisdom. It was because she was pretty.
It was because of association of ideas.
Ours is the age of reason, the age of analysis. Nothing is wisdom
that is not logic. There is no end to what we will not induce and
deduce in order to produce. Perhaps this is the twentieth-century
substitute for the male ideal of direct action. Analyze and conquer.
Perhaps synthesis is feminine in its partial reliance upon intuition.
And yet Eliot must invent Mme. Sosostris; Yeats must bring into
being the great tomb-haunter.
Indian poets have no such need; there is -no necessity -to invent
what is already extant in such richness. And so the dances and folk·
tales of Indians at Chapultepec tell of Malinche. To many Mexicans
she is, though not canonized, a sai~t. There are festivals for her.
These simple people, with a greater sense of "effective reality," have
made part of the Conquest their own. They walk in the land and feel
the myth through ~eir feet.
Emissaries from among us have gone there; they too have felt it and
brought back traces, glimmerings. For those of us who are sufficiently
deaf, there are deep sounds to be heard in that land. For the one of us
who is not afraid of staggering riches, there is a mountain to be mined.
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It was at the time before redeployment really began
rolling. Not so long ago, at that.

ECOLLECT.

"This is your post,. number -three. You beat the pavement from
here to that corner there where the light is."
The sergeant of the guard was impatient to leave.
"Post number four is on the other side of the building," he continued. "There's another guard over there~ if anything should happen."
The sergeant moved away, then remembered something.
"And anQther thing. Take a pot-shot at anybody hanging around.
That's the only special order the captain gave. Don't question anybody; shoot. There are signs all over town telling the Krauts this area
is off limits. Anyway, it's after curfew; So nothing will happen. But
just in case, follow the order because sure as hell you won't have a
chance to answer any questions," he added. "You'll be relieved in four
hours." .
Pfc. Jennings' eyes followed the sergeant as he walked away in the
early darkness.
These sergeants, they get excited about everything, Jennings told
himself. He studied the building which he was guarding, and was
amused. It was a long one-story structure. Even in the darkness, it .
showed'signs of time and war. All along the length of it were windows,
most of them with the glass completely broken out.
A worthless building in tile land of Cermany, ridiculously the
subject of guard duty in the early hours of the night-Jennings felt satisfaction in being aole to be amused by the situation. It was amusing
but not completely idiotic, for this was the Army-the Army of a Pfc.
He had gone through the w~ntry nightmare of the Ardennes. He
45
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was among the first who had followed on foot when the armored units
broke through into the Rhineland. Now, alongside .a dilapidated
building, becauseh~ was ordered to do so, he was waiking guard" as he
had walked it long ago during basic training.
He and his buddies had never foreseen this, the period of waiting
which was sandwiched in between the end of the shooting and the time
when they would go home.
He right-shouldered his M-l rifle and slowly walked tQward the
comer where the light was shining. Four hours to go, back ,~nd forth,
back and forth. But it was not dull, for his mind was active. His
thoughts had become good companions during these days when guard
duty· had become a regular assignment.
,
His thoughts were nothing but musings and reveri~. They were
not deep, nor were they penetrating. 'He sought no underlying reasons
or causes for being where he was or doing what he was doing. And for
this too he was thankful, for those in his outfit who were th~nkers were
also the chronic gripers. He waited calmly and patiently for the day
which no one could hurry along-the day when the men of his organization would be officially notified that they were on alert for shipment
to the United States. It would come, and no amount of fretting would
bring it even an hour sooner.
He reached the comer, shifted the rifle to his left shoulder, and
retraced his footsteps.
.
The others, like·DiCorsa, Williams, Jonesy, and Oblensky, fOIgot
many things and lost them in the maze of their gripes.
He was lucky to have gotten through it all, unscathed and alive.
Luck, and nothing else. A mortar shell could have fallen on the s]J?t
where he clutched the earth as well as two hundf~d yards off to the side *
where some other private, corporal, sergeant, lieutenant, or captain lay ..
hugging the earth.'
No, it was~ot too much for his pride to walk guard and to wait,
even though he~guarded a building which most likely was worthless.
Every man must put his own thoughts in order.
He had no argument with DiCorsa, Williams, Jonesy, and Oblensky.. What they said was true, he told himself; there was no doubt
abo~t that. Men who are waiting for shipment home are doing nothing
Qut busy-work. But it was forgotten that they couldn't all be sent
home at once; thati was true also. Here again it was a matter of luck,
like pulling numbers out of a hat. A few, perhaps one or two from each
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division, were lucky enough to attend school. Others would see something of Europe, ripped and unripped. But for most it was guard: duty
and more guard duty. And it could be worse, as it was rumored about
other outfits. T~ere could be KP in addition . to guard. And there
could be hours of close order drill and manual of arms in addition to
}{p. And the C. 0., the adjutant, the S-3 officer, and many others
.
could think of much more too.
Airports, billeting areas, buildings-they had to be guarded or
they didn't. It all depended on your way of thinking. As far as he
was concerned, even the puddles in the road, needed guarding.
In putting everything in its place ~n his mind, to give meaning to
his own scheme of things, he could find no pla~e for only one small
item. Never before, outside of combat guard patrol, had he been
ordered to shoot any and all intruders.
He discarded the thought by reassuring himself that sergeants
get excited over any little thing. ~ For that matter, captains did too.
He was becoming tired of walking his short tour, but inwardly he
felt an emotional coziness in ..the still unique sense of'security. The
comparative safety of walking guard!, And it was really not so long ago
that each day, each hour, 'each moment was an uncertain one.
War and combat sofdiering were now only matters of recollection
in conversations and yarns.
.
He paused for a moment at the comer, looked about, then waiked
again. His M-I rifle of ten poundseseemed to become heavier. He carelessly balanced it at the stock in his palm, as if sauntering through his
favorite spot in the woods.
It was amusing to think what an erroneous idea most people had
of war, especially of the warfare of the individual foot-soldier.
They knew that war is shooting. But being fainil!ar only with the
shooting of a hunter, they a;llowed the analogy to falsify the picture.
Thinking about it, he smiled to himself.
They think you shoot at the enemy like you shoot at an animal, a
deer, for example, he mused,-that you lie in wait until you "see". your
target and opponent. Further, they imagine that your patience is rewarded ~nd that you fire to hit that one particular enemy.
He had never gone to Officers Candidate School or studied military
strategy, but he knew that it wasn't the hunter and the hunted. It was
the pounder and the pounded.
Walking"guard was tiresome.
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He went into the shadows and squatted, resting his back against
the building which, for some nonsensical reason, he was guaTding.
The fact that he was doing what he shouldn't be doing didn't
bother him. The Army required many unreasonable things of its
men. . Just that afternoon, Mac, his buddy, told him how he had
guarded a heap of refuse from the officers' mess hall.
Even a rookie' of four months in the Army knew that a little
malingering was due him.
Jennings placed'his rifle between his buttocks and held it in place
with his knees, using it for an improvised seat. The cool night air
aroused in him a sudden desire to smoke. He cupped the flame from
his lighter and held the lit cigarette the same way.
Despite his effort his eyelids slowly closed. Almost immediately,
he became conscious of a shadow flitting across him. It was as though
he had seen it through his·eyelids. His first fear was that his negligence
would be discovered. He quickly crushed his cigarette between his
thumb and finger and got up on one knee.
For a moment he pr~sumed he had falJen asleep and had imagined
the sensation. But then he saw a figure dart across the roadway to the
side of the building.
The figure was not noiseless or elusive as a genuine prowler should
be. His heels struck the pavement loudly in the otherwise silent night
and he had not avoided the light at the corner.
He was in civilian clothes and, therefore, not a '~friend:'
As if realizing his previous mistakes, ~e intruder now hunched up
against the wall of the building, striving to conceal himself, it seemed.
Don't question anybody; shoot!
. Jennings recalled the special order as though the sergeant were
there saying it at that very moment.
~
.Instinctively, Jennings raised his rifle and had the figure within
-4:: his sights. He hesitated before unlocking the rifle. Just a few minutes
ago he had been thinking . . . yet here he was taking careful aim· at
a man.
Don't question anybody; shoot!
The figure remained motionless. Jennings lowered his rifle
slightly. The man could only be a native of the town, innocently....
But why was he sneaking about? And why was he violating curfew?
The sergeant said the townspeople had been warned that the area was
off limits.
~.

~~.
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The building might, be a storing place for ammunition. The
prowler might be one of the diehards and might have come to blow up
the building and everything around it, including Jennings. The
building might be loaded with any number of things. Otherwise why
•
would the sergeant have given such an order?
Yet....
..
He couldn't shoot a man downlike ... a deer. It would·remain
with him forever.
The war was ended. He had to give the man a chance to explain
himself.
"Who's there? Haltl"
The words rang out before he himself realized he had made the
decision to shout them.
.
With hands outstretched, the figure spun around and stood eiect
at the wall briefly, as if facing a firing squad. Then, like a mechanical
toy. that ,is released after being wound up, he darted headlong across
the road away from Jennings and the building.
The action was all that was needed to bring to Jennings' mind the
. realization that he was a soldier on guard duty with an order to funill.
Quickly he aimed at the fleeing ma~'s right shol;dder, pushed forward
~
the safety with his trigger finger, and fired.
The prowler twirled, almost fell, regained his balance, aQd unsteadily ran on with no inten~ion"of halting.
Jennings knew what he must do. He took careful aim a second
time at the man's back, just as the figure rushed toward the shadows,
and fired again.
'
J enni,ngs, with his rifle at ready for use again, rushed to where the
man had fallen. He pulled the man over on his back. T~e prowler
was not young. His face was lean, with protruding cheek bones, and
he was :habbily ~ressed.
. Jennings heard the guard on the other side of the building shout,
"Sergeant of the guard, post number threel"
.
The words were picked up and repeated by another guard, farther
away, at a post Jennings didn't know existed.
The ,sergeant an~ two others were not long in arriving. The sergeant bent over to examine the man and asked, "What happened, J ennings?"
"This guy, he was sneaking around," like he shouldn't. He couldn't
have been up to any good. I....
It

t

'li>L
.. ..l.M~
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"Righi through the back and out the chest," the sergeant said.
"Deader than a stiff."
"He was sneaking around and I had to shoot," Jennings said as if
trying to explain a wrong.
"Good," the sergeant broke in. "That's what you were supposed
do."
The sergeant turned to his two companions.
"Hobson. go down to ~Iedics and tell 'em to pick up this Kraut.
Ollie, you take over this post till next relief. And you come down to
"
headquarters with me, Jennings. 'Ve'll report."
Jennings followed the sergeant along the wall of the building. He
puzzled over the events which had occurred from the time he had sat
down to rest and to smoke.
They walked on in silence and rounded a comer of the long
building!
"'Vhy do 10U suppose he was sneaking around?" Jennings asked,
perplexed.
~
"Most likely trying to steal some stuff," the sergeant answered.
"From this building? You mean there was something valu~le
in thete?"
.iNaw, just a shipment of rations. Mostly canned stuff." The
sergeant added, "The Krauts get the news around fast."
Neither said_any more. With one stroke, it seemed, Jennings'
thoughts, which previously were so well arranged, now were disorderly
and confusing. All at once, there was a batch of new meanings.· And
yet there was no meaning.

to
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at Bemidji there was only one place
empty, on the long seat at the back of the bus. A young Indian
boy sat next to the window, then the empty place, then two GI's in
wrinkled suntans, and an old lady with a basket in the other corner.
_Mary climbed over the soldiers' feet and knees, smiling apologetically,
and squeezed into the empty seat. The Indian boy moved over as far
as he could; he looked ~bout seventeen, small and thin, and he held
himself rigidly in his corner. It was a hot day in late July but he wore
dark wool trousers, spot~ed C¥ld frayed at the cuffs, and a red and black
checked wool shirt over a dirty white cotton shih. He looked steadily
out of the window, his profile dark and somber.
The soldier next to Mary tU1JJed to her and said, "You almost
didn't get a seat. It's a good thing Gus and me were here to save one for
yOl,l." He was blond and tanned, with dark eye~ that were child-like
in spite of their red rims and bloodshot margins. His whole face looked
half-asleep and very young. He and the other soldier were pleasantly
drunk. Mary laughed and said, "Thanks," and looked away. -She was
still hot and flustered from her run for the bus and making sure her
"suitcase got on, and now this soldier talking to her made her fe~l both
friendly and confused. She didn't mind particuiarly that he was drunk,
but she had to·be quiet for a while to collect herself and prepare for this
transition-the bus ride that would take her back from the silent lake
country into the City and her job and the long waiting ahead.
The bus rumbled beneath them and they moved out of the dusty
northern resort town onto the empty highway. With an almost mystical feeling of love and renunciat~~n Mary watched the countryside
that she was leaving. She had, come to it and l~ft it summer after summer ever since she was a little girl, and now the sight and smell of it
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was woven inextricably into all her memories of the joyous and innocent periods of her childhood. They passed through the sandy wilderness, grown over with scrub pine and sumac, past pine forests impenetrably dark even in the noontime heat and light, and always beyond,
somewhere, lay the still lakes, sometimes only glimpsed secretly below
a bluff and sometimes lying candid and open under the sky. The
cabins of the summer people and the garish little resort towns that
shriveled and faded with the first cold weather had made no real mark
on this country. It was tOQ big, too full of its own secret life to be
defiled by men.. Even the cutover land where monolithic pines had
once grown in a thick gigantic turf seemed not 'so much despoiled as
reborn, beginning again its steady implacable growth under the sun
and wind and snow.
. Looking through the windows, Mary saw outl!ned against the brilliant light outside the dark profile of ,the Indian boy beside her. He
was watching the land pass, too, and in his face and body there was
something of its own vital and fierce .dignity. Once they passed a group
of three Indian huts, pressed back far under the trees, hoyds of bark
and tin surrounded by blankets and old rags on a sagging clothesline
and birchbark baskets hung out for sale. The boy looked at them as he
looked at the trees and sand, as impassively as he might look at his own
face in a mirror. This country i& his, not mine, Mary thought with a
pang of envy. Why is he leaving it? From somewhere hidden a cool
lake Qreeze full of the smell of fresh water blew through the window on
her face. I would live in any hovel, I could stand the bitter cold and
the loneliness, if only I could wait here for David to come home, she
thought fiercely. I could wait here, I could be strong here. But the
bus went on, southward; they were due in lVIinneapolis at eight o'clock.
The young blond soldier said to her, UYou going far?"
Mary turned from the win40w and looked at him. His eyes were
bland but his voice was friendly and persistent. He knew that it was
his right to talk to her and to make her talk to him, and Mary knew it
too. She did not mind now; there was no point any longer in cataloging the landmarks of this inevitable, irreversible journey. She smiled
at him and said, urm going to Minneapolis."
uYou hear that, Gus?" the blond boy saig to the soldier beside
him. "She says she's going to Minneapolis."
Gus leaned forward and stared at her with bright, filmy eyes. He
was alder than the other, tall and lanky, with a long beaky nose and
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dusty brown hair that fell limply over his forehead. "Well, is that
right, going to Minneapolis?" He continued to stare at her owlishly.
"We've got some mighty fine company now, haven't we, Bennett? A
nice pretty girl to talk to for three hundred miles."
"Two hundr~d," Bennett said. "Closer to two hundred."
"All' right, fQr Chrissakes, two hundred," Gus said amiably.
"Let's not get piggish about this. Maybe if this goddamn bus gets any more crowded she'll ha~e to sit op our laps."
Mary looked away from them to hide the tenderness and pity
in her eyes. Evtr since the war had st~rted she had never been 'able
to look at soldiers, on the street, on busses or streetcars, alone or in noisy
groups, drunk or sober, without feeling this terrible pity and sorrow
and under it a pervasive, irrational sense of guilt. There was no soldier
who was not too young to die, tqo innocent to be for.ced to kill. She
could never bring herself to stand' on feminine dignity to warC!l off the
advances and attempted pick-ups that ariy girl alone was bound to run
into from time to time.. She could only smile and say, "I'm sorry," and
go on her way alone, wrapping the thought of David about her loneliness and sad compassion. In her fee1i~g for David there could be no
pity. Even r though he had been in the army for three years and in
Europe for tou~teen months she never thought of David as a soldier.
He was David and she loved him, and when you loved someone the w,ay
she did there was no room for pity.
Bennett wa.~ saying, "I was drinking sherry the past three days and
I don't remember one damn thing about it. I always said when I got .
back in the Stat~ I wasn't going to drink nothing but real Scotch and
I get up in Grand Forks and get blind on sherry."
"That's all right, you save a lot of mqney that way," Gus said.
"Sherry now, that's a nice refined way to drink, isn't it, miss? Say,
what's your name if you don't mind my asking? We got two hundred
~. miles yet; we don't want to be formal."
"Mary," Mary said, smiling at him. "Are you boys going out to
Fqrt Snelling?"
"Yeah," Bennett said, "we both gotta report back tomorrow.. I
landed back here the day before Fourth of July. I been in the country
twenty-two days and I gotta report Eack tomorrow. Drinking sherry the
. last three days, too. Hell, I get the lousy deal every time," and his facelooked like a petulant liitle boy's.
"That's tough," Mary said. "Were you in Germany?"
<
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"I was there two months, all ovel the place. Signal corps. Gus
here, he never got any -farther than Cologne."
"Oh," Mary said. "My husband's ,in Germany. He was in Paris
before, but now he's stationed at Nuernberg. He's in the medical
corps." She was giad for the chance to say it, just to get everything
straight. She hoped that saying it would make everything clear, would
confirm from the beginning the pattern of just a friendly meeting on a
bus trip; and she felt reassured and happy when she saw it made no
difference to them and when Bennett, grinning, only said, "Wouldn't
you know it? All the good-looking girls turn out to be married these
days."
At Walker three more passengers got on the bus. They stood 9r
sat on suitcases in the aisle, and now as the bus went on arid the afternoon air grew hotter and heavier the bus began to fill with casual talk
and a relaxed feeling of the community of their journey. Bennett and
Gus lolled on the hard plush seats with their legs stretched into the
aisle, while Mary, cramped behind the seat ahead of' he~, listened to
their stories, asked the required questions, and !aughed at their wisecracks. She found herself watching. Bennett's face, so boyish ,and open,
trying to find there some sign of the things he had been through, some
revelation of what war and the eternal presence of death had meant
.to him. But it seemed a mask of complete innocence, untouched and
untouchable, reflecting nothing either from without or within.
The two soldiers seemed utterly at ease with each other and with
her, and once, wondering about it idly, she asked how long they had
been in the same outfit. Bennett looked at her in surprise. "Who?
Him and me? We weren't ever in the same outfit. I never saw this
guy before we got on that bus'at Grand Forks this morning," and he
and Gus. look~d at each other and laughed. Mary felt unreasonably
taken aback, as if she had been somehow cheated, and she realized that
she had unconsciously been fitting Bennett and Gus into a stereotyped
picture-the inseparable buddies, sharing pleasure and sorrow, facing
death together an~ loyal to each other beyond any possibility of betrayal. She saw now that there was really no way to know their relationship; it was even conceivable that tonight in some dark downtGwn alley,
after the last, roaring drunk that they were planning, Gus, with his
bright, owlish eyes, might roll this naIve boy and leave him lying there,
unconscious, for the police or the MP's.
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Immediately she knew that this suspicion was unreasonable and
idiotic a~d she was astonished that it had occurred to her; -but for a
few moments she did not want to join again in their friendly banter.
She fumbled in her purse for her ,cigarettes-the No Smoking sign had
long ago been disregarded-and as she drew· out the pack she became
aware again of the Indian boy beside her. She felt him watching her
and on an impulse she turned to him and, offered him a cigarette. His
eyes flicked away immediately,. but as she held the pack out to him he
hesitantly took one and nodded gravely. She lit his for him, then her
own, and silently they both looked out the window. It was a different
landscape now-farmland and,occasional hardwood woodlots with fewer
pines, and although this land too looked bleak it had an appearance
of being under control, domesticated in its meagerness. Soon even the .
bleakness and poverty would be past and they would come to the rich,
treeless fields of corn and the lush pastureland that never had been
forest. With a spasm of nostalgia and almost physical longing she
turned back to 'the soldiers beside her, and when Bennett put a casual
arm across her shoulder~ she wa~ almost glad.
At Brainerd they stopped for half ai\ hour and Mary, avoiding the .~
crowded station cafe, went down the street to a diner to eat. .She finished quickly and walking back through the hot, late-afternoon sunlight
climbed into the stuffy, silent bus -several minutes early. The Indian
boy sat alone on the back seat, 'still and watchful in the green-plush
gloom, eating a~ egg sandl\,Tich. . Mary took her place beside him, smiling at him shyly as she stretched her cramped legs into the aisle for a
brief respite. With a sudden gesture the boy held out half his sandwich. UYou want some?" he asked her in a hoarse soft voice, and his
eyes looked into her face, dark and candid like lakes at twilight. But
the bread was grimy from his c~rled, brown hand, and Mary wasn't
hungry. She smiled apologetically and shook her head. ~'Thanks, but
I ate in the diner," she said, and she couldn't understand why she felt
so wounded when he turned away and went on eating, looking out the
window and not speaking again.
\Vhen the;r other passenge:vs got on, talking confidentially and
settling like clucking chickens on their roosts, she saw them in.a dream.
She had not realized how tired she was, and when she saw Bennett and
Gus stumbling tall and ~oisy down the aisle, waving a pint bottle of
rye, she smiled at them as from the bottom of a well.
I
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"Hey, you going to sleep on tis?" Gus protested, climbinJover her.
.~
"You can't do that, we got some liquor for you."
She shook her head sleepily and started to move over to make
room for Bennett,. but he pushed her back. "You sit there and stretch
your legs. I'll sit behind the seat a while." He took her place beside
the Indian boy and when the bus moved off again Mary sat between the
two soldiers, relaxed and weary and unthinking. They talked across
her, leaning heavily against her shoulders as they passed the bottle pack
and forth, and she found it comforting. She wouldn't share their liquor
with them, refusing with a sleepy smile, but when they leaned their faces
down to hers, saying insistently, "Isn't that right, Mary? Huh? Isn't
'"" that right?" she would open her eyes with an effort and smiling peace
fully murmur, "That's right," although she haq. not heard a word they~
said.
She must have dozed off finally, for when' she opened her eyes a
little later, it was not a little later but already early evening, and the
green-gold light outside was shining palely on the farms that lay outside
the city. She turned her head and saw that in her sleep she had curled
against Bennett's shoulder and that her crumpled cotton dress was
twisted up above her knees. She felt as if she had not really woken but.
were still deep in so~e amorphous dream, and even when she stretched
and sat up straight the. buzzing and the ringing in her head went on.
Gus and Bennett had not moved or changed. The bottle was empty but
they still leaned across her, talking only a little more thickly and looking
at her with eyes as bright as ever.
"I'm glad you woke up, Mary," Gus said, fumbling in his pocket.
HI want to show you a picture of my wife. You didn't know I was married, did you? Got three kids, too." He brought a picture out of his
wallet and, smoothing it tenderly, passed it to Mary, peering intently
and breathing whiskey into her face. "Some shape, huh, Mary?"
_ -~ It was a picture of a pretty blonde bursting out of a two-piece bathing suit, and it looked as if it had been cut from a magaziq.e. Mary
looked at it, smiling automatically as she said-dully, "She's veny pretty."
Bennett. leaned heavily on her other side, looking at the picture
in her hands. "That's BettyGrable," he said matter-of-factly... "A very
nice dish," and he pulled out his own wallet. "I got something ~etter
than that, Mary. You want to read a poem?" he asked her, turning his
wide young eyes on her ~nd looking deep into her own.
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Mary felt drugged with strangeness and confusion. Then' the
pretty blonde wasn't really Gus's- wife? and he hadn't really three children as he had, said? She didn't know what it. meant, but she felt a
frightened ang~r against Gus~ . She watched Bennett's dumsy, boyish
hands unfolding a lined sheet of notepaper, and moved by the care with
which he straightened the creases and by the painstaking, childish handwriting that covered the paper, she thought righteously, a poem means
as much to this boy as a pin-up girl to Gus. Bennett gave the paper
to her and turning to face her, watched her with a wide-eyed little smile
as she began to' read. .
With the fit:st words a shock of cold sickness went through Mary's
body and for what seemed eternity she sat holding the poem in her
hands, unable to mo~e, her eyes stiff and her heart twisted in furious
.recoil. It was the first piece of real pornography that she had ever seen.
Stanza after stanza covered the worn piece of paper, and the wor~ explicit and lovingly put together, were like red hot needles in her flesh.
Her eyes had taken in the first two stanzas at a glance, before she knew
what she was reading, and she knew that that was only the beginning,
that even that was nothing to what was yet to come. She sat frozen,
with unseeing eyes, unable to look at the childishly-writ.ten words and
yet unable to move to get the filthy paper out of her hands, while a
torrent of fury and terror such as she had never known raged within her.
Finally with an effort of will that shook her whole being, she folded the
paper with trembling hands and keeping her set, furious face straight
ahead she thrust the poem at Bennett.
She saw nothing though her eyes were wide open, but she heard
the paper being carefully returned to the wallet and Bennett's soft
young voice saying sadly, "Guess she don't like my poem, huh, Gus?"
and Gus's sharp, hoarse voice replying, "Why, that's a mighty fine poem,
Bennett; maybe she just isn't the literary type."
For the last half-hour before they reached the city depot she sat
rigidly betweeJ? them, imprisoned between their h~avy shoulders, staring with blind eyes straight before her. Bennett and Gus leaned and
talked acro.ss her as if she were not there, unconcerned, untouched, with fP
no change in their voices or in their bright, blank eyes. Wh~i1 they
got to Minneapolis they pushed their way off the bus before the others,
cursing cheerfully at the driver till' he found their duffel bags; and by
the time Mary descended, weak-kneed, to the platform, they had been-:-'
swallowed up in the station crowd. As she waited to claim her bag she
I
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saw the India~ boy, carrying' a cardboard suitcase, go out through the
depot doors and stand hesitating, on the crowded sidewalk. But 'when
she followed him out, her own suitcase in her hand, he was gone.
Walking along the downtown street in the early evening she felt
as if she were in a strange city, a place she'd never been. The city noises
were all around her in the hot twilight air, but they seemed to come to
her across a great distance. In the half-empty yellow trolley the strangeness persisted; the hard straw seats, the indifferent conductor, the tired·
looking p~ople in their wrinkled summer clothes· were all unreal. She
looked at them but they did not look at her. It was as if either she or
they were a dream and not really there, and she couldn't tell which was
which. It was incredible to her that she had lived in this city all her
life. She kept thinking, seven hours ago I was in Bemidji, and she
could see again the flat sandy iand stretching all about her and the blue
lakes lying beyond. Was that land real or unreal now? In panic she
opened her eyes wide, staring desperately at each blank face in the trolley, at each street, the same as every other, that passed outside. With a
slow steady sense of horror she saw that time and space, moving with
their implacable, terrible power, had somehow left her behind and she
was lost.
When she got off the trolley' at her ·corner her legs trembled beneath her. She. saw no one as she climbed the stairs to her apartment,
the suitcase hanging from her arm like a dead appendage. In the apart·,
ment she stood for a long time before she thought to put the suitcase
down. Everything looked small, unfamiliar, impersonal. It was impossible that she had ever lived there with David. It was growing dark as
she went about op~ning the windows, but she didn't turn on the lights.
Black soot lay on the window sills and even when the windows were
open the air was still and death-like.
In the bedroom she pulled back the bedclothes and took off her
clothes. She lay in the middle of the hot, dry bed with the sheet kicked
down and her ,nightgown pulled up over her knees, watching the sky
darken into blackness. She tried to picture David's face, she willed it
to come to her, but she saw instead only the dark, innocent eyes of
Bennett, and his blank, expectant smile. She fought him furiously,
digging her fingers into the mattress and turning her head sharply on
the pillow, b!1t he remained, and a wave of physical desire she could
not stem swept 'over her. She lay still, seething with a helpless need,
and the first few lines of the poe~ came into her head., She heard
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them repeated over and over by a grinning, boyish voice, and with
despairing hatred and horror she found her~elf wis4.,ing, wishing desperately, to know the words of the rest of the poem. ,..
.
Suddenly she knew, with certainty, something that had never occurred to her before. She knew that David had not been faithful to her
during this year away, and she felt no protest. Ju~t as she was betraying
him tonight, so David had betrayed her, once or twice or oftener. She
saw then that the circle of betrayll1 was endless-:-Bennett had betrayed
her simple friendliness, she had betrayed the Indian boy's brave gesture of dignity and brotherhood, and he in turn had betrayed. others,
if only in the act of leaving his people and th~t 'secret, wasted country
to come, self-seeking, to the city. She saw that Bennett himself, with'
all the millions like him, had been ,betrayed, helplessly and utt~rly, into
war, into death, into the corruption of all that was young and simple
in him. In wartime there could be nothing but betrayal. At every
moment, all over the world~ love and humanity were being betrayed
,.
by all mankind.
As she lay there hopelessly, her heart sick unto death, she felt again
the presence of the vast north lake country, still lying there behind her
as it bad lain through centuries of war al1d exploitation. There only
did betrayal end, and with the first transport of religious faith that she
had ever felt she knew that some day, soon, both she and the Indian boy
would go back.
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Allen Parrott
a tree and he wanted it out of his yard. The
wInd had blown It crooked, and some one, who owned the house
,before he did, had cut off the branches to the west, making it lopsided.
It spoiled the looks of the whole' place, it was no earthly good, and all
winter he had been planning to get rid of it.
He told his wife he was ,going to have it chopped down.and hauled
away, and she said it made the only decent shade and what wasshe going
to do next summer, because if a cool breeze was blowing anywhere on
the face of the earth it would be under that tree, and she liked to pull
a chair under it and sit there, and why didn't he let it be; it was better
than nothing. "But don't listen to me. If you've got it on your mind
I'll have no peace in this world until it's gone."
He reminded her the leaves fell from it all year round, and there
were bean pods in the fall to be raked uE' and their grandchildren were
always climbing it, just narrowly escaping death. H~ let his voice
dwindle o~, for he knew she was right; he had it on his mind, and he
connected':winter and being cold, with the tree and its twisted branches,
and th~ black bean pods and brown leaves shaking in it, and the circle
of snow frozen at the foot of it.
He. was in the grain elevator one afternoon, loafing, talking to the
other retired farmers who sat around the stove. Jim Miller came in
to get a bushel of oats.
.
"Say, Jim," he said, "I got a tree over at my place I'd like to have
cut down."
"All right, Fred," Jim said. He made a little extra money in the
winter time, doing odd jobs in town. "'Vhen you want it done?"
"No hurry at all. I'll give you fifteen dollars to take it out of my
sight."
"How big is it?"
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"It never scratched heaven. A sorry tree."
"I'll cut it down," jim said. He stood with one hand on the door
knob, waiting to~leave.
"It's the worst-looking tree you ever saw. I want it out of my front
yard.""I'll do it," jim said, and he left.
The next morning before Fred had finished breakfast, Jim and his
son were sawing the tree. They had slipped up on him-he didn't hear
their truck-and he had a notion to run out bareheaded and stop them.
They had taken him at his word too suddenly.
"Well, there goes our tree," he told his wife. He felt as though
he was in a dentist's chair, waiting for a bad tooth to be pulled.
"Serves you right," his wife said.
"Now that's a silly thing to say. I'm going to feel a lot better:'
"You'll feel a lot better next summer with the sun scorching your
head,': she told him.
He bundled up and went ~ut to help them.
"Well, you picked the coldest day of the year," he growled at jim.
"Let me give you a rest:'
jim straightened up, and stepped back to let him work one end of
the saw. He had barely started when his wife stuck her head out the
front door.
"What are you trying to do, old man, kill yourself?"
He stopped sawing for a moment and with quiet dignity told. her
he was a long ways from the grave, and he'd appreciate it very much if
she'd tend to the kitchen and leave him be.
"If you're laid up, don't expect any sympathy from me," ~he told
him. She waited to see if he was going to say anything else, then closed
the door.
jim offered to take another turn at it, but he said he was good for
a long while yet. He sawed until his wind gave out and when he
straightened up, he had to put his hand on his back.
"I'll get my axe, ]im," he said, and he started to walk to the tool
shed. Before he got to. the comer of the house he heard a crackinK
sound-he supposed a branch had fallen off-but when he 'turned
'-:ttround he saw the tree was down. He had expected to feel the ground
shake under him, and hear a crash, and he would have liked to be the
one who pushed it over. "Well, that's ~at," he said.
He looked at the base of the tree afd noticed there was a stump. In
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all the time he had considered cutting the tree down, he had forgotten
there would be a stump. "Can't we get rid of that too?" he asked Jim.
·"Better let it rot for awhile. Your wife can set a flower pot on it."
"Now that's going to look simple. A stump with a flower pot on
it." He'd have to spend the rest of his life waiting for the stump to rot.
His wife came out of the house to look. She had thrown his sheep·
lined coat over her shoulders, and she walked around· the tree with her
arms folded, shaking her head and clicking her tongue.
"\Vhat are you going to do with the stump?" she asked. Somehow
she always guessed what was puzzling him most, and then asked him.
He didn't answer her.
"I was going to say we could put a board over it and make a bench
out of it and I could sit on it on hot afternoons, but I forgot the tree
was gone."
"You talk like the world is· going to end," he said.
"Well, that's the way I feel," she answered. She walked over to
~. Jim and told him if she ever had some peas to shell, or a free minute,
she came out on hot afternoons and sat under the tree, and on Sundays
her sons' wives brought out blankets and spread them on the grass, and
sat in the shad~ and watched the cars drive past.
After Jim left, they stood by the fente for a moment, looking at the
hole in the air the tree had filled. There was nothing between their
heads and the grey sky, and in front of them the yard was filled with
chips of bark and broken branches.
Everything about it was a disappointment to Fred. What he had
expected was, when the tree was gone, winter would go too, and the
grass would be green, arid the sun would be warm on his back. Instead
there was a gap in the yard, and his wife was saying they'd have to
remember to puil down the curtains at night, and he was cold.
~
"But 'you can plant another, Fred," she went on; "they've got trees
now that grow fast."
He was going to go in the house with her, but it came to him that
that was a good idea. "rn be back," he said, and he walked across the
highway into town and bought a cherry tree no bigger round than his
thumb. With a pickaxe he broke the sod, and planted the tree the best
he could near the stump, propping it up with frozen clods.
The rest of the winter he stayed indoors, sitting in a chair pulled
up to the window, watching the tree, waiting for spring to come, waiting for it to bloom.
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Jessamyn West

"l X T HEN THE DOOR~AN ~t t~e St. Mark saw that particular car he
VV wondered whIch· gIrl' It was, but both were pale and both
looked -to have been crying. Both were young, but he had seen them
younger; and both looked like college girls, but then they often did
and often were. This was the first time; otherwise they would have
known better than to come with that chauffeur and in that car. He
didn't suppose t~ey had had sufficient foresight to arrange for a room
reservation, and he said automatically to the chauffeur, whom he knew
by sight, "There aren't any vacancies."
One of the girls, the larger, the one 'withthe big-diamond and the
broad wedding ring.said, "Kurt Leitner reserved a room for us here."
That was different, of course; so he nodded to the chauffeur in a
way he could see the girls didn't like, opened the door of the big black
car, beckoned to a boy, and himself helped the girls out. The small
fair one, the one with the worn kolinsky and the crushed hat on .the
back of her head, came out of the car without putting any of her weight
on his arm, but the large dark one accepted his help naturally.
After the girls had gone inside he said to the chauffeur, "How's
business these days?" but the chauffeur didn't feel jovial. "It's not a
business, it's a racket," he said.
"How's the racket?" the doorman persisted, but the chauffeur still
didn't want to talk about it. "Roll down that wide window, will you?"
~
he asked.
.
The doorman rolled it down. "Fine spring weather we're having,"
he said, but the chauffeur didn't want to talk about that either. He
meshed gears with the oily smoothn~ss of a man who hasn't been driving
a good car long and is proud both of his car and his skill, and moved out
into the east-bound traffic without futther talk.
II
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After the chauffeur left, the doorman, with a kind of morbid
curiosity, stepped inside to see how the girls were getting on. The small,
fair one was sitting, her head against the chair's tapestry back, her eyes
closed. Her companion was at the desk filling in a registration card.
When they had finished and a bell boy had taken them to the elevators
he went up to the desk and asked the room clerk if he knew how the
girls had arrived. He didn't, of course; so the doorman had the ple~sure
of telling him. Then he said what he was saying to everyone that morning. "Wonderful weather we're having," and went' back to his post
where the warm sun, which made the weather what it was, was shining
even more. pleasantly than it had before he went inside.
The wond,erful weather had had its patt in their unde~taking;
though influencing, of course, only the way they felt about it. They
were far beyond weather as an agent which could alter' or postpone
their arrangements for that day. But free as their acts w~re of weather,
their feelings were not so emancipated, and it was impossible for them
swinging wide their casement windows into the serene Ma~ch morning,
not to feel in spite of everything that this was a time of beginning again
... not ending.
Margaret, who easily blamed herself, stood gazing across the bay at
San Francisco, as if its sharpness of outline were a rebuke, not to the
fogs which so often obscured the city, but to her own eyes for failing
to see well and clearly what was always there and always clear. The
morning was still and bright with so little moi~ture in the air that the
sea as water seemed to have vanished, to have been replaced by the sea
as metal: a vast, somewhat dented sheet of shining ste~l from whose
surface great shafts of reflected light were thrown upward onto the
already shining .city.
~
Margaret, still in her night gown, thrust a bare arm out into the
light and warmth, and said, "The bay looks like metal. It would be a
good time to try walking on water;" then she could have bitten out her
tongue because Cathy had mourned as much about notbeing.able (she
said) to set foot in church again, as anything else, and this might remind
her of it. But if it did, she gave no sign. When Margaret turned away
from the window,
Cathy was packing as methodically as if no word had
.
been spoken. Her dressing gown, pajamas, and toilet articles were
already in her bag and she was sorting through her books.
"Le,t's not duplicate stuff," Cathy said. "I've got Legouis and

.
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Cazamian, Restoration Drama, Swift, Milton, the 18th Century. You
take what eJse we need."
"0. K.," said Margaret, getting out of her night gown and going
toward tPe sho~\Ter. "I'll take Saintsbury, the romantic poets.•.• ., .
"Oh, God," Cathy said, "no romantiC' poetsl"
Margaret stopped, surprised, then went on into the shower. .She
turned on the water quickly as if its sounds might keep Cathy from
overhearing her thoughts. She was determined to exist for the ne~t
day or two only for Cathy; still Cathy had, as much as she, to prepare
for this exa~; they had both'postponed and pOstponed, and now no
matter how great the excuse they could postpone no longer. The
romantic poets would have to go' with them .. '. Lake Leman ••. the
Wedding-Guest ..• the magi~ casements ... even the dome of manycolored glass. • ..
When she came out of the shower Cathy held out to Margaret her
fine, broad, new-fashioned wedding ring, her big emerald,cut diamond.
"Take the~e," she said.
Margaret took the rings in her damp hand. "Take them and do
what with them?"
,
"Take them and wear theml" Cathy snapped.
Then as Margaret still held the rings in her hand, making no move
to put them on, Cathy said humbly, "I think it would look better if one
of us were married."
"Well, one of us is," Margaret answered, bewildered.
"Oh, no," said Cathy, beginning commandingly, then breaking
down. "Oh, no, I can't bear that. I can't bear to have them think that.
You wear them, Margaret, please."
"I've already told them YQu were married," Margaret said doubtfully.
. ~
"You know that doesn't matter," Cathy told her scornfully. "Wear
them," she urged. "I want them with me, but not on me. You can
understand that, can't you?"
Margaret wasn~t sure.
"And it will look so .much more.•• " Cathy floundered, hunting
for a word ... "responsible," she said, and repeated, "responsible ••• for
one of us to be married.'"
Respqnsible, Margaret thought pityingly, as she shoved Cathy's
rings down on her finger.. For a minute, as they settled in place, it
seemed that Cathy might snatch them away, cry distractedly, "~at
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are you doing with my rings?" But she watched silently, then turned
away to finish her dressing. When Margaret came out of the bathroom,
Cathy, except'for putting on her coat and hat, was ready to leave.
"Cathy," Margaret asked, "why are you wearing that?"
.... ' Cathy had on a suit, once good, but now half out at the elbows,
in need of pressing and stained with the red day which she had picked
up on her rambles about Grizzly Peak.
. "That's so aw£ul," Margaret said; "dirty, falJing to pie,ces."
, ,iII don't want them to think I'm rich," Cathy' said stubbornly.
. "The price is all arranged," Margaret said, misunderstanding. "It's
a set fee. It doesn't matter what they think."
Cathy was really angry then. "Price, price," she said. "What do
I care about price?"
Nothing at all. Margaret knew on second thought, not a thing.
Then 'she wondered what does she mean, and Cathy repeated, as if answering her, "I just don't want them to think I've got money."
Margaret considered this as she finished her aressing: she doesn't
want to look rich, she doesn't want to look married, she doesn't want to
look pretty; she doesn't want, really, to look like herself for a day or
two, she decided. Afterwards she would like it to be as if this had hap'
pened to someone else.
~
Once inside their taxi which had come exactly on time, at ten,
Cathy had begun to worry about their hotel reservation.
"Did you check on 'it?" she asked. "Did you call them?"
"You know I did," Margaret said patiently.
"What did they say?"
Cathy knew very well what they had said, but Margaret told her
again. "They said, yes, a'double room had been reserved for Mrs.'
Bernard Stratton Warring, by her father, Kurt Leitner."
"Why did, he have to choose the St. Mark?" Cathy complained.
"Always bragging about having once had stage coaches in their dining
.room. I really hate the St. Mark."
Margaret said nothing. Cathy knew as well as she did that they
were lucky with the room shortage what it was to have a place anywhere,
and that Kurt Leitner was only able to get a room for them at all be-'
cause he had through Paramount some sort of pull at the St. Mark.
Listening to Cathy talk with her father in Beverly Hills, Margaret had
expected at any minute to see Cathy replace the receiver, accept one
of her father's no's as final; but Cathy had persisted, arguing that it
B
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was impossible to- get any studying done where they lived; that if she
were to pass the examination at all, and her lather knew how much that
meant to her, she must get away from interruptions, and the best place
for that was a hotel. It wasn't only best; it was necessary, she had said.
"Absolutely necessary, Father," she insisted; "otherwise I wouldn't be
bothering y.ou about it at all.'~ And Cathy's father had been convinced
finally that this was so.
And in a sense, it was so.. They did have, absolutely, to get away .
from the House for two or three days, and this being true," where, except
to a hotel, could they go?
When the bell boy, hisdemonstrations that keys turn, doors open,
windows move, had finished, Margaret helped Cathy out of her clothes
and into bed; 'she herself sat in the mulberry wing chair in the corner
opposite the bed and across from the window. She put her books on
her lap and determined to study, not jus~-:rat once, but presently.
For a time she watched Cathy, who seemed to be sleeping, but per- ,
haps wasn't; for across her -eyes Margaret saw those tremors pass which
result when will, Dot sleep, has closed the lids. Then she looked away
from Cathy to the brick wall of the building opposite their window,
where a painter, very precariously balanced, it seemed to her, upon a
narrow plank held in place by ropes, was methodically working;' Her
own muscles tautened with fear as the man bent to dip his brush in
paint, or reached high to make a sweeping stroke. An inch or two of
miscalculation would send him plunging downward fifteen stories to
the street below.
Then she relaxed. He is ahsolutely 'safe, she thought, so long as
I keep an eye on him. I have seen so much today, that not another
... untoward ... thing can happen in my sight. For a second she felt
as if she could by her look alone, stop any kind of disaster; that should
the painter make a misstep she MTould only have to regard him steadily
to cause his falling body to move upward and back onto the safety of
the p l a n k . '
,
Then she was ashamed of herself ... so self-regarding, she thought,
you, who only waited while Cathy-but Cathy herself interrupted this
thinking. Suddenly, she sat bolt upright, said, "Hand me the pillow
off your bed, will you, please, Margaret?"
Margaret got the pillow, quickly. "Don't you ~eel all right,
Cathy?" she asked.
"
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"I feel fine," Cathy said, but Margaret saw that her eyes were
sunken and the skin about her mouth and nose was white.
"Thanks," said Cathy, "npw'give me my note book. I'm going
to get to work."
"Do you think you ought?" Margaret asked. "Do you think ... "
but Cathy interrupted her. "Yes," she said, "I do. I think I ought:'
So Margaret handed her her notebook, the two sulpha tablets she was to
take every thre~ :hours, and a glass of water.
"Now," said Cathy, miscalculating the distance and setting the
glass on the telephone stand so that it rocked uncertainly for a minute,
"let's begin."
They began with the questions they had been collecting all year:
first, the traditional questions, the ones that were said to be always
asked; they went on to the trick questions, the lrivial ones; they passed
from these to the great fundamental interrogations of whose answers
they were certain, but whose bulk they liked to touch now and then for
the assurance the solidity of these possessions gave them; finally they
reached the questions they had themselves devised to patch up the
chinks, and make fool-proof the edifice of their knowledge~
And though they were now turned toward the safe past, the remote
past of the literature of textbooks, sounds of the world they still inhabited continued to come to them,~rough their locked door and in
spite of the hall's thick carpeting: the rise and fall of elevators, the
decisive click of a key, voices protesting, hesitating, declaring, the shiver
of cutlery on a table moving with a mid-afternoon breakfast toward
some sluggard, late a-bed.
,
Outside, the sunlight 'flowed across the brick buildings, across the
painter who was safe so long as Margaret watched him, washed down
into the canyon of the street, and there in a stream full, but ebbing, immersed the. afternoon shoppers.
. Cathy dfank glass after glass of water; she was a little feverish now;
besides, the sulpha tablets lay like particles of fire in the pit of her
stomach; but she would not put down her notebook nor stop the questions and answers.
And all the questions moved in one direction and all the answers
said the same thing. It's as if the whole of literature, Margaret thought,
'" had been written simply to punctuate this day, this afternoon, this hour.
As if no poet had ever spoken of anything but birth-or death; of
Ii>

2-:.......,
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fidelity or infiaelity, of love given or love betrayed, of absence or reunion. Where are the safe ones, the bucolic, the sweet, the simple,_ the
melodious? The empty singers of an empty day?
She could not find them. Cathy could not find them. Surely there
were other and better examples of the refrain than, "She said, 'I am
aweary, aweary, I would that I were dead' "-. • .. ULov.e is not love
which alters when it alteration finds" is not Shakespeare's only sonnet
nor his best, nor do all b;l1lads begin, UI can not call her true that's
false to me, nor make of women more than women be."
It was as if some kind o(spellhad been put upon them; as if they
were condemned to say whatever word would speak most painfully to
Cathy. Perhaps, Margaret~thought, there is now no word in the world
which is not in some way spoilc;d for Cathy; pernaps the very best words,
morning, sunlight, child, are ·now forever ruined for her.
.

~

And 'it was not, finally, until they seemed to Margaret to have
worked their way, by some lucky chance, out of those thickets of tormenting words and wounding images, that Cathy suddenly pushed all
the papers, all the books that during the long afternoon had been collecting ti pon. her bed, to the floor.
UI can't stand it," she ~id and slid doWn so that her head rested
below the pillows and was partially hidden by them.
Margaret, remembering what ~IiHtad heard of . : •. was it' embolism '"
.. :- dropped her own books to the floor and ran to Cathy's side.
"Cathy," she asked, "are you ... is there something wrong. Are
you sick .•. do you feel worse?"
UI feel just the same;" said Cathy, and she put her hand where,
f'arlier in the afternoon she had felt some pain, "but here,',' and she sat
up and pressed her hands agai~st ~er cllest, "here, it is killing me."
What was there to say? Margaret heard, from the street below,
the brisk and cheerful sounds of traffic quickening as the work day
closed; she saw that at some moment, when she had not been watching
him, the painter had left his platform; in the hall outside, a man's
voice said, "If I'm not back by seven don't wait for me." She took
Cathy's dry, hot hand in her own. (;
.
,
.
"I'ni goi!1g to write Bernard," Cathy said. "I'm going to tell
h1m••••
UNo," said Margaret, unbelieving, uno .... " This whOle thing,
danger ... pain ... wrongness ... it had,·all been Sf) that Bernard need
o

"

•

/
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never know, so that he need never know at all ... so that when, finally
... he was free to come home, he would be without knowleclge ... forever ignorant, even of that other name, unless someone, maliciously
... or so Margaret had believed ... and now, suddenly, this change.
Cathy pulled her dry and burning hand from Margaret's, sat up,
covered her face with both her hands. "Why did he ever have to come
here?" she asked.
Then she took her hands from her face. "That's all over," she
said. "Past. I'm going to write Bernard. Everything from now on,
Margaret," she said, "is going to be absolutely perfect. I'm going to
see to that ... there's not going to be a single flaw anywhere. I'll give
Bernard nothing but perfection from now on ... I'll see to that ... I'll
watch everything:'
•
She spoke so rapidly and .breathlessly, so almost incoherently, that
Margaret wondered if her fever were high enough to make her uncertain about what she was saying. She began to cry, but paid no attention to her tears except to wipe them away when they collected at the
corners of her mouth. "I'm going to write him," she declared and
asked Margaret to hand her'the notebook and pen which she had pushed
onto the floor.
"Everything perfect," she said, crying. . . . "My dear darling . . .
I am going to tell you everything ... what happened and how it 'Was
and then it will be as if it had never happened at all and for the rest of
our lives I'll see that everything is perfect . . . nothing will ever go
wrong again ... you can count on me ... you can trust me '. .. I'll see
to that.... "
She had begun to write, quite quickly, talking to Margaret as she
did so. "I'm going to copy this," she said... ~ "It has to be perfect.
"'I'll need some other paper. Hand me some, please."
Margaret went to the desk and took from the drawer some of the
good St. Mark's stationery, but Cathy wouldn't have it. She tossed it
to the floor without apology. "O,h, no," she said. "Certainly not. Not
hotel paper. Public paper. Something anybody can use. I want good
paper. Haven't you any good paper with you? Not lined; nothing
printed on it?"
Margaret hadn't, she hadn't expected to be writing letters that
week end, but by the time she said no, Cathy had forgotten paper in
her hurried writing and speaking: speech directed sometimes toward
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the absent Bernard, saying, my darling, my darling; sometimes toward
Margaret saying, JIow do you spell this or that~
Once Margaret answered, urm not sure. This way I think."
~cThink," Cathy flashed, looking up from her writing. "Don't
you know? You don't, do you? Admit it. Oh, we're a couple of educated fools;" she cried bitterly and snatch"ed the phone from the table.
URoom service," she said. uRoom service. I want a' box of the
best white writing paper, and a dictionary. No. No. Not a small
one. A large one. Send out for it. Buy it. It's not six yet. Warring/'.,she said. CORoom 865."
.
She, was crying again when she put the phone back on the table.
uCan't they understand," she. said, Uthat' from now on, everything has
to be perfect?"
The bell boy holding the slip, UWarring, Room 865, White writing
paper. Large Dictionary," stood beside the doorman.
"Where's·the nearest book store?" he asked. There was one near,
he knew, but he wasn't sure in just what direction.
The doorman told him and remembefing that name and numl1er,
added, laughing a little, coThose girls aren't going to find the word
they're looking for in any dictionary." But he was quite wrong. The
word was there and it was another word entirely.
G
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OLDEST INHABITANT
Richard Summers
the sunlight was frolicsome in Molly Jeffer. son's room. It fell in irregular patterns across the patchwork quilt
which many years ago she had sewed for her hope chest. The patches of
light and shadow seemed to shiver as the wind rippled the leaves of the
trees outside her window. With a bony, thick-knuckled finger Molly
traced the outlines of the patterns, not moving any other part of her

I

N THE EARLY MORNINGS

body.
From where she lay she could see the line of trees planted by her
father along the irrigation ditch. They were very old now, wrinkled
and gnarled and calloused, the .old branches meeting across the road
"in a sheltering canopy. Here and there were empty spaces, showing
die rugged shoulders of the hills and mountains piled up beyond. There
'was something sad in these empty spaces, in' the death of old trees,
Molly thought, for it implied the death of the spirit that had planted
them, a barrier against the wild desert. Molly looked at the beauty
of the trees and not at the empty spaces.
She was almost glad for the weakness that kept her lying helpless, .
if she could just forget those peaches and the extra burden on h'er
• granddaughter Patricia. It was good to be waited on, to have Patricia
or her husband Jacob Tub her back with alcohol in return for the hundreds· of backs that she had rubbed in her time as a midwife and nurse
when the dosest doctor was sixty miles away. She almost liked her
feeling of indolent weakness when they brought a steaming bowl of
. soup to her, though usually she was unable to eat it.
She lay and waited to grow better, and let her thoughts drift. The
only thing she really disliked was having no control of herself. Often
Jacob must be ilustled out of the room without knowing the reason,
while Patricia pulled off the soiled sheets and put on fresh, clean ones.

72
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That nasty worm or bug or animal, whatever it was, gnawing at her insides, had n? consideration for ,a lady's modesty.
Sometimes in morphine stupor, without knowing whether she was
asleep or awake, shehad waking dreams, memories of her youth, of the
life she had lived as far back. as her memory would take her. Her fancy
skipped about everywhere, leaping twenty years in a moment. If only
it weren't for the peaches, she could thoroughly enjoy the stories her
mind recalled. They took per along the path of the West, from doughgo~ to radios, from red-hellies to Japs.
~

Wagons ~ut of Utah~ slow, crackling wagons ,unwinding into the
far ,territory of Arizona that eXists only in the family talk. Molly's
father in the lead wagon-tall, strapping, bearded six-foat-one James
Mallory, with a strong face under a hard hat.
Molly rides in the second 'wagon with her mother. Lustrous-eyed,
excited, eleven years old. She sees her mother plain in memory: a
dainty, frail woman always tired. Always tired. Pretty and frail and
always tired. Molly gets her strength from her father. Mother there
in the second wagon leaning over so the baby can suckle at the same
time she holds the reins. Molly hears the baby champing and sucking
on mother's nipple and wonders if it hurts as bad as it sounds. She sees
the tiny white breast, too small to hold enough milk for baby. There
W~ the baby that died during the first long winter..
Behind the wagon, sheep and cat~e stringing out, with a dull-witted
Mexican boy herding them along, swearing "at them in Spanish. Or
sometimes he rides close and.tries to flirt wiat Molly, who sUp"es back
owlishly, refqsing a reply to his banter.
Wagons creeping slow into the gulf of the sky that opens out forever. Wagons moving up hill, slipping and floundering and sometimes
bogging down in the deep sand of the arroyos. The world is painted
in gaudy, unnatural colors-reds and grays and yellows. The empty
sky is like a big blue cap.
.
This is dangerous Indian territory in' 1880. Utes and Paiutes,
Navahos and Apaches roaming the desert for a kill. Grown-ups talk
. in whispers of the danger, voices low so the children won't hear, but the
children understand the tone of the voices and know what is being
talked about. Fear makes them feel sick.
Wild awesome country that moves on forever, unwinding under
the wagons. Down from Utah. God has sent his Latter,Day Saints to'
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make a new home. The leaders of the church have listened to God and
called this family and tha~ from their homes, called upon them to go
south and settle- in Arizona. There is no choice but to pack up and
leave, loading their wagons too heavy with all the paraphernalia:
clothing and bedding and the cook stove that is still in Molly's kitcl}en
after all !heseyears. Horsehair trunks, packing boxes and crates, empty
bottles and preserves put down in clay jars. Gunny sacks of dried corn
and jerky and dried frijoles. Live chickens and rabbits in crates with
slats nailed across the top. Many crawling children that upset things
in the wagons.
Wagons down from Utah into a fantastic upheaval of rainbowhued canyons and odd mountains of cream and rose and orange and
blue, cliffs and buttes swimming about in the hot air, seeming to jerk
as though nervous in the heat.
From St. George and Provo and Escalante, from Cedat: City, Mt.
Pleasant, and Price, the people emigrate in small bunches to extend
the faith of their fathers into the unknown wastes of Arizona. They
will build Sunset City, Brigham, St. Joseph; they will build Snowflake
and Thatcher and Safford and St. Johns and St. David. They will
build towns with no other resource than the strength in their hands
and the faith in their hearts. God commands.
At night the wild dogs and coyotes patter about the camp snuffing
for food, or they gather at a distance and complain in a chorus of their
hunger.
A band of Indians rides up on scrawny ponies, glossy with sweat.
The Indians ask for handouts of tebacco. The children peek out from
the wagon and 'notice how dirty and greasy the' Indians look, or they
hide their faces in the blankets and tremble with fear. Father speaks.
to the Lamanites a few words about God and his goodness and his au-,
thority; they shake their heads, not understanding. They grin at
Father's earnestness. He loses none of his tranquillity. He raises his. ._hands and in a loud voice prays over them. Thc:y watch starry-eyed like
children and decide he must be a medicine man. Though they are
painted for war, they hold to peace. When he gives them each a hand~
ful of tobacco they ride away contented.
.
Father e~plains that the Lamanites are simple folk, with brotherly
love in their hearts.
Into the nighttime the wagons roll, under the moon. The campfires are scarlet eyes that wink and wink, and the moon winks back.
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.through pungent smoke. The children's whimpering dies out into the
mystery of sle~p. A great sile,nce shouts. loud of God.
Big James Mallory is not satisfied with their lot in Brigham City,
not willing to lend all his toil to the commonweal, then watch his own
family starve on half rations. The United Order, in practice here, is
a social experiment that has failed.
Three families on the move again-south. Wagons on the move,
seeking a place less sterile. Wagons rolling into the Apache country,
which it is death to settle in, hut big .lim Mallory u)lafraid. Bottoms
sore from days on the springless board seats. Horses laboring sweatily
upgrade into the timber country against weight of wagons too heavily
loaded. It's Mother's fault. She wanted to brin$ along everything;
she couldn't bear to leave this'lOor that behind, finding a mite of security
in surrounding herself with familiar possessions~.
Here is a' new place. Here the river "bends and flows steady, and
the pine trees fringe the valley almost to the edge of the river. Here
a dam can be built; the flat banks cultivated. Wagons stop moving,
their wheels pinioned with rocks. The three families begin to settle.
They have no thought of being pioneers. They only want a place to
shelter their heads and land ,to grow their crops.
Winter swirls in blizzards against the thin canvas of the wagons.
The wind bellies out the canvas and snaps it back with loud reports..
In the voices of the wind the children hear the bloodthirsty ye~ls of
Apache. warriors.
Log houses sprout from the earth. But the work is slow and
tedious and the winter settling down in earnest. It is too cold herer much colder than they had expected. In the morning their joints are
solidified with cold. Molly is convinced that she can never move
again. Rut work must be done. Joints must be" made to move. It is
like the peaches that will rot unless you tend to them.
No more good wheat bread for the children. Just barley bread
raised with soda and sour milk. The women grind the barley into
barley flour in hand coffee-grinders and bake tb:e bread· in their $toves
out-of-doors. It is soggy and heavy and brown, hard to eat. You have
to pull the beards out of it first or they will stick in your throat and
tickle all day.
A winter too long, dragging the hours into tedious days, with new
work to be done when the old is ended. 'J'helibaby dies. Baby bu~ied
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under the tall pine tree that points straight upward toward heaven like
a finger. James Mallory says at the end of the prayer, after the frozen
ground is packed over the baby, "That tree is a pretty marker for him."
The cattle huddle together in the shelter of the trees, nuzzling
away the snow to get at the frozen grass. Some of the cattle freeze.
Then the men cut the carcasses into meat and all have meat a
,while. The meat that's left is hung on catch Topes slung over high
branches of the pine trees, thirty feet above the ground, out of reach
of animals and flies.
In the spring, wagons on the move again southward to an easier
and warmer place. The Mallory family stops· at Obed, and here they
live the rest of thei~ lives. Here Father plants the trees that grow big
and reach across the road and die.
Clearing fields, building a dam, planting crops. Molly learning
- to plow when she is twelve, learning to make a straight furrow with
the big sulky plow. No boy in the Mallory family, so she must learn
to do the plowing. Father, grinning, says, "Vou make a fine boy,
Molty. You're my boy. You make a better hand than mQst men I
know."
Memories of nighttime terror to stay always with those that were
children then. At dusk the eerie sounds beginning-yapping of coyotes and howls of the lobos, nearer at hand the sputtering and squeaking
of small animals. Turkeys gobbling under the shoulders of the hills.
Every sight, every sound in the darkness, is to the children an Apache
Indian.
'
Children going to sleep' only because they can no longer stay awake,
expecting to be roused by whooping death.
tf
Plowing, hoeing, heavy won for Molly all her life long. In the
saddle handling cattle-wild longhorned cattle in those days, hard to
handle. Then into the kitchen for more work. Work always, work
that must be done today, for tomorrow may be too late, the cream too
sour, the fruit too ripe, the vegetables rotted, the rain too early or
too late. Like those peaches. But the work is pleasant because you
know you have done your duty ~~ a,. satisfying way, and God loves
you for it.
"Yes, sir," .says James Mallory. "Too bad you wasn't born a boy,
Molly, you the oldest."
Mother sick, and father up to .Tucson to see about some calves.
.~
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Mother got a headache awful bad. Frail Mother that looks more like
a helpless little girl than Molly, who is glad she takes after her father
and is strong as a horse. It is night, the wild dogs stir up a rumpus off
somewhere up toward the mountains and start the baby to crying.
Mother sick and telling Molly what to do. Vinegar, boil it till
it's hot, and sprinkle a little pepper into it and put 'it on my head. And
make me some poultices out of com meal and put them on the soles
of my feet and<the back of my neck. Plenty of mustard. Mustard to
draw out the poisons and the pain. Plenty of mustard. She always
remembers all her life when making poultices. I'll sleep now, child.
I'd sleep now too, little mother, only the peaches....
And then it's one of the·younger children gagging with the croup
like it would die. Tincture'of lobelia does it, the seeds cut with whiskey
and stirred into olive oil.
'
.
I'll sleep now too, little mother. Frail and pretty mother, like
a child. '
C0I!l must be planted !oday because the moon's right. Work in
the warm wet fields barefooted and squish the soft mud through your
toes. The cold mud feels good on your feet with ,the sun so hot, Work
like a man in the fields. You're supposed to be a man anyhow.
~

Mormon dance. Girls in white shirt-waists stiffly starched, and
the girls look starchy and prim too, but behind their demure eyes they
have strong feelings that bloom. like red flowers in their cheeks so th~t
they don't I\eed rouge. Their feelings the same as the girls' nowadays.
No different. But they don't paint themselves up fit to kill and ruin
their soft complexions. What girls have always needed for theit skins
is good soap and water and plenty of it.
The girls dress neat Clnd plain without make-up, but their cheeks
are red and their lips ~itten red, and their hai~ twisted up in'teapot
style, bunched on the top of the head in a roll. Hair so long when it's,
let out it falls like a river down their backs. Molly's hair down below
her waist when it's undone. Hard to believe now because it's so thin.
It is fun to brush out the loitg hair and let it trickle over your hands,
and the brushing makes it crackle with electricity.
Mother at the dance~ sitting with the other mothers on the benches.·
Folks come in rIgs and wagons and buggies and sleds from miles around.
It doesn't seem too much bother to drive a buggy ten miles to a dance
at the schoolhouse and then dance on rough pine boards. From the
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looks of the sky at sunset they may have to drive home through the snow.
Mothers watch the boys with hawk-eyes. Floor manager watches
too. No hugging the girls. No grabbing them by the belt instead of
by the hands. .No close-in dancing. It's difficult to sneak anything
over on the £loor manager and the,mothers.
Fiddler hollers, "Swing your partners. All men right. All menright." Stamps his foot in time to the music. Everybody stamping.
The pine £loor jigging with all the stamping and the good time.
Jacob dances with Molly..She doesn't know him very well. Only
seen him twice before. He's eager when he talks to her, and he looks
handsome and he looks older. He's been all over. Down to old
Mexico he has a gold mine. Jacob dancing with her and making her
voiceless. She can't help it even though he isn't a Mormon and stodgy
Ralph Goodman is. Jacob has her by the belt, and the stt:ings lead up to
her heart.
.
Floor manager spc:>ts him, so he quits. But it's too late. Floor
manager coming over and ruling him off the £loor for the evening.
Dancing goes on, lively music and the stamping, lively music and
the whirling..~ Jacob standing near the doorway and trying to catch
her eye, and when she sees him Molly coloring up and tossing her head
saucily to show him she doesn't like what he did and never wants to
see him again. But she does, really, and she knows it.
Jacob holds the baby like a vase that might break. It's the' first
baby, Daniel, the boy that died when he was sixteen. Jacob· holding
Daniell away from him for fear he'll squeeze him too tight and
squash ~im.
Daniel dead. Daniel looks beautiful dead. Death is sweet som.etimes when it comes like sleep to quiet the trembling and the agony.
Daniel looks beautiful dead. .
I want to sleep now too, little mother. Oldest inhabitant. Seventyseven is old enough. Last pioneer of Obeda But the peaches will rot.
I'll be up and around tomorrow, sure as the sun rises.
Jacob lulled himself with motion, half asleep in the rocker on
the front porch. The day eased itself off westward, and the thick
purple twilight moved in, creeping down beneath the big trees. InseCts hummed in a racket along the ditch. The neighbor's dog across
the road yapped at a passing car.
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Jacob felt €ontented sitting here, even with Molly sick, because
she was so peaceful, almost happy, and did· not seem in much pain.
Nice, sitting on the porch, resting th~ ache and sag of old muscles after
hoeing all day. N!ce just to sit on one's seat and take the load off one's
muscles. Jacob',maintained that he'd be working a full shift each day
up to the moment of his death. He'd -always been strong and healthy.
But tonight he wasn't so sure. He felt weary and old. He'd be glad,
maybe, when Patricia married that big blond Hunter boy and brought
him here to live and help with the work. It was planned so as soon as
Molly was better. But she wa's very sick. The. doctor said she could
'not live.
Jacob dozed. He roused to see Molly sitting beside him, rocking
gently back and forth. It must be Molly. .That"'red gingham dress she
often put on at· supper time; same figure, same face. The light was
dim, but Jacob could not be mistaken. Molly sitt~pg there, when she,
was too weak to get out of bed..
Now he knew~r~Ihis---W.as~b,~stot:J:Pirit.s itting here to comfort him, to speak a last.word to him before she went away. Molly must
have died qUIetly in the room yonder, and this was her spirit. It was
true, after all-heaven anq angels and spirits and things. Here sitting
beside him was Molly'S spirit. Jacob swallowed heavily on too-dry
saliva.
.
"Molly~" he spoke in a low voice.
"Oh, I'm sorry, Grandfather. Did I wake y.ou?" Patricia asked~
"You give me a start. That you, Pat?"
"Of course. Who else could it be?"
"You look a lot like your grandmother in some ways," Jac6b said,
blinking at h~r. "And that dress now-" .
"Molly gav.e it to me yesterday:'
"Oh," Jacob said. "I thought for a minute you was Molly. It's
growing dark is all."
Patricia said, "I'm pretty'tired. I thought I'd come out and rest
a minute while supper finished cooking. I been canning peaches all
day. Got every last one of them put up. But don't you tell grandmother. She has her heart set on putting them up herself:'
"I won't tell her," Jacob promised.
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Thighbone

Around you once, fle~h wove a vine of fire,
And passion pressed its dark arterial wine
To wake in you the Saturnalia, Desire,
And yield possession to the libertine. ,

..;,..

But now undone and fathomed once, here, both
The fruitless bones and vineyard ~mes recline
In tired disuse, where only winds unclothe
And a morning glory curves its flowered vine.

Escapade
I saw the;,)columnades of Babylon,
And vineyards filled with grape;
Last night I saw them trampled down
At the scene of Pluto's rape.
I saw a face without a face
Laughing in an empty street
Where the Victory of Samothrace
Perused her stony feet.
-:~.

I drank from waters of a bloody sea,
Fell drunk on red Sahara sand;
Woke to find Gethsemane
Covered by my broken hand . . .

80
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I dreamed 'I walked the ends of earth
Then came ~tampeding back;
I set me down in chil<\. mirth
To pluck star-petals from the zodiac.

Egypt
This is not Byzantium, but Egypt singing,
Distant as a hollow wind which hums on stone.
She is the moth of silence, papyrus of the dawn. '

.'

Beside her spawning Nile, the locust creeping
Among reeds, _beats out the metal music of the dead.
.
Beneath a heat-black sun is Egypt sle~ping
With pyres o~ bumed-out ages smouldering in her head.
About her wrists and feet the shackles rust;
Yet no voice speaks above the grey mouth-clogging dust
Of namele-ss slaves, whose still throats' dirge against the sky
Once raised, in honoring each named and kingly bone,
Man's single music prisoned in her fugue of stone.
.
Where lizards hug the shade of Pharaoh tombs
She-dreamed. Then in ten thousan~ sealed rooms,
With adder feeding at her breast, lay down to die.
Now'only a riddled Sphinx keeps. her aliveDestroys herself in her 0':VD power to survive.
She is the
., moth of silence, papyrus of the dawn•
This is not Byzantium, but Egypt singing, .
Distant as a hollow wind which hums on stone.

Poem

When dawn fire-framed the tree, he tumeq his head,
To find her still beside him on the bed;
And gazed upon her dreams' reflecting deep:
Her body's sun-limned pool, unshamed in sleep.
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Where fallen petals ripening the tree
Leh taste of apples sweet as memory,
There, leaf-cast shadow, still and primitive,
EncloSed the limbs of unrepentant Eve.

Poem
Where love, with probing tongue, once sunned on rock
And coiled their loins in its unbinding lock,
She- bid her lover,crush the reptile's brain
To take its legendary jewel instead.
Soon Winter froze the stain where serpents bled;
And now she watches cold and glittering eyes
That jewel-crust the snow and hypnotize.
Unseen coils constrict each throat and brain:
She, crazed with flesh which rots away,
And he, waiting with nothing left to say.
BRUCE

P.

WOODFORD
~

,-

THREE

POEMS

Return Mail
And even afterwards his letters came
And she would watch the postman up the street
. Crissdoss between the houses in the rain
Bearing a ghost in a white paper sheet.
And after he had turned the curve and gone
She went out on the porch and took the creased
Letters out of the box, sometimes his own,
And sometimes hers, bearing the word deceased.
And she would close the door hearing the sound
Echo behind her in the empty hall
Beyond the doorknobs of the quiet rooms
First strong, and then returned, and strangely small.
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For My Nineteenth Birthday, Fe~ruary I946
Delivered to myself, one valentine
Of an organic heart demanding life,
- Devoid of lace and ribbons, functional,
A tissue study to a surgeon's knife.
Delivered in an envelope of flesh,
A box of bones, and forwarded to death,
But certified by life-long guarantee
To last th~ moment of my final -breath.
Delivered as a present from a love
I did not know and yet received as mine,
The charge forever, and the payment life,
Accepted as myself, one valentine.

'Divide

~

Beyond the sharp discernment of this hour
Now I am much more lonely than alone,
The ageless and the commonplace exist
Like alien faces tooled upon th~ bone.
Your absence death, but to be gone forever,
And we are parallel and yet apart
Under the curving lid of life in silence
Dead like a dry tree strangled in its bark;
<

Borne down beneath this superficial dream,
This 'plaster of a- world, dissolved of stone,"
Returning is a distance out of time
And I would be less lonely all alone.
JOAN

HOWELL

~

--6
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Isaiah, '46
The people who tried to walk.
on the watered stock
have drovmed in the world.
They have gone down in some cave
under the lava.
They sank past the newsstands
and the lecturers;
and past the friends who
wondered a little now and then;
and they let the straw clerks in the stores go by
without clutching them.
The people who turned electric fans
on the salt of their brow"
have fallen down.
They. suffered the little children
.to work for them.
They built a big needle's eye
made out of churches;
and th~re die acrobatic camels knelt down.
(They can go six days without milk,
but on the seventh, they drown.)
They. walked past the big red sign,
and the last comer where the singing was.
They got in the big cars and said "Home:·
And were drowned.

o bscrvation
Bending over, watching them quietly:-They walk seriously and try to ao things right.
They fit keys into locks on the second or third try.
~
They drive carefully., backing, and killing the engine, and trying again.
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They hold napkins beneath their glasses.
They speak often and then go back saying "I mean.
They go feeling, fumbling forward into the days.

. . ."

But they never go back and start over on the big things.
They never know they have fumbled" life.
The whole ship and tenement of their lives
moves on like the sun.

Buzzards Over Arkansas
~

Three sombre wheeling chips tan.talize a vortex
invisible above, a continent of pine cliffs
" and brush canyons.
Casual denim-tiger, the man walks a far lane
toward casual supper.
Hog liver? Squirrel? The body of a soft rabbit?
Far down in a gulf pf thought spins Arkansas.
The sun goes down. The fur soulld of winter
stifles the .hurt mind.
BILL STAFFORD

WE WHO HAVE HATED
We who have hated for this murdered while
Can breathe the same air now, and meet and -smile.
•

Like sick men, each assisting each to stand,
Feebleness offers feebleness its hand.
And if our words are frailer than our touch
We speak with tongues that spoke too soon and much.

.

Now in the fewness of our words are said
The tidings of the risen from the dead.
CHAD WALSH
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TWO POEMS
MOYEN

AGE

She is a woman, in an ancient plot
is prescient. It is enough to know
how to obey when she is asked to go
in but a veil or two to Camelot
with jesting knights who swear they have forgot
the way, but this is not the place for woe
where oaks are dark with sacred mistletoe
Did Galatea revert to ivory? Not
after th~ flesh grew unafraid and warm.
Amnesia overcomes unwary pride. The ,woman stands in meditative charm~
and leads along earth's circle, and so follows,
almost out of sight of satin side
belated pursuers into baited hollows.

THE SIGH

There is sometimes this to hear,
when wind hovers at the ear
like sea sound pressed into a shell
and life into a cell.
Perhaps it is within:
the skull inside the skin
its wary jailer would distract
with choice of dream or act.
Impatiently the bone
waits to lie alone
"
without the burden of the brain
too seldom sane.
MAR. Y

POOLE

>.
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TWO POEMS
"0/

}

THE BLUE SPRUCE

In the still evening after the hurricane
The blue spruce i~ down.
Three times it bowed and three times stood erect,
Then lay across the lawn.
Though other spruces will usurp its place
This tree has grown
In death no less mysterious than a man,
Its whereabouts unknown.

SNOW

Twenty-one years have passed since in another city,
When the first snow was falling as it is falling now,
I walked the evening streets. What was I feeling then?
It is hard to remember in such a different snow.
Twenty-one years and now I am forty-two
And that's just half my life. What has made you stay
When those that I loved later and longer and with greater pain
Are all rejected and put away?
.
It can't be just that I never had you. Others that I never had
God knows I. got over wanting a long while back.
It can't be beauty, though you had that too.
What tangle were you the solution of? what lack?
It must have been the precise hour, the precise minute
Of some infinitely intricate adjustment of the heart,
As a_ delicate bud that is dipped into liquid -gold
Will never open, will never fall apart.
LINDLEY
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THREE POEMS
N A V-A

Joe H

A R LIE

(Bus Ride, New Mexico)

Whatever was tight and sparely crouched as the juniper tree,
Lay in the Indian eyes and gingerly stance
On the white man's bus:
-Navajo Charlie, draped
With beads like the mesa rock, with the oily pants;
Hair sucked-in to a woman's knot, and gaped
Old grin hung vacandywide as a clapperless bell~
Hear them, Charlie. They know your name. Mark
The clattering woman with crows in her throat tell
What idiot buzzards fly in the Navajo dark...
~

Whatever he heard was caught in the clouds and "told
By wind and the crickets.
-Anonymous Charlie who reeks
Of ieather and goat, see the tinkle of cold
White laughter jumbled with sun and dust that leaks
On your eyes (shut in the skull, watchful as trees
In the desert, alive to rain falling deep in the core).
Tellthem your words are gravel, your heart a frieze
On the stone, your flesh a dark spear held before
The .pecking of crows. Or say you are old, and blank,
And a masquer knowing his play.
"
_ -Then go. Grin
Patiently, man. Climb off at the low hill-flank
Squatted with green and slashed with a road as thin
As a coyote. Is there a brown name under' the rock?
Our ladie~ will doze-Oh, quite forge~ti~g your face.

Wherever the Indian walked, the sun would unlock
High song from the beads . .. eyes dark-shading a race.
Whateyer he knew was hid by the dust and the juniper tree.
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THE

ROM ANT I C,

HIS

W 0 RLD

The fortunate romantic moves adagio
Through a muted world, a humming haze
Th(lt suffers nothing crystal-sharp, or too _
Precisely his.
He looks about hiin~ Loves
Huge and vague things only (clouds, or God).
Sees earth in wide, sun-mottled swaths curled
Never near (not birch, not maple-trees
To him are· only windy streams, green·
Running over roofs or rainy hill) .
He loves spindrift blurring on the moon.
Jiggles old coinage. Blows all
Flags madder than poppies for a won cause.
Weeps for graves, but never owns the cold,
Stripped, single dead of single warsOh, never one.
Then, coming hard upon
The feat of dying, chills to find the world
Contracted to a single hand-his ownTo one cold hand he cannot move, or own.
'-

FIGURE

OF

A

TREE

IN··SUN

The poets in the wordless mind will hum ,
The canticle of Light, and be
The lucent boughs of noon. Come
Below this tree:
•

Look up. The music in the branch is lyre
Of Sun and momently glows. Learn
How a tree may light with a green fire,
Yet no leaf bum.
BERNICE SLOTE
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FIVE POEMS
CITY

CARNIVAL

The Midway's bright balloons and blandishments
Draw swarms of black and white
That, mingling, stay distinct.
Up wooden hill, by sawdust vale
The motorcYcles race. The trigger-happy
Vent their rage, on target walls.
A colored countess in a velvet cape
Flaunts tinsel flowers, leaves her coach
To regiments, abandoned here.
The lion has a mangy ear.
But over patched tents and the dusty ways
The calliope drops warm, nostalgic lays,
And giggling love falls over Ferris-wheels.
Here, in this magic square
Sharp-etched beneath the ogres of a city,
The changelings' dream of earlier homes.
At night broad beams are funneled to the sky,
But from what stale directions
Masses come, their hunger knows.
The Midway offers stars by day and night
For them, flaring toward their primeval light.

A

CITY

IS A

STATE OF

MIND

The eastern queen, articulate' and bright,
Now holds the West in fee.
Her sea is upside down,
Her gondoliers speed without sorig
Past maidens in those granite towers
Where conflict is not love.
Couriers of commerce with clipped words
Know all the ports.
No wonder or surprise
For caravans of sleek, exotic goods
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Or perfumed lands
Startle the steadfast eyes.
\Vhen back from tedium
Of strangers' town,
Their comfort of annihilation
Covers with light
And slippers them with stone.
,Meanwhile the populaceStreams to its answers
And the marvel is
N Q longer terror
But an attitude.

QUESTIONS

AND

ANSWERS

Who sowed the seed of tortuous weeds
And throttled the ga!den,
Threatened the total land?
The peasant at the plow had other crops.
Lovers in dreaming time had different hopes.
The woman in the mirror wound her hair,
.Wondering, "Am I my brother?" .
"Am I?" answered the poet,
...,-Who never owned a towe.r.
"Free," declared statistics...
Each different from the other.
But the eyeless growth, being poison-bred,
Never knew· one from the other.

THE

L

ALIEN

'\Then lost to friends in some new city's maze,
The hero-mind is tranced in wonderland .
To trace- a steeple on another sky
To feel the glances from a foreign face
And know intensity in every casual move.
o lyric beauty of a suminer vinel
o subtle singing of a stranger's street! ·
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The friends that call the wandering heart.
Find no one home. Their ghosts are quickly gone,
But when this sudden world has been ~xplored,
A kind of night comes on.
In rooms of darkness all the old scenes live
In which those ghosts move quicker than the flesh.
AUTUMN

WALK

The smoke curls toward a moon that languishes.
The houses, once of neat designs,
Abstract against the flowing green,
Are stories on a pensive sky. _
And ~ur bold thought
On whispering streets,
Turns leaves of doors.
A chemistry of ritual-day
Makes colors for the evening eye;
The drama lost on time's dry wind
Arrested for the savoring.
Ourselves, at last, in all these rooms!
Sheltered from the flood of night
With fingers ~oving on the keys
Like living pictures in the light.
ALICE

MOSER

TO AN INCOMPL.ETE SUICIDE
.I learn you tried the other door,
Which quickly gives on no room, where
The knob turns never.
Could you not abide the smart
Of Autumn smoke from leaves
Falling at last in the long street?
Then would tears
Grieve only tears?
EVE RET T
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THREE POEMS

C HAM Ii L A I NAN D, 0 THE R S:

LA. 'M ALB A I E

Champlain complained about the tides and such
And gave the place an. evil name to wear
And huffed him to Quebec. The startled savage
Was much relieved, and when his scare was over
Resumed his humble rhythms by the river.
In pla~e of Champlain now the tou~ist comes;
The tides do not concern him overmuch,
Bouncing by motor car from Montreal:
The spot is photogenic, and the French
Authentic, if not quite grammatical.
Still swiftly, deeply comes the Malbaie tide
And still her shores are perilous and sharp.
Another native :substitutes the savage,
But he too stares, and also speculates
Seeing the stranger's Pontiac; his pride.

-.

.

II

GE 0 RGE

J0

H N S 0 N-:-H A N G ED

BY

MIS T A K E "

(Epitaph in Boot Hilt Cemetery, Tombst~ne, Arizona) '}
Whatever the particulars, poor Georg~
Was not, it seems, to blame, and we unmartyred
Pausing before his plot, know present guilt
For his historic hurt. He might at least
H'ave lived to put his century to bed,
But George was forced to dangle from a limb
His body's question mark, which hangs us all..
.

.

And now• the limb of all our consciences
Supports his weight, and each of us declines
The verb of George's vengeance. On. his grave
The cactus and the rattlesnake affinn
The constant menace of an ancient wrong.
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Yellow is color of fear, and fear may shock
The tender fingers turning amber pa&.es,
Polishing the dusty keys of feeling, scratching
The satin of old surfaces. The I
Of now recalls the he of yesterday
And speculates upon tomorrow's who.

.

A man might think that he could enzyme time,
Catch it in rennin, shelve it for tomorrow,
But time's a subtle substance, and has power
Even thus to cause him deep and devious sorrow.
OLIVER

EVANS

THE MANIKINS
The formal tie adjusts a vacant smile;
The black coat solemnly puts on the mario;
The cane escorts the legs a mincing mile.
How long, how long, my soul, since this began?
The coats with mannerly insistence press,
Jostling each other's sleeve lengths as they go,
To where the lipstick smiles above the dress.
Must it be so, must it be always so?
The broadcloth and the satin fold by fold
Measure themselves a moment, twist and turn,
Then stiffen back into the clothier's mold.
Was there not more than this and more to learn?
The coat has worn the man till he grows bare,
. The dress at last is showing through the skin,
~ And it is getting late, to be'"aware
That nothing was beneath, nothing Within.
ART H U R
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THE INCREASE

""

Five ducks striking south
Make sheer edge of evening,
Herd a drift of silence through,
High as the moon,
Only the slant of sun
Tirelessly troubling their wings.
"

Low in the hills, warm in the' womb,
Night increases.
Dwellers clap their doors a-done.
Wrapped in holy flutes of voices, .
Chancing dark against the light,
Are children running without end.
Shadows walk the small winds
On leaves and waters
And walk the bay. .
On the mouth is weight of'love,
Heavy as the moon's mouth~
While turns the world, turns slowly round.
PETER

POSTHyMOUS

JOHN

STEPHENS

REMORSE

When you shall sleep, my faithless one, under
A monument built all of gloomy marble, .
And..when for roo~ and ~ mansion you shall have
Only a false hollow, a rainy cave;
.
When the stone your timid. chest oppressing,
, And your flanks that nonchalance makes supple,
Shall keep your heart from beating and'wishirtg,
Your feet from running their adventurous course,
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The tomb, confidant of my infinite dr~am
(The tomb that always understands the poet),
Through the long nights when sleep is banished,

.

Will say to you: "Of what use, courtesan,
Not to have known what" the dead were weeping?U
-And the worm will gnaw your flesh like a remorse.
-CHARLES

BAUDELAIRE

(Translated by Barbara Gibbs)

NOT~

Lee Gilbert. translator of the Cernuda poem in our Summer. 1946.
issue. informs us of an error in the note about the Spanish poet.
Cernuda was secretary to the Spanish ambassador in P;uis at the out- •
break of the recent war. At that time he went to the British Isles. Fo"r-:.....
a time he lectured in Spanish at the University of Glasgow and is at
present teaching at Cambridge. where he has published a new book
of poems and several articles in English journals.
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- Mexico South: The Isthmus of .Tehuantepec~ by Miguel Cov~bias;
paintings and drawings by the author; photographs by Rose Covarrubias, the author, and others. New York: Aifred A. ~opf, 1946.
$7.50 •

Since that day in 1923 when an -unknown Mexican named Miguel
Covarrubias lan4ed in New York with a' portfolio of caricatures under his
arm and a small government scholarship as his only means of support, he
has continuously amazed and delighte4 an ever-growing audience. Indeed,
amazing is the only word for this man. Blithely lJiiconsciOiiS'Of'their existence, he has broken all die rules. Not for him any long, Horatio.Alger
struggle for recognition in the world's most imp~rson;l1 metropolis. On the
contrary, an exhibition at the Whitn~y Club established him immediately
as an outstanding caricaturist, prominent people sought him out, Vanity
Fair invited him to become a contributor, and_the l-lew Yorker began to run
a weekly sketch signed in rough printing, "Covarrubias." ,
During his first f{)ur years in New York, he did an amazing-that word
againl-amount of work, including, the publication of two books, the designing .of three ballets, contributions to many magazines, and the planning of
the scenery and costumes for Shaw's Androcles and the Lion. The'publication of The Prince of Wales and Other Famous Americans in 1925 '"opened
the doors of fame to him," according to pne biographer. That statement,
however, is lacking in accuracy. The door was· already open. The Prince
of Wales merely kicked it offits hinges.
.
In 1937, with the publication of The Island of Bali,- he smashed more
rules, completely destroying the time-honored ideas that no foreigner can
ever write acceptably in our language. and that no artiSt, foreign or native,
can write anyway.' In The Island of Bali~ he combined' his art with a-strong,
readable prose that established the book, according to, the Nation, as '"a real
contribution to literature:' Now COlJl,es Mexico South to strengthen and
reaffirm the.place he has made for himSelf among the literati.
.
Mexico South is a handsome book in the Borzoi tradition, 'wherein
beauty of format is well matched with richness of content. Within its
bright pink covers are 429 pages of material covering every phase of the life
of the Indians of. the isthmus of TehuantePec. Covarrubias displays a
remarkable archaeological and ethnological knowledge of- these Indians,

. 97
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as well as a deep and sympathetic understanding of their present-day problems. He traces their history, in text ,and chart, from Pre-Olmec days to
the present time. He describes their work, their play, their- speech, their
family life, their beliefs and superstitions-in short, their innermost soul.
He even includes.a glossary of one hundred and twenty Indian words in
seven different languages spoken on the Isthmus.
'
The text is immeasurably enriched'by the many illustrations the author
has lavished upon it. Besides the eight full-page color plates of Isthmus
Indians, there are almost one hundred line drawings and chapter heads that
illustrate everything from the finds in various archaeological sites to the
designs of embroidery made by the women. Another valuable addition is
a double album of photographs, made by the author and his wife, one on the
art and archaeology of Mexico and another of present-day scenes and people
throughout Tehuantepec.
The quality of the writing is exceptionally high for a person composing
in a secondary tongue. It must be admitted that it is at times joumalisti~,
even slangy, but always the reader has a sense of a powerful, driving personality behind the pen. There are other times, too, when the author
achieves unusual strength of expression. A good example is a description,
early in the book, of a regional dance of Vera Cruz, in which the word
picture is intensified and dramatized by his artistic reaction to the rhythm
of music and movement. The artist speaks, too, in the accurate depiction of
detail and in the use of color words, as when he describes "magenta sugar
cane" or houses of "unusual shades of pale salmon, ocher, or cerulean blue:'
An art critic of the London Times~ discussing the art of Covarrubias,
once observed that ..the color is rich and haunting, the work is full of vitality." Exactly the same statement may be applied to his writing. It is no
wonder, then, that Me~ico South is one of the most bea~tiful and outstanding of the books of 1946.
THE L MAC AMP; ELL

Life in Mexico' during a Residence of Tw-o Years in that· Country~ by
Madame Calderon de'la Barca; with an introduction by Henry Baerlein. New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1946. $5.00.
In the spate of books on Mexico that has flooded our presses,' one of
the earliest of them all still rides the ~est. It was in 1843 that Madame.
Calderon de la Barca, wife of the first Spanish envoy to the Mexican Republic, published Life in Mexico. "It consists of letters," said William H.
Prescott in a preface to the book, "written to the members of her own family,
and, really ~ not intended originally-however incredible the assertion-for
publication. Feeling a regret that such rich stores of instruction and alnuse- to'
ment . . . should be reserved for the eyes of a few friends only, I strongly
recommended that they should be given to the world.... "
We may be grateful to Prescott for his insistence, for without it
should have been deprived of one of the liveliest and most enduring ac-

we
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countS of Mexico ~ver written. Madame Calder6n was in the country from
1839 to 1842, yet many of her opservations are as accurate today as they
were then. Life has become more ordered, modern improvements have
changed the faces of the cities, airplanes swoop to the landing fields, but,one
needs only to read the descriptions of the Indians thronging the plazas to be
transported in memory to the Mexico of today. .Keen observation, acCurate
recording, and a critical sense of values were' contributing factors to. the
lasting quality of this book. It was not by accident that General Scott used
Madame Calder6n's book as a guide when he entered that land in 1847."Life in Mexico" has been reprinted many times, the first ~erican
edition of Dutton and Company coming out in 1931. This last reprint in
1946 was sponsored by the Junior League of Mexico City. The League has
done us _a real service in placi~g this old favorite again upon our library
shelves..
~HELMA

CAMPBELL

:

Latin-American Civilization: Colonial Period, by Bailey W. Di£(ie, with
the assistance of Justine Whitfield Diffie. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:
Stackpole Sons, 1945· $4.50 •
Much-needed books on special phases of Latin-American life, history,
and civilization are now appearing with some regularity-books by experts
in a particular field. How different are these books from those that flooded
the markets a few years back-books written by overnight "specialists" who,
after spending a few hours or days in each of the capitals of the LatinAmerican countries, returned to the United States to write a book.
Latin-American Civilization by Bailey W. Diffie is, fortunately, a book
written by a specialist. The book, limited t<? the colonial period,. is divided
into three parts-Part One: Foundation of J.atin-America (the Indian
civilization, the European conquests, land: labor, mining, religion and the
Church, manufactur!ng, trade, culture, government); Part Two: The Evolution of Colonial Latin America to 1810 (ex~nsion and agricultural development, development of eduCation, development of the-Church, government in evolution); and, Part Three: Colonial Brazil (Brazil information,
Portuguese .expansion,. t:nining, manufacturing, society and culture, the
Church in Brazil, l:olonial Brazilian gQ.vernment).
Latin-American Civilization' gives a thorough; accurate, and comprehensive picture, of Latin-American civilization during the colonial period.
It is an easy source for information on any of the above-mentioned phases of
colonial life in Latin America. A LBERT R • L OPES

The Argentine Republic, by Ysabel F. Rennie. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1945. $4.00•
Since the initiation of' the "Good Neighbor Policy" and particularly
since the 1'942 Rio Conferen~entinahas been to the American people
,
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th~

Latin-American country of greatest interest. The reaso~ is well k~own.
During the War, the Republic of La Plata not only refused to join the Allies
but "flirted" with the Axis and lent aid to Fascis~. Coercive measures were
necessary before that nation finally jumped on the band wagon and par~ici
pated-formally, at least-in the war effort. All this explains why there have
been publishe<tin the United States in the last few years more books, pamphlets, and articles about Argentina than on any other Iberoamerican
country. Of all this abundant literature, Miss Rennie's work is among the
most interesting and complete.
.
The author, well versed in the language and history of Argentina, has
observed for herself. Her conclusions are based on facts and are not forced '
on the reader without his being required to think for himself. The first
part of The Argentine Republic is an historic and geographic introduction
which provides,· for the average r~ader, the background neces~ary to approach the present· problems. The author has used Argentine sources, principally sociological and historic. One notes the influence~of Sarmiento, Mitre,
Bunge, and Ingenieros. The last part covers Argentina's domestic and inter.national policies during the past war.
.
A chapter of real sociological 'merit concerns the conditions of the working classes. The'study of political changes is of great interest for one desiring to understand the internal factors which have influenced Argentina's
International policy. However, the author does not devote sufficient attention to. the role of the army as a group or class in the coups d'e~at of 1930
and 1943. There is only the description of the events, not a study of the
social forces involved. We believe that such a study should have been given
with the other social factors in the chapter, "Argenti!le on the Eve." The
book does not take into account the influence of the cultural centers on the'
politico-social development. The social panorama ought to be completed
with the study of Argentine thought, and above all with that great source of
expression of Iberoamerican social problems, the contemporary novel.
In spite of everything, the book is most interesting and ought to be read
by all who would like to understand the actual internal conditions and the
psychology of the government of the only Latin-American country that has
defi~d United Nations policy by accrediting a new ambassador to Spain
afte~ the United Nations agreement $at the members close their Madrid·
embassies.
.
.

MIGUEL

JORRIN

The Last Trek of the Indians, by Grant Foreman. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1946. $4.00.
~

In this volume Grant Foreman concludes his history of those Indian
tribes now residing in Oklahoma. In Indian Removal: the Emigr~tion of
the Five' Civilized Tribes, he recorded the history of the displacement of
five tribes who lived south of the Ohio River and of their settlement in the
Indian Territory. In the present volume he has written of the: removal of
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those tribes originally" inhabiting 'lands to the north of the Oh~o. "They
had not preserved their tribal integrity as the southern Indians did, arid
there was little homogeneity among them. Their removal was -haphazard,
not co-ordinated, and wholly unsystematized." The removal of certain
tribes west of the Mississippi to $e Indian Territory is also described.
The point of view is that of the/historian trained: i~ the use of docum~nts, rather thall that of the ethnographer trained in describing the ways
ollife of primitive peoples and in transcribing their oral traditions. With
great skill the author has drawn together from many sources the fabric of
his narrative: from correspondep.ce in state historical societies, from Congressional documents, from teports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
as well as from other sources. Mr. Foreman's legal training and his work
on the Dawes Commission in the:earlydays of the ~entury have eminently
qualified him for his present task: Hundreds of treaties from the veU firs~
one made with the .Delaware in 1778 up through those made over a hundred
. years later with th~ Quapaw are reviewed.
,
The story of broken treaties, bribery, the sale of liquor to Indians as a
technique of exploitation, and mismanagement on the part of the Indian
Bureau is known to many laymen, social scientists, and government administrators of.this day. Mr. Foreman's dispassionate aCC9unt makes this book
all the stronger. '
The romantic title of the volume is almost the only sentimental note
in the entire book, and no doubt has snagged many an unwary book buyer.
Another concession to the reading public is the grouping of the footnotes
at the end of the chapter, necessitating the flipping of pages back and forth
which this reviewer finds distracting.
It is regrettable that Mr. Foreman depends so completely on the Handbook of American Indians, published in 1912, for his ethnographic 'data.
A selective use of the papers of Dorsey, Fletcher, Bushnell, and Swanton, to
name but a few, would have provided the author with a cross-cultur~ point
o{ view which would make the book a richer history. An account ot broken
treaties is only the first lesson to be le,arned from a-history of white-Indian
. relationS......The fact that human values in -their cultural context were ignored by those dealing with the Indians is the important lesson for the
..
. J
A
social scientist.
--r..

OHN

DAIR

i'

Not With the Fist, by Ruth D. Tuck.
Company, 1946. $3.00.

Ne~

York:

Harcourt, Brace and

This work, a study of persons of Mexican descent and extraction in a
California city, called "Descanso" by the author, is a splendid clinical specimen of the virtues and inadequacies of "the study": sympathetic and syn'thetic, factual and fatuous, mildly critical and excessively careful. The
horns of the dilemma of those who write about minority peoples are getting
longer, sharper, more coiled.
=
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The demands of fairness, objectivity, and detachment are more selfdefeating than ever before.) Social scientists have developed more airs than
the clinical psychologists: the cool eye, the steady intelligence, the formidable devices for never antagonizi~g. The result is always the same: absolute
innocuousness.
Ruth Tuck, however, has given her work. more solidity and more
warmth than is common in such studies. for one thing; she says "Mexican"
and "Mexican-American" instead of the pseudo-genteel "Latin-;,\merican."
She reproduces comments from the dominant groups which evoke anything
but, the revolting inanities of the professional pan-americanists. Occasionally, also, the juice of her material .breaks through her own judicious
chronicling, and you get a glimpse of the predicament of the sons and
daughters of Mexicans without benefit of social theory or social work
cordiality.
,
The author, took the title for this work from all observation of the
sociologist, Charles' Horton Cooley:
In the same way wrongs that ~~flict society are seldom willed by anyone or any
group, but are by-products of acts of will having other objects; they Me done, as
someone has said, with the elbows rather than the fists.

There are, presumably, many ways of looking at human relations and
human communities. In our time, though~ to' be preoccupied with the unwilled, unconscious forces which afflict human societie'S is hardly instructive.
Elbows can hurt too, as well as the boot and the heel and the dexterous
:::
police.
VINCENT

GAROFFOLO

The Winged Serpent: an Anthology of American IndianProsf! and Poetry,
edited, with an introductory essay, by Margot Astrov. New York: The·
John Day Company, 1945. $3'5 0 •
",
Anthropologists and a few laymen of perception have long knoWn that
American Indian folklore included a large body of material which can be
simply and correctly referred to as "art," without any qualifying "folk" o:r: ~
"primitive" before th~ noun. Until now, however, this prose and verse h~
been buried in expensive, scarce volumes, now and then fragmentarily pre", sented in more general works, and. lost in: the welter of quaint folk-stuff of
no interest.
The Winged Serpent is long overdue. It is a sensitive, and more important, a restrained anthology of selections from the Arctic Circle to Peru.
A nice-looking book at a reasonable price issued by a commercial pu~
lisher, it should have the distribution it deserves on -its literary merits-'
minus the effects of the reading public's prejudice against anything Indian.
Mrs. Astrov's introduction is excellent. It should prove interesting in
its own right to all readers of poetry, and make easy the understanding of
Indian poetic forms and content. It errs in underrating the strength of
...
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Christianity among our Pueblo Indians and the tribes of Mexico and Central
America. A serious omission is a failure to discuss the Peyote Religion, that
curious product of Christianity a~d despair, OI to include any Peyote songs.
Incidentally, Mrs. Astrov has (:oined a term for the Pueblo Indians,
Pueblenos, which should be discarded immediately. That term in Spanish
means "boor" or "rube." The use of Pueblo as both adjective and noun
.is established in Spanish as in English.
.
In view of the great mass of. material from which it was made, the
selection must have been extremely difficult. Mrs. Astrov is to be admired
for the general quality,of;her choices, and for having had the strength not
to include more. 'The"anthology is sub.ject to one major criticism, however.
Too much space is given to 'the areas of lesser literarY achievement, at the
expense of the great civilizations and of slich more primitive groups, like
the Navajo, of outstanding literary ability. There are, for insta.nce, only
four selections from the Navajo, including only one short prose passage.
Seventee,n pages are given to ~e California tribes, whose material rtlis nice
folk stuff but hardly art; eight. pages to the great civilizations and modem
tribes of Central America. The latter selections are entirely from the
Yucatecan-speaking Maya; there is nothing front the magnificent writings
of the Quiches and Cakchiqueles, or from the nations outside the Mayan
area.
This error may have stemmed from a desire to'represent as ma1]Y tribes
as possible-a remnant of the anthropological approach, which on the whole
Mrs. Astrov has controlled well. Even so, it is far more important to represent the Quiches, for instance, than the Yokuts or Wishok of California.
Representation, tribally speak,ing, should be a very minor consideration. If
the American Eublic is to be convinced that the Indians created "literature
worthy of~erious 'consideration, they must have an anthology filled with
such litet:ature. The Winged 'Serpent cannot tie considered merely' as an
anthology; it is also an argument against opposition. Judged even by this
harder standard, it is a noteworthy success.
O·
L
F
>

~

LIVER

A

ARGE

,The White Roots of Peace, by Paul A. W. Wallace. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1946. $2.00.
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The Seven Citit!s of Gold) by Virginia Hersch. New York: Duell, Sloan and
Pearce, 1946. $2.50.
~

In this novel Miss Hersch has done what someone was bound to do
sooner or later: ~ she has fictionized the disillusionment and endless hazards
Coronado and his men suffered in their quest of the Jabulous kingdoms
of Quivira, Tontonteac, Marata, and others in which great ridies were said
to exist. It was a flamboyant adventure, this enterprise which originated
in the audacious brain of Antonio de Mendoza. And Coronado /was a flamboyant man. Also proud and ambitious conquistadors, his m~n followed
him in the same. spirit.
, The. reading of fictionized history make.s one question the validity of
the ordinary education which makes of history a dull task composed of
memorizing names and dates instead of the exciting world that an historical
romance may open. As the title suggests, The Seven Cities of· Gold is an
adventure with the conquistadors; however, it will be valued as a factual
record of the unfulfilled- hopes of Coronado, Antonio- de Mendoza, and
o~ers whose names have a familiar ring to every literate persQn. In thiS
.. story about these adventurers we acquire much information cOl}cerning the
aspect of the country which they traversed; we learn the facts abeut those
who set out from Mexico amidst pomp and ceremony and who returned a
tattered army to taste the bitter cup of failure and disillusionment. The plot is ~imple and certainly artificial. Carlos Enrique Gomez y
Miruelo tells the story. He joins the expedition of 1540-1542 to gain honor
and glory and thus win the lovely Cristabella Dolores Isabella de Ahumada
y Dominguez de Salamanca. Con~ict enters his mind when he finds himself attracted to Anita; she is his helpmate in the anxieties, man:hes, battles,
and victories of the arduous expedition as was Marina to Cortes. In the
background are the things that made the pattern of life for the Spaniards
seeking to verify the stories of Cabeza de Vaca and the Franciscan Friar
Marcos de Niza: thirst, eJIaustion, disease, suffering, crossing mountains
~d deserts, and perishing in winter storms.
This novel lacks not only a skillfully wrought story or an intricate
p~tterD- but also a penetrating study of individual characters. The milieu
is vague and indifferent; the people are unconvincing and curiously uningratiating; they seem more like silhouettes than three-dimensional swashbucklers and natives of the Southwest.
No comment on this book would be adequate without mention of the
liberal use of Spanish expressions. -They are used wisely and casually so
that their presence enriches the novel.·
.
Before concluding my review, I may point ~)Ut several ~rrors which
should be corrected in future editions: Tuysan should read Tusayan;
haciendado- (p. 159) should be hacendado.
,
The plan of the book is a good one. Despite occasional brilliant writing, keen perceptions, and what might have been a colorful story, the novel
dwindJes away and does not make a very definite impression. At times the

.
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whole story moves haltingly, lingering too long over g~ographical and historical information and scanting or skipping more colorful scenes and
powerful characterization. There cu:e many intelligently rendered pictures,
but as a wl;1ole The Seven Cities of Gold is not a completely satisfactory
novel.
E DNA L U E FUR N E S S
Our SOTI Pab-lo, by Alvin and Darley Gordon.

New York:
House, McGraw-HilI Book Company, 1946. $2.75.

Whittlesey

Alvin 'and Darley Gordon went to Mexicp and to Michoacan, where
they did some, documentary films. One in particular was the re-enactment
'of the Mexican government's scheme to teach the' rural, largely Indian
people to read and write Spanish, the native tongue. Associated with them
in their work was Nacho, representing ~e Department of Indian Affairs,
,and Pablo, a Tarascan Indian, an assistant-and interpreter. After the filming
was over in the little town of Arantepakua, the Gordons prepared to leave
Mexico. .They soon found themselves attached to and adopted by Pablo
'whose c0Il!pelIing ambition to study in the "free" U. S. A., that he might
'return to help his people, they made possible. They arranged for his coming
to California, his entrance into the University at Berkeley; and afte! many
difficulties he arrived.
His English _was but a few lVords, his background a rural, somewhat
primitive village in another c9untry. 'Yet this lad PablO lived with the
Gordons, learned a foreign language and the routine of a foreign university,
made friends among the students and professors, came to know claSSical
music, posed for an artist-whose' portrait of him hung in a public showand learned something of the social customs and mechanized gadgets of an
American home.
'
With the draft difficulties of the war, he went back to Mexico to.' continue his education at the National University in Mexico City. The Cordons, concerned for Pablo and his readjustment, vjsited him and went with
him, ..their son," to the native village in the mountains of Michoacan. Here
Pablo's family and village gave them a fiesta. Here they saw the devastation and desolation wrought. by the volcano,. Paracutin, and here they
realized the position of Pablo, soon to be a maestro and a leader of his
people. Perhaps he would be the one whC?' might someday be forced to
bring this folk into a new hqme; for the land$, held for 400 years, were being
covered by gray volcanic ash, and the com struggled to grow.
Told'in delightful style the book is an absorbing tale of the play and
contrast of one culture upon another. Pablo's letters are the key; and we
see in him the personification of changes that come through education and
, again the ~ge-old, bitterly Poignant conflict of the minority when Pablo
rea1.izesthat in his home land he is an Indian. Yet with his training, experience, and understanding, he is to be a maestro and work with anthropologists for better conditions for his own people.
.
<

_

DQROTHY WOODWARD

.)
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Selected Poems by Pablo Neruda, translated by Angf'l Flores. Ppvately
printed, 1944. No price indicated.
"Residence on Earth and Other Poems, by Pablo 'Neruda, translate~ by Angel
Flores. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1946. $3.50.

-=r..'

'.

After having given us a group of excellent translations of the outstanding poems of Pablo Neruda contained in the two volumes, Reside71cia en la
Tierra and Espana en el Corazon, Angel Flores completes his, task in this
volume issued by New Directions. In it he collects the poems he had previously translate,d and published in a limited private edition, and adds
others from Residencia en la Tierra and Espana en el Corazon as well as
some of the last ones produced by the great Chilean poet. Among them
are several important fragments of his Canto General de Chile..
The importance of this translation of Angel Flores rests, in the first
place, in the fidelity with which the poems have been done into a language
so different from the original. A difficult matter this, for the rich symbolism of Neruda's poetry, the substantive value that metaphor takes on in it,
resist all effort at translation for one unaccustomed to siIpilar tasks. It is
.possible tha~ Angel Flores would not have been able to overco~e these
difficulties so happily if he had not neen prepared for it by his knowledge
"of T. S. Eliot and his translations of Eliot's poems into Spanish. In the
poetry of Neruda, and in that of Eliot, is expressed a sense of destruction,
of the breakup of things, manifested,by a proliferation of images apparently
C'ontradictory and even incoherent, capable of causing the average reader
-or the unaccustomed translator-to despair. At times Flores has had to
sacrifice literabiess in order to preserve the sense of the verses-a laudable
practice.
Another reason for the importance of this translation, for the person
who reads English, is that it shows up clearly the parallel between the poetry
of Pablo Neruda and that of T. S. Eliot, the most representative poets of
their time in their respective languages. Both express the anguish of contemporary man confronted by the chaos of his environment in crisis. In the
works of these poets that anguish before the' critical situation is manifested
by what Leo Spitzer calls ..the chaotic enumeration," a train 0;£ symb()lic
images, of ob,iects which indicate a deeper reality, all linked toge!her, as
when Neruda writes:
~t is feet and cl~cks and fingers
and a locomotive of moribunq soap,
and a sour sky of damp metal,
and a yellow river of smiles, ..
Spitzer, who has studied, or at least pointed out this chaotic enumeration in Neruda and in, Claude!, has not done so, however, in Eliot. And
this is nevertheless one of the most significant formal aspects of the work
of the poet in English which brings him closest to the Chilean poet.
But whoever strives to trace the parallel between Eliot and Neruda
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will have to show the 'difference in direction to which they have been
brought by their diverging poetic evolution. Eliot has ~nded in a religiosity
bristling with suggestions of scholasticism; Neruda is the outstanding: voice'
of Spanish poetry based ,upon the Marxist conception of the world.
Beginning with the poems of Espana en el Corazon, the enumeration,
which is chaotic whenever' he wishes to express the bankruptcy of
society, becomes organic, coherent, when hope is -the theme. Now in
Canto General de Chile,' he discards the melancholy of his first verses and
the chaos of J.lesidence on Earth and sings:
Together in the face of the sob!
At the high hour
of earth and perfume, look at this face
just emerged from the terrible salt,
look into this bitter mouth that smiles,
look at this new heC\rt that greets you
with its 'Overflowing fl.ower, determined and golden,
(J

•
.....

and it is n~w that the poet has really established his "residence on earth."
.

_

-

JOSE

ANTONIO

PORTUONDO

(Review translated by R. M. Duncan)

Ensayos de Poesia Lirica, by J. R. Wilcock.
Lopez, '1945. No price :indicated.
?

Buenos Aires:

Imprenta

This book of Juan Rodolfo 'Vilcock fi;-'an excellent example of that
group of poets called by Cesar FernandeicMoreno, the "Group of 1940."
The modest title of Ensayos de Boesia Lirica well expresses the attempt to
seek and try out new methods which has characterized the -young poets of
Argentina. The use of the sonnet, the lira, the couplet, the serventesio, of
the classical metres and strophes in short wl!ich we find here~' reveals that
this search, this tryout, includes a revision and criticism of the traditional
methods which to a great extent involves' a return to them.
This return also appears in the themes. In this, book of Wilcock's the
poetry seems to de~l essentially with one: love. \Ve he~e have to do with
poetry in a minor ~ey, mildly sentimental and romantic. The poet sings of
his love in classical metres with scarcely a single bold image, of the many
that remain"as a heritage -9f pte ~uITealist moment" tq disturb the limpidity
of verses which recognize the evocative power of everyday~things. Life in
constant change, death, solitude, absence, twilight, memory, landscapes, _ ~_
gardens, the memories of provincial life, all themes dear to romanticism, are
rebornJn these verses-but without untidy gassion, without emphasis-gently. •
Per-haps the poet wished to take refuge' in this sentimental pool as' an escape
from the hard struggle of his times. Or perhaps ,he seeks here only a
moment of repos~ that he may return with renewed spirit to the battle
which gives no quarter.
'
A'"
P
JOSE
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RID E R'_ S SON G
C6rdoba.
Distant and 10l\ely.
Black my pony, full the moon
and olives stowed in my saddle-bags.
Though well I may know the way
I'll never aIJive at C6rdoba.
Across the....p lain, through" the wind,
black my pony, red the moon,
stark death is staring at me
from the tall towers of C6rdoba.
Alas, how long is the wayl
Alas, for my brave black ponyl
Alas, stark death awaits me
before I arrive at C6rdobal
,.

C6rdoba.
Distant and lonely.

Another of Garda Lorca's famous poems, "Romance de la Guardia
.Civil Espanola," will give an idea of the problems that a translator has to
contend with.
-,. .
.
Los caballos negros son.
Las herraduras son negras:
Sabre las capas lelucen
manchas de tinta y de cera.
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In English this be.comes
Black, all black are their horses
and black also their horseshoes.
Over their dark coats glisten
spOts of ink and of wax.
The rhythm, balance, and contrast of ·'negros son" and "son negras" suffers
. by the substitution of "horses,""horseshoes," and th~ extra "black" thrown
in as a kind. of refrain. (fhe gutturals of lidark coats' glisten" may be intentional but are certainly difficult to proDrounce.)
.
Admirers of Garda Lorea will be grateful for the inclusion of "Sorpresa," but surely "No one could look down into his eyes" is a mistransla.
tion of "Nadie pudo asomarse a sus .ojos.".
One wishes that Miss Turnbull would tum to rhyme more ·often. It
helps to carry-' the translation often if a figure has to be sacrificed and in part
compensates for the loss of assonance which is use4 by all of these poets
most <?f the time. She proves her competence in several translations. The
one of Moreno Villa's "El Fuego" is an example (though perhaps "purifier"
and "mystifier" do not here work o~t as well as one could wish).
FIRE
A heavenly thing is fire,
.and when it departs, the· earth
is naught, disappears entire.
The earth gives us good.fruits, rye,
water and shelter; but fire
is not a mere plant that grows
in arable land at desire.
~

-

It is something lent to us.
A heavenly thing is fire.
To-morrow' will be triumphant,
joyful, when the purifier
COUles to your soul. With a thousand
salaams and caresses aspire
so detain it-lest it flee. . .
for a heavenly thing is fire,
fleeting as the air and light, .
and an unknown mystifier...
None of these poets is _more like G6ngora than Jorge Guillen. "El
ruiseiior" belongs .to the G6ngora tradition. (fhe book mistakenly has
"~or Don Luis de G6ngora" instead of "A Don Luis de G6ngora.")
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EL RUISENOR
DON LUIS DE GONGORA

El ruisenor, pavo real
Facilisimo del pio,
Envia su memorial
Sobre la curva del rio,
Lejos, muy lejos, a un dia
Parado en su mediodia,
Donde un ave' carmesi,
Cenit de una primavera
Redonda, perfecta esfera;'
No responde nunea: s1.
T~E

NIGHTINGALE

The nightingale, fluent songster,
A very peacock of trilling,
Is sending forth. his petition
Over the" bend of the river,
Far, far away, to a day
Held suspended at noontide,
Where a bird 9f glowing crimson,
Zenith of a perfect spring,
The completely rounded sphere,
Never, never answers: yes.
."La Nieve" is also well translated.
SNOW

Over the green lies the white
And, sings•
.Snow that is fine would like
To drift high.
January is alight with snow: or green,
Or white.
May it shed light by day and by night,
The snow most bright.
Delicate snowflakes, feathery snow?
What fire the drifts hold I
The ~now, the snow in the .hands,
In the soul.
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So pure is the fire in the white,
So pure without £lame.
The snow, the snow up to song
Would attain.
January is alight with the syivan sno~.
What fire! And it sings. '
The snow reaches up to song-the snow, the snowFor £light it is winged!
Only seven of, th~ Salinas poems duplicate translations that Miss Turnbull had alrea2,y p~esented in Lost Angel and Other Poems which appeared
a few years 'aKo. I should like to see more ofthem1:tere but l suppose a
person interested can go to the other book. A good example is "Suelo":
Soil. Nothing more
Soil. Nothing less. ,
A1l.d let that suffice you.
Because on the soil the feet are planted,
on the feet the body erect,
on the body. the head firm,
and there, in the lee of the forehead,
pure idea and in the pure idea
the tomorrow,' the key
-to-morrow-of the eternal.
Soil. No more no less.
And let that suffice yOu.
Excellent selections appear also from the worbof Jose Moreno Villa,
Gerardo DieKo,' Rafael Alberti, Emili() Prados, Vicente Aleixandre, Luis
Cernuda, and Manuel Altolagui~.
A number of typographiCal errors have crept in;. among them are
"manuel" for "manual" on page 8, "par" for "para" on page 61, "Cunado"
for "Cuando" twice on page 218.
,
"And finally it would be, an in.justice to the reader to omit mention
of the fine presentation of biographical data supplied by Pedro ·Salinas.
He does not write specifically about himself, to be sure,' but he betrays himself in every paragraph with the result that we have a fairly intimate picture
of what all ten poets are like as persons to supplement Miss Turnbull's
presentation' of their poetry.
R M D
.
..
.
UNCAN
""",
6-J

•

The Sea and the Hills: the lJan Journey and the North Sea, by Heinrich
Heine; translated by Frederic T. Wood. Boston: Chapman and
Grimes, Inc., 1946. $2.50.
During the Nazi regime the writings of Heinrich Heine were unceremoniously thrown into the fire; but his famous song, "Die Lorelei," was so
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'deeply imbedded in the German .imagination that it could not be left out
of tHe song book of the 'Hitler Jugend, 'in which it was labelled "Author
Unknown." But in these days, when the works of great men are scattered
in all the libraries of the world, it is no more possible to for~t Heine's
delightful prose, written on a walking tour through the Harz Mountains,
and his striking poems of the North Sea coast, than it is to forget the imagery
o~ the Psalms, which Heine heard !n the synagogue of his childhood, or the
. b eat of the surf which had thundered in Xenophon's Anabasis, which the lad
had studied in his "gymnasium" days.
Professor Frederic T'!. Wood, now professor of ~Germanic languages at
the University of Virginia, has r~produced the charm of Heine's work in a
careful translation that actually makes Heine a contemporary. No one who
has not struggled with translating a foreign language into his mother tongue
has much realization of the difficulties encountered in such a task. Luther,
in seeking to vindicate his translation of the Bible into a living German for
the times, says of these difficulties: "In translating, I have busied myself
with this: to be able to present pure and clear German. And it often happened that we sought for and asked about a single word, for fourteen days,
three or four weeks, and still sometimes did not filld it." How long Professor Wood toiled to present pure and clear English, one cannot say, but So
in comparing the German and the English, one cannot escape the impression
that the matter has been pongered wi.th great care.
.
Heine, disgusted with the academic aridity of GOttingen and rusticated
because of an attempted duel that was forced on h~m, turns his back upon
the university, and "takes to the hills" upon a hiking tour through the
.
neighboring Harz Mountains.
I have always wondered how' one would translate Heine's sarcastic expression, "mit dem Riicken.'" "Die stadt selbst ist schon und gefaellt einem
ambesten, werm man sie mit dem Riicken anseiht." Here Professor Wood
__ translates very closely: "The town itself is pr~tty, being most pleasin~ when
one looks at it with the back." Did Heiniliere-intend to be really vulgar?
He can be rough, but for my students I translate, "The town, itself beautiful, pleases one best when one views it over his shoulders"; th1u is,' "it's a
good place to be from." By the way, the translation of this passage by E. B.
Ashton reads: "The town itself is beautiful, and very pleasing to look at, if
ypu have turned your back." These are difficult phrases for any translator.
Heine's disgust with the pedantry at Gottingen is elaborated in his re- marks (p. 4) about an imaginary.omission in the guide book of one K. F. H.
Marx, regarding the suggestion that the women of <?Qttingen have "too big
feet:'
-J have, indeed, occupied myself for many a day with an earnest refutation of
this opinion; for this purpose I have heard lectures on comparative anatomy, excerpted the rarest works in the library, studied for hours on \Veende Street the feet
of the passing ladies, and in the very leai-ped treatise, which will contain the results
of these studies, I shall speak 1. of feet in general, 2. of the feet of the ancients, .8,
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of the feet of elephants, 4.' of the feet of the women of Cattingen; 5. I shall collect
everything that has been said about these feet in Ullrich's Garden; 6. I shall consider these feet in their relations to ,one another and shall expatiate at this point
on calves, knees, etc., and finally, 7. if I em only get hold of paper long enough,
I shall add some copper plates with facsimiles of the> feet of GOttingen ladies.
(pp. 21, 22)

The translation here catches ·Heine's

s~casm

perfectly.

,-

As H eine penetra~es further into the hills and is overcome by the beauty
and the spirit of forest and mountain, he forgets the sorrow and the bitterness of the weary days when he was wrestling with the stpdy of jurisprudence,
which he loathed, instead of having a fre~ nand~to study lit~rat1,l1'e and
philosophy and to write ~s his heart dictated; 'hence he often writes with
great sincerity of feeling.
His Harz Mountains journey gives rise to one of the most charmi~g
travel .diaries of all time, in which ~e beauty of nature, interestingly
humorous and keen observations on ,his fellow travellers, and. satiric asides
are mingled in startling and sur.prising fashion.
It a)so remained for this Hebrew-Hellenic-Christian poet to become.
-Germany's greatest poet of the sea. Going to the sandy beaches of the coast
of the NortJ:1 Sea, fringed by the Frisian Islands, in ~earch of health and rest,
he felt the many moods of 'the mighty deep possess his sensitive spirit, and
he gives us sea poems that have few eqmds. England, surr-ounded on all
sides by the ev~r-changing ocean, .,gives us much sea-poetry; Germany, with
so little sea line, and that so monotonous, gives us very little.'
In translating the sea-poems, Professor Wood has a more difficUlt task
than in the Harz.-Reise, for he translates poetry into poetry, a real test.
The work is excellently done. Heine coins new words and epithets, very
suggestive. but not easy,to handle in Eiigilsh. In "Sunset" (p. 101), UlichtJuenkchen" becomes Ulight-sparklets"; ..tiny sparks of light" might sound
more English, but that would be difficult to put into a line of poetry.
, . Ie is not always possi9le to be literal enough to give the expressive word,
~_ and still at the same time make clear English plus good poetty. On page
. 102, at the end of the German stanza are the words
]'':'--.!..
I

Und unerbitterlich eilt er hinab
In seiti Outenkaltes Witwerbett.

.... ......-:.... -

From this Professor Wood makes
And not to be moved he hastens down
To his wat'ry-cold and lon~ly bed.

It is these German compounds that make hard ,work-for the translator.
Here it is literally:
And not to be moved (or. pitilessly) he hastens below

40 his watery-cold '(cold as the ftood)widoweT's-bed•
.....

At the end of th'e s~me poem the transl~tor meets thi~ problem. He renders
..
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But I, then, the man
The lowly-planted, by death well-/avoredl
I'll grumble no longer.
"

The German for the words in my italics is one compound: "tod-begliichkte."
The poet, unlike the sun god Sol,'who must go on unceasingly, has the good ~
fortune -"glueck"-to be subject to death-"tod:' 'His p~~n~ his suffering;
his Weltschmerz can have an end. Does the translator's' expression make
the meaning dear? These samples show the extreme diffIculty of translation. At times one would really have to paraphrase at length i~ prose to
secure absolute d a r i t y . "
Professor WQod has given us indeed a "fresh," yes, a refreshing' translation, which the reade.r who knows no German can read with genuine .
pleasure, with the added assurance that he has ·really understood the COIl1;-~
plex spirit of Heine ever "wandering beEween two worlds."
C. H. S. K 0 C H

. is.

.

There Were Two Pirates by James Branch Cabell. New York:
Straus and Company, Inc., 1946. $2.50.
l

Farrar,

In this "comedy of division" Mr. Cabell again has written of man's
dreams, their ironical fulfillment, and the eventual acceptance of comfortable reality. The action is full of realized possibilities for ironical contrast
and productive of several themes already familiar in Poictesme. So that he
may marry Isabel de -Castro, Lieutenant Jose Gasparilla of the Spanish Navy
leads a mutiny, shoots his commanding officer, and embarks on a career of
piracy. As conscienceless as Jurgen or Manuel, Jose plunders the merchantmen of the Caribbean, murdering all who resist and, althOugh his "heart"
remains faithful to Isabel, maintaining a succession of mistresses in order to
.
'establish the reputation necessary to successful piraCy.
But from his>~uccesses and from his pirate kingdom on the west coast
of Florida, .lose tales leave for !lis boyhood in Spain. Just as in The Cream
of the Jest the shining lid of a cold cream jar opened the land of dreams to
Felix Kennaston, so does a "carvetlgreen stone" on a watch fob return Jose
to ..the land without shadows." ~b9ard one of his prizes, Jose has cap- .
tured Don DieF;o de Arredondo and with him his wife, who turns out to be
the long-adored Isabel. Once lovely" and gentle, Isabel has become "ir_
rational and uncomely and ... continually fault-finding," but Don Diego
loves her devotedly; in face of "the great magic;of marriage," he gladly surrenders the m~gic of the fob to Jose.
"
After disposing of his current mistress with a pistol bullet ana burying
his latest hau. of treasure, .lose returns to his childhood: to his dreams of
becoming either a saint or a Proven¥ll poet, and to his first rapturous love
for Isabel. But even with the first kiss, the dream and the reality divide.
Jose reverts to manhood and Florida. Florian de Puysange, we remember,
were Manuel and Jurgen, and even
was also disenchanted with reality,
Perion when 'he finally found his Melicent. But while a "new and finer·

as
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love" smote Perion, Jose, like Jurgen, succumbs to the "magic" of marriage
. and relaxes in comfortable retirep1~nt. From Don Diego, conveniently a
ghost the past t:wo years, Jose learnslthat his shadow, left ,behind, in Florida
nine years before, is still a practicing pirate. With his own, shadowless
character thus left "far above reproach" and with an adequate income of
buried treasure, Jose marries the middle-aged, fat, garrulous, complacent,
but solicitous Isabel; and when the shadow, finally cornered by the United
States Navy, drowns himselfi Jose is completely free to enjoy,p,n old age of
"unassailable respectability:' The green stone remains' untouched in a
bureau drawer. ,
Often men's dreams do come to nothing, "enduring" love is cqmpromised, wrongs-are rationalized away, prudence becomes a substitute for
achievement; and the artist properly may treat this universal failure as either
tragic or comic. Mr. Cabell maintains the detachment necessary to comedy:
the point of view-tolerant and even kindly though it may be-from which
aspiration, defeat, and above all compromise may be more laughed at than
pitied or hated.. Jose the pIrate is ridicu.Jous in, the moral glozing he gives
his ruthlessness; and the old, no-longer-tempted Jose ~is still more absurd in
expecting eternal reward for his "piety", and "sober conduct." Yet even
in comedy there is a point beyond which sympathies and' antipathie'S can be
sacrificed only at the expense of interest. And in There Were Two Pirates,
I believe, the reader's feeling for Jose-Jose the pirate perhaps more than
Jose the child or· the old man-must suffer this diminution, so that jose's
failure and his hypocrisy see~ too little the failure and hypocrisy of mankind, and until tl\ere are arid- stretches where characte:r; becomes only manner
'and-despite the ,graces of style and structure-humanity and art take second
place to ingenuity.
'
'W• P • "A L BRE C H,T

The American: a Middle Western Legend, by Howard Fast. New
Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1946'. $3.00.
@

,

.

Yo~k:

.

Already ·well established as a 'writer of good historical novels, Mr. Fast
makes another contribution in The American. This book tells the story
of John Peter Altgeld, born of immigrant parents, and. of the family's life
upon a frontier fann in the M~ddle'West. ~he lad broke from this clodlike existence to participate in the Civil War, and with vision and determination he returned to the struggle and to secure an education in'law. .
Inspired by and grounded in democratic principles, he, emerged as a
leader of the common man::' lawyer, judge, and finally governor of Illinois.
Here he pardoned the convicted Haymarket anarchists and iritensified the
conflict between powerful business interests and democratit forces. He
took the leadership of the Democratic paj"ty from Grover Cleveland, defied
the press from the Chicago Tribune to the coasts, but was ultimately defeated. Even so this Lincoln-like character stands as a hero, his greatness
.marked by respe~t and love in the hearts of his counp-ymen-the American.
Written in excellent style, the fast moving story carries the reader along
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from the very first. Warm and sympathetic in his delineation of the main
character, Mr. Fast surrounds the American with historic personages, and
they play their parts in an historic background of the emergence of this
country from the immigrant farms of virgin prairie soil in the Midwest to
the powerful mechanized epoch of the twentieth century.
.';"
.
DOROTHY" WOODWARD

The Friendly Persuasion, by Jessamyn West. New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1945. $2.50.
.....

, It is a source of satisfaction to this journal that some of the first of
Jessamyn West's stories appeared in its pages. Since this department had no
part in that achievement, it is perbaps pardonable for it to indulge in congratulation-in something of a sense of. family pride in The Friendly Persuasion. Here in this book is a concentration of the qualitie.s which delighted
us in "A Child's Day" or "Pictures from a Clapboard House," the latter
forming one of the final chap.,ters in the present book. He~e is the gentleness, the kindly and crisp integrity of Miss West's Quakers; here is are-living
of the ways of one's forebears without the nostalgic sentimentality of so
many of the' "recollective" writers. These Quakers are pious without selfrighteousness and with humor, which strikes us as a refreshing and all-toorare piety in the'sf latter days.
The book is a collection of short stories, really, about the family of
the Quaker nurseryman, Jess Birdwell, living near the banks of the Muscatatuc~ ~n Indiana~ . Jess' wife, Eliza, was a Quaker preacher and a thoroughly
human person, with the wisdom to know that "when Jess, was set he was a
problem for the Lord," that Quaker tenets were no match, afterc~ll, for the
deep-seated love of music which set Jess' mind on the purchase of a Payson'
and Clarke organ. Like several others, "Music on the ~uscatatuck" is Jess-'
story. "The Battle of Finney's Ford" is a sensitive reading of the problem
of his sons, Josh and Labe, when Morgan's raiders threaten the country.
Both battle their Quaker principles:
"I purely hate fighting," Josh. said. "Don't thee, ·Labe?"
"Not so much," Labe answered.
"I hate it," Josh said. "That's why I got to."
"And I got not to," Labe said, "because I like it:'

There are few better horse races in literature than the First Day race to
<Meeting between the Reverend Marcus Augustus Godley's Bla~ Prince and
Jess' unprepossessing Lady, "who wouldn't be passed." For that matter,
.there are few more novel or entertaining tales of horse trading than that
which tells how Jess acquired Lady. Perhaps the most appealing blend of
humor, understanding of a child's nature, and of the simple.. strength of
these peopfe who built their way of life into the land is the story, "The
Buried Leaf:' Here the young daughter Mattie finds romance and adventure in the account of her p~oneer family; and at the same time we find, as
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.. the ~irdwells unearth the buried leaf from the Bible, the living memory
of other Birdwells' courage and faith as Jess says to Mattie, "I ain't so far
from those days ~not to know a man plowed the earth then with his. heart
as well as his hands. It ain't always been ingr:~in carpets and celery vases, _
Mattie, and thees not to forget it."
When a finely original, sensitive talent turns to the probing of these
people of our land. and stirs their roots, there is somehow always richer
sustenance for the reader. In it confused present, this past looks clear, its
values are .more shining, its way of life is winnowed down to essentials whose
meaning nourishes us. We are captured not orily by the charm with which
J~samyn West writes, although that is an undeniable part of the appeal of
the book. The flavor of QPaker' speech, the Quaker humor and balance
and tolerance are in its every sentence; seldom do~ a novelist achieve such
harmony of expression and subject matter. But here is more than charm:
it is respect for ,her people; it is lov~ for them; it is the sense of their being
worth the record. One wonders, laying down this .book, if the craving of the
'for.ties is not principally a persistent hunger for Jess Birdwell and his kind,
for people who are not ultimately concerned with ingrain carpets and
celery vases.
KAT HER I N E 'S I M 0 N S
The Humors and Shakespeare's Characters~ by Jolin W. Draper. Durham,
North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1945. $2.00.
As a su:mmary of. the "medical" literature current in Shakespeare's

time and as~ a picture ,of certain ideas. of that day about charact~r -types> and
about the relationship between character or temperament or ruling obsessiQn (humor) and the stars, Professor Draper's book is highly valuable. For
the humors did ,contribute to Shakespear.e's store of allusion and imagery,
as did, apparently, all aspects of Elizabethan life; :and it is always well to
know all the elements of that Elizabethan life as completely and in as much
detail as possible. When the author, however, begins to intrude the implication that the humoral psychology is the key to .a profound reading of
Shakespe~e's characters, this read~r, for one, grows greatly uneasy and ultimately incredulo~s. I do not believe that it is proved that Shakespeare
wrote with the literal humors theory always in the back of his mind, or diat
Shakespeare's audience foun~ tJ:.1e dramatic characters clarified and simplified by its informal knowlecfge of the humors. As far as the reader or student of today is concerned, there is hardly a character analysis in the entire
book that could not be more satisfactorily and revealingly made in the.ageold, plainly moralistic te~s of everyday appraisal: 'hypocrite, dissembler,
over-ambitious man, woman divided against perself, villain, melaJ.lcholy
young intellectual, etc., etc.
_
Grateful as one may be for a certain increase in. one's information, one
is profoundly glad that Shakespeare did not tie hiS' characterization to
confused body of pseudo-scienc~ that went out of fashion in a few years.
DUDLEY WYNN
. ,

a
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A GUIDE TO THE LIT E R ~ T U RE
OF THE SOUTHWEST
Lyle Saunders
20

a service~of the University of New Mexico's
Research Bureau on Latin America and Cultural Relations in the
Southwest, attempts to list, with such thoroughness as time and re-,
sources permit, current materials dealing with the. Southwest. The
Southwest, as here defined, includes all of New Mexico and Arizona,
and parts "of Texas, Utah, Oklahoma, Colorado, Nevada, and California.
The symbol (F) designates fiction; (J) is used to indicate materials on the juvenile level. "
Included in this issue -are mainly those titles which were published or ca~e to our attention between Ja~uary 1 and February 28,
1947. Changes in the publication dates of the Quarte,rly Rev.iew make
"it necessary that this and the two succeeding-issues cover only a twomonths period.. However, beginning with issue 23, we shall again
'return to a three-months interval.
-

T

"' -..~

HIS BIBLIOGRAPHY,

~

BOOKS
Adams, Evelyn C. American Indian education; government schools and economic progress.
New York, King's Crown Press, 1946. $2.25.
,
Aller, Paul and Doris. Build your own adobe. Stanford University, Stanford University
Press, 1947. $3.00•
Arnold, Elliott. Blood brother. New York, Duell, Sloan, ~nd Pearce, 1947. $3.00~ (F)
Arizona during time of Apache wars.
Baird, G. H. A brief history of Upshur County (Texas). Gilmer, Texas, Gilmer Mirror, 1946. $1.00.
Caughey, John W. Hubert Howe Bancroft, historian of the West. Berkeley, University
, of California Press, 1946. . $5.00.
Cunningham, Eugene. Pistol passport, a novel of the Texas border. New York, Bantam
Books, 1947, 25¢ (F)
~-Chandler, Alfred N. Land title origins; a tale of force and fraud.
New York, Robert
Schalkenbach Foundation, 1945. $3.00. Includes Southwestern titles.
Evans. Evan~ The border bandit. New York. Harper &: Brothers. 1947. $2.00. (F)
Hendron, J W. Frijoles-a hidden valley in the new world. Santa Fe, Rydal Press•. 1946.
$2·75·
>
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House, Boyce. --C.owtown columnist. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1946. $3.00.
Kibbe, Pauline R. Latin Americans in Texas. Inter-American Studies III. Albuquerque.
University of New Mexico Press, 1946. $3.50.
Lomax, Bliss. Trail dust. New York. podd. Mead. 1947. $2.00. '(F) Arizona setting.
Montgomery. Rutherford G. The mystery of the turquoise frog. - New York. Messner.
1946. "'-$2.00. UF) Navajo country setting.
.
Pierce, N. H. and Nugent E. Brown. The free state of Menard: a history of ,the county.
Menard, Texas. Menard News Press,. 1946. $5.00.
Rittenhouse. Jack D. A guide book to Highway 66. Los Angeles. the Author. 1946. $1.00.
Schwartz, Harry. Seasonal farm labor in the United States. New York, Columbia University Press. 1945. $2.25. Includes Southwestern labor.
Setzer, Charles A. A. SOrt of Arizona. World Pub. Co., 1946• 49¢ (F)
Smith, Hobart M. Handbook of lizards• .Ithaca, N. Y., Comstock Pub. Co., 1946•. $5.75.
Watson, Don. Cliff palace; the story of an ancient city. Mesa Verde National Park. the
Author. 1947.. $1.00.
,
Wheelwright, Mary C. Hail chant and water .shant. Santa Fe. Museum· of Navajo Cere'
monial Art, 1947.

- PERIODICALS
AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING
-Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Raifway Company. Statem.ent Of agricultural conditions
in Santa Fe states. Regular publication of the Railway, with crop prospects .for Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas.'
• In order to conserve space and to avoid needless repetition. general. recurring references
such as this will pereafter be included ~only once a year in the Spring numbers of the
QUARTERLY REVIEW.
.
Barr~ George W. Arizona

agriculture, r947; production, income, and costs. Arizon~
Agricultural Experiment S~tion, Bulletin 206. Tucson. Feb. 1947.
Brett, Charles H. The cotton fletPti;lJ.ofJper in Oklahoma. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin B-gpg. Stillwater, Oct. 1946.
Brett, Charles H., R. R. Walton, and E. E. Ivy. The cotton flea hopper, Psallus seriatus,
in Oklahoma. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical BulletinT-14.
Stillwater, Oct. 1946.
.
~
.
Crops and Markets. Quarterly publication of U. S. Department of Agriculture, giving
statistics by states.
. _tr
.
Current Farm Economics in Oklahoma. Regular publication of Oklahoma Agricu,ltural
, Experiment Station.
The Dude Rancher. Official pUblica~ion of the Dude Ranchers' Assn.
Economic News for New Mexico Farmers. Regular publicati.Qn of New Mexico State
College Extension Service, 'with price and market information.
~
Farm and Ranch. Monthly publication devoted to Southwestern farming.
Hood, Margaret Page. "Cattle, corn, and cotton." New Mexico Magazine, 24: 14-15, 52-54,
Nov. 1946. In New Mexico.
Klemme. R. T., L. A. Pascher, and Erwin C. Ford. Farm real estate activity in Oklahoma,
r915. Oklahoma~· Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin B-301. Stillwater,
....... _ Sept. 1946.
.'~
McGeorge, W. T. "Fertilizers for semi-arid soils." CaUfomia Cultivator, 93: 761, Dec.
21, 1946.
Murphy, H. F. Fertilizer in relation to Oklahoma agriculture. Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment Station. Circular C-124. Stillwater, Oct. 1946.
New Mexico Stockman. Monthly publication of New Mexico Cattle Growers' Assn.•
New Mexico Wool Growers' Assn., and Southeastern New Mexico GraZing Assn. .
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station. r947 farm production prospects in Oklahoma.
Mimeographed circular M-163.1l Stillwater, Nov. 1946.
Ray, W. Winfield. Cotton boll rots in' Oklahoma. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin B-300. Stillwater, July 1946.
Schoffelmayer, Victor H. "Nature's balance and man." Texas Geographic Magazine,
10: 1-5, Autumn 1946.
Q

ANTHROPOLOGY, ARC~AEOLOGY, AND SOCIOLOGY
,&1tman" George J. "The Yaqui Easter play of GuadaluPe, Arizona:' The Masterkey,
." ao:.. 81-8~ Nov. 1946.
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Berry, S. S. "Shell necklace hom the Havasupai Indians." Plateau; 19:29-84, Oct. 1946.
Brady, L. F. "Coal mine canyon." Plateau, 19:17-20, Oct. 1946. Arizona.
Brew, John Otis. Archaeology of Alkali Ridge, Southeastern Utah. Papers of the Peabody
Museum of American Archaeology and 'Ethnology, V.21. Cambridge, 1946.
'
Colton, Harold S. "What is a katchina?" Plateau, 19:40-47, Jan. 1947. Includes check
list of katchinas.
Farmer. Malcolm. "Upper Largo Navaho-17°O-1775." The Kiva, 12:15-24. Jan. 1947.
Halpern. A. M. "Yuma IV: verb themes." International Journal of American Linguistics,
13:18-30• Jan. 1947.
Hendron, J. W. "We found America's oldest tobacco." New Mexico Magazine, 24:11-13.
33,35,37, Nov. 1946. In Frijoles Can)'on.
Hurt, Wesley R. "Ceremonials at Santa Ana." New Mexico Magazine, 24:2248-49.
N~I~
.
.
Kewanwytewa, J. and K. Bartlett. "Hopi moccasin makingt Plateau, 19:21-28, Oct. 1946.
Klauber, Laurence M. "How the Hopi handle rattlesnakes." Plateau, 19 :37-39. Jan. 1947.
Luhrs. Dorothy L. An anthropological study of the sources of maladjustments among
eastern Pueblo adolescents. Unpublished Doctor's thesis. University of Southern
California, 1945.
Milligan, Charles. "Navaho religion-values sought and values received." The Iliff
Review, 3: 114-26, Fall 1946.
,
Moke. Irene Alma. Santa Fe, New Mexico, a study in urban geography. Unpublished
Doctor's thesis, University of Nebraska. 1945.
Reed, Erik K. "The distinctive features and distribution of the San Juan AnilSazi cul~
ture." Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, 2:295-305. Autumn 1946.
Shetrone,_H. C. "Unique prehistoric irrigation project." Annual Repof't of the Board
of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 1945. Pp.379-86. Arizona.
Sinclair, John L. "Coronado's headquarters." New Mexico Magazine, 25:11-1349, March
1947. Kuaua Pueblo.
Social Security Bulletin. Monthly publication of Social Security Board, Washington. containing statistics on social security programs in Southwestern states. ~
Stewart. Kenneth M. "An account of the Mohave mourning ceremony." American
.
Anthf'opologist, 49:146-48. Jan.-March 1947.
Tanner. Bill. "Cave man of the .Sandias."· New Mexico Magazine, 25:14-15,33. Jan. 1947.
ARTS
",

..

Andreeva, Tamara. "The art of the Navajo blanket weaver." Travel, 88:16-18,31. Dec.
1946.
Cassidy. Ina Sizer. "Albuquerque artists." New Mexico Magazine, 25:2445. Jan. 1947.
- - - . "Art students exhibit."
New Mexico Magazine, 25:26,55. March 1947. At
University of New Mexico.
MCSparron, C. H. "Navajo silver buttons." Hobbies, 51 :35, Nov. 1946.
Southwestern Musician. Regular publication containing news of Southwestern music
and musicians.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
American Geographical Society. Current geographical publications. Monthly list,. including titles on Southwestern geography.
Evans. Luther H. "Texana in the nation's capital." Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
50:220-35, Oct. 1946.
Library of Congress. Monthly check list of state publications. Includes Southwestern
s~tes. .
.
U. S.f!Department of Agriculture Library. Bibliography of agriculture. Monthly publication including items on Southwestern agriculture.
1- ....

BIOGRAPHICAL

Anonymous. "Happy hunting ground." Time, 48:30, Nov. 4, 1946. Ernest Thompson
Seton.
.
Charles, Mrs. Tom. "Indian fighter." New Mexico Magazine, 25:22,37. Jan. 1947. W.
H. Eckihorst of Alamogordo.
'"
Trumbo, Theron Marcos. "Bronco girl of old Fort Craig." New Mexico Magazine, 25,
17>49, Jan. 1947. Eva Crawford Reckhart.
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Beal, Mary. "Heliotrope wildlings." The Desert Magazine, 10:19, Jan. 1947.
Carpenter, Stanley J., Woodrow W. Middlekauff, and Roy W. Chamberlain. "The mosquitoes of the southern United States and Texas." American Midland Naturalist
"
Monograph 3, '1-946.
Clark, Addison. "My friend Bill, the kingsnake." The Desert Magazine, 10:8, Jan. 1947.
Compton, L. V. "The great-tailed grackle in the Upper Rio Grande Valley." The
Condor, 49:35-36, Jan. 1947.
. .
Freeman, Catherine and Dick. "Fantastic lily of the Southwest." Natural History,
56:56-63, Feb. 1947. The Joshua tree..
Maslowski, Karl H. "Red tails." Arizona Highways, 23:34"35, Jan. 1947. Photographing hawks.
..
Miller, Robert R. The fishes of ,the Pleistocene -Death Valley stream system. UnpUb.
lished Doctor's thesis, University of Michigan, 1945.
Monson, Gale. "Botteri's sparrow in Arizona." The Auk, 64:139-40, Jan. 1947.
ProctOJ;, Claire Meyer. "Cacti." Arizona .Righways, 23:4-9,' Jan. 1947.
Smith, Lloyd Mason. "Joshua tree:' Arizona Highways, 23:36 -40 , Jan. 1947.
Stevenson, James O. and Logan H. Meitzen. , "Behavior and food habi~ of Sennett's wpitetailed hawk in Texas:' Wilson Bulletin, 58: 198-205, Dec. 1946J·
Warnock, Barton H. The vt:getation of the Glass Mountains, Texas. Unpublished Master's tlJesis, University of Texas, 1946.
..
Waterfall, U. T. "Observations on the desert gypsum flora of Southwestern Texas and
adjacent New Mexico." American Midland Naturalist, 36:456-66, Sept. 1946..
. Williams, Oliver H. "Adventures in garden magic." New Mexico Magaune, 25:20,85,
March 1947. Botanical experiments of Dr. Louis B. Boellner, Roswell, N. M.
EDUCATION
Anonymous. "Dobie and the eyes of Tex~s." Newsweek, 28:89, Nov. 4, 1946.
-:"'--. "New Mexico extends library service to rural areas and small communities,"
School Life, 29:25, Nov. 1946.
- - - . "Teacher situation in New Mexico." New Mexico School Review, 26: 13-15,
Jan. 1947.
.
Arizona Teacher-Parent. Regular publication of Arizona Education Assn.
Blose, David T. "Statistics of state school systems, 1943-44. Chapter II:' Biennial Survey
of Education in t!!e United States, 1942-44. Washington, 1946. Includes -Southwestern states.
.
. ~~
Bonney, M. E. "Study of the sociometric prQcess among sixth grade children." Journal
of Educational Psychology, 37 :359-72, Sept. 19'46. Denton, Texas.
Carpenter, Willis. "Babies at the University." New Mexico School Review, 26:7, Feb.
1947. University of New Mexico home management l!ouse.
,
Crichton, Kyle. "Eager aggies." .collier's, 118:18-19, Oct.~ 1946. Oklahoma A. &: M.
Dallman, William P. "Highlands University summer school in Mexico City:' New Mexico School ReView, 26:13, Feb. 1947.
.
Donnelly, Thomas C. "Edu~tional progress in New Mexico and some present problexg..s."
New Mexico Quarterly-Review, 16:305-17, Autumn; 1946.
~
Geach, ~wen. "New Mexico's children should be in school." New Mexico School Review,
26:5,26, Feb. 1947.
.
Griggs, J. F. "Problem of delayed reading; how it was solved in our school." Grade
Teacher, 64, 28, Dec. 1946. Spanish-speaking children. .
.
Hamilton, D. L.· "Experimental program in romance languages· at the University of
_ .
Texas." Modern Language Journal, 30:398-4°3, Nov. 1946.
Herr, Selma E. The effect of Pre-first grade training upon reading readiness and reading
achievement among Spanzsh-American children in _the first grade. Unpublished
..
Doctor's tliesis, University. of Texas, 1945.
Hunt, M. G. "Texas history for junior historians:' Social Education, 10:359-60, Dec. 1946.
Indian Education. Fortnightly field letter of ·the Education Division, U. S. Office of Indian Affairs, with news of Southwestern Indians.
Journal of the Albuquerque Public Schools. Regular publication since November 1945.
Kent, Arthur. "Education in a showcase:' Arizona Highways, 23:10-15, Jan. 1947. Ari.
zona State Museum.
Kerr, W. E. "Unfinished business." New Mexico School Review, 26:8-9, Jan. 1947. Of
New Mexico schools.
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Leonard, Eugenie A. "Counseling in the Catholic high schools of the southern and western states." Catholic Educational Review, 44:585-90. Dec. 1946.
National Assn. of Secondary School Principals. Directory of the National Association of
Secondary School Princ.pals, 1947. Bulletin of the National Assn. of Secon~ary School
,!'
Principals, Jan. 1947. Includes Southwestern principals. \
,Nevada Educational Bulletin. Regular publication of Nevada State Department of Education, Carson City.
New Mexico Library Bulletin. Regular publication of New Mexico State Library Assn.,
State Library Assn., and State Law Library.
New Mexico Progress. Regular publication of the New Mexico School for the Deaf.
Oklahoma State Department of Education. The improvement of instruction in Oklahoma
_
schools. Oklahoma Cit}', the Department, 1945.
---"~ Oklahoma resources, a source book for teachers. Bulletin 1946, no. 6. Oklahoma '
City, 1946.
Otto, H. J. "Experimentation in elementary education." Educational Leadership, 4:130,
Nov. f"946. At the University of Texas.
,
Pannell, H. C. "A program of action." New Mexico School Review, 26:5-6,26, Jan. 1947.
For New Mexico education.
Ridings, J. W. "Good little neighbors; in:r'exas the muchachos and muchachas learn
Spanish." New York Times Magazine, Dec. 1, 1946. P.53.
Rojas, Pauline. "Reading materials for bilingual children." Elementary ,School Journa/;
47:2°4-11, Dec. 1946. Deals mainly with Spanish-speaking children. '
. ~,.
Skrivanek, John M. The education 0/ the Czechs in Texas. Unpublished Master's thesis,
University of Texas, 1946.
Texas Outlook. Regular publication of Texas State Teachers' Assn.
U. S. Office of Education. Educational directory. County and city school officers. Washington, 1946. Includes Southwestern states.
- - - . Educational directory, 1945-1946. Part 11'. Educational associations and directories. Washington, 194~. Includes addresses from Southwestern states.
Walters, Raymond. "Statistics of attendance in American universities and colleges, 1946.
School and Society', 64:428-38, Dec. 21, 1946. Includes Soq~western states.
FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Monthly publication of Albuquerque National Trust Be Savings

_

Albuquerque 'Progress.
Bank.
Benjovsky, T. D. Contributions of New Mexico's mineral industry to World War II. '
New Mexico Burea,u of Mines and Mineral Resources, Bulletin 27. Spcorro, 1947.
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas ,City. Monthly review of agricultural and! b~ifless conditions, tenth Federal Reserve District. Includes Southwestern states. ,
Kutnewsky, Fremont. "Behind the lights in Madrid." New Mexico Magazine, 25:33-34,37,
March 1947. Coal production.
New Mexico State Tax Commission. Sixteenth biennial report of the State Tax Commission 01 New Mexico, July 1, 1944 to June JO, 1946. Santa Fe, 1947.
New Mexico'Tax Bulletin. Regular publication of New Mexico Taxpayers' Assn.
Oklahoma Business Bulletin. Monthly summary of business conditions in, Oklahoma and
adjoining states, published by the University of Oklahoma.
Sayer, C. N. "Commercial ~yiation in Texas." Texas Geographic Magazine, 10:6-15,
Autumn 1946.
Social Security Board. Comparison of state unemployment compensation laws as of December J1, 1945. Employment Security Memorandum 8. Washington, 1946. In~
eludes Southwestern states.
Woolrich. Willis R., Jr. Economic analysis of the Texas fishing industry. Unpublished
Master's thesis, University of Texas, 1946.
FOLKLORE
DeHuff. E. W. "Sunshine and adobe Christmas; sacred p~ays of New Mexico." Horn
Book, 22:«6-53. Nov. 1946.
Hambriento, Miguel. "The old foods of Mesilla." New Mexico Magazine, 25:1647,
Jan. 1947.
Wetherill, Louisa Wade. "The woman whose nose was cut off twelve times." T,*e Kiva,
12:25-26, Jan. 1947. Navajo legend. "
"
---"~ "Creation of burro." The KivU;, 12 :26-28, Jan. 1947. Navajo legend.
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,
GEO~ICAL SCIENCES "
. ,
Anderson, Helen A. "Rock hunter m Sawatch range." The Desert Maga%inel 10:13-15,
Jan. 1947. Southwestern Colorado.
'
Bates, Robert L. and others. Geology of the Gran Quivira quadranglel New Mexico. NewMexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, Bulletin 26. Socorro, 1947.
Bridge, Josiah, V. E. Barnes, and P. E. Cloud, Jr. "Stratigraphy of the Upper Cambrian,
Llano- Uplift, Texas." Bulletin of· the Geological Society' of Americal 58:'109-24,
, Jan. 1947.
.
Cunningham, William A. "Mineral resources of Texas:' Texas Geographic Maga#nel
10:32-38, Autumn 1946.
.
Denton, Thomas a~d P. S. Haury. Exploration of the Reward (Vekol) %inc deposit, Pinal
Countyl Arizona. U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigation 3975- Washington, Nov•. 1946.
Dunkle, David H. ••A new palaeoniscoid fish from the lower Permian of Texas:' Journal
....of the Washington Academy of Sciencel 36:402-08, Dec. 15, 1946.
Gilluly, James. The Ajo mining districtl Arizona. U. S. Department of the Interior,
Geological Survey, Professional Paper 209. Washington, 1946.
Harley, G. T. and G. C. Weaver. "Prospecting for potash in the Permian basin area near
Carlsbad, New Mexico:'. Mining Technolog'Y1 10. September 1946.
The Hopper. Monthly publication of Oklahoma Geological Survey.
International Boundary Commission. ' Flow of the Rio Grande and tributarv contribution51 ftom San Marciall New Mexiiol to the Gulf of Mexico l '945. Water Bulletin
15. Undated.
McCarver, Holland and Lloyd G. West. "The geology and geophysics of the Oden oll
field, San Patricio County, Texas." Geophysicsl 12:13-29, Jan. 1947.
McKee, Edwin D. "Paleozoic seaway in western Arizona:' Bulletin of the American
Association of Petroleum Geologistsl 81:282-92, Feb. 1947.-Miller, Robert R. "Gila cyphal a remarkable new species of cyprinid fish from the
Colorado River in Grand Canyon, ,Arizona:' Journal of the Washington Academy 01
ScieJlcesl 36:409-15, Dec. 15, 1946.
The Mining Journal. Regular publication, containing notes on Southwest~ mining.
New Mexico Miner and Prospector. Monthly publication of New Mexico Miners' and
Prospectors' Assn~
.
- Peterson, Nels P. "Hydrothermal alteration in .the Castle Dome copper deposit. Arizona."
Economic Geolog'yl .V:820-40, Dec. 1946.
Rothrock, Howard E., C. H. Johnson, -and A. D. Hahn. Fluorspar resources Of New Mexico. New Mexico Bureau of Mines arid Mineral Resources, Bulletin 21. 'Socorro, 1946.
.. .Sidwell, RaYIJ?ond. "Sediments from Alaskite, Capitan Mountain, New Mexico:' Journal
of Sedimentary Petr910g'y1 16:121-23, D~c. 1946.
Stark, J. T. and Dapples, E. C. "Geology of the Los Pinos Mountains, New Mexico:'
Bulletin of the Geographical Society of America, 57:-1121-72, Dec. 1946.
Van Gundy, C. E. "Faulting in the east part of Grand Canyon of Arizona." Bulletin 01
the American Association of Petroleum Geologistsl -30:1899-1909, Nov. 1946.
Welles, S. P.- "Vertebrates from the upper Moenkopi formation of northern -Arizona."
University of Californial Bulletin Of the Department of Geological Sdencesl 27:241-94,

?

1947·

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
Arizona State Land Commissioner. Thirty-fourth annual report of. the State Land Commissioner . •• July 11 1945 to June JOI 1946. Phoenix, 1946.
Beckett, Paul and Walter L. McNutt. The d~rect primary in New Mexico. Albuquerque,
University of New Mexico, Department of Government, 1947.
Glaeser,..,Martin G.. "The ~exican water treaty: Part 11." Journal- of Land and Public
Utility Economicsl ~2:352-62. Nov. 1946.
HEALTH
Anonymous. "Establishment -of New Mexico Health Foundation:' American Journal
of Public Health l 36: 1238, Oct. 1946.
Arizona Public Health News. Regular publication of the ~zona~Departmentof Public
lIealth.
•
New Mexico Health Council News-Letter. l\egular publication of New Mexico Health
Council, Albuquerque.
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New Mexico Health Officer. Regular publication of the New Mexico ~te Department
of Public Health.
.
New Mexico Sunshine. Regular publiqation of New Mexico Society for CItippled Children.
U. S. Public Health Service. "Prevalence of disease:' Weekly report of· states and cities
in Public Health Reports.
HISTORICAL
Anderson, Arthur J. O. "Taos uprising legends." El Palado, 53:331-37, Dec. 1946. "
Brooks, Clinton E. and Frank D. Reeve. "James A. Beimett: a dragoon in New Mexico, .
185°-1856." New Mexico Historical Review, 22:51-97. Jan. 1947.
Carroll, H. Bailey. "Texas collection." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 50: 26g-803,
Oct. 1946. News ang, notes of Texas history and historians.
Davis, Stanley G. "Ghost city of the White Hills:' The Desert Magazine, 10: 16-18, Jan.
1947. White Hills, Arizona.
Ewing, Russell C. "The first historieS and historians of the Southwest:' Arizona Quarterly, 2:66-76. Winter 1946.
Ewing. Thomas E. "Kelly and our lady of Magdalena." New Mexico Magazine, 25:31-32,
Jan. 1947·;'
Hendron, J. W. "The haunted house of Lincoln town." New Mexico Magazine, 25:222341, March 1947. Hangout Qf Billy the Rid.
Hollon. Gene. "The Kerrville cedar axe:' Southwestern Historical Quaf.'terly, 5°:241-5°,
'
.
/
Oct. 1946.
Huff, J. Wesley. "When the west was wild:' New Mexico Magazine, 24:23414345,
Nov. 1946.
Keleher, William. "The year bf decision:' New Mexico Historical Review, 22:8-17.
.
Jan. 1946.
't
Lewis. Sarah E. "Digest dt Congressional action on the Am~ican anne~tion of Texas,
December 1844 to March 1945." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, (5°:251-68, Oct.

1946•
~
Maresh, Henry R. "The Czechs in Texas:' Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 5°:236-4°,.,
Oct. 1946.
Muir. A. F. "Patents and copyrights in the Republic of Texas:' Journal Of Southern
History, 12:2°4-22. May 1946.
'
Poldervaart, Arie. "Black robed justice in New Mexico, .1846-1912." New Mexico Historical Review, 22:18-50, Jan. 1947.
, Ransom, Jay Ellis. "Aurora. a Nevada ghost town." The Mineralogist, 15:59-62. Feb. 1947.
Reeve. Frank D. "The Apache Indians in Texas." Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
5°:189-219. Oct. 1946.
'
Scott. Zelma May. The history Of Coryell County, Texas, to 1920. Unpublished Master'.
thesis, University of Texas, 1946.
r

~-,

MISCELLANEOUS
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce Topics. Regular monthly publication.
J\ponymous. "Tips to take you places." Better Homes and Gardens, 25:79, Jan. 1947.
, Tombstone, Arizona.
'
Arnold, Oren. "Christmas in the desert:' Collier's, 118 :7°, Dec. 28, 1946..
Beaty. Orren. "Proving ground for rockets." New Mexico Magazine, 25:24-25.52, March
1947. White Sands, New Mexico.
Comstock,L. M. "Tips to take you Southwest:' Better Homes and Gardens, 25:81,
Nov. 1946.
Fitzpatrick, George. "Vacation boom lown." New Mexico Magazine, 25:11-18,85, Jan.
1947. Ruidoso. New Mexico.
Gervasi, F. "Housing: the homeless SQuthwest:' Collier's, 118:22-23. Dec. 14. 1946.
Henderson, Randall. "Waterhole on the old Bradshaw Trail:' The Desert Magazine,
10:4-7, Jan. 1947. Dos Palmas oasis.
Henry, H. T. "Texarkana, U. S. A." Recreation, 4°:368, Oct. 1946.
Indians at Work. Monthly publication of the Office of Indian Affairs. including news
of Southwestern Indians.
Kercheville, F. M. "Dialogues of Don Placido." Regular feature in New Mexico Magazine.
Kinzel, M. "Town of beginning again:' Suroey Graphic, 35:854-57. Oct. 1946. Los
. Alamos, New Mexico.
.
Kipp, Mary Dee. "Play town in the clouds:' New Mexico Magazine, 25:14-1545, March
1947., Cloudcrofl, New Mexico. .
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~ngley. Dama. "Trail to Acoma:' Th/! Dl!Sert Magazine, 10:9-12. Jan. 1947.
Library of CQngress. Texas Centennial exhibition: held at the Library of Congress, Washington, D. C., December I;, 1945-April I;, 1946. ~ashington, 1946.
•
Murbarger. Nell. "Proud city of the PeCos:' New Mexico Magazine, 25:2341. Jan. 1947.
Pecos ruin.
.
.
New Mexico Alumnus. Regular publication of University of New Mexico Alumni Assn.
Oklahoma Public W/!lfaf'e Review. Monthly mimeograpb:~ publication of the Oklahoma
.'
.',
.
Department of Public Welfare.
The Padres' Trail. Regu'ar publication'of the Franciscan Fathers. St. Michael's. Arizona.
Parker. Howard. Oklahoma criminal repof'ts. v.79. Cases detef'minedln Oklahoma Jul'1
1944-FebTUary 1.94;, ,,~uthrie. 1946.
'.
Pillsbury. D. L. "Ditches; America's oldest cooperatives: in northern New Mexico:'
Christian Science Monitor Magazine, Oct. 12. 1946.
- - - . "Dollars from dwarf foresrs; tiny pinon nuts in New Mexico." Christian Scienc/!
Monitof' Magazine. Nov. 16, 1946.
- - - . "Night of peace: Christmas in three languages." Christian Science Monito,.
Magazine. Dec. 21. 1946.
.
'
The Southwest Wind. Regular publication of New Mexico Highlands University.
The Southwestern Bakef'. Monthly trade journal.
.
Straley. W. "Indianlore. ancien,t and otherwise," Hobbies. 51:144, Jan. 1947.
Sunset. Monthly publication devoted to western houses, gardens. home hints. etc.
Texas: a monthly magazine devoted to the welfare of the people of Texas. Regular pub. lication of Texas Social Welfare Assn•• Austin.
Texas Bar Journal. Monthly publication of Texas State Bar Assn.
,
The Thunderbird. Regular literary publication of students. at the University of New
,
Mexico.
The Turquoise. Quarterly pUblication of the New Mexico Federation of Business and
Professional Women's -Clubs.
u. S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau. Monthly weather review. Includes
.
statistics for Southwestern states.
U. S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service. Petrified Forest National Monument, Arizona. Washington, 1947.
Walker, 'Louis Wayne. "He took his own piC!ure:' The Desert Magazine, 10:20-:U. Jan.
1947. Photographing desert foxes.
Wall. H. and B. "Recipes for 'Yinter sun," Better Homes and Gardens. 25:38'39. Nov.
1946. Travel tips..
.
Weyler. George Lester. "The battle flag of the u.s.s. New Mexico:' New Mexico Historical Review. 22:1-7. Jan•. 1947. Presentation speech. Kearny centenary Program,
Santa Fe. Oct. 16. 1946.
. .
Woods. Betty. "'rrip of the month:· Regular feature in New Mexico Maga%ine.
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LOS PAISANOS
Saludo a Todos Los Paisanos:
The spring season of 1947 was marked by three very exciting events.
Clyde Kluckhohn,a former faculty member of the University of New
Mexico, was awarded the $10,000 McGraw-HilI Priie for his book, tentatively titled A nthropology and the Modern World. The movie version
of The Sea of Grass by Conrad Richter was presented for the first time at
Radio City, and Accidentally Yours, an original play written by Pauline
Snapp, graduate of the University of New Mexico, was professionally
produced on the West Coast. . . . More than 500 manuscripts were
submitted for the McGraw-Hill contest, and' at a testimonial dinner
given in honor of Dr. Kluckhohn in New York City, tribute was paid
him by President Conant of Harvard, and other distinguished scholars.
. . . Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Richter were here for a short· holiday
~ecently, and old friends had a delightful visit with them. They are
both as charming as ever. Mr. Richter said that app~rently people, liked
A lways Young and Fair, because he has received more letters in appreciation of it-than he has of any other book. ,No publication date has been
set for The Town, the third of his Americana series. They both promised upon leaving that they would return for the summer, if possible,
and although the distinguished novelist made no commitmen.t in regard
to the invitation extended td him to lecture in the Creative Writing
Course at the University here, we are hoping that he will do so some
time in the not too distant f~ture.... Pauline Snapp's play was first pro. duced at Rodey Hall in 1942 under the direction of her husband, Edwin
Snapp, atwhich time its professional possibilities were recognized. The
commercial stage production is under the direction of Harry Ellerby.
Billie Burke and Grant Mitchell have been cast in the leading' roles.
The play, now being shown in key cities on the West Coast, is scheduled
for Chicago and New York productions in the late summer.
We always enjoy the New Mexico visits of Burgess Johnson, and

"
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his'two lectures here early in the season were attended by townspeople,
faculty members, and students. The titles o~ his speeches, "Campus
and Classroom," and "The Gentle' Art of Vituperation," frame Mr.
;
Johnson for what he is-a scholar and a gentle satirist and wit.
Whenever anyone comments on the phenomenal growth of Albuquerque, some individual is certain to ask, "Where 'ar~ all these people
coming from?" The stock reply, "from Texas," is rapidly assuming
the proportions ofa folk cliche. I imagine that Dr. Thomas Donnelly,
Director of the Division of Research of the Department of Government
at the University of New -Mexico, could ;?mpile some ~nteresting statistics on the growth of this city and' state..tI!l10ugh the individuals"requesting the publications of the Division of Research. Some of these recent
publications ~nclude the following: The State Educational System, by
. Thomas C. Donnelly; The New Me~ico Budget System, by~William J.
Parish; The Soil Conservation Problem in New Mexico, by Thomas C.
Donnelly and Paul Beckett with the co-operation of the U. S. Soil Conservation Service; New Mexico: Yesterday and Today, by Frank D.
Reeve; The Problems of Assessment in New Mexico, by Delight
Dixon and Ellsworth Plank; The People of New Mexico, by Ross
Calvin.'
Southwesterners Write, an anthology selected and edited by T. M.
Pearce and A. P. ThoIQason, rfecently published by the University
. Press, is a book you will certainly want to add to your Southwestern
collection. It contains thirty-two stories and articles representing culture' patterns of Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico. Contributors include J. Frank Dobie, John A. Lomax, Paul Horgan, Conrad
Richter, Fray Angelico Chavez, Curtis Martin, Dudley WYnn, 'George
Sessions Perry, and Stanley Vestal. The charming jacket and endpapers, as well as the.. illustrations, were done by Helen Pearce. . . .
Forthco~ing publications by the Univers~tyPr~ss include Sun ~~ Your
Eyes, by Orin Arnold, and Latin-Americans in Texas, by Pauline R.
Kibbe. The Ancient Maya, by Sylvanus G,; Morley, which was published by the, Stanford Press last fall, has gone into a second edition.
, The first printing of 5,000 copies was sold out as quickly as it could be
delivered from the bindery, a si~ificant fact when you recall that the
volume sold for ten dollars.... Rocky Mountain Tales, by Levette °1.
Davidson and Forrester Blake, 'a collection. of tall tales, is attracting
attention, and it is interesting to note that more than 11,000 copies
of Maverick ~ownJ by John'L. McCarty, hav~'-!>een sold to date•...
I..,
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John Gould Fletcher's informal history of Arkan_~as, a spring publica- .;1
tion of Chapel Rill Press, is the first prose work by this Pulitzer Prize '.~
poet since the publication of his autobiography, Life is My. Song, in .~
1937..' .. Best Stories are reprinting "$tevedores," by O'Kane Foster, ..~
and "'ViI!ter Garment," by E. W. TedlQ,ck, Jr., both of which appeared .;
in the New Mexico Quarterly Review, Summer, 1946. . . . Recent
publications of Dr. George Arms iRclude the following: UA Bibliography of William Dean Howells," 'a bulletin of the New York Public
Library, and "Cliches, Extended and Otherwise," published in the Saturday Review of Literature. . . . Dr. Wi~lis Jacobs has an article in.
Explicator on "The Fly," by Katherine Mansfield. . . . Martha Foley
selected "Love Charm," by Oliver La Farge, as American Scene Story
Number Three in the series of stories of regional America appearing in
Harper's Bazaar. ... Look at America: The Southwest, by the editors
of Look in collaboration with Paul Horgan, is a very interesting volume. The pictures are stunning, and the material offered regarding
background should certainly be worthwhile for the tourist.
The publication of A nchor in the Sea, an anthology of psycho- ~
logical fiction, introduced the _first title to appear under the new joint
imprint of The Swallow Press and William Morrow Company. Alan
Swallow is the editorial supervisor of the new series, which will spe- .
ciaHze-it! experimental fiction, poetry, and criticism. Production and
distribution will be handled by Morrow. Six titles are already s~hed
uled for 1947. In Defense of Reason, a book of criticism by Yvor
'Winters, is the second in the series.
'
1-j

j--

Hasta la pr6xima vez.
JULIA

..
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